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Introduction
The Coronal and Prominence Plasmas (CPP) workshop series was inspired by
the repair of the Solar Maximum Mission (SMM) satellite in April, 1984. Since
the operation period was to be closer to solar minimum, with the accompanying
decrease in solar activity, the instruments could be productively used to
study the solar corona and prominences. Although this would not be a new area
for research with the instruments, a concerted effort in this area had not
been accomplished during the early part of the mission.
The first meeting in the series was held in Hilo Hawaii, March 20 to 22,
1984, just before the SMM repair. At this meeting we discussed the types of
problems we felt could and should be addressed by the SMM and complementary
ground based instruments. Although the number of people attending this meeting
was small (15), several good ideas were sent by people who were unable to
attend. In particular the Meudon group (headed by Brigitte Schmieder and Guy
Simon) had run several prominence related experiments during the early SMM
mission and had prepared a number of research programs for the repaired
mission. We, of course, also had many good ideas for coronal observations from
the Mauna Loa (HAO) group and for prominence observations from the Haleakala
(University of Hawaii) group.
With the successful repair of SMM and the commencement of new coronal
and prominence observations, I approached the SMM principle investigators and
requested their support in running a series of SMM workshops on Coronal and
Prominence Plasmas. With their support we (Dick Fisher, Einar
Tandberg-Hanssen, and me) organized a workshop at Airlie House in Warrenton
Virginia, April 9 to ii, 1985. The purpose of this workshop was to define
research topics that could be addressed during the next year and arrange
collaborations to encourage their completion. Several SMM observing programs
directed at solving unanswered questions were developed at this meeting.
One of the more exciting developments at the Airlie meeting was the
discussion of equilibrium versus non-equilibrium processes in the corona and
prominences. This discussion was initiated by B.C. Low, Piet Martens, and Dan
Spicer. It was decided to hold a special submeeting on this topic on October
25 to 26, 1985 at Goddard Space Flight Center. This meeting was quite
stimulating and revolved primarily around the topic of Parker's
non-equilibrium heating theory for the corona.
The final meeting was held at the Woods Inn in Berkeley Springs West
Virginia, April 8 to I0, 1986. The purpose of this meeting was to present the
results of our work discussed at the previous meetings. Two invited talks were
given: one by Einar Tandberg-Hanssen whose work on prominences over the past
several years has stimulated many of us in our studies of these still
incomprehensible phenomena; the other by Eugene Parker whose work on coronal
theory has inspired much of the current work in this field. The majority of
the meeting was devoted to the presentation of results and the open discussion
of the ideas presented in the papers that appear in this proceedings. It is
clear from these papers that we have learned much about how prominences and
the corona work, but we still do not know what the dominant physical processes
are.
The presentations in this proceedings are purposely different than
articles presented in journals. I requested that the presentations be short,
contain recent results obtained in research, reference previous relevant work
for the interested reader, and give some idea as to what the author thinks
might be fruitful areas for future studies. In short, I would hope that one
could learn from reading this proceedings, where we are now and what looks
promising for the future in the study of coronal and prominence plasmas.
The organization of the proceedings is the sameas the meetings. Wefirst
divided into large groups on the Corona and Prominences, and then further
subdivided into topic groups. This allowed for a very informal forum for
discussion and provided good opportunities for collaborative research. Each
subgroup chose a leader, who organized the group's activities and wrote the
summaryfor his group that appears in this proceedings.
Since reviews exist elsewhere in these proceedings I will not summarize
any of the scientific discussions here. However, I would like to point out a
few of the ideas discussed at the meeting that are particularly stimulating.
The first is the role of dynamic processes in the corona and prominences. Even
prominences, that appear to be stable on the sun for extended periods of time,
have significant velocities and show dynamic characteristics in their small
scale structure. Our understanding of the phenomenais dependent on our
understanding of the dynamics. The second is that there are several viable
theories for coronal heating, but each is in need of more development. The
non-equilibrium theories seemparticularly exciting but need to be made more
quantitative. Finally, as these proceedings show, we have significantly
improved our ability to use radio observations for diagnostics. This is
particularly true with respect to the magnetic field, which seems to mediate
most physical processes in the corona.
I amdeeply indebted to manypeople for their help and inspiration in
organizing this series of workshops. My co-organizers, Richard Fisher and
Einar Tandberg-Hanssenprovided inspiration and direction. I cannot say enough
about their contributions so I will say no more. Others who provided
significantly to the organization of the workshops were: Grant Athay, Joe
Davila, Ernie Hildner, Gordon Holman, John Mariska, Brigitte Schmieder, Guy
Simon, and Jean Claude Vial. I would also like to thank the SMMproject
scientists, Bruce Woodgateand Joe Gurman, and the _IM Pl's, Ed Chupp, Brian
Dennis, Robert MacQueen, Keith Strong, and Einar Tandberg-Hanssen for
approving the financial support for these workshops. The source of these funds
was NASAHeadquarters through the SMMproject.
Arthur I. Poland
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WSOME CRUCIAL CORONA ARDPROMINENCE OBSERVATIONS
E. A. TANDBERG-HANSSEN
SPACE SCIENCE LABORATORY
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, AL 35812
A number of theories and hypotheses are currently being developed to
explain the often complex behavior of corona and prominence plasmas, and later
today Parker will discuss some of the theoretical implications relevant to the
topic of this workshop. In order to test the theories and hypotheses certain
crucial observations are necessary, and I shall in this talk examine some of
these observations and draw a few conclusions.
To set the stage let me remind you that already two thousand years ago
Plutarch commented on an observation of crucial importance for coronal
research when he wrote about solar eclipses: "There always appears around the
circumference of the moon some light that does not permit total darkness." It
took a long time before the proper theoretical explanation of that light was
given. In a more lighthearted way Hirayama (1985) refers to crucial observa-
tions when he comments in his excellent review of Prominence Observations
"Prominences are fascinating objects, abundant in variety, beautiful, and
above all mysterious."
Prominence - corona mass balance
Since it is difficult to quantify "fascinating," "beautiful," and
"mysterious," I shall start by looking at the material involved in the corona
and prominence plasmas. The mass of the corona is, to an order of magnitude,
given by
M _ n m A H , (I)
cor p p
where A is the area of the solar surface (photosphere), H = 1010cm the
coronal scale height, and n_ and m are the number densit_ and mass respec-
tively of hydrogen atoms. __. (1) Pives, with np= 3 x I0_ om-3, the mass of
the corona 17
M _4 x 10 g.
cor
A large _iescent2_ro_inence has a volume of roughly V = 5 x 108 x _ x 109om
x 4 x 10 cm = 10 cm , and therefore a mass, taking n _ 3 x 10_cm - ,-
P
M _ n m V _ 5 x I016g o (2)
prom p p
Consequently we find that half a dozen or so large prominences are as massive
as the whole corona. From this one concludes that either a cycling of mass
must continually be going on or the material must - more likely - come from
lower, denser regions of the atmosphere. In either case we arrive at our
first crucial observational consequence: the d[namic nature of the corona and
prominence plasmas. Static models will no longer do. To understand the
formation of prominences and their interplay with the corona a holistic
approach is necessary. Figure I shows a sketch of the corona observed at the
Nov. 12, 1966, eclipse (Saito and Tandberg-Hanssen, 1973), and two large
quiescent prominences, seen as dark filaments on the disk, are situated under
the helmet streamer at positions dictated by the coronal structure. To
explore this situation further, we must look at solar magnetic fields.
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Figure I
Corona and Prominence Classifications
We are so used to looking at _e changing shape of the corona from solar
maximum to solar minimum conditions that is is easy to forget the important
message this change carries. The classification of coronal shapes, the
observation of helmet streamers and the more recent information on coronal
holes and the solar wind point all to the crucial importance of the magnetic
field configuration. It is the magnetic field that completely determines the
shape and _havior of the coronal plasma; we are in a low-8 plasma,
(8 _ 8_nkT/B ), and a theory that does not include this aspect cannot be
complete.
On the other hand classification of prominences reveals a practical
scheme as given in Table I.
Table I
Prominence Classification
Quiescent occur in queiscent regions
subset: eruptive
Associated with Corona
Ac ti ve Occur in active regions
subset: sprays
Associated with
Sunspots
Loops Occur in active regions Associated with corona
and/or flares
Surges Occur in active regions Often associated with
subflares
Examining pictures of some of this objects, like active, sunspot promi-
nences or loops, we again cannot doubt the decisive influence of the magnetic
field structure on these prominences
This structure also plays an important part in quiescent prominences, and
measurementsof prominence magnetic fields (e.g. Leroy et al 1984) are crucial
in distinguishing between models of prominences (Malherbe et al 1983a), taking
the dynamic nature of these objects into account (Malherbe et al 1983b).
Prominence formation and stability
Prominences can, theoretically, form either by ejection of matter from
below or by condensation of matter from the corona. Surges and sprays from
according to the former mechanism; coronal rain and postflare loops seem to
owe their existence to the latter. In the case of quiescent prominences it is
often assumed that they form by condensation of coronal matter, and even
though this process may take place, we have seen above that it is difficult to
account for the material needed for a big quiescent prominence by this mechan-
ism. Rather, an ejection or a siphon- type mechanism probably supplies matter
into a pre-existing magnetic structure capable of supporting the prominence
Pikel'ner (1971). The very stable nature of many quiescent prominences is
also due to the action of the magnetic field, i.e. to its loop-shaped struc-
ture. Observations leave little doubt that it also is the loop-shaped
magnetic field that accounts for the shape and stability of phenomena like
coronal arches, postflare loop prominences, sprays, and transition region
loops. We therefore arrive at another crucial observational consequence: The
ubiquity of the magnetic loop. Table 2 illustrates this phenomenon, and shows
the importance of loop structures on nearly all observable lengthscales on the
Sun.
Table 2
Loops - a basic structure in solar physics
o Coronal arches - interconnect active regions
o Coronal loops, hot (> 106 k), cool (< 106 k)
o Flare loops - relationship to coronal loops?
o Loop prominences = post-flare loops
o Loop structures in quiescent prominences
o Transition-region loops, high and low
o Bright points (X-rays, UV) = small loops?
Eruptive Promlnences-Coronal Mass Ejection
The last crucial observation I want to direct your attention to is the
disappearance of prominences during flares and the correlated coronal
response. It seems that only a holistic approach will suffice to let us
properly explain this complicated flare manifestation. Borrowing from work by
Moore et al (1986), we can ascertain that the prominence eruption and the
accompanying coronal mass ejection both are caused by an underlying change in
the magnetic field - a global instability of the field configuration in the
region where the flare occurs - and are not caused by the energy release in
the flare. Fig. 2 illustrates both the change in hard x-ray intensity, show-
ing the i.npulsive phase of the flare, and the eruption of the He
prominence. We note that the eruption begins before the onset of the impul-
sive phase, probably caused by the same global instability in the magnetic
field that also is responsible for the energy release that causes the flare.
1956 1958 2OOO 2OO2 2OO4 2006
UT
Figure 2
Other observations than the ones I have discussed may certainly be label-
ed crucial, and we are, for example interested in the diagnostic being dis-
cussed in Vial's and Lang's groups to furnish temperatures, densities, veloci-
ties etc. to properly model the observed prominences and coronal manifesta-
tions. However, the list of observations I have discussed and the preliminary
conclusions drawn from them should form a basis from which we now can proceed
to better explain the "fascinating" and "mysterious" objects that are among
the topic of this workshop.
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INTRODUCTION
Coronal heating is the general cause of stellar X-ray emission, and it is also the
cause of stellar mass loss in most stars. Hence a quantitative theory of coronal
heating is an essential part of X-ray astronomy, and the development of a correct
theory of coronal heating should be a primary concern of X-ray astronomers. The
magnetohydrodynamical effects involved in coronal heating are not without interest
in their own right, representing phenomena largely unknown in the terrestrial
laboratory. Until these effects can be evaluated and assembled into a comprehen-
sive theory of coronal heating for at least one star, the interpretation of the X-
ray emissions of all stars is a phenomenological study at best, based on arbitrary
organization and display of X-ray luminosity against bolometric luminosity, rota-
tion rate, etc. The sun provides the one opportunity to pursue the exotic
physical effects that combine to heat a stellar corona.
The hard work that has gone into studying the solar atmosphere and the solar
photosphere over the past fifty years has finally, with the aid of modern technol-
ogy, begun to get hold of the essential physical effects that cause the corona. A
variety of theoretical effects have been proposed, many have been explored in some
detail, and it is the purpose of this review to summarize the present state of
development of the theory of coronal heating. The reader is also referred to
other articles in these Proceedings which present quite recent results on addi-
tlonal effects not elaborated here.
To review the theoretical building blocks for coronal heating, the corona of the
sun may be divided into two distinct states, representing qualitative differences
in the magnetic field configuration. The active X-ray coronal regions are con-
tained within strong closed (re-entrant) magnetic fields arching up from the
surface of the sun (Vaiana, Krieger and Timothy, 1973). In contrast there are the
coronal holes of low gas density to be found in regions of weak open field extend-
ing to infinity in the escaping solar wind (Altschuler, et al. 1972, Hundhausen,
1972; Krieger, Timothy and Roelof, 1973). There is, too, the so called 'quiet
corona w to be found on the peripheries of the active regions and coronal holes.
It is not entirely clear whether the quiet corona is best thought of as a weak
form of active corona, or a nonexpanding coronal hole - probably the former.
The active corona and the coronal hole represent distinct coronal states that have
little in common besides their high temperatures. The typical magnetic field
strength in the active corona is of the order of 10 a gauss, as opposed to 10 gauss
in a coronal hole. The number density N in the active corona may be as high as
10 so atoms/cm s, as opposed to N ffi 10 s atoms/cm s in the coronal hole. It follows
immediately that the active corona is the principal source of X-rays, while the
coronal holes emit relatively little - so little that they appear as blank regions
in an X-ray photograph, from which they derive their name 'coronal hole.' The
active X-ray corona has temperatures typically 2-3x10 e K, with a sound speed of
250 km/sec, while a coronal hole has a temperature of 1.5-2x106 K and a sound
speed of 200 km/sec (See Billings 1966; Kohl, et al. 1980, 1984; Withbroe et al.
1982a,b; Withbroe et al. 1985) The Alfven speed V. is about the same in both
regions, of the order of 2000 km/;ec, the lower field s_rength in the coronal hole
compensated by the much lower gas density. The heat input is estimated (Withbroe
and Noyes, 1977) to be I = 107 ergs/cm • sec to maintain the active corona, most of
which is emitted as UV and X-rays. The heat input to coronal holes is of the or-
der of I = 10 s ergs/cm 2 sec, with most of it going into the expansion of the gas
to produce the solar wind (Withbroe and Noyes, 1977). One of the more astonishing
features of the active corona - beyond the fact that nature produces such a thing
in the first place - is that the surface brightness of the active regions is ap-
proximately independent of the dimensions, from the small ephemeral active region
with a characteristic scale L = 104 km to the large normal active region with a
characteristic scale L = 10 s km or more. Detailed studies of the active corona
have shown that there is a close and detailed association between magnetic field
strength B and heat input I (Rosner, Tucker and Vaiana, 1978; Golub et al. 1980).
This immediately suggests the possibility that the active corona is heated by
hydromagnetic waves, which propagate more copiously into the corona where the mag-
netic field is strongest. We examine this possibility first before considering
the alternatives.
This is perhaps the appropriate place to note the extreme dynamical state of the
solar corona. It is an atmosphere that would collapse in a matter of an hour if
the heat supply were turned off. For instance, in the active corona the enthalpy
densityE = 5 NkT is about 14 ergs/cm z, with a characteristic pressure scale
height A = kT/_Mg = 10 so cm and a total thermal content, therefore, of the order
of A_ = 1.4x10 ix ergs/cm 2. The characteristic heating (and cooling) time _ = A_/I
is then 1.4x104 sec, or about four hours. The thermal capacity of the coronal
hole is about a hundredth as great, so that the characteristic heating time is
1.4x10 s sec, or 24 minutes! Hence the corona is sustained hour by hour by its
heat source. The characteristic pass-through sate is enormous, with A /_=7 km/sec
in the active corona and 70 km/sec in the coronal hole.
WAVE BEATIZm IN THE ACTIVE CORONA
Consider how energy may be transported from the convective zone and deposited in
the active corona by Alfven waves, with all other modes dissipated in the chromo-
sphere or refracted away from the vertical before reaching the corona (Leer,
Holzer, and Fla, 1982; Hollweg, 1984). The interesting observational fact is that
no Alfven waves have been identified so far. The search for waves has produced
only an upper limit on the rms fluid velocity (v_)l/2 in the line of sight based
on the observed line widths and the expected thermal velocities. In the active
corona the rms velocity in the line of sight is (v2)1/z _ 20 km/sec (Beckers,
1976, 1978; Beckers and Schneeburger, 1977; Bruner, 1978, Cheng, Doschek and
Feldman, 1979). At r = 1.2 R® in coronal holes the limit is apparently not much
different (of. Esser, et al, 1986). The maximum energy flux is F=2p _v _) V.,
achieved when all the waves are propagating in the same direction (presumably
outward) along the magnetic field. The factor of two takes account of the two
states of transverse polarization. With the numbers already quoted, then, the
upper limit on F is 2.6x10 _ ergs/cm •sec. This is comfortably above the require
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heat input of I = 107 ergs/cm 2 sac, until we come to the next question, viz. the
dissipation of the waves.
Almost half of the upper limit F of the upward propagating waves must be dis-
sipated to heat the active corona. But if half is dissipated, then half is not
dissipated, and the surviving waves propagate around the magnetic field and down
the other side where they contribute to the _vz}a/s without contributing to the
upward transport of energy. It is immediately obvious, then, that something over
half of the wave energy must be dissipated in one pass around the arched magnetic
field of the active corona. Roughly, the wave energy must decline by a factor of,
say, four, so that the amplitude is down by half (Parker, 1983b, 1985a).
Oscillations at the surface of the sun are observed with periods of 100 sac,
giving a wavelength of 2x10 s km in the corona, where Va= 2x10 s km/sec. The
lengths of the lines of force above a normal active region _re comparable to this
wavelength, from which it follows that the wave must damp strongly in about one
wavelength. Recalling that the same energy goes into an ephermeral active region
with one tenth the dimensions, we are forced to postulate waves with periods of l0
sec, which damp equally effectively in one pass around the arched field of the
ephemeral region. It is customary to make the best possible case for wave heating
by assuming that _v2} x s is equal to the observational upper limit of about 20
km/sec. Note, then, that the requirement of damping Alfven waves in approximately
one wavelength cannot be accomplished by any conventional means. The waves are of
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small amplitude with AB/B = <v > / /VA = 10-- , so that nonlinear effects are neg-
ligible. Electron conduction velocitiKs are of the order of a few km/sec at most,
so that no anomalous resistivity is expected. Phase mixing has insufficient time
to develop.
Hollweg (1984, 1986) has pointed out that the necessary conditions for dissipation
are reminiscent of the breakup and dissipation of the eddies in classical
hydrodynamic turbulence. Eddies with scale 1 and characteristic velocity v are
broken up into smaller eddies in a time of the order of 1/v. If we imagine then
that the flux tubes (each attached to a separate fibril) oscillate independently
where they are packed together in the corona, then there are velocity discon-
tinuities between contiguous flux tubes. Such intense oscillating shears may be
unstable, producing turbulence which cascades to smaller wavelengths and has the
basic characteristics of classical turbulence. Hollweg refers to this theoretical
possibility as the rKolmogoroff hypothesis r for the necessary dissipation to heat
the active corona with waves. One needs, in addition to the PKolmogoroff
hypothesis * a wave input spectrum at the photosphere extending with sufficient
power to high frequencies (period of l0 sec or less). Very approximately, x-ms
velocities of 0.4 km/sec are needed in each frequency interval. Indeed a very
crude estimate can be made of the lower limit on the velocity amplitude in the
photosphere necessary to produce a wave of given amplitude in the corona. The
estimate is based on the fact that the amplitude of an Alfven wave varies as p-a 4
while propagating along a slowly varying magnetic field B in an infinitely con-
ducting g as with slowly varying density p. If either p or B varies rapidly,
there are reflections which reduce the transmitted waves. One could argue that
resonances between reflection points might allow an accumulation of amplitude but
that seems to be excluded in the present case by the necessary heavy damping. So
it appears that v _ p-z 4 should give an upper limit to the wave amplitude in the
corona for a given amplitude in the photosphere. The number density in the photo-
sphere is of the order of 10 z7 atoms/cm 3 and l0 x° atoms/cmS in the active corona,
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so p 1/4 varies by about a factor of 50. Hence, an rms wave velocity of 20 _n/sec
in the corona requires an rms wave velocity of at least 0.4 km/sec in the photo-
sphere in whatever frequency interval is appropriate for the scale (104-10 s km) of
the active region under consideration. And of course the inappropriate fre-
quencies must no__._tcontribute much to the rms velocity in the active region or
there cannot be enough energy transport within the overall observational upper
limit of 20 km/sec. Hollweg estimates an rms photospheric velocity of about 1.2
km/sec over the entire range of frequencies would suffice. This translates into
60 km/sec in the corona unless one can think of a reason to exclude the fre-
quencies inappropriate for heating the particular active region in mind.
T-_I_OL0@ICAL DISSIPATION IN THE ACTIVE CORONA
There is a theoretical alternative to wave dissipation for heating the active
corona, and that is the so called 'nonequilibrium' of a magnetic field in a highly
conducting fluid when the footpoints of the field (at the boundary) are shuffled
among each other in some random fashion, thereby randomly winding and wrapping the
lines of force about each other in the corona above. It has come to be realized
over the past two decades that the magnetostatic equilibrium of such fields in-
volves internal tangential discontinuities, i.e. current sheets with the field
direction changing by a finite amount across each discontinuity. The field is
then in static equilibrium everywhere between the surfaces of discontinuity
(Parker, 1972, 1979 pp. 359-391, 1981a,b, 1982, 1983a,b,c,d, 1985b, 1986; Yu,
1973; Tsinganos, 1982; Tsinganos, Distler and Rosner, 1984; Moffatt, 1985, 1986;
Vainshtein and Parker, 1986 and references therein. Van Ballegooijen, 1985 main-
tains that discontinuities do not form).
There is a discontinuity in the direction of the field only in the limit of in-
finite electrical conductivity, of course. In any real situation, involving
finite conductivity, finite ion cycloton radius, etc. the 'discontinuity' has a
finite thickness and the fluid within the finite thickness has no static
equilibrium. The situation is the familiar neutral point nonequilibrium con-
figuration in which the fluid is squeezed (by the pressure of the field on either
side) away from the neutral point in the transverse component of the fleld (see
discussion and sketches in Parker, 1979, pp. 392-439. See applications and
references in Priest, 1981, 1982; Van Hoven, 1981; Parker, 1983d).
The point of interest for heating the active corona is that the neutral point non-
equilibrium produces a current sheet that constantly grows thinner and more
concentrated as the fluid squeezes out from between the opposite transverse fields
on either side, so there is rapid dissipation no matter how small the electrical
resistivity. As a matter of fact, the high electron conduction velocities within
the current sheet may produce plasma turbulence and anomalous resistivity (cf.
Drake, 1984 and references therein) and one expects the resistive tearing mode
instabilitles (cf. Steinolfson and Van Hoven, 1984; Horton, Tajima and Galvao,
1984 and references therein).
Suppose, then, that the turbulent convectionbeneath the photosphere causes the
individual magnetic fibrils to wander at random among each other, taking steps of
length _ at a velocity v. To keep the picture simple, suppose that _ is at least
as large as the mean separation of independent fibrils. The magnetic flux tube
extending up from each fibril becomes entwined among all the other tubes in com-
plicated ways as the individual fibril wanders through the 'forest' composed of
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all the others. The pathlength traversed by any one fibril after a time t is vt.
Consider the simple situation where the lines of force are initially vertical and
the far ends are fixed in a plane at a height L above the footpoints. It follows
that the average line of force is deflected from the vertical by an angle O, where
tan O = vt/L, after a time t. If the mean vertical field has an intensity B, the
horizontal component is B± = B tan 0. The inclined field trailing out behind the
individual fibril pulls back on the fibril as the fibril wanders in and out among
its neighbors. The mean force is BB_/4n dynes/cm 2, so that the rate at which the
motion v does work on the field is (Parker, 1983b)
W = v BBj. /4n
= (BZ/4n) v=t/L ergs/cm = sec
If we imagine that the random walk of the fibrils has a characteristic velocity v
of 0.5 km/sec in an active reiion where B = 10 = gauss, the energy requirement W =
10 7 ergs/cm z sec yields B_ = 25 gauss. That is to say, B± =B/4 and vt=L/4. The
lines of force are inclined on the average about 14 ° from the vertical. With
L=IO s km for a normal active region a time t=SxlO 4 sec (14 hours) is required to
accumulate this degree of wrapping. The same state is reached in the ephemeral
active region (L=104 km) in about 1.4 hours. We suggest, that the neutral point
reconnection, which is the principal (nonlinear) dissipation mechanism at the cur-
rent sheets, becomes strong at this level of wrapping and destroys the current
sheets as fast as they are created. Note that if the dissipation is less effec-
tive, the wrapping accumulates to higher levels and the energy input is greater.
HE&TING CORONAL BOLES
The coronal hole, with its open magnetic field extending to 'infinity w, presents
quite a different problem from the active corona. There can be no significant
wrapping and winding of the magnetic lines of force because the winding is
propagated away to infinity at the Alfven speed of 2000 km/sec. The only known
mechanism for supplying the necessary 10 _ ergs/cm = sec (Withbroe and Noyes 1977)
is Alfven waves, with an rms velocity <v=_X/= of about 35 km/sec in each direction
transverse to the field B = 10 gauss. Using the simple relation that the wave
amplitude varies as p--a/4 during propagation from the photosphere into the corona,
we find that p--X/4 increases by a factor of 1.5x10 s, so that <v=_X/2 = 35 km/sec
in the corona is associated with transverse motions of the order of 1/4 km/sec at
the photospheric level.
The damping of Alfven waves in a coronal hole is presumably a leisurely affair,
occurring over distances of many solar radii. Waves with a period of 100 sec have
wavelength _=2xl0 $ km, so that 10R0 (Tx10' km) is equivalent to 35_. Phase mixing
increases the characteristc gradients in the wave to large values, and one may
reasonably expect that a major portion of the wave energy is converted into heat
(see discussion in Haeyverts and Priest, 1983; Nocera, Leroy, and Priest, 1984).
Any wave motion that is not dissipated propagates out into the solar wind, where
one sees Alfven waves of large amplitude (Parker, 1965, 1966; Hundhausen, 1972;
Terasawa et al. 1986; Hollweg, 1986 and references therein).
The acceleration of the solar wind in its relation to hydromagnetic wave transport
of both energy and momentum has been treated by Leer, Holzer and Fla (1982). The
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structure of the coronal hole has been studied with rocket observations of EUV
(Offal1, Rottman, and Klimchuck, 1983 and references therein), and of La out to
about 4RO (cf. Withbroe et al., 1982a,b, 1985; Esser et al., 1986) providing es-
timates of the kinetic temperature, the coronal expansion velocity and the
residual (v2)X/2 that might be attributed to Alfven waves (see also Hollweg, et
al., 1982). On the basis of these works it appears that coronal holes are heated
primarily by the dissipation of Alfven waves introduced into the magnetic field by
the granule motions at the photosphere. It is Alfven waves, then, that supply the
thermal energy that drives the solar wind and creates the heliosphere. The Alfven
waves that survive the dissipation to reach r = 4RO contribute their momentum to
the solar wind, boosting the velocity of the high speed streams above that avail-
able from thermal expansion alone.
DISCUSSION
It is evident from the foregoing discussion that heating the active coronal
regions presents a formidable theoretical problem. The observational upper limit
of about 20 km/sec on the rms velocity in the active corona seriously constrains
the theoretical options. Noting that _v2}1/z = 15 km/sec is required to carry in
the necessary 107 ergs/cm 2 see, there is little room left for reflected waves,
etc. The damping must occur on the first pass around the coronal arch (see
Hollweg, 1986). We are inclined to the view that the Alfven waves are the primary
source of energy input to the coronal hole, whereas in the active corona they con-
tribute relatively little to the heating, with most of the heat input from the
current sheets formed by the random walk of the footpoints of the field at the
photosphere. The general occurrence of high speed micro-jets in the transition
region shown by Deubner (these Proceedings) suggests neutral point reconnection at
many small tangential discontinuities in the magnetic field throughout the active
corona. But we do not feel that the issue is settled at this point in time.
There are still too many unknown quantities. None of the theoretical ideas for
heating either the active corona or the coronal holes is anything more than a
sophisticated conjecture until additional theoretical possibilities have been ex-
plored and until observations establish the nature of the agitation of the field
at the photosphere, and, hopefully, in the corona.
On the theoretical side, we should be aware that the coronal heating produced by
spicules, and, indeed, the origin of the spicules has not been fully determined
(see R. Kopp0 these Proceedings). Hollweg's Kolmogoroff hypothesis needs careful
consideration (see A. Van Ballegooijeno these Proceedings). The idea that there
is strong wave resonance and intense dissipation in layers so thin as to escape
observation (see Davila, these Proceedings) needs a careful evaluationo with par-
ticular attention to the strength of the waves within the resonant cavity compared
to the waves presumed to drive the resonance by penetrating into the cavity from
the outside. The question is, then, whether the scheme can be made to supply the
107 ergs/cm _ sec without violating the observational upper limit o£ 20 km/sec.
A recent paper by Lee and Roberts (1986) explores the local transverse oscilla-
tions produced by the passage of Alfven waves past a tangential discontinuity in
the Alfven speed VA (Bx WV A _ 0). Their calculations illustrate the pos-
sibilities for dissipa_ion that'kay occur when Alfven waves propagate along a
field containing a number of tangential discontinuities in the field direction.
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That is to say, the combination of wavesplus discontinuities opens up the pos-
sibility of a wave contribution to heating the active corona that has not yet been
properly assessed.
On the observational side, it is essential to determine the diameter, field
strength, and internal structure of the individual magnetic fibrils at the photos-
pheric level, and to determine the spacing and grouping of the individual fibrils,
and their location in the granule and supergranule motions. Then, the individual
and collective motions of the individual fibrils must be determined to show the
form of the field distortions to be expected in the corona. In particular, the
Fourier spectrum F(m) and the random walk F(O) of the individual fibrils in both
active and quiet regions are essential input data, presently missing. We are all
inclined to assume fibril motions of the order of 0.5 km/sec at our favorite fre-
quency to evaluate the potential of various schemes for coronal heating. Sooner
or later this 'not unreasonable' practice must be replaced by hard information
from high resolution (0.i'') observations of the surface of the sun. An instru-
ment comparable in performance to the late lamented SOT is an essential step in
establishing the causes of the corona of the sun. And until that goal is
achieved, stellar X-ray astronomy is mired in phenomenology, unable to advance to
hard scientific interpretation.
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INTRODUCTION
This article is a short introduction to the concepts discussed by the group
on the formation and support of prominences, and it is hoped that the reader
will consult the individual contributions to obtain a more complete
understanding. Only quiescent and long-lived active region prominences were
considered, since transient prominence phenomena, such as sprays, surges, He
flare-loops, and coronal rain, are dynamically distinct from long-lived,
prominences.
Stable prominences (which are often referred to as filaments when seen
against the disk) can be subdivided into three categories, namely active region
prominences, quiescent prominences and polar crown prominences. The third
category is closely related to the second since a quiescent prominence will
eventually evolve into a polar crown prominence if it lasts long enough. The
distinction between the first and second categories is not sharp either since
intermediates exist here as well (Martin, 1973).
SOME OBSERVATIONAL CONSTRAINTS
The ma_ contained in a typical quiescent prominence has been estimated to
be _ 5 x i0 gm - a value which is about 20% of the total mass of the corona
(Tandberg-Hanssen, 1974). Although the density of the corona is often depleted
in the vicinity of a quiescent prominence, the pre-existing mass of the depleted
region (i.e. the coronal cavity) does not appear to be large enough to account
for the mass of the prominence. Therefore, it has been inferred that for these
prominences most of the mass is supplied by transport from the chromospheric
level of the solar atmosphere.
The growth of a large prominence is thought to begin with the formation of
a section on a time-scale of a few hours(see Figure la), and in the case of a
quiescent prominence, several such sections may develop in a half a day or more.
These sections are composed of fine-scale strands whose formation time is on the
order of a few minutes, and whose behavior is chaotic.
Why sections exist is difficult to account for theoretically. One of the
more physically attractive explanations that has been proposed is that they are
due to the convection associated with the supergranulation cells. Plocieniak
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and Rompolt (1972) found evidence that the "legs" of the sections tend to occur
at the interstices of 3 or 4 cells where the circulation of the cells gathers
the magnetic flux into a small region (cf. Figure Ib). In general it is very
difficult to locate accurately the position of the section legs with respect to
the supergranulation network, and so the correlation between the location of the
legs and the network remains somewhat controversial. However, Plocieniak and
Rompolt have suggested that some of this controversy may be due to the fact that
min
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/ Overall: > I/2 day
Superqranulation Cell
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(a) (b)
Figure i. (a) Formation times of various prominence features. (b) Proposed
location of prominence legs with respect to supergranulation cells.
sometimes legs occur at the center of a cell but do not extend all the way down
into the chromosphere. They refer to these features as "suspended legs". In a
separate study of the correlation between the photospheric magnetic field and
the legs, Martin (1986) has found that the legs terminate at the chromosphere
where underlying photospheric fields of opposite polarity move together and
cancel. It has not yet been established whether these cancellation sites
correspond to the interstices of the supergranulation cells, and so as yet there
is no independent confirmation of the Plocieniak and Rompolt picture.
It is now fairly well accepted that shear in the chromospheric magnetic
field is a prerequisite for prominence formation in active regions, and it seems
likely that it may also be necessary for prominences in quiet regions (Martin
1973, 1986, Wu and Xiao 1986). About 10-30 minutes prior to the formation of a
prominence, an alignment of fibrils is observed in the chromosphere. Such an
alignment is referred to as a channel, and if it continues to exist after the
disappearance of the prominence, the prominence will often reform in the same
location (Martin 1973, 1986, Hagyard, 1986).
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THEORETICAL MECHANISMS - MODELS
Our theoretical understanding of prominences is still in a relatively
primitive state, and this is somewhat surprising when one considers that they
have been observed for over 250 years. Perhaps, part of the explanation for
this lies in the inherent difficulty of trying to create deductive models of
plasmas. For example, in the MHD approximation, the number of degrees of
freedom in a magnetized plasma is proportional to the cube of the magnetic
Reynolds^number, R (Parker, 1984). Typically, for a prominence in the corQ_a
iz m . Jb
R _ I0 , and therefore, in the absence of any constralnts, there are _ i0
pmossible states! This profusion of states underlies the basic difficulty that
one has in trying to construct a quantitatively rigorous model upon the basis of
a few observational constraints.
The theory of prominence formation involves several physical processes each
of which alone are quite difficult to consider. The most important are thermal
and gravitational stability, coronal wave-heating, anisotropic thermal
conduction, radiation dynamics, and magnetic reconnection. The situation is
complicated by the fact that all of these are highly nonlinear and interacting
phenomena which must be considered within the context of a relatively unknown
magnetic field geometry. To date theoretical efforts have been limited to
exploring various aspects of one or more of the above processes within the
context of highly idealized field geometries (such as a simple magnetic loop).
Possible mechanisms of prominence formation can roughly be divided into two
categories, namely, condensation and injection. The first focuses on the
formation of a cool dense plasma from a hot, ambient plasma, whereas the second
is concerned with the transport of plasma from the chromosphere to the corona.
Neither mechanism alone is likely to be sufficient, since the coronal plasma is
not sufficient to supply the mass, and the direct injection of cold
chromospheric plasma has never been observed.
Condensation Mechanisms
The classic study on condensation is the one by Field (1965), and much
recent interest has focused on extending this work to include magnetic
interaction aspects. Van Hoven (1986) has considered the thermal and
condensation instabilities in the presence of an inhomogeneous, sheared magnetic
field, and Malherbe and Forbes (1986) have numerically studied condensation in
current sheets which are tearing unstable.
Injection Mechanisms
One can subdivide injection mechanisms into surge-like and evaporation-like
models. In the first category material is launched ballistically from the
chromosphere into the corona (cf. Figure 2b), whereas in the second a sustained
heat release gives rise to a solar-wind-like evaporation (cf. Figure 2c).
For a surge-like injection one might reasonably assume an input injection
velocity of 20 km/sec since this is a value characteristic of spicules.
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However, with such a velocity _ne would only be able to ballistically lift
material to a height of 4 x I0- km which is sufficient for someactive region
filaments but is too low for large quiescent prominences (An 1986, An et al.
1986). An interesting aspect of the surge-like models is that the input
injection velocity must have a fairly precise value in order for material to be
captured at the top of the loop. If the velocity is too small, or too large,
then the injected material simply returns to the chromosphere. This might
explain why prominences form on someloops but not on others.
An alternative to direct ballistic injection is a solar wind-like
evaporation of chromospheric material (Poland et al., 1986). In this model an
evaporative upflow of chromospheric material is produced by suppressing the
coronal heating mechanismeverywhere in the loop except at the foot points.
This induces a condensation at the top of the loop, but the heating rate in the
loop must be restored once the prominence has begun to form, otherwise realistic
prominence densities can not be achieved in a reasonable time.
support
Early models such as those of Kippenhahn and Schluter (1957) concentrated
on the static support of the plasma by the magnetic field. Yet, He films and
Condensation
from Corona
Chromospheric
Ballistic
Injection
Evaporative
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2. Schematic of three mechanisms involved in prominence formation: (a)
condensation, (b) ballistic injection, and (c) evaporation.
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direct measurements of Doppler shifts often indicate that even in quiescent
prominences the plasma is not static, but is instead in continuous motion
(Engvold et al, 1976; Schmieder et al., 1985). However, this motion is not
simply due to free fall, and it is still necessary to invoke a force which
opposes gravity. This has led to ideas for dynamic, non-static support. An
early example of such a dynamic support mechanism is the one due to Kuperus and
Raadu (1974) which incorporates reconnection (cf. Figure 2a). An alternate idea
for dynamic support using Alfv_n Waves has been proposed by Jensen (1986). The
outward momentum flux of such waves is already thought to be important for the
solar wind, and so he has suggested that it could also play a role in prominence
support. This is an interesting idea, but it is not certain at the moment
whether it can really account for the appearance of a quasi-steady-state
structure like a prominence.
Interest in static support models continues since it is still possible that
to first approximation one may be able to neglect flows and waves. Recent work
for static support models has concentrated on trying to construct realistic
three dimensional configurations (e.g. Wu and Low 1986, Wu and Xiao 1986).
SOME UNANSWERED QUESTIONS
Here are some questions concerning the problem of prominence formation and
support, which, for the most part, have been around for 40 years or more. They
are repeated here to emphasize that the prominence phenomenon is still very much
an enigma.
1. Where does the prominence material originate - in the corona,
the chromosphere, or both? If in the chromosphere, where
exactly?
2. What is the three-dimensional magnetic field structure'in and
around the prominence before and after its appearance?
3. How is the prominence material supported against gravity? Is
the support only partial or is it total as in a static
situation?
4. To what extent does the physics of the coronal heating
mechanism affect the appearance and dynamics of
prominences?
5. What is the key photospheric factor that determines the
location of a prominence? Is it the magnetic field, the
velocity field, or both?
6. What physically distinguishes active region prominences from
quiescent prominences? If it is simply the magnetic field
strength, then exactly how does the variation in this quantity
give rise to the quite different morphological properties of
these two classes?
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7. What is the role of sheared magnetic fields?
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ABSTRACT
Observations of prominences show them to require well-developed magnetic shear
and to have complex small-scale structure. We show here that these features are
reflected in the results of the theory of radiative condensation. We have studied,
in particular, the influence of the nominally negligible contributions of
perpendicular (to B) thermal conduction. We find a large number of unstable modes,
with closely spaced growth rates. Their scale widths across B show a wide range of
longitudinal and transverse sizes, ranging from much larger t_an to much smaller
than the magnetic shear scale, the latter characterization applying particularly in
the direction of shear variation.
INTRODUCTION
Coronal prominences owe their existence to a condensation process which occurs
as a consequence of an instability in the thermal equilibrium of a diffuse medium
(Parker, 1953; Field, 1965; Hildner, 1974). The condensation mechanism relies on
optically thin radiation whose dependence on thermodynamic variables (e.g., density
and temperature) is such that a cool, dense perturbation loses more energy through
radiation than it gains through adiabatic and non-adiabatlc heating processes and
thermal conduction.
Prominences and filaments (as seen on the disk) in the solar atmosphere are
often observed to form above a magnetic neutral (polarity-lnversion) line in regions
of increasing magnetic field shear as indicated by photospheric magnetograms
(Martin, 1973; Leroy, 1978). Local heat conduction, which is strongly attenuated in
directions perpendicular to the magnetic field, would dominate radiation and other
forms of energy transport if no field were present, thereby suppressing the thermal
instability. Thus, one can expect the equilibrium field structure to exert a strong
influence over the formation of prominences.
These empirical and physical considerations have motivated previous
computational studies of the dynamics of the thermal instability in a sheared
magnetic field (Chiuderi and Van Hoven, 1979; Van Hoven and Mok, 1984; Van Hoven et
al., 1984; Sparks and Van Hoven, 1985). One result of these theoretical studies is
that a sheared background field is necessary for the existence of a true localized
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condensation. Secondly, it is surprising that the width of the condensation in a
direction perpendicular to the shear layer does not correspond to those points at
which the magnetic field has tilted sufficiently that the radiation loss is roughly
balanced by parallel thermal conduction, nor is it affected by realistic values of
the perpendicular conductivity.
The present study is devoted to the delineation of some additional consequences
of the presence of anisotropic thermal conduction in a sheared-field filament. One
finds that new unstable excitations appear, with complicated transverse variations
(multiple nodes), and that perpendicular conduction provides modes with shorter
wavelengths and faster growth.
FORMULATION
To model a sheared, active-region, magnetic field, we use the planar force-free
form B/B = F(y/a)e + G(y/a)e where F(O) ffi0 and F2 + G2 = I, which is consistent
_Z _X
with uniform temperature (T) and density (p). [The example we use is
F(y/a) = tanh y/a.]
We describe the plasma dynamics by the compressible ideal MHD limit, and the
energetics by the heat-transport equation (Chluderi and Van Hoven, 1979)
dp _ ypV.v = (y-l)[H ° - p2_(T) + V.K.VT]
_F (I)
which includes an unspecified (and unknown) constant heat input for thermal-
equilibrium balance, optically thin radiation losses and anisotropic heat flow.
one considers T(y,z,t) ffiTO + Tl(Y)exp(vt + ikz), one can linearize (I) as
DT 1 DP 1
D-T- + (y-l) Dt
- QpT 1 - QT91
- [k2a2F2Q{}+ k2a2G2Qi- Qi(TI/TI)] (2)
If
where T1 and Pl are fractional perturbations and T$ ffiaSTl/Dy. The heat-flow rates
for the non-adlabatic terms on the right side of (1) include the radiation rate
_ at constant density and2the generalized parallel-plus-perpendicular thermal
cgnduction rate QK _ <To/a Po in the square bracket on the right.
When the two-dimensional dynamic equations are simplified, they reduce to the
set of coupled equations (Van Hoven and Mok, 1984; Sparks and Van Hoven, 1985)
-I
q" - JF2"(v2+=2)(v2+_2F2) q'- (_2+_v2) q ffi0
T I ffi[(y-1)v - QT][V-_p+QK]-l(:_/v2)q
where q = Pl + B -BI/_ is the total pressure perturbation.
numbers are = _°k_lan_
(3)
The normalized wave
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x[ _2 (v-Qp+Q K) + 1/2_y (v2+a2F 2) (V-Qp+QKIy)] -I
which depends implicitly on TI"/TI_ (through QK ) when QI _ 0 and provides the only
energy-transport contribution to the q equation.
The solutions of equations (3), with boundary conditions requiring localization
of the excitation near y = 0 and exponential decay as y ÷ ± ®, provide
eigenfrequencies (growth rates) v which depend on ks, and eigenfunctions Tl(Y ).
Significant information about the allowable values of v(ka), and about the
structure of the eigenfunctions, can be obtained from the poles and zeros of _ and
from considering local solutions in a uniform field (Chiuderi and Van }{oven, I_79;
Sparks and Van Hoven, 1985).
RESULTS
The simplest radiative-instability case to consider in a sheared field has
= 0 so that radiation merely competes against adiabatic compression. The
s_lutions of (3a) then provide a series of modes which have the essential
characteristics of the solutions to more complete formulations. The modes exhibit
increasing numbers of y-direction nodes, and growth rates approaching
_^ = (Q^ +I/2_y_ )/(l+i/2_y) , the radiation rate for which perpendicular (to B)
p_asma _otions o_cur at constant total pressure. In fact, these solutions have the
typical property that the total-pressure perturbations_is much smaller than the
thermal pressure Pl, especially at shorter wavelengths (Sparks and Van Hoven, 1985).
The addition of the nominally dominant effects of parallel thermal conduction
_l{ does not change the situation very much. The principal modification is the
introduction of a pole in = _,^which prevents the existence of solutions at
V Z
wavelengths shorter than the s = _ curve of Fig. I (Chiuderi and Van Hoven,
1979).
It is necessary, finally, to add the effects of perpendicular thermal
conduction Qi' which should not _ priori) be important, to be able to
obtain a reasonably complete treatment of the structure and growth of these
sheared-field radiative modes (Van Hoven and Mok, 1984; Van Hoven et al., 1986).
In order to see the important effects of Qi' I have shown a qualitative growth-
rate curve in Fig. i, which also displays the various instability rates identified
by Field (1965_. _e _ehavior of the eigensolutions is different on the two sides
of the curve s _ = +u (F=I,Q_=O) ÷ _ [or _ = _ (v)]. The growing modes on the
V ±lower left are variants of the original sheared-_ield modes found by Chiuderi and
Van Hoven (1979). The addition of <i to the energy transport resolves the steep
gradients of these solutions (Van Hoven and Mok, 1984) and allows them to have
multiple radial nodes, within a width given by Eq. (18) of this earlier paper. It
is somewhat unusual that the "fundamental" (no nodes) transverse-variation mode has
the lowest growth rate. The practical consequence of this fact is unclear, however,
since the growth-rate curves effectively lie on top of each other for typical solar
coronal parameters.
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Radiative filamentatlon growth rates vs wavenumber.
The faster-growlng, shorter-wavelength modes on the upper right in Fig. 1 only
appear as a result of the presence of Ki (V_ Hoven, Sparks, and Tachl, 1986).
[Small as thls coefficient is (KI/KII _ I0-- in the corona), it resolves certain
singularities which appear when KII _ 0.] For these modes, the fundamental is the
fastest growing, although the Inter-mode spacing near the peak is (again) negligible
in practice. The transverse structure of these elgensolutlons is unusual, for
v > Q , in that the (negative) peak of the temperature perturbation is located away
from _he axls on each side (Van Hoven, Sparks, and Tachl, 1986). The Inner and
outer edges of the temperature peak(s) can2be scaled from the equivalent of Fig. I.
One takes the ¢ positions [¢_(v)] of the s = _ curvelat the relevant elgenvalue of
v(_), divides it by _ = ka a_d calculates y/a = tanh- (_ /_)_ The resulting widths
for reasonable parameters are _ I0- a (located at ~ _Plo- a) for X/2 _ 0.3a, but
one must remember that a number o_ modes grow at nearly the same rate. The outer
edges of these modes, for which _ = y(_p-V)/_ll , exhibit the only direct dependence
on the parallel conductivity. P
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DISCUSSION
The principal conclusion of our study of the linear eigensolutions of the
radiative filament-condensation instability in a sheared magnetic field is that the
theoretical results are nearly as complex as the observational results. The range
of growt_ _ates For the radiative instability is small, with
_ lO-_''n9T6-'< v < O ffi1.80 for the usual estimate _(T) = T-I (Hildner 1974)p ~ p P
at coronal temperatures T ~ I06T6 K and n_nber densities n _ 109n 9 cm -3"
Not only is the range of growth rates narrow, but there are a large number of
distinct elgenmodes within this range. There are two groups, one with wavelengths
(the vertical width of the characteristic knlfe-blade form) greater than the
magnetic shear scale, and the second with mainly shorter wavelengths. In most
cases, there is an approximate balance between magnetic pressure increases and
thermal pressure decreases.
These eigenmodes also exhibit a complex structure in the transverse direction,
equivalent to the horizontal thickness of the knlfe-blade filament. The temperature
(and density) profiles oscillate in this direction, with a number of nodes. The
long wavelength modes are concentrated in the center of the shear layer, but the
shorter modes often show a hollow profile with the coolest layers separated from the
shear center. These latter excitations extend to the point where radiation is
overtaken by parallel thermal conduction (which is relatively strong for short
wavelengths).
We will not know which of these many excitations is (are) the dominant one(s)
until we complete a series of nonlinear computations which are now in progress.
I wish to acknowledge the many contributions of Drs. L. Sparks and T. Tachi to
this investigation. This work was supported, in part, by the National Science
Foundation and by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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ABSTRACT
Two-dimensional numerical simulations of the formation of cold condensations
in a vertical current sheet have been performed using the radiative, resistive
MHD equations with line-tied boundary conditions at one end of the sheet.
Prominence-like condensations are observed to appear above and below an X-line
produced by the onset of the tearing-mode instability. Cooling in the sheet is
initiated by Ohmic decay, with the densest condensations occurring in the region
downstream of a fast-mode shock. This shock, which is due to the line-tied
boundary conditions, terminates one of the two supermagnetosonic reconnection
jets that develop when the tearing is fully developed. This paper emphasizes the
condensation properties of shock waves, which may trigger or considerably
enhance the conditions for thermal condensations.
I. 2D NUMERICAL SIMULATION
The initial condition is a vertical current sheet in both mechanical and
thermal equilibrium, and the half-width and the height of the sheet are 0.15 and
4.0 in units normalized to the horizontal size of the box. The sheet magnetic
Reynolds number is 120; and the ratios of radiative, diffusive and tearing time
scales to the Alfve_nic one are 20, 120, and ii, respectively. A symmetry
condition is used in the center of the sheet, free-floating boundary conditions
are fixed at the top and the right edges of the box, and line-tying conditions
are used at the base. The initial plasma 8 outside the current sheet is 0.i
(Forbes and Priest 1983, Malherbe et al. 1984, Forbes and Malherbe 1986a,b).
We now present an order of magnitude model to investigate the thermal
effects of hydrodynamic shock waves and explain their condensing properties in
the solar corona.
II. A SHOCK CONDENSATION MECHANISM FOR PROMINENCES
Consider a hot coronal equilibrium (subscript o quantities) described by:
2
0 = hPo - Po Q(To)' (I)
where the wave heating term hPo balances the radiative loss term
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Figure i. Time evolution of the mass density in the center of the sheet,
together with locations of X and 0 magnetic lines. The time is in units
normalized to the sheet Alfv_nic time tA. Two condensations separated by a more
tenuous region appear.
Q(T) = X T given by Hildner (1974) as:
T(K) X (MKSA)
-13
T < 1.5 x 104 1.759 x i0 7.4
1.5 x 104 < T < 8 x 104 4.290 x i0 I0 1.8
8 x 104 < T < 3 x 105 2.860 x 1019 0
3 x 105 < T < 8 x 105 1.409 x 1033 -2.5
T > 8 x 105 1.970 x 1024 -i.0
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Now perturb this equilibrium at constant gas pressure, incorporating
conduction
2 T5/2 (T -T)/L 2,
pCp (_T/_t) = hp - p Q(T) + k ° c (2)
pT = constant. (3)
T is the hot initial temperature, k is a constant, and L is a typical thermal
l_ngth-scale along a magnetic field _ine. Letting u = (T-To)/To, equations (I)
to (3) reduce to
1
TIME= 8.888
TIME=lOS. 899
I;H;;I
IIIIIII
1111111
TIME= 38. 332 TIME= 86.266
TIME=112.959
rr/iI ........
IIIIII
TIME=123.636
Figure 2. Magnetic field lines, together with the mass density (in grey levels)
at different times. A strong condensation develops after t = I00 at the top of
the closed reconnected region. The dip in field lines is not caused by gravity
(which is not included in the code), but by the force of the supermagnetosonic
jet issuing from the reconnection site above.
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[T-1 -1
_u/_t = - u - T (l-a)] : -u/z,
c R
where T = (p L 2 C )/k T 5/2) and T = (T C )/[p Q(T )] are the conductive and
c o o _ op
radiative time-sca_es. _he hot equllibrium is s_abl_ when
-i -I -i
T = T - (i- _) T
c R
WithAno conduction (T = _) th_s rpl_n............._= =l,.,=y__ _=_====+4_4^A _u_=_ _ -" I Or T < 8
C • . ,
x i0 _ K. So a cold equlllbrlum is always stable and a hot one always unstable.
With conduction, the equilibrium is stable when T /T c > l-e and this is always
the case when _ > 1 (cold equilibrium). It may a_so be the case when e < 1 (hot
equilibrium), if the following inequality is satisfied:
L < L c = [koTo7/2]½[p_Q(To) (I-_)] -½
If L > L , the hot equilibrium becomes unstable.
c
Suppose now that a fast-mode MHD shock occurs in the reconnection jet, and
let us examine the quantities T , T , T, and L , upstream (supersonic flow
• R c c
denoted by subscript u) and downstream (subsonlc flow denoted by subscript d) of
the shock. Because the magnetic field in the jet has almost been completely
annihilated we can use the hydrodynamic jump relations. For a monatomio gas
with y = 5/3, these give
1 _< pd/Pu _< 4.
Defining the compression factor across the shock as X = Pd/Pu, we have
Vu/V d = X, Pd/Pu = (4X-I)/(4-X), Tu/T d = X(4-X)/(4X-I).
From (4) , we obtain
2-_
TRu/Trd = X
-7/2
TCU/TCd = X
II/4-e/2
Lcu/Lcd = X
1-oL
[(4-X)/(4 -I)]
5/2
[ (4X-I) / (4-X) ]
[ (4-X) / (4x-l) ] 7/4-e/2, (or < i)
At high temperatures (T > 3 x 105 K, e < 0) and in the absence of
conduction, the shock decrease the radiative losses (T /T _ < I). However, at
• _ KQ . .
lower temperatures (T < 3 x i0 _ K, e _ 0), it increases _he radmatlon losses, and
the cooling time becomes faster.
When the temperature is high (T > 3 x 105 K), the shock makes the triggering
of a thermal instability more difficult in the presence of conduction (L /L .).
But, when T _ 2 x I0- K(_ = 0.9), it is possible to have a thermally sta_e ca
upstream (L < L ) and an unstable downstream (L > L .). This is the case when
cu _ .
and when L . < L < L . As one can see _rom Figure 3 thls
Lcu/Lcd > 1 ca cu
corresponas to a shock strength X smaller than 2 when e = 0.9. Hence, under
certain conditions (e.g. transition zone like temperatures) the shock may trigger
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a thermal condensation, when conduction is included in the set of equations.
shock always triggers a condensation in the absence of conduction if e < I.
result is similar to that deduced by Fisher (1986) from his numerical
experiments.
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Figure 3, Top panel: The ratio T_u/TR_ as a function of X for different values
_ (A[ - 2.5, B: -i.0, C: 0.0, _: I._, E: 1.8), corresponding to different
temperature ranges. Bottom panel: The ratio L/L . as a function of X fordifferent e values (A: - 2.5, B: -I.0, C: 0.0, 0_).
What is the effect of a shock at very low temperatures (T < 8 x 104
K and _ > I)? In this regime, a cold flow is always thermally stable
and the ratio of cooling times TU/T d may be expressed as
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-i
Tu/Td = (TRu/TRd) [(TRd/Tcd) - 1 + e] [(TRu/Tcu) -- 1 + a]
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the presence o_ a shoc_ at chromospherlc like temperatures considerably enhances
the radiative losses and the cooling time.
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CONDENSATION MODES IN MAGNETIZED PLASMAS
Chang-Hyuk An
NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center
ABSTRACT
I have studied condensation modes in magnetized cylindrical plasmas,
concentrating on how magnetic field affects the stability. It is found that
the effects of magnetic field (shear, twist, and strength) on the
condensation modes are different depending on the wave vector. For modes
whose wave vector is not perpendicular to magnetic field lines the plasma
motion is mainly along the field lines; the effects of magnetic field on the
modes are negligible except on the heat flow parallel to the field line.
For a mode which is localized near a surface where the wave vector is
perpendicular to the field line, the plasma moves perpendicular to the line
carrying the field line into the condensed region; magnetic field affects
the mode by building up magnetic pressure in the condensed region.
The stability of condensation modes strongly depends on how density and
temperature vary with field twist. The stable nature of global quiescent
prominence magnetic configurations implies that prominences form for low
field twist for which ideal MHD modes are stable; plasma temperature should
increase with field twist for stable prominence formation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Solar prominences are a very intriguing phenomenon. They are cool
dense material imbedded in hot and tenuous coronal plasmas. After
Field(1965) various authors(Nakagawa 1970; Hildner 1971; Heyvaerts 1974;
Chiuderi and Van Hoven 1979) have studied condensation modes in a plane slab
geometry to understand the prominence formation. I have studied the
condensation modes(An 1984a, 1985) assuming that prominences are formed in a
cylindrical magnetic geometry(Anzer and Tandberg-Hanssen 1970; Pneuman
1983). This magnetized cylindrical plasma is subject to ideal MHD as well
as radiative(condensation) instabilities. For coronal conditions, the
radiative time scale(tr_lO ) sec.) is much longer than the MHD time
scale(t_l sec.), and condensation modes appear as a first order of
(:(t_/tr) _ i0 ) (An 1985). The possible coexistance of ideal MHD
and condensation modes with very different time scales requires a careful
analytic manipulation for the study of condensation modes. I developed a
mathematical techique for the study(An 1985).
Questions about condensation modes in magnetized plasmas are how
magnetic field (twist, shear, and strength) affects the modes and how the
stability depends on different choice of temperature and density profiles.
Here, magnetic shear arises from different field twist on each flux surface.
Magnetic shear is an important stabilizing mechanism for ideal MHD
instabilities and has been considered to be important for condensation
modes(Chiuderi and Van Hoven 1979). I will show that magnetic structure
(twist and shear) does not have important effects on condensation modes and
will prove mathematically the insignificance of MHD effects on the modes for
general magnetic field configurations. Since condensation modes are
hydrodynamic in nature it is necessary to study the stability of an
equilibrium with different temperature and density profiles for better
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understanding the prominence formation and stability.
II. DERIVATION OF CONDENSATION MODE EQUATION
I assume that the plasma is governed by ideal MHD equation with
radiation and heat conduction. The ambient heating rate is assumed constant
in time and the optically thin radiative energy loss rate is used. Due to
the two components of magnetic field (longitudinal Bz and poloidal Bo ),
the field lines are twisted. Since MHD and radiative time scales are very
different we make the governing equations dimensionless. Physical
quantities, P, B, _ , T are normalized with their standard values and time t
is normalized by the radiative time scale tr • Here radiative and IIHD time
scales are defined as tr =Po/R and t_= foa_ /B,_ respectively. The
quantity _ is defined as _ =(tr,/t r )" which is much smaller than 1 for
coronal plasmas. The quantities Po, _o, and Bo are standard ambient
coronal plasma pressure, density, and magnetic field and a is the radius of
the cylinder cross section. H is the ambient heating and R is the radiative
energy loss rate. # is defined as Po/B_ . I derive the linear
stability equation by linearizing the governing equations and assuming that
the perturbed quantities have the form _e(r,c)-aCCr)eXF[_(_O+_)+w_].
The second order differential equation for linear stability has the
following form,
LX=O
(I)
Here X is an eigenfunction and L is a second order differential operator and
depends on w , _, and equilibrium quantities. The condensation mode
equation can be derived, noting £<<1, by expanding L and X in power of
and by taking zero and first order equations. The explicit expression of
zero and first order equations are as follows.
d_ ;_ drJ-IL 7_ ÷; (k_o_;-2s, _ j_xo:o (2)
(XoPo_' FXoPo(7 - l)dR/dr7'
CoX,+\ _r / -L_r(¢po+_-h-oo_J
+ X S2kBstkB_ -- raB'/r)P°[(;' - 1)/r]dR/dr
r3K(k " Bo)2J r
-Here K=k z +m _ /r z and ¢ (),-l)To _RPo _ •
Prime(') denotes a derivative with r.
r°_:--2 1k (k • Bo)"B_ t,
(3)
For the derivation of eq.(2) and(__) we assume that _.B _ 0 and qbfo+y_w :0
in the plasma. The conditionk. B_O means that the plasma should be stable
to the ideal MHD mode. In order to study condensation modes, we have to
solve equation (2) and (3) for a given boundary condition of Xo and Xt .
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Ill. STABILITY
The effects of magnetic fields on condensation modes vary depending on
whether lE'.l_is zero or not in the plasma. Let us discuss how the magnetic
field affects the mode of k.B=O. We cannot use Equ.(3) because it is
derived assuming _.l_O in the plasma. According to An(1984b,c) the
eigenfunction of Equ(1) becomes localized near r=rs wherel_.-B=O as m and k
go to infinity. In this limit the growth rate of the condensation mode is
Here,
(4)
P = po(C2.+ C,:)
- T c. c:+i _ -y T'
c.c,(, - l)=4po_(eR)W= 2B_ dR 2 2.,
-7 (i,-i)# d-;- . Pr3a_Fi."
Ci = flYPo/Po, C_ = B2o/Po;
) (),_R (_R Po _R,= _ (_,- i)To _"
y
B_a B_,(q'/q)2 2B_a fifo 4B_ fl;'Po
4rBo + r2Bo + r3Bo(ao + fl;'Po)'
The growth rate, Equ.(4}, does not have a heat conduction term because the
term appears with 1T,]_, which is zero at r =r.. The local mode will stay
unstable while other global modes are stabil'ized by heat conduction.
Equ.(4) shows that magnetic field directly affects the stability. If W<O,
magnetic shear plays a stabilizing effect through Y which determines ideal
MHD stability. As the magnetic field goes to infinity with plasma pressure
fixed, co becomes the isochoric mode growth rate; magnetic pressure does not
allow plasma condensation.
Forl_._*O, Equ.(3) can be used for condensation modes. I have studied
the stability of two different equilibria with a longitudinal current
density profile defined as g_Cr) --_},(l-r_) _.
The magnitude of o_ determines magnetic shear; a higher value of o_ produces
higher shear. Profile(A) has the density and temperature profiles defined
as (_(r)=l_S_O-r')and T(r)=P(r)/ e(r) respectively w_ile profile (B) has
T(r)=l- ocz(1-r_ ) and _(r)=P(r)/T(r). Since plasma pressure increases with
field twist, T(r) of (A) and O(r) of (B) increase with the twist while
(_(r) of (A) and T(r) of (B) do not change. By solving Equs (2) and (3) for
different q we study the stability of condensation modes for profile (A)
and (B). Here qo is q(=21T B_r /ABe ) at r=O and A is an aspect ratio, q
stands for the degree of field twist; higher q implies lower field twist.
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Fig. 1 shows growth rate (_ v.s. qo for profile(A). Note that the
temperature increases but density is constant as twist increases(i.e, lower
qo values). Higher field twist stabilizes the condensation mode due to the
increase of temperature (higher heat conduction and lower radiation loss).
Growth rate increases with _ for given qo because density at r=O increases
as 1+ SI resulting in higher radiation rate. Fig.(2) shows the stability of
profile(B). It shows that the mode becomes more unstable as twist increases
because density of (B) increases with field twist. The growth rate of
_=0.53 is higher than that of Sz=O.4 for a given qo because temperature
at r=O decreases with _a as 1- 6"2 resulting in lower heat conduction and
higher radiation. Fig.1 and 2 have poloidal and longitudinal mode number m
and n equal to 1, aspect ratio A=IO, and longitudinal magnetic field 10
Gauss. Because we use _ =0 the equilibrium does not have shear, in other
words, every flux surface has same field twist. Fig. 3 shows the stability
of equilibria with different _ values. The result seems to show that
magnetic shear affects the condensation mode. However, a careful study
shows that the different stability is not due to magnetic shear but due to
different pressure profiles caused by different choice of _.
It is found from the resuli_that the effect of magnetic field on the
lobal condensation modes with k,B_O is negligible while the local mode with
•l_=O is affected by magnetic field. Why are the effects of the field on
the two modes different? We find the answer by deriving a relation between
parallel and perpendicular components of plasma displacements.
Ii 2kB, B:oy2
-- X + _• - kB, X' - B_oK(_ x Bo) , k_- mB=/r = Cpoco2(_• Bo) •
If-k-_O the perpendicular displacement is Ee,,_ _" times the parallel
component. Since E _ 10-6 the equation implies that plasma moves mainly
parallel to the field line when it condenses. For l_.l_=Oparallel motion is
zero, in other words, plasma moves perpendicular to the field lines carrying
the field lines into the condensed region; magnetic field affects the modes.
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IV. CONCLUSION
The stability of condensation modesstrongly depends on how density and
temperature vary with field twist. If plasma temperature increases with
twist but density does not (e.g. profile(A)), then condensation modes are
unstable for low field twist-when ideal MHDmodesare stable. This result
implies that prominences form in a globally stable magnetic configuration,
which may explain the stable nature of prominences. On the other hand, if
plasma density increases with twist but temperature does not (e.g.
profile(B)), condensation modes becomes more unstable. If plasmas obey
profile (B), we may not observe stable quiescent prominences.
If the effect of magnetic field on condensation modesis insignificant,
what is the role of the field on the prominence formation? Wemay say that
the magnetic field has active and passive roles in the formation. The
passive role is to insulate the prominence material from hot corona and to
guide the plasma motion along the field lines whencondensing. The active
roles are to trap the outflowing plasmas (solar wind, spicules, and etc.)
which then accumulate on the field lines, and to hold and support them
against gravity. Depending on the strength and configuration, the magnetic
field can trap the plasma effectively, enhancing the density sufficiently to
initiate condensation, and can support the condensedplasmas to form a
prominence(An, et.al 1986). Without the passive role, however, no
prominence can form in a hot coronal plasma.
This research is supported by NAS/NRCand NASA Office of Solar and
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FILAMENT FORMATION DUE TO PHOTOSPHERIC SHEAR
S. T. Wu
Y. C. Xiao
The University of Alabama in Huntsville
Huntsville, Alabama 35899
INTRODUCTION
Recently, Wu et al. (1983, 1986) have developed a three-dimensional, time-depen-
dent axisymmetric ideal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) model which has been used to
study lower solar atmospheric responses due to photospheric motion. They have
shown that various observed solar features can be formed from these numerical
simulation experiments. In this short note, we shall report some work currently
in progress which has resulted from a specific numerical simulation experiment.
These results may elucidate the possible physical mechanism of formation of
filament.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
The initial state for this ideal MHD model is an isothermal (T - 105 K) in hydro-
static equilibrium (n - i0 I0 cm-3); and permeated by a dipole potential magnetic
field that has a strength of 8 Gauss at the photospheric level (i.e., x-z plane)
which gives a plasma beta being 0.14. With this initial equilibrium state, we
introduce a spatially-distributed sine curve type of shear motion (i.e., in the
x-z plane). The shear speed is zero at the neutral line and is a maximum
(i.0 km _ at the edge of the magnetic arcade. The evolution of the magnetic
field configuration due to this prescribed shear motion is shown in Figure i.
The corresponding induced current distribution is shown in Figure 2a,b for
several times at two specific heights (y - 1,500, 2,500 km) and distributed over
a relatively small (8,000 km) scale in the horizontal direction (x-axis). Also,
the induced current distribution as a function of altitude at a horizontal posi-
tion of 2,500 km from the neutral line is shown in Figure 2c. The corresponding
plasma properties (i.e. density and temperature) at a specific height and hori-
zontal position are given in Figure 3. To summarize these results, we make the
following observations;
(a) Figure I shows that the field lines have orderly changes up to 2,000 s
after introduction of the shear motion in the x-z plane. A drastic
deformation of magnetic field topology occurs during the interval
between 2,000 s and 2,500 s.
Physically, this result shows that some of the field lines collapsed
to form a current sheet (Figure I). The appearance of a high density
region is coincident with the current sheet; it further shows that the
outer edge of the magnetic field has locally been pushed open.
(b) A further, specific, comment may be made about the current sheet.
From Figure 2, we can identify the location at t - 2,500 s, of the
maximum current density (-lOJAmp km-2). Specifically, this peak is
located at 3,500 km from the neutral line and within the height inter-
val between 1,500 km and 2,500 km.
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(c) The density and temperature plots in this region (Figure 3) show that
the density has been enhanced 309 - 409 and temperature has decreased
-209. Based on these physical properties, we suggest that the shear
motion induced a region which is characterized by a high current
plasma density, high density and low temperature. This combination of
physical parameters contains all the characteristics for a filament.
Since the MHD model for this simulation incorporates ideal MHD theory,
we may conclude that the filament could be formed by a plasma pinch
effect. Details of this simulation will be given by Wu (1986).
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Figure i. Computed evolution of magnetic field lines due to photospheric shear.
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FORMATION OF ACTIVE REGION AND QUIESCENT PROMINENCE MAGNETIC FIELD
CONFIGURATIONS.
C.-H. An
NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center
J. J. Bao and S. T. Wu
University of Alabama in Huntsville
ABSTRACT
To investigate the formation of prominences, we have studied
chromospheric mass injection into an overlying coronal dipole magnetic field
using a 2-D ideal magnetohydrodynamic(MHD) numerical model. We propose that
active region prominences are formed by chromospheric plasmas injected
directly into the overlying coronal magnetic field and that quiescent
prominences are formed by plasmas evaporated at the interface between
spicules and corona.
Hence, for the simulation of an active region prominence magnetic field
we inject the mass from one side, but use a symmetric mass injection to form
a quiescent prominence field configuration. We try to find optimum
conditions for the formation of Kippenhahn-Schuluter(K-S)type field
configuration for stable support of the injected plasmas. We find that the
formation of K-S type field configuration by mass injection requires a
delicate balance between injection velocity, density, and overlying magnetic
fields. This results may explain why a prominence does not form on every
neutral line.
I. INTRODUCTION
A quiescent prominence(QP) forms along a neutral line in a quite sun
region. It is imbedded in the corona at the bottom of a global coronal
streamer, which is sometimes surrounded by a dark region called a coronal
cavity (Tandberg-Hanssen, 1974). Active region prominences(ARP) are
transient in nature. Observations show that the early stage of the
formation starts with the appearance, in H-alpha, of dark strips along a
neutral line. The individual dark strip appears and disappears with time
scale about 10-20 minutes. If the appearance rate is higher than the
disappearance rate the dark and cool dense material keeps accumulating to
form an ARP(Martin, 1973). It is observed that the appearance of a dark
strip is a direct chromospheric mass injection into overlying magnetic
fields.
Most of past model for the formation of prominences are devided into
two categories; the first assumes that prominences are formed by the
condensation of coronal plasmas in (sheared) magnetic fields (Kuperus and
Tandberg-Hanssen 1967; Hildner 1971; Raadu and Kuperus 1973; Chiuderi and
Van Hoven 1979; Mason and Bessey 1983; Pneuman 1983; An 1985). The second
is that the initial magnetic field has a dip so that plasmas in the dip are
cool and condensed, and plasmas at the foot points are sucked into the dip
due to pressure imbalance (Pikel'ner 1971; Priest and Smith 1979; Ribes and
Unno 1980; Poland and Mariska 1986). These two approaches explain some
features of prominence formation but fail to provide satisfactory answers to
tile following important questions. Since the total mass of a well developed
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prominence is about one fifth of the mass of total coronal plasmas it is
hard to believe that prominence material is supplied by the condensation of
coronal plasmas (Saito and Tandberg-Hanssen1973). An important question
for a prominence model to answer is then the source of prominence material.
A succesful prominence model also has to answer the following questions; why
does a prominence not form everywhere along a neutral line? If prominences
are formed by the condensation of coronal plasmas, why does all the corona
not cool to chromospheric plasmas? By what mechanismdoes the initial field
have a dip so that plasma accumulates in it? Howcan we explain very
transient nature of ARP but nearly steady state nature of QP? In order to
answer these questions we propose that QP and ARP are formed by the plasmas
supplied from chromosphere. A 2-D ideal MHD numerical model is used to
simulate K-S type field configurations and to find optimum conditions for
the formation.
II. MODEL
The numerical model used is based on ideal MHD. The basic MHD
equations for the model are expressed in cartesian coordinate(x,y,z). These
equations are the conservation laws, plus the induction equation to
represent the coupling between the field and the plasma. All the equations
are given by Wu, et.al(1983) and will not be reproduced here. The potential
field which permeates the atmosphere can be represented by the following
equations,
B_, = Bo e - _' cos (kx),
By = - B o e- k_,sin (kx),
Bg = O.
The size of the computing domain is 8000km in height and 16000km in width.
Mass is injected parallel to the field lines from the lower boundary. Mass
injection is treated as a perturbation of density and velocity at the lower
boundary and the characteristic method is applied to treat the initial and
boundary value problem (Hu and Wu 1984). The dynamic response of magnetic
field to the injected mass is studied for different injection velocities,
densities, and magnetic field strength.
III. RESULTS
The study of mass injection from one side has been performed in order
to understand the formation of ARP. In the following we will discuss under
what conditions a K-S type field configuration forms. Since active region
field stength is about a hundred gauss and temperature and density of
chromospheric plasma are about I04K and 101=cm +_ respectively _ is much
less than i. Therefore, we take results of _ =0.i, which is the smallest
value of _ we use, for the study of ARP. Fig.l(a, b, c)show how
sensitively magnetic structure depends on injection velocity and density.
Fig.l(a) shows field evolution for injection density ratio(the ratio of
injection to ambient density) 1.2 and velocity 3.5km/s. Within a time scale
comparable to the ARP life time (about 20 rain.), the field line does not
show any pit resulting in no stable accumulation of injected plasmas. If
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injected velocity increases to 20km/s with the density ratio 1.2 (see
Fig.l(b)) the magnetic field lines on the injection side(left side) move up
higher than the right side. Due to gravity the field lines at and below the
injection region fall down forming an asymmetric pit or a flat top on each
field line. Injected plasma at the asymmetric pit may not accumulate on the
field lines, while the plasmas at the flat top may accumulate but the
stability is not certain. Note that the density ratio is unrealistically
low but the velocity is realistic for chromospheric mass injection.
tit,=,oos
/ \
t = 3200S t = 2800S
(a)
t = 400S t = 800S
(b)
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t = 400S
i
t = 600S
(c)
t = 800S
FIGURE 1; MAGNETIC FIELD EVOLUTION OF/] = 0.1 DUE TO LEFT-SIDE INJECTION.
(a) DENSITY RATIO 1.2 AND INJECTION VELOCITY 3.5km/s.
(b) DENSITY RATIO 1.2 AND INJECTION VELOCITY 20km/$.
(c) DENSITY RATIO 10 AND INJECTION VELOCITY 20km/s.
Fig.l(c) shows mass injection of v=2Okm/s and density ratio 10, which is
realistic for chromospheric mass injections like spicules. The figure shows
a nearly symmetric pit on top of a field line at the injection region at a
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time comparable to the life time of an individual dark strip in an early
stage of ARP formation. The injected plasmas might stably accumulate in the
pit to form an ARP. The figure shows that the spicule-like mass injection
is the most favorable condition for the formation of ARP. Since we have not
considered sheared fields, which is an important characteristic of ARP
(Tandberg-Hanssen 1974), we cannot claim that we simulate the formation.
However, the results show that not only shear but also injection velocity,
density, and magnetic strength should be right for the formation to precede.
The reason why every neutral line does not have a prominence along it may be
attributed to that only certain neutral lines have right mass injection and
magnetic field for the formation.
The study of symmetric mass injection is aimed at understanding the
formation of QP. Since the evaporated plasmas may have nearly the same
density as ambient coronal plasmas, injection density is assumed to be 20%
higher than ambient density. The injection velocity is assumed to be
3.5km/s but a realistic velocity for the evaporated plasma is not known.
For the formation we need radiative cooling to have low temperature and high
density plasmas which are not provided directly by evaporation. Since we do
not include radiation and heat conduction in our numerical model we cannot
simulate the formation at present time. However, we can understand the
mechanism of forming a pit at the top of injection field lines. We believe
that a necessary condition for the foramtion of a QP is the formation of a
pit in a time scale shorter than condensation time scale of the injected
plasmas. If the time scale of forming a pit is longer than the radiative
cooling time scale, the injected plasma will condense and, due to gravity,
flow down along field lines before a pit forms for a stable support. On the
other hand, if the time scale of forming a pit is much shorter than the
condensation time scale, the injected plasmas accumulate in the pit and
condense to form a prominence. Fig. 2 and 3 show evolutions of magnetic
field(a) and density(b) for _ =2, 0.5 respectively. The figures show that
a pit starts to form at t=1500s for (9 =2 and at t=2OOOs for (9 =0.5. The
field lines of (_ =2 cannot support the injected plasmas in the(3pit=, butcollapse in t=3OOOs. On the other hand, the field lines of 5 can
support the plasmas against gravity up to t=6OOOs at which the calculation
terminates. In order for the field lines to support the injected plasmas,
the magnetic field strength should be high-but too high a field strength
cannot form a pit in radiative cooling time scale in which the injected
plasmas accumulate. Therefore, a narrow range of field strengths may be
required for the formation of a QP. Observations(Nikolsky, et.al 1984;
Leroy 1977; Tandberg-Hanssen 1970; Kim, et.al 1982) show that there is an
optimum magnetic strength for the formation, which may be explained by the
above argument. The formation may also depend on the degree of symmetry of
the injection. As an extreme example, one sided injection requires a
delicate balance between injection velocity, density, and magnetic strength
for the formation of a pit.
IV. CONCLUSIONS.
We have generated magnetic field configuration similar to the K-S model
through symmetric and one side mass injection for quiescent and active
region prominence formation respectively. Since we do not have radiation
and heat conduction in our numerical model and use a computational domain
that is smaller than the dimension of observed prominences, we do not intend
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to make direct comparision of the results with observations. However, we
obtain very important results for understanding the formation of K-S model
field configurations. The study shows that the formation requires a
delicate balance between injection density, velocity, and magnetic field
strength, implying that a prominence should not be expected to form on every
neutral line. The result also implies that there is an optimum field
strength for the formation. The formation of an ARPby direct chromospheric
mass injection and a QPby evaporated plasmas may explain the transient
nature of ARPand nearly steady state nature of the global configuration of
a QP respectively. We have discussed the ideal MHD aspect of
prominence formation without considering plasma heating which may play a
crucial role for the formation (Davis and Krieger 1982). Since the heating
mechanismis not known, a quantitative study of it's effect on the formation
is out of scope of this study. The future study of mass injection with
sheared field and with more realistic dimensions will provide the optimum
condition for the formation of prominences along a neutral line. Including
radiation, heat conduction, and heating will be major improvements over the
present model for better understanding the process of prominence formation.
This research is supported by NAS/NRC,NASAOffice of Solar and Heliospheric
Physics and Office of Space Plasma Physics. It is also supported by a NASA
grant NAGW-9and MSFCgrant NAGS-053.
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INTRODUCTION
Quiescent prominences represent a significant challenge to our understanding of
the flow of mass and energy in the outer layers of the solar atmosphere. A
small number of quiescent prominences contain as much mass as the entire corona
(Athay, 1976). The problem then is how to get that much material into the
relatively small volume of a prominence and maintain it at a temperature of
i0,000 K in close proximity to material at one million K. The thermal
insulation to conduction provided by the magnetic field explains the disparate
temperatures. The mass source problem is less well understood.
One method for supplying mass to the prominence is to siphon it from the
chromosphere. The siphon mechanism begins with a magnetic loop that evolves
into a configuration with a gravitational well, such as that described by
Kippenhahn and Schluter (1957). This could be formed, for example, by a twist
in the magnetic field as shown in Figure la. A gravitational well could also
be formed by a condensation induced sag in the field. This could further
enhance the condensation process and lead to a geometry such as that shown in
Figure lb. Once this well has formed, or as it is forming, the material in the
well area of the loop must cool and condense to the point where radiative
losses exceed any heat input. Additional material must also flow into the well
from the underlying chromosphere to supply the mass required to form the
prominence. A number of authors have discussed this general scenario (e.g.,
An, 1985; Engvold and Jensen, 1977; Pickel'ner, 1971; Ribes and Unno, 1980).
In this contribution we present one example from a series of numerical
simulations that we have performed to study the formation of quiescent
prominences.
MODEL CALCULATIONS
The numerical model we use describes convective, wave, and heat transfer
phenomena in magnetically confined plasmas under conditions typical of those in
the outer layers of the solar atmosphere. In a specified magnetic geometry, we
solve the time-dependent equations formass, momentum, and energy conservation,
including conduction, radiation, gravity, and heating. Details of the
numerical model and the solution techniques are discussed in Poland and Mariska
(1986), Mariska et al. (1982), and Mariska and Boris (1983).
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Figure i
Figure Ib shows the geometry for the simulation. This is basically a very
simple representation of a Kippenhahn-Schluter type geometry. Since the loop
is symmetric about the top, we only compute half of it. The total length of
the half-loop is 30,000 km, with II00 km of that being chromospheric material
at the base. Within this geometry we construct an initial static temperature-
density distribution. This distribution is shown as the topmost of each pair
of curves in Figure 2. The peak temperature is about 1.5 million K, and the
pressure is about 2.5 dynes cm -2.
From this initial model we attempt to form a prominence. It turns out that
this is quite difficult without artificially injecting mass into the system.
The model is stable against small perturbations. Our simulations to date
suggest that the only way to form a prominence from this initial model is
through a multistep process. The first step in the process is to reduce the
heating to about 1% of the value required to maintain the initial loop. This
produces a small cool region at the bottom of the gravitational well. Values
of the heating larger than a few percent simply result in a slightly cooler
coronal loop, but of essentially the same character as the initial model.
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The result of this initial cooling is shown as the lower of each pair of curves
in Figure 2. Here, along with the initial model, is the result of reducing the
heating everywhere to 1% of the initial rate and letting the loop evolve for
4000 s, a little over one hour. The temperature structure now has a cool
region in the well at the top, and the density in the loop legs has dropped
dramatically. Note, however, that the density of the material in the well has
not changed by much. It is still far below prominence densities.
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We have found that one way to go from this state to a high density prominence-
like configuration is to drive mass upward into the well by heating only the
loop legs. We do this in two phases. First, we heat only the legs at the same
reduced heating rate that was used to produce the initial condensation. This
slowly moves material from the chromosphere to the well. The flow velocity is
only about 2 km s-I, however. After about 21 hours at this rate, the electron
density at the top has increased to about I0 I0 cm -3, which is still somewhat
low for most prominences (Hirayama, 1985; Bommier et al., 1986). It is high
enough, however, that we can now increase the heating rate in the legs back
toward the initial heating rate, say to 50%, and not destroy the condensation
in the well. In Just 5 more hours at this rate, the electron density in the
well has reached 1011 cm -3, which is typical of prominence conditions. Figure
3 shows the results of that reheating of the legs. The lower most of each pair
of curves is the model at the end of the initial one hour cooling. The upper
most of each pair of curves is the model after the reheating. The material in
the well is clearly nowmore representative of prominence conditions.
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DISCUSSION
Our work indicates that forming a prominence from an active region loop is not
as easy as some earlier studies would lead one to believe. It appears to
require first a major disruption of the heating. This must then be followed by
a gradual return of energy deposition, but only to the loop legs. One possible
geometry in which this might occur is shown in Figure la. A loop with a twist
in it might provide a natural way of forming a gravitational well at the top,
while at the same time cutting off the heating to the region.
The necessity of the second phase, in which material is siphoned from the
chromosphere through localized heating, is very significant. We have
considered an alternate geometry of a low-lying loop with a very long and
shallow gravitational well. Although there is ample material in the well
initially to form a dense condensation at the bottom, we find that this does
not occur. When the heating is first reduced, material is drawn up and out of
the well, rather than settling to the bottom. This perhaps surprising result
is apparently related to the extremely efficient cooling capacity of the lower
transition region in the loop legs. There the radiation rates are at a maximum
and cooling is most rapid. It would seem that a subhydrostatic pressure
deficit is maintained which is able to suck material out of the well. We are
presently exploring this scenario more closely.
6O
A second significant discovery of our work is that once the prominence is
formed it is very difficult to destroy. A large amount of heating is required
to overcome radiative cooling in the condensed material. The exact amount
needed depends, of course, on the prominence density. Once the heating rate
does exceed the cooling rate, however, the prominence returns to a hot coronal
loop configuration in only a few minutes.
While our calculations have shown that it is possible to produce a prominence
by a siphon-like mechanism, they have not directly provided a basis for
comparison with observations. We are currently developing more detailed
calculations that will allow such a comparison. For example, we need a better
resolved numerical grid in the vicinity of the transition to prominence
temperatures and densities at the top of the loop. This would provide better
estimates of observable velocities, emission measures, and UV line emissivities
at this crucial interface. We are also examining the shocks that result from
the condensation process to see how they might relate to the apparent motions
observed in prominences. It is clear from time lapse photographs of
prominences that they are dynamic phenomena. We hope to try to understand some
of those observations in the context of our dynamic models.
Portions of this work were supported by the NASA Solar Terrestrial Theory
Program and by the Office of Naval Research. JAK is an NRC-NRL Cooperative
Research Associate.
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ALFVEN-WAVE DISSIPATION -
A SUPPORT MECHANISM FOR QUIESCENT PROMINENCES
Eberhart Jensen
Institute of Theoretical Astrophysics
P.O. Box 1029, Blindern
N-0315 Oslo 3, Norway
High resolution filtergrams or spectrograms of the main body of
quiescent prominences often show a very vivid dynamical picture that
cannot be reconciled with static models. Even if large differences
exist between individual prominences in this respect, at least parts
of the prominence are usually found to be in a "choppy", turbulent
state.
Evidence for systematic flows are found in local regions in the
prominence and also in the transition zone in the surroundings.
These two regions are probably decoupled magnetically.
Alfven waves are generally believed to be responsible for the
heating in the upper chromosphere and corona (Hollweg 1986). Since
evidence for the presence of Alfven-waves has also been found in the
solar wind field, it is highly probable that such waves are gene-
rated in the convection zone of the sun and propagated outwards in
the solar atmosphere wherever a proper magnetic field is present to
carry the waves. The most basic magnetic formations in the solar
atmosphere are simple loops. They occur all over the solar surface
and cover a large range of magnetic field strengths. Loops with the
strongest magnetic fields are found in active regions. It is to be
expected that the Alfven-wave flux which is channelled into the
loops from below, could show considerable variation both with helio-
centric latitude, with time and locally between neighbouring loops.
Let us see what happens when a magnetic loop is exposed to the
appropriate Alfven-wave flux required to heat the upper solar atmos-
phere. Usually a flux of about 5x105 c.g.s, is quoted. The wave-flux
may be written:
1 _ 1 (_B) 2 VAFA = 2 P(AV)2 VA 8_
63 I_i_G P_ _ NOT I_._D
where VA = B//4_p is the Alfv_n velocity.
For the fluctuations we get:
-1/4 ½ B-½ I/4 ½B-½
AV = const p F A , AB = const p .
The measured densities in quiescent prominences are of the order
of 10-13g cm -3, about two orders of magnitude higher than in the
surrounding corona. Measuremnets of magnetic fields in quiescent
prominences, both from using the Zeeman-effect and the Hanle-effect,
indicate values in the range from 5 to 12 gauss in the main body.
The strongest fields observed are around 20 gauss. In the lower
vertical structures, at the footpoints, the few observations avail-
able indicate fields of the order of I00 gauss.
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Fig. i. The magnetic amplitude in the Alfv_n wave, AB as a function
of the carrier field, B, for two values of the flux density, FA. We
have assumed p=l.3xl0-13g cm -3. The velocity amplitude in the wave,
Av, may be read on the vertical scale to the right. The two hori-
zontal lines indicate the limits for the velocity of sound, C
S'
corresponding to temperatures of 6500 and 9000 K. The hatched area
indicates the main observed range in B if.
These values of the field strengths together with the high observed
densities, give Alfven-velocities that are relatively low, of the
order of 50-100 km/s in the main body of the prominence. A low
Alfven velocity will give large amplitudes for the waves creating a
situation similar to a tsunami-wave hitting shallow water, though
maybe not quite as dramatic.
This is illustrated in the Figure I, which shows how the ampli-
tudes AB and AV vary with the value of the magnetic carrier field B
for two values of the wave flux. Choosing B=6 gauss, the amplitudes
in the magnetic fluctuation becomes B=I.5 gauss, which corresponds
to 25% of the carrier field. The corresponding velocity amplitude is
V=I3 km/s = 1.6 Cs, where Cs denotes the velocity of sound. Thus the
waves can no longer be considered linear, and compressibility ef-
fects will be of importance.
Under these conditions a multitude of modes may be created. How
fast the various modes decay is difficult to specify, but since
compressibility is involved it is good reason to believe that they
decay over a much shorter length than ordinary Alfven-waves.
In the dissipation process the momentum lost by the waves is
transferred to the matter, providing a stochastic support mechanism
for the prominence.
Using expressions for the dissipation lengths given by Wentzel
(1977), the dissipation length becomes of the order of 102-10 3 km.
FA
The resulting force KA~ ½p(Av)2/L = L vA turns out to be of the
right order of magnitude to counteract gravity (Jensen, 1983).
This would mean that the Kippenhahn-Schl_ter and similar static
models, which relies on smooth magnetic fields with a conveniently
located dip at the top could be abandoned altogether.
As appears from the figure one would expect a magnetic loop with
a field of the order observed in quiescent prominences to be badly
"deformed" or broken up by non-linear effects when a wave-flux of
the order required to heat the corona is carried.
For stronger fields, say 25 gauss, AB/B is 3.2%, and for a field
of 50 gauss, the relative fluctuation is only 1.1%. A loop with
magnetic field of this order will not be much affected by the waves
and presumably retain its shape. The sharp lower boundaries of
arches sometimes found to join adjacent footpoints may be such an
example.
We mentioned that the measured field strength in the prominence
"feet" seems to be of the order of i00 gauss. For the fields of this
order the relative wave-amplitude would be less than half a percent
in keeping with the parallel, ordered structure observed in these
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features.
The damping of the waves in the prominence "feet" will be less
than in the main body, as the damping length for Alfven- waves is
very sensitive to the field strength, being proporsional to B to the
fourth power. Thus waves ducted into the prominence from below will
not suffer strong damping until the amplitude increases strongly in
the main body of the prominence.
Both the generation and propagation of the wave-flux into the
prominences will show local variations within one and the same
prominence. A local increase in the wave-flux will lead to increased
heating and at the same time to an enhancement of the supporting
force. This would cause a high excitation spectral line in filaments
to show different Doppler displacement from lines of low excitation
(Engvold et al. 1986). As pointed out by Engvold observations indi-
cate such an effect, when measurements in He I0830A is compared to
the K-line of Ca II. This also fits in with the extended work on
filaments as observed in H by the French group at Meudon (Malherbe
et al. 1981, Malherbe et al. 1983, Martre et al. 1981, Mein 1977,
Schneider 1984).
Changes in the wave-flux with phase in the solar cycle could
also explain the changes in magnetic fields observed in polar crown
prominences (Leroy et al. 1983). With a lower wave-flux at minimum
phase a lower magnetic field could be the carrier without being
broken up by non-linear effects.
Similarly active region filaments have higher values of their
magnetic fields because they are exposed to a stronger wave field.
The weaker fields being "shaken" out of existence in or close to
active regions.
In my oppinion static models for quiescent prominences are un-
satisfactory. It is high time that alternative models emphasizing
the observed dynamical aspects are being investigated.
Let us sum up some of the observations that our dynamical,
Alfv_n-wave model may explain:
The geometry is described as a collection of simple loops, de-
formed by non-linear effects in the choppy part, where B is low.
This is not contrary to the observation by Harvey that prominences
show a systematic sign of its magnetic fields. The field is fluctu-
ating and may be highly inhomogeneous, leaving some less perturbed
flux tubes to show a systematic direction (Poland et al. 1983). In
the arches that have a smooth outline also systematic flow- patterns
are found. Here the magnetic field is probably higher.
The velocity-fields in the turbulent part of the prominence are
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partly in the supersonic range, making mode-conversion and enhanced
dissipation plausible.
The edge-effects observed in the velocity-field finds a natural
explanation from the fact that AV _ p-l14 B-1/2 and thus should
increase in the outer parts. Large AV leads to compressibility, and
to enhanced dissipation and temperature, resulting in the observed
intensity fluctuations.
The support-mechanism is a stochastic process. Matter may rise
or fall according to local conditions that change with the time.
A local reshuffling will result rather than a net transfer of
matter. Even in places with moderate dissipation, as in the feet of
the prominences, matter may rise due to the suction effect created
by compression and subsequent cooling in the upper parts of a tube
of force.
Further observational tests:
Observations with high spatial resolution of the magnetic field
everywhere in the prominences are needed. In particular in the feet
knowledge is scanty. Here also velocities should be studied both in
filaments away from the center of the disk and on the limb.
Magnetic fluctuations AB _ pl/4B-I/2 should be searched for.
Simultaneous observations of AV and AB give an independent
determination of the density p.
Evolution of microstructure elements, how the thermodynamical
parameters change with time, should be investigated from high reso-
lution data.
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STATIC CURRENT-SHEET MODELS OF QUIESCENT PROMINENCES
F. Wu 1
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INTRODUCTION
A particular class of theoretical models idealize the prominence to be a discrete fiat electric-
current sheet suspended vertically in a potential magnetic field. The weight of the prominence is
supported by the Lorentz force in the current sheet. These models can be extended to have
curved electric-current sheets and to vary three-dimensionally.
The equation for force balance is
4-_(V)<B)×B - Vp - pg _. = 0.
Using Cartesian coordinates we take, for simplicity, a uniform gravity with constant acceleration
g in the the direction -L If we are interested not in the detailed internal structure of the prom-
inence, but in the global magnetic configuration around the prominence, we may take the prom-
inence plasma to be cold. Let us consider how such equilibrium states can be constructed. To
simplify the mathematical problem, suppose there is no electric current in the atmosphere except
for the discrete currents in the cold prominence sheet. Let us take the plane z _- 0 to be the base
of the atmosphere and restrict our attention to the domain z ) 0. The task we have is to solve
for a magnetic field which is everywhere potential except on some free surface S, subject to suit-
able boundary conditions. The surface S is determined by requiring that it possesses a discrete
electric current density such that the Lorentz force on it is everywhere vertically upward to bal-
ance the weight of the material m (S). Since the magnetic field is potential in the external atmo-
sphere, the latter is decoupled from the magnetic field and its plane parallel hydrostatic pressure
and density can be prescribed quite separately. Instead of solving this difficult free boundary prob-
lem, classes of illustrative models can be constructed by solving for particular solutions to
Ampere's equation for a discrete current density J(S) in a potential magnetic field such that the
Lorentz force at the surface S is everywhere vertically upward. Then we can define the equili-
brium mass distribution m (S) having just the right weight to balance the Lorentz force.
TWO DIMENSIONAL MODELS
If the magnetic field has no x-component and is everywhere potential except on the sheet, the
magnetic field can be represented in terms of an analytic function of the complex variable w
y + iz. Priest and Raadu (1975) have given an example for a plane vertical current sheet not
threaded by magnetic lines of force. The electric current in the sheet is directed in the x direc-
tion. We can superpose an additional dipole source in the region z < 0 to this current sheet
model. The additional magnetic field introduced at the current sheet is horizontal and the
Lorentz force that results is everywhere upward (see Figure 1). Evaluating the Lorentz force on
the current sheet, we get the mass distribution on the current sheet. By changing the strength of
the additional dipole source we can get both the so-called Kuperus-Raadu model and the
Kippenhahn-Schluter model (Kippenhahn and Schluter 1957, Kuperus and Raadu 1974).
1permanent address: Beijing Astronomical Observatory, Academia Sinica, China.
2The National Center for Atmospheric Research is sponsored by the National Science Foundation.
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Figure 1. Field lines in the y-z plane obtained by superposing an additional dipole source
located in the z < 0 plane with the finite current sheet which runs along the y axis, extend-
ing from z = p to z = q.
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Figure 2. Field lines in the y-z plane obtained by superposing a circular current sheet
denoted by the thick arc with an additional potential field which is strictly horizontal every-
where on the current sheet.
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A similar construction can be carried out if explicit solutions for the curved current sheets
are given. Solutions for current sheets which are circular in shape have been obtained by Hu and
Low (1982) and Hu (1984). To these solutions, the superposed potential field should be strictly
horizontal on the circular sheet in order that the Lorentz force on the circular sheet is everywhere
vertically upwards (see Figure 2). Then a certain amount of mass can be supported by the
Lorentz force. Several examples can be found in the paper by Wu and Low (1986). It is interest-
ing to note that the tension force at the current sheet is no longer vertical, and there is a discon-
tinuity in the magnetic pressure at the current sheet. It is the combination of the pressure force,
normal to the current sheet, and the oblique tension force that supports the weight. This is a
novel feature not found in the case of a vertical current sheet.
THREE-DIMENSIONAL MODELS
As a step of further sophistication, the superposed potential field may be allowed to vary in three
dimensions. We present two simple examples obtained by superposing the vertical plane current
sheet solution given by Priest and Raadu (1975), with a periodic three dimensional potential field
in one case, and with a non-periodic three dimensional potential field due to a finite number of
dipole sources in the other (see Wu and Low 1986). The x variation in these models provides a
natural length scale over which a total energy can be meaningfully defined. When a quiescent
prominence is observed in Ho at the solar limb, it sometimes appears like a hedgerow with a
repetitious structure. We may take the periodic solution to model such a structure. For the
non-periodic solution, the distance in the x direction over which the dipole sources are distributed
is a characteristic length of the prominence. Let us insert parametric values characteristic of
prominences into these two sets of solutions to examine the energy content.
If we neglect the energy due to the plane parallel hydrostatic atmosphere outside the electric
current sheet, the total energy consists of the magnetic energy and the gravitational potential
energy of the suspended mass. Put the lower edge of the current sheet at a height of about
2)<104 km and the top edge of the current sheet at about 5X104 km (see, e.g., Tandberg-
Hanssen 1974). By choosing suitable constants in the periodic solution, the normal field at the
base of corona is about 80 G. If we take each period in the z direction to be a single hedgerow
component of a prominence, the length in that direction is about 6)< 104 km. With these parame-
ters set and using a uniform gravitational acceleration of g _ 1.6X104 cm s-2, the total mass in
one period is of the order of 2× 1014 gm. This total mass is equal to the total mass of a prom-
inence which has the same length, a thickness of 5)< 10a km and an average density of 10 l° pro-
tons cm -3, in agreement with observations (Tandberg-Hanssen 1974). The fi'ee magnetic energy is
about 3 )< 1028 erg, which is the same order of magnitude as the gravitational potential energy of
1.3)<1028erg. Using suitable parameters for the non-periodic case the normal field at the base of
the corona is about 54 G. Let the prominence have a length of 2 X 105 km, the total mass in the
current sheet is about 6.4)<1014 gin. The gravitational potential energy is about 4)<10 _ erg.
The fi'ee magnetic energy is about 9X 1027 erg. In these above examples, the gravitational poten-
tial energy turns out to be larger than the magnetic free energy. It follows that if the prominence
erupts, drmning a fraction of the suspended mass to the base of the corona, the gravitational
potential energy associated with the drained material may have an important role in driving the
remaining mass outward from the Sun.
It will be interesting to pursue the following further development of the current sheet model.
To support the weight of the current sheet, the electric current must be horizontal in order that
the Lorentz force associated with it is vertical to balance the force of gravity. This implies that
the electric current must either flow horizontally to infinity, such as in the models shown in Fig-
ure 1 and 2, or else close upon itself in horizontal loops. It will be interesting to generate classes
of solutions corresponding to the latter possibility. A simple case would be a solution with
current sheets in the form of surfaces of revolution about a vertical axis of symmetry. More gen-
eral are the solutions with current sheets that are of complex geometries and closing upon them-
selves in a localized region of the atmosphere. In the realistic prominence, electric currents may
actually flow along magnetic field lines to close themselves in the photosphere; see the three-
dimensional solutions of Low (1984). Finally, we point out that the availability of explicit
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equilibriumsolutionsopens up the opportunity of studying the linear hydromagnetic stability of
magnetically suspended mass sheets. The stability of the solutions in Figure 1 and 2 will be taken
up elsewhere (Wu 1986).
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Abstract
Two examples of the formation of small filaments in Ha are described and illustrated. In
both cases, the formation is seen to be the spontaneous appearance of strands of absorbing
mass that evolve from no previous structure. The initial development of the filaments appears
to consist of the accumulation of these absorptive strands along approximately parallel paths in
a channel between large-scale, opposite polarity magnetic fields on either side of the filaments.
The strands exhibit continuous changes in shape and degree of absorption which can be due
to successive condensations resulting in new strands, mass motions within the strands, and
outflow of the mass from the strands. For at least several hours before the formation of both
filaments, small-scale fragments of opposite polarity, line-of-sight magnetic flux adjacent to
or immediately below the filaments, and at the ends of the filaments, were cancelling. This
type of magnetic flux disappearance continued during the development of the filaments and is
commonly observed in association with established filaments. Cancellation is interpreted as an
important evolutionary change in the magnetic field that can lead to configurations suitable
for the formation of filaments.
INTRODUCTION
A few examples of the formation of filaments taking place over intervals of one to several
days can be found in Smith (1968) and in the review by Martin (1973). Two examples of new
filaments forming on time scales of minutes are illustrated and discussed in this paper. These
examples were found in time-lapse series of Ha filtergrams recorded at the Big Bear Solar
Observatory during the past two years. Videomagnetograms of the line-of-sight component
of photospheric magnetic fields were continuously acquired at the time of formation of these
filaments.
DESCRIPTION OF INDIVIDUAL EXAMPLES
5 August 1984 Filament Formation
The minute by minute evolution of a small active region in Ha images and videomag-
netograms was recorded for about 10 hours per day from 31 July until 8 August 1985. The
formation of a new filament was observed on 5 August during the decaying phase of the re-
gion. Additional growth of the filament occurred during the night hours of the Big Bear Solar
Observatory. The day to day evolution of this active region and the details of the decay of
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its magnetic flux are is discussedand illustrated in Martin et al. (1985). In this paper, we
present only the details of the formation of the new filament.
Imagesbefore,during, and after the formation phaseareshownin Figure 1. This filament
forms completely in the 14minute interval between2208and 2222. At 2216:46,the developing
filament appears to consist of 3 absorptive strands aligned end to end. After formation, the
filament lengthensand shortenswhile increasing and decreasingin absorption but remains a
distinct feature until the endof the observingday (0127, 6 Aug.). The formation of the filament
in Ha consistsof the spontaneousappearanceof roughly parallel, short strands of absorbing
mass. The strandsdo not originate from any pre-existing structure but they areapproximately
aligned with the underlying chromospheric fibrils. The strands of absorption continuously
changeshapeand lengthen or disappear in periods of a few minutes. The formation appears
as a sporadic but gradually increasing accumulation of these linear absorptive strands until
they constitute a completely-formedfilament.
By the following day, the newly formed filament is part of a much longer filament that
occupiesnearly the entire length of the polarity inversion zone of the decaying active region
(Fig. 12, Martin et al. 1985).
The developmentof the new filament relative to the surrounding line-of-sight component
of the magnetic flux of the active region canbe seenin videomagnetogramsin the right sideof
Figure 1. All of the magnetic fragmentscorrespondto concentrations of plage in Ha. In these
magnetogramsfrom the Big BearSolar Observatory,negativefields areblack and positive fields
are white except within the contours of the stronger fragments of flux. Each successiveinner
contour where the color reversesfrom white to black or black to white, representsan increase
in the field strength by about a factor of 2. The lowest contours in Figures 1 correspond to
field strengths of approximately 50 Gauss. The weakestfields in thesemagnetograms are on
the order of 10 Gauss.
Comparisonof the magnetogramsand Ha imagesin Figure 1 showsthat the new filament
is bounded by fragments of mostly negative flux on the left and mostly positive flux on the
right. To the left sideof the filament is a small fragment of positive flux adjacent to the larger
fragments of negativeflux. The positive fragment is cancellingwith the negative fragmentsat
a rate of 10E19 Maxwellsper hour (cancelling feature PN25 in Martin et al. (1985)). Within
10minutes after the formation of the new filament, this cancellation ceasesbecauseall of the
positive fragment has disappeared. An obvious result of this cancellation is the shifting of
the center of the polarity inversion zone to the right of its former site. It is unlikely that
the filament could have formed any earlier at its precise location becauseit would havebeen
surrounded by substantial positive flux rather than being betweenopposite polarity fields.
Cancellation sites also exist closeto the upper end of the newly formed filament (P26,
P27/N27 in Fig. 6, Martin et al. 1985). The magnetogramson the next observing day show
that there wassubstantial lossof magnetic flux along the division betweenoppositepolarities
since the preceding day. Becausethe filament develops further during this stage of rapid
loss of flux, we questionwhether the the cancellation of flux and the growth of filament are
physically related, indirectly related, or whether they are simply coincident but unrelated
phenomenon. Zwaan(1978) anticipated theseobservationsof disappearing magnetic flux near
the sites of filaments and suggestedthat the maintenanceof filaments might be related to the
disappearanceof magnetic flux by meansof magnetic reconnection.
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Fig. 1. The initial stages of the formation of a filament within a decaying active region 
are seen in Ha images at the left. The formation consists of the spontaneous appearance of 
short strands of absorptive mass. The magnetograms show that the formation is coincident 
with the final few minutes of the cancellation of a positive (white) fragment of flux with the 
negative flux (black) to the left of the site of formation. Slower cancellation of fragments of 
flux at the upper end of the filament also occurs before and during the development of the 
filament. The polarity of individual clumps of magnetic flux containing contours are the same 
as around the periphery of the contoured areas. 
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15 September 1985 Filament Formation
On this date, the formation of a small quiescent filament was observed on the quiet sun.
A series of Ha images depicting typical changes before, during and after its formation are
shown in Figure 2. The formation of this quiescent filament takes place more slowly than the
formation of the filament in the decaying active region. Otherwise, the formation is similar
to the example above. Intermittent strands developed and faded from the beginning of the
observing day at 1500 UT until 1710 UT. At 1710 the conspicuous strand, visible in the frame
image at 1722 in Figure 2, formed. From that time until the end of the day, the filament
was a continuously enduring structure. The filament occupies the same path as the earlier
short-lived pre-formation strands.The strands are approximately parallel to the chromospheric
fibrils assumed to be below the strands. From the beginning of the day, the chromospheric
fibrils were already in the sheared configuration (Hagyard et al. 1984). The filament develops
about midway between the adjacent opposite polarity fields and appears to divide rather than
join the dominant large scale fields on opposite sides of the filament channel.
The series of images in Fig. 2 reveals how the structure within the filament is continuously
changing during and after its formation. As in the other example, there is no evidence that
the filament mass originates from any pre-existing chromospheric structure. Although we
cannot discern exactly how the formation takes place, these observations are consistent with
the well-known prominence observations at the limb which show prominence mass appearing
to condense out of the corona. In this example strands of absorptive material spontaneously
develop against the background of the chromosphere. They become darker and longer in
periods of a few minutes to tens of minutes and then fade from view. Some of the strands are
irregular in shape and hence may be composed of smaller unresolved straxlds.
Prior to the time that the absorptive strands become a completely developed filament
(1722 in Fig. 2) earlier strands are seen to appear and disappear sporadically. The disappear-
ance could be due to reheating of the strands. However, their changing shape and disappear-
ance would also be consistent with the flow of mass from the corona to the chromosphere as
is also often observed in time-lapse prominence films over the limb.
After the filament has formed, it continues to reveal continous absorptive changes in the
darkness of its resolvable internal structure and in its overall width and length. Again, this
dynamic behavior would be consistent with the continuous process of condensation of mass
from the corona and its subsequent flo_r into the chromosphere.
The magnetic flux around the newly formed filament is shown in the last frame in Figure
2. In the magnetogram there is a uniformly gray vertical streak that intersects a similar gray
horizontal streak. These are artifacts where no magnetic field was recorded. In spite of this
deficiency, the magnetograms do clearly show that opposite polarity fields exist on either side
of the site where the filament formed. Additionally, the time-lapse sequence of magnetograms
shows that cancellation of small fragments of flux occurs under the filament and near the
upper end during and after its formation.
MAGNETIC FLUX CHANGES ASSOCIATED WITH FILAMENTS
We have recorded the line-of-sight magnetic fields under and adjacent to filaments on
several occasions during the last year. Representative images from the time-lapse films taken
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Fig. 2. The formation of this filament on the quiet sun takes at least 2 hours. After 1710, 
it is a continuously visible structure. Prior to this time, absorptive strands appear and disap- 
pear along the path where the filament will form. The continuous changes in the shape of the 
filament after its formation can be interpreted as the continued formation and disappearance 
of additional strands that appear to be merged in our line of sight. The magnetogram in the 
last frame shows that the filament is forming between line-of-sight magnetic flux of opposite 
polarity. 
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on 29 and 30 August 1985 are shown in Figure 3. The time-lapse magnetograms show that
fragments of opposite polarity magnetic flux frequently move into juxtaposition and become
small sites of cancelling magnetic flux. Filaments usually become very narrow where they cross
cancelling fragments of magnetic flux. In other cases, such as at the left end of the filament in
Figure 3, the end of the filament or a segment of the filament appears to terminate at the site
of the cancelling fields rather than threading its way between the opposite polarity fragments.
These circumstances suggest the possibility of a direct magnetic linkage between the sites of
disappearing line-of-sight magnetic flux and the maintenance or growth of the predominantly
horizontal field of filaments, an association already made in a general way by Zwaan (1978).
Very small-scale filaments illustrated and discussed by Hermans and Martin (1986, this
volume) often have one end that terminates at the polarity division of small-scale cancelling
features, similar to the two examples of newly formed filaments described herein. On the
other end of size spectrum, large-scale filaments such as in Figure 3 appear to be just longer
versions of the small filaments such as the one in Figure 2. All of these filaments, ranging
from very small to large, are associated with sites of cancelling flux.
Cancellation is not unique to filament channels but it is the primary magnetic change
that takes prace under filaments or at the ends of filaments or the ends of filament segments.
Cancellation can take place between any closely space magnetic flux fragments of opposite
polarity (Martin 1984; Livi et al. 1985; Martin et al. 1985). Under filaments, such as in
Figure 3, the cancellation of opposite polarity network is common, but the emergence of new
flux under the filament may also create new sites of cancellation wherever the new flux is
adjacent to opposite polarity network.
A test of the significance of the coincidence of cancellation to the formation or mainte-
nance of filaments, could be made by observing filament channels with and without filaments.
If the coincidence is physically significant, one would expect to find that filament channels
without filaments would also have a deficiency of cancelling fragments relative to the number
of cancelling fragments in filament channels occupied by a filament. Conversely, one would
expected filaments to preferentially form or form earlier in zones where opposite polarity mag-
netic fields are converging such as between adjacent spreading active centers. Tang (1986)
has recently shown that quiescent filaments on the quiet sun occur more often at polarity
boundaries between active centers than within active centers.
DISCUSSION
The formation of the filaments illustrated in this paper does not occur by the migration
of opposite polarity fields in opposite directions along the polarity inversion zone. Neither
do they evolve from fibrils or field transition arches which one could imagine to gradually
turn from connecting opposite polarities to dividing opposite polarities. The filament is a new
structure. It divides or separates opposite polarities. Within the resolution of our images, even
the ends of filaments appear to terminate closer to the division between opposite polarities
rather than to the concentrations of magnetic flux on either side of the polarity division. This
is a difficult distinction to make with the data because the magnetograms have lower spatial
resolution that the Ha filtergrams. The magnetograms consist of video frames integrated over
many seconds to minutes while exposure for the Ha filtergrams is a fraction of a second. Due
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to image motion during the greater exposure time required for the magnetograms, the spatial 
resolution of the videomagnetograms is degraded relative to the H a  images. Magnetograms 
having higher spatial resolution are needed to more precisely define the association of Ha 
features with the small elements of magnetic flux. 
Because there is insufficient mass in the corona around filaments to account for their mass 
(references in review by Forbes 1986)) one looks to an alternative supply of mass from the 
chromosphere. However, during the formation of these filaments, the Ha time-lapse images 
give no direct evidence of the transport of mass from the chromosphere into a filament. The 
Fig. 3. Comparison of the structure of a filament in Ha (left) with the line-of-sight 
magnetic flux under and adjacent to the filament (right). At the left end of the filament 
opposite polarity fragments of magnetic flux move together and cancel. Sporadic cancellation 
of similar small fragments of magnetic flux typically occurs under filaments such as this one. 
Note that the filament becomes very narrow or breaks into segments where opposite polarity 
fragments are close together. Negative flux is black and positive flux is white except within 
the contours. These are areas of stronger magnetic field where each successive inner contour 
represents an increase in the field by a factor of 2 but the polarity is the same as around the 
periphery of the contours. 
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Ha observations seemonly to confirm previous Coronal observations in which the filament
mass appears to condenseout of the corona. A new clue to the mass supply for filaments
is suggestedfrom our observations of cancelling magnetic flux at the ends of filaments or
filament segments.The relative orientation of filaments to the cancellation sites is suggestive
of a possiblelink betweenthe field lines of the filament and the magnetic fields of the cancelling
features. Becausethe true magnetic field geometriesof both are yet unknown, this linkage is
purely hypothetical and no specific magnetic field geometry is proposed iu this paper.
It is important to establish more definitively whether the formation of filaments and the
cancellation of magnetic flux are: (1) unrelated, (2) indirectly related, or (3) directly related.
If directly related, we need to learn whether cancellation is a necessarycondition for the
formation of filaments.
From the observationsdescribed herein, I suggestthat cancellation sites might relate to
the formation and structure of filaments in the following ways:
(1) As an evolutionary precondition
(2) As an environmental influence on the width and path of a filament where it crossesa
cancellation site
(3) As specific locations where ionized massfrom the chromospherecould conceivablyenter
the path of filaments and subsequentlycondenseto form the strands of a filament.
(4) As locations wherethe line-of-sight magnetic flux may be changingto horizontal compo-.
nents within filaments becauseof magnetic reconnection (Z_ _an 1978).
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ABSTRACT: Analysis of sequential Ha images of active region prominence formation
suggests that simple large-scale photospheric mass-motions may play a key role in
the formation of these long, thin, Ha filaments.
INTRODUCTION
Detailed investigations by one of us (B.R.) of the temporal evolution of the fine
structure of active region prominences has prompted us to explore the possible in-
fluence of hypothetical large-scale photospheric velocity fields on the formation
of active region filaments.
Our observations are based upon sequences of Ha images of active regions taken by
the Big Bear Solar Observatory, Holloman and Ramey US Air Force Base Observatories,
and the Sacramento Peak National Solar Observatory. In addition, a number of high
resolution Ha limb photographs from the Astronomical Observatory of Wroclaw Uni-
versity has been employed.
The striking feature of these observations is that the formation of Ha filaments
appears to be consistent with the presence of a hypothetical large-scale shear flow
in the vicinity of the (eventual) filament axis (see e.g., Fig. I). In some cases,
the observations would further suggest a smaller converging velocity component di-
rected towards the filament axis or line of magnetic field polarity reversal (here-
after called the neutral line). While direct evidence for shear flows in active re-
gions has been reported (Martres et al., 1971, 1974, 1977; Harvey and Harvey, 1976,
1980; Athay et al., 1985a,b, 1986a,b), so far as we know, simultaneous Ha and ve-
1
On leave from the Astronomical Observatory of Wroclaw University, Poland.
2
The National Center for Atmospheric Research is sponsored by the National
Science Foundation.
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locity field observations of active region filament formation have not been ob-
tained, so our conjectures are so far unsubstantiated.
OBSERVATIONS
In well developed active regions, one generally observes a hierarchy of dark Ha
filaments radiating outward from the main sunspots. Beyond the penumbra is a system
of fine chromospheric filaments forming the superpenumbra (Loughead, 1968). These
filaments usually begin within the penumbra and run outwards, in a more or less
radial direction, for a distance on the order of the sunspot diameter. Another set
of shorter filaments (fibrils) is found beyond the superpenumbral filaments (see
Fig. la). It appears that active region prominences are formed from these outlying
systems of filaments.
(a)
//2))
(b)
Fig. 1. Ha filament formation in anti-parallel converging mass motions.
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Figures 1 and 2 illustrate two fairly typical sequences, and the concomitant hypo-
thetical photospheric massmotions, by which active region prominences form.
\\ _ i/I
b
\\ /I
\
/1( li\-
Fig. 2. Ha filament formation in parallel converging mass motions.
In Figure 1 a system of fibrils, initially oriented approximately perpendicular to
the magnetic neutral (dashed) line, is sheared by mass motions (indicated by arrows)
at the photospheric level forming a long Ha filament consisting of tightly packed
fibrils. In Figure 2, two series of fibrils are sheared and then merged and tightly
packed by a flow with a velocity component directed towards the neutral line. Note
the difference in the arrangement of fibrils between Figures Ib and 2d, which re-
sults from hypothetical mass motions being anti-parallel (Fig. 3a), or parallel
(Fig. 3b) on either side of the neutral line.
Our analysis of sequential Ha images so far indicates that the majority of active
region prominence formation is typical of Figure I, and by inference, the mass mo-
tions of Figure 3a. Figure 4 is an example of an Ha filament formed by the sequence
of Figure i, whereas Figure 5 is representative of the Figure 2 formation scenario.
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(a)
/
/
(b)
/
/
/
/
Fig. 3. Two types of converging mass motion about the magnetic neutral line (NL).
DISCUSSION
Investigation of sequential Ha images suggests that the observed evolution and sub-
sequent formation of active region prominences from outlying systems of fibrils
about sunspots may be the result of some simple photospheric mass motions.
While following evolutionary changes of individual fibrils during formation of Ha
filaments we often found some fibrils to disappear for several tens of minutes to
hours. After some time these fibrils reappeared again displaying changes in location
and inclination with respect to the neutral line. Sometimes new fibrils, not seen
earlier, abruptly became visible in the region of filament formation. This peculiar
behaviour of fibrils made the observation of their evolutionary changes difficult.
The fine structure of some of the Ha filaments, especially of those well developed,
consists not only of normal fibrils but also of quite long thin filaments, twice
and/or three times as long as the average length of fibrils. These filaments may be
formed by the reconnection of two or more fibrils tightly packed in an Ha filament.
One possibility is schematically explored in Figure 6.
While the hypothetical photospheric mass motions of Figure 3 have not yet been ob-
served, such motions at the transition region level have been reported (Athay et al.
1985a,b, 1986a,b). It will be useful to obtain direct photospheric velocity meas-
urements in the vicinity of forming Ha filaments. If such flows are indeed present,
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F i g .  4. An Ha filament perhaps formed by an t i -para l le l  motions - see Figure 3a 
(pho to  courtesy of Dr. R.B.  Dunn and Dr. R.N.  Smartt, Sacramento Peak 
National Solar  Observatory). 
they may provide a unifying pr inciple  behind the d i v e r s i t y  of Ha filament s t r u c -  
tu res  and formation. 
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Fig.  5. An Ha f i l a m e n t  perhaps formed by p a r a l l e l  motions - see F i g u r e  3b  ( p h o t o  
c o u r t e s y  o f  Dr. H .  Zirin, Big Bear S o l a r  O b s e r v a t o r y ) .  
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FORMAllON OF LONG FII  AMENTS 
F i g .  6. Scheme f o r  the format ion  of l o n g ,  f i ne  f i l a m e n t s  i n  an a c t i v e  r e g i o n  
prominence. 
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DIAGNOSTICS AND STRUCTURE
J.C. Vial
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B.P. I0-F-91371, Verrieres le Buisson Cedex
France
The papers in this section discuss the structure of prominences and
the diagnostic techniques used to evaluate their physical parameters.
These include electron temperature, various densities (np, ne, nh) ,
ionization degree, velocities, and magnetic field vector. UV and radio
measurements have already evidenced the existence of different temperature
regions, corresponding to different geometrical locations, e.g. the so
called Prominence-Corona (P-C) interface. Velocity measurements are
important for considering formation and mass balance of prominences but
there are conflicting veolcity measurements which have led to the basic
question: what structure is actually observed at a given wavelength; what
averaging is performed within the projected slit area during the exposure
time? In optically thick lines, the question of the formation region of
the radiation along the line of sight is also not a trivial one. The
same is true for low resolution measurements of the magnetic field.
Although already reasonably well understood, we have made significant
progress with the C.P.P. workshops. Coupling diagnostics with structure
is now a general preoccupation as it reflects in the title of this section.
I. TEMPERATURE DETERMINATION
New results are presented by Engvold and Brynildsen (1986) who used
the Fourier Transform Spectrometer (Kitt Peak) to observe 3 promi-
nences between 7740 and 14000A. After a careful subtraction of
the sky emission, Pachen lines are calibrated and provide directly
the excitation temperature (8000 K). Line profiles of different
ions or atoms help to separate the kinetic temperature T from the
non-thermal veolcity V. T slightly increases from 6200__ (central
region) to 7000 K (edge) and V remains around 6 km s with no
edge variation.
Low temperatures are also obtained in radio wavelengths with some
additional geometry information. Observations of Hiei et al. (1986)
at 8.3 and 3.1 mm show that (radio) depression regions correspond to
the position of magnetic field neutral lines but not always to Ha
filaments (the reciprocal being always true). An H_ filament appears
at a pre-existing depression channel, a phenomenon quite similar to
the disparation brusque where the EUV flux remains after the total
disappearance of the H= filament. From the measured depression,
the temperature is estimated at about 6600 K. The ol_a_ty a_ 8.3
mm (computed with an assumed electron density of i0 cm -_) is
larger than I, which makes possible radio observations at the
limb.
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II. TRANSITION REGION (P-C)/ENERGY INPUT
At longer wavelengths, radio observations have been performed with
the V.L.A., the resolution of which (2" at 15 GHz) is now rather
competitive with optical instruments. Kundu (198_ reports bright-
ness temperatures of 4.10 4 K at 20 cm and 1.5 _v K at 6 cm, and
depressions well correlated with Ha and He (10830 A) filaments. The
width of the radio depression is larger than the Ha filament but
comparable to the He dark feature. Kundu concludes that the emission
arises from the transition sheath surrounding the prominence. The
modelling of the transition region indicates some pressure gradient.
Similar features are shown by Gary (1986): depressions at 2, 6 and
20 cm, a good superposition with Ha filaments but structures appear
larger at 6 and 20 cm than in Ha. Interestingly the 2 cm width
is quite similar to the optical one and Gary notes bright "rims"
about 2" (or less) wide, on each side of the filament. He concludes
that it corresponds to the sheath between the cool and hot material,
although footpoint emission is not discarded. Gary suggests a center
to limb observational test.
In the UV, Skylab observations are revisited by Schmahl and Or_all
(I_8_) who computed the differential emission measure from 10 7 to
i0 v'_ K. They compare the observed low absorption in the Lyman
continuum at high temperatures with the results of modelling sets of
threads. They try 3 different geometries:
i) hot sheaths around cool cores
2) isothermal threads (a reference to Poland and Tandberg-Hanssen's
SMM results, 1983)
3) threads with longitudinal temperature gradients along the magnetic
field.
They find no solution with #2, and a rather improbable one with #I.
Geometry #3 allows for a balance between radiative losses and conduc-
tive flux. The low absoprtion at high temperature is explained by
the lower temperature gradient here, a_d the minimum of the Differen-
tial Emission Measure (DEM) around i0J K is recovered for a coronal
pressure of N.T - 1014"2 . However the strong absorption requires,
either a gemoetrical explanation (such as a wrapping around cool
cores of threads) or some non-LTE mechanism where emission is allowed
from cooler regions.
The problem of the shape of the DEM between 104.5 and 106 K, in parti-
cular its commonality between the P-C and C-C interface, is attacked
from a theoretical point of view by Rabin (1986). He recalls how
classical models determined by thermal conduction along the magne_i_
field fail because the very thin transition region around T - i0
does not radiate enough to provide the (observed) increase of DEM
toward lower temperatures. The cool "coronal" loops proposed by
Antiochos and Noci (1986) are not compatible with the great vertical
extension of prominences. Heating-cooling cycles, suggested by Athay
(1984) for spicules, could work for prominences only if the heating
function is carefully chosen and is remarkably similar in widely
9O
different environments. The current-heatlng model of Rabin and
Moore (1984) faces a similar question: why its proposed fine-scale
electric currents should be present with comparable properties in
prominences and in the chromosphere. In response to these diffi-
culties, he advances the idea that the shape of the DEMcan be pro-
duced by the combined action of longitudinal and transverse thermal
conduction, even in the absence of internal heating, if the tran-
sition plasma is highly fragmented. The orthogonal conduction is
also taken into account in the thermal equilibrium study of a 2 D
structure by Demoulin et al. (1986). Here the energy input also
includes somewave heating proportional to the density. Instability
takes place for longitudinal length scales greater than about one
arc minute. Orthogonal length scales smaller than 5 km enable the
transverse conduction to stabilize the, structure. Larger scales
lead to an instability time of about I0 _ s, comparable to the life-
time of prominences fine structure.
III. DENSITIESANDIONIZATIONDEGREE
These quantities were well established a few years ago (see Hirayama's
review in the proceedings of the 1978 Oslo Colloquium): typical
values of electron density (about I0 I0 to i0 II cm-3) and ionization
degree (np/n I - 1 to 3) were confirmed by Skylab, OSO8 and eclipse
results. Later on, they were questioned by Landman(1984): from the
ratio of metal_c likes (e.g. Mgb/Srll), he derived electron densitieslarger than I0 cm- , ionization degree as low as 0.09 and (neutral)
hydrogen densities as high as 4.5 1012 cm-3. Such values imply
a very large amount of material (a prominence mass close to the
corona's) and a 8 ratio higher than I. Hirayama (1986) compares
Stark determinations of the electron density with measurements of
Mgl/Srll emissions. Contrary to L_d_an, __e finds that electron
densities range between I0 and I0_'_ cmJ and the Mg/Srll ratio
is independent of density. This point is crucial since massive
prominences found by Landman (partly) resulted from high electron
densities. Combiningwith the emission measure information, Hirayama
derives an effective length of about 80 km and a filling factor of
about 0.3. Thread diameters of, say, less than 300 km, spaced every
I000 km would have an ionization degree fixed by the full illumina-
tion of the Lymancontinuum.
As shown above, emission measureand density determinations require a
strong filamentation at low and high temperatures. However, any
undisputable diagnostic must be established from the agreement of all
possible observations. In this respect, the resonance UV lines, with
their large range of formation "depths", seem appropriate although
they need much care in their non-LTE treatment.
IV. MODELLING
Heinzel et al. (1986) repeat the ! D non-LTE computations of Heasley,
Milkey and Mihalas (see Heasley and Mikley, 1983, and previous papers)
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for the hydrogen atom, implementing new features such as the exact
chromospheric incident line profiles and partial fequency redistri-
bution (PRD). They find the usual wing lowering and also some
frequency coherence in the near wings which explains why emergent
prominence profiles mimic the incident ones (e.g. for La). A low
pressure and density model fits the OSO8 observed profiles quite
well, except for the LB line (which requires more studies in re-
distribution and multidimentionality). In these computations, 5 atom
levels are involved which demonstrates strong non-LTE interlocking.
This is also well evidenced in the work of Heinzel and Romport (1986)
who evaluate the influence of radial velocities on hydrogen lines in
moving prominences. The La line shows a Doppler dimming (lower
intensity) increasing with the velocity. On the contrary, Ha and
HBhave a Doppler brightening of about 3 peaking at velocities of
160 km s-I. The LB line follows a complex behaviour. Such results,
which apply for low density plasmas, may be used not only for tran-
sient phenomenabut also for lower velocity structures such as loops.
Permanentvelocities are systematically studied in order to assess
the mass, momentumand energy budgets and help to establish prominence
models.
V. VELOCITIESANDMASSFLOW
Somecontradiction has been found in the past between (apparent)
downflows observed at the limb (Dunn's thesis, 1960) and upflows
derived from Dopplershifts in Ha (MeudonGroup, see for instance,
Martres et al. 1981). Since then, more evidence has been accumulated
for both flows in cool and hotter regions, as detected in C IV by the
UVSPexperiment on SMM. From Hel ([0830A) observations at Sac
Peak, Engvold and Keil (1986) conclu_Je that blue shifts dominate
redshifts, the former reaching 3 km s in darkest areas, the latter
being commonin edges. They question the existence of such persistent
flows on the basis of the insufficient spatial (and temporal) resol-
ution which mixes different upward and downward structures. The
already observed Ha and C IV blueshifts are confirmed by Simon et
al. (1986) but they seem to be more systematic in an active region
filament (between foot points) than in a quiescent one. Moreover,
downflows (comparable in Ha and C IV) exist in the foot points of
the active region filament. Simon et al. suggest a long magnetic
rope rising while material drains at the foot points. 21 active
region filaments have been studied also in C IV by Klimchuk (1986)
with UVSP/SMMobservations. A majority of them are associated
primarily with relative blushifts, however local deviations exist and
somefilaments coincide with lines of apparent velocity reversal.
Klimchuk discusses the problem of absolute velocity calibration in
C IV Dopplergrams and proposes a procedure relying on velocities
previously measured in quiet and active regions by Skylab, OSO8,
etc. H's_center to limb study leads to small velocity magnitudes(, 3 kms-_) in filaments. Directions of flow are still uncertain.
Evidently, more studies are necessary and the UVSP/S_ database
should be used extensively for center limb, quiescent/active/eruptive
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filament comparisons. Thompson(1986) gives the key to this data
base consisting of Dopplergrams, Rasters through the line and Profile
Matrix observations. Certainly the addition of simultaneous ground
based measurements will increase the interest of such studies.
In this respect, a sequence of simultaneous Ha and C IV _observa-
tions of active region filaments has been analyzed by Schmieder et al.
(1986). No significant power is found in Ha and C IV velocities
around 200 s, except for regions identified as foot points where some
oscillations in C IV exist, dominated by a systematic upward flow.
The authors conclude that the enegy input is probably due to convective
motions rather than pressure oscillations.
Velocities may also help to discriminate between possible models
(KS, KR, Hiryama..) but magnetic fields are prime and necessary
ingredient of these models.
Vl. MAGNETIC FIELD
Important recent progress has been achieved with the use of the
Hanle effect ie. the depolarization by local magnetic field. Broad
band polarimetry in D3 performed on 256 prominences at Pic du Midi by
Leroy, Bommier and Sahal (see for instance, Leroy et al. 1984 and
previous papers) has shown that the average field is horizontal, at
an angle of about 20 ° with the filament axis and is lower than 30 G.
From a statistical study, it appears that low altitude prominences
have potential field (KS type) and high ones a non-potential field
/vn_k_xLxj. A ...._...... A _ ._m.m_enn _th nthpr Z_eman and Hanle (Sac
Peak) measurements are given by Landi (1986). He shows how the
polarization has been computed in an optically thick line such as
Ha and how the use of thin and thick lines may help to solve the
ambiguity in the direction of the magnetic vector. Simultaneous
observations of circular and linear polarization in several spectral
lines would be a significant step. Such an improvement is in progress
with the computations of the hydrogen HB line (along with He D 3)
which are compared to previous observations (Bommier, 1986). When
deoplarizing collisions with electrons are taken into account, not
only the 3 coordinates of the magnetic field vector are unambiguously
determined, but also the electron density can be derived. Out of 14
prominences, some 8 have a magnetic field significantly oinclied _
the horizontal plane. The electron density ranges from 10_ to 4.10 _v
cm-3. Such a diagnostic, although difficult because of transfer prob-
lems, seems very promising.
CONCLUSIONS
Since a complete review exists (Hiryama, 1985), we shall only discuss the
results from these workshops. Although the observed range of temperatures
probably reflects the range of situations in different prominences, mean
values lower than 7000 K have been presented which may indicate the
existence of thick structures. Such a tendency somewhat contradicts other
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results concerning significant ionizaton degree and low densities. All
electron density determinations, for instance, are in the low range of
values (_ 1011cm-3) as compared to Landman's higher values. An agree-
ment for low pressure around 10-1 dyn cm-2 (and sometimes lower) was
achieved through the different contributions. With typical magnetic
values of, say, 15G in prominences, we arrive at a picture where the
noise gas pressure is lower in prominences than in the corona while the
contrary stands for magnetic pressure. Classical models that could
take these features into account have been questioned in terms of geo-
metrical structure. Observed differential emission measures, velocitites
and computed energy budgets certainly require some degree of material
filamentation. Much progress is occurring in transfer problems also
(see e.g. Fontenla and Rovira, 1985). But such analysis should also
rely on direct observations. It is our feeling that such work should be
supported by spectroscopic observations with a subarcsecond resolution(0.i"), necessary for velocity (and magnetic field ?) measurements, and
a good temporal resoluton. Perhaps very high resolution images coupled
with lower resolution spectroscopy in many different lines would be a
first realistic step. Such an effort is certainly worthwhile in view of
the important progress evidenced by these workshops.
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TEMPERATURES OF QUIESCENT PROMINENCES MEASURED FROM
HYDROGEN PASCHENAND CalI IR LINES
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INTRODUCTION
Prominence temperatures and non-thermal velocities are most commonly
determined from emission line widths from elements of different
atomic weight. It is assumed that the lines are optically thin. The
average temperature for the main part of quiescent prominences is
6500 K (5000-8000 K) according to Hirayama (1985). The corresponding
velocities are 3 km s-i< V < 8 km s -I. The lowest value recorded
from the combined widths of H, He, and metallic lines is 4300 ± 200K
(Hirayama 1978). A tendency of increasing temperature towards the
periphery of prominences was first noticed by Hirayama (1964, 1971).
The results from a number of studies give 8000 K < T < 12000 K and
8 km s -I < V < 20 km s-I in the outer parts of prominences (Hirayama
1971; Engvold 1978; Landman et al. 1977).
Analysis of the hydrogen excitation-ionization equilibrium (e.g.
Chultem and Yakovkin 1974) indicates that the excited levels of the
hydrogen atoms in quiescent prominences are near thermodynamic equi-
librium, i.e. Tex c - Tki n. The gas temperature will then be
reflected in the relative intensities of hydrogen lines. Earlier
measurements of hydrogen Balmer lines in prominence spectra are
incomplete (Jefferies and Orrall, 1962; Nikolsky et al. 1971) and
show large variations from case to case in terms of excitation
temperature. Stellmacher (1969) finds Tex c = 6000 - 6250 K from the
brightness variation of the lines H_ through H9,, and Morozhenko
(1974) gets Tex c -- 7300 K using the lines from Hu to H20.
p.e NOT FILMED
Measurements by Landman and Mongillo (1979) gave still a substantial
scatter in the H I Balmer decrement which represented excitation
temperatures ranging from 3450 K to ii000 K. This quite large vari-
ation in T was ascribed partly to measurement errors, and to the
exc
low spectral resolution in the observation which did not permit the
authors to correct properly for line-blends. Very recent obser-
vations in the far infrared (i0 - 20 _m) of prominence hydrogen
lines have been analysed by Zirker (1985) who finds a Boltzmann
distribution corresponding to Texc = 3800 K. The author points out
that the IR hydrogen lines span a narrow range of energy and the
result is therefore highly sensitive to errors in the measured line
intensities. The value of T is nevertheless uncomfortably low
exc
when compared to Tki n = i0 000 K which is derived from the widths of
the same lines and an infrared line of He.
Observations of continuum emission near the Balmer jump at 3646A
have been used to derive prominence temperature and density (cf.
Jefferies and Orrall 1962). The results are quite uncertain since
they depend on the assumed thickness of the emitting volume. The H I
Lyman continuum of nine hedgerow prominences observed with the EUV
spectrometer on Skylab could be represented by color temperatures
between 6122 K and 8669 K with a mean of 7524 ± 739 K (Orrall and
Schmahl 1980). Considering the large optical thickness of the Ly C
these values presumably equal the electron temperatures.
The temperature of prominence gas is a function of the incident
radiation from the corona, chromosphere and photosphere (c. Heasley
and Mihalas 1976). One notices that an equilibrium temperature will
also be a function of the Ly C opacity. The concept of an actual
equilibrium situation may however be debated. The relatively short
lifetimes of the small scale structures of quiescent prominences
could suggest that the gas is subjected to rapid changes in temper-
ature and/or density (Engvold 1980)
The noted centre-to-edge effect evidently represents a real vari-
ation in prominence temperature. But generally, the notable vari-
ations in the result quoted above may largely reflect deficiencies
in the method used. Different combinations of line widths are often
found to give different temperatures (Jefferies and Orrall 1962;
Hirayama 1978; Landman 1979). This clearly illustrates problems with
the 'line width'-method. For instance unresolved filamentary struc-
tures may affect the profiles of various lines differently and thus
lead to slightly erroneous temperatures. The excitation temperature
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determined from hydrogen line intensities is highly sensitive to
photometric errors and to effects of line opacities.
New and high quality observations of infrared prominence lines of
hydrogen, calcium and other species have been obtained. We have
compared temperatures derived from line widths and from hydrogen
line intensities in an attempt to assess the reliability of the two
methods discussed above.
OBSERVATION, INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA REDUCTION
During 12-17 September 1983 a number of prominences were observed
with the McMath solar telescope of National Solar Observatories,
using the Fourier transform spectrometer with a InSb detector
(Brault 1979). The present study refers to three prominences ob-
served 13 and 14 september.
Prominence A: Large quiescent prominence at S28 E90
Prominence B: Stable prominence in weakly enhanced magnetic
region at about N08 E90
Prominence C: Quiescent prominence at N30 E90
Spectra were obtained at a total of 15 different locations in the
three prominences in the wavelength range kk7740-14000A. The aper-
ture covered an area of 80 arcsec 2 on the solar image. The light re-
flected off the aluminium coated aperture plate was imaged through a
narrow band Ha filter. This system allowed us to select the pointing
within a prominence and to maintain aperture position during a scan.
The integration time for individual spectra was 17 minutes. Spectral
resolution was typically _v = 0.005 cm -I (k/_k = 2 000 000).
The spectrum of the sky background is bright in comparison to all
infrared prominence emission lines, with the exception of the He I
ki0830_ line, and it needs to be subtracted from the data. For this
purpose we made separate spectral scans of the sky background close
in time to the prominence observations and at corresponding dis-
tances from the solar limb. The incident solar spectrum is modified
by absorption in the terrestrial atmosphere and by the spectral
responses of the beamsplitter and the detector. In order to estab-
lish an absolute intensity scale we made spectral scans of the solar
disk center with the same instrument setting except for a necessary
gain adjustment of the detector system.
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The first step in the data reduction was to subtract the appropriate
sky background emission from each of the prominence spectra. The
intensities were then transformed to an absolute scale via the solar
disk spectra and the corresponding continuum intensity values given
by Labs and Neckel (1968). Further details of the data reduction
procedures are given in Engvold and Brynildsen (1986).
Figure 1 shows an example of emission lines recorded in a medium
bright portion of prominence A. In the spectrum of particularly
bright prominence structures the hydrogen line from up to levels
n = 23 could be observed.
ANALYSIS
Excitation temperature
The line intensities reflect the relative upper state populations.
In the case that the population of the excited levels is determined
basically by the balance of ionizing collisions and recombinations
the population will obey a Boltzmann distribution. The intensity
variation with level quantum number is then a function of temper-
ature only and may be represented by the relation
1
k--T _0 - ki) = in (Ek/g i Aij) + const.
where the observed line emission is E, and all the other parameters
have their usual meaning. The indices 0, i and j denote respectively
ionization energy from ground level, the upper and lower energy
level.
Figure 2 shows a plot of the right hand side of the equation versus
ionization energy from level i divide by Boltzmann's constant, _i/k.
The slope of the best fitting yields excitation temperature, which
in the present case becomes 8 000 = 700 K. The solution is sensitive
to photometric accuracies, to statistical noise in the data, and to
effects of line saturation. Terrestrial line absorption disturbs the
observations of H3_ 8 and H3_59 and reduce the total line emission
relative to its true value. (The H3_ 8 line is severely disturbed and
is not measured at all.) The deviation of the line profile from a
best Gaussian fit (r 2) is a good measure of the quality of the data
in terms of signal/noise and it indicates effects of saturation in
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Figure 2a. The Boltzmann graph of the hydrogen Paschen lines shown
in Figure I. The slope of the distribution,corresponds to
T = 8000 ± 700 K.
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b. The deviation of line profiles from a best Gaussian fit.
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the profile of the earliest lines in the series. Figure 2a shows the
deviation from Gaussian profile of the lines given in the Figure 2b.
The value r 2 = 1 means that the profile is Gaussian. The excitation
temperature is determined from the slope through lines for which
r 2 _ 0.95.
Table 1
Temperature and non-thermal velocities of three quiescent
prominences. The kinetic temperatures and velocities are
derived from H I and Ca II lines.
Date Prom.: Location
Tex c Tki n V
(K) (K) (km s-l)
13 Sep-84 A: Edge 8000 ± 700 6300 6.3
A: Central part 8000 ± 700 6850 5.9
A: Top part 7000 ± 500 6430 5.3
A: Central part eNNN + 700 5540 5.9
B: " " 7200 ± 500 12200 7.7
B: " °' 8000 ± 500 9010 6.8
B: " " 6000 ± 500 6470 ii.I
B: Edge 8000 ± 500 5530 12.2
14 Sep-84 A: Edge 8000 ± 700 7270 6.3
A: " i0000 ± i000 5900 6.0
B: Central part i0000 ± i000 6340 4.8
C: " " 6500 ± 500 7100 6.9
Kinetic temperature.
The line widths are determined from the best fit Gaussian profile
for each line. If we assume that lines of different elements are
formed in the same volume we may separate and obtain the kinetic
temperature (Tki n) and the non-thermal velocity (V) according to
standard procedure (cf. Zirker 1985). We may apply the 'line width'-
method to various combinations of lines from the present data, such
as H-Ca, H-O, H-He, and in principle even Ca-O. The tripple compo-
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nent He I k10830A is generally strongly saturated and cannot be used
to determine TkineXcept in a very few cases of weak emission. The
hydrogen Paschen lines are basically optically thin in the promi-
nence spectra, and the widths are measured from the most Gaussian
shaped profiles (r 2 = i) in each case. The same profile criterion
was used to derive non-saturated widths from the Ca II lines
(k8498A, k8542A and k8662_) and from O I (k7772A, k7774A, and
k7775A). The relative strength and width of the lines of Ca II and
of O I provide additional informations on the line opacities. See
Engvold and Brynildsen (1986) for further detail.
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Figure 3. A plot of Texc versus Tki n.
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Table 2
Averaged temperatures and non-thermal velocities
in two quiescent prominences.
Prominence A Prominence B
Central region Edge and top Central region
Tki n (K) 6200 -+ 900 7000 + 900
T (K) 8000 + 700 8250 -+ 1200
exc
V (km s -l) 5.9 6.0 ± 0.5
8500 ± 2700
7800 ± 1700
7.6 ± 2.6
_O.O
Figure 4.
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A plot of the He I line ratio AI0830_/AI0828A versus
total flux of the He I line. The optical thin line ratio
is 8:1. Small dots represents central parts of the promi-
nence and circles with dots are from prominence edges.
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Comparison of Tex c and Tki n
Table 1 gives Tex c , Tk$ n and the non-thermal velocity (V) deter-
mined from 13 positions In the prominences A, B and C. (In two of
the positions observed the line profiles were irregular and strongly
asymmetric and were therefore not measured.) The tabulated kinetic
temperatures have been derived from H I and Ca II line widths. The
result from H I and O I is not substantially different from H I and
Ca II. Figure 3 shows a plot of excitation temperature versus ki-
netic temperature (T e = Tkin).
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The observed differences between Tex c and Tki n are hardly signi-
ficant and can be attributed to data noise which is partly un-
resolved filamentary structure, and partly measurement errors. We
conclude that the two methods for temperature determination when
applied to optically thin lines give reasonably consistent results,
i.e. the population of the excited levels of hydrogen is col-
lisionally controlled.
The well known increase in T and V towards the edge of quiescent
prominences (Hirayama 1964) is not corroborated by the present data.
One explanation for this could be that prominence A is atypical. The
optical thickness of prominence emission lines tends to increase
from center to edges as demonstrated by the case of He I AI0830A in
Figure 4. If line opacity plays a significant role in earlier centre
to edge determinations of T and V, a smaller variation would be
expected from measurements in optically thin lines, such as in the
present case.
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DARK FILAMENTS OBSERVED AT 8.3ram AND 3. lmm WAVELENGTHS
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ABSTRACT
Mapping of the sun was made at 3.1mm (98 GHz) and 8.3mm (36 GHz)
wavelengths with a 45m dish radio telescope at the Nobeyama
Cosmic Radio Observatory. The depressions associated with large
Ha filaments are derived to be -0.2 at 8.3mm and -0.05 at
3.1mm, which are darker than the values inferred by Raoult et al.
(1979).
INTRODUCTION
The radio observations of the filaments are valuable for studying
the physical conditions in and surrounding the prominences. The
spatial resolutions of ,h^ ._A;^ nh_o_,_tinn_, ......_,,_ ,_,_ ............. hnwever, are worse
than those in the optical ones, and the determinations of the
size and the brightenss temperature of the filaments are more or
less affected by the antenna beam-width.
Many dark filaments have been observed at millimetric and
centimetric wavelengths as brightness depressions on the disk.
These observations are sunlnarized in Table I. Raoult et al.
(1979) made a synthesis of the millimetric and centimetric
observations of the quiescent prominences on the disk by
correcting the instrumental beam-width and derived a spectrum of
the brightness temperature of the radio filaments between 3.5mm
and 6cm wavelengths. Apushkinskii and Topchilo (1976 a)
presented the brigtness temperatures of 70 filaments, selected
from 300 radio filaments observed at the Lebedev Physics
Institute and 70 at the Crimea Astrophysical Observatory, and
derived the height dependence of the temperature in the
prominences. The prominence-corona transition region was studied
by Chiuderi-Drago et al. (1975), Lantos and Raoult (1980), and
Schmahl (1979). The weakening in the brightnes_ depression after
disparition brusque was observed (Kundu and Lantos, 1977). A
radio observation of a prominence at mm-wavelength during a solar
eclipse was carried out in order to obtain the structure and
physical parameters of the prominence (Simon and WickstrOm 1971,
Apushkinskii et al. 1976). Radio flux enhancements associated
with the filaments were observed at 169 MHz (Axis et al., 1971)
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TABLE 1 OBSERVATION OF FILAMENTS
Wavelength HPBW
(arc min)
Telescope Reference
1.2 mm
2.0
2.0
2.25
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.5
3.5
4.0
4.0
4.0
6.0
6.0
7.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.15
8.3
8.5
9.0
9.5
1.2 cm
1.3
1.35
1.36
1.6
1.95
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.8
2.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
11
2O
1.78 m
1.88
3.75
1.2 36ft NRAO
1.2 22m Crimea
22m Lebedev
22m Crimea
0.28(17") 45m Nobeyama
3.0
2.8
1.2
1.2
1.0
1.2
0.9
1.7
1.6
Kundu
Efanov
Apushkinskii et al.
Efanov et al.
Hiei et al.
15ft Aerospace C. Simon
15ft Aerospace C. Simon & WickstrOm
36ft NRAO Kundu
Kundu & Lantos
36ft NRAO Buhl & Tlamicha
22m Crimea Efanov
22m Lebedev Apushkinskii & Tsyganov
13.7m Helsinki Kundu et al.
22m Crimea Efanov et al.
22m Lebedev Apushkinskii et al.
120ft Haystack Schmahl et al.
22m Lebedev
22m Crimea
22m Lebedev
22m Crimea
0.77(46") 45m Nobeyama
22m Lebedev
3.5 36ft NRAO
1.5 85ft NRL
Khangil'din
Efanov
Apushkinskii
Efanov et al.
Hiei et al.
Apushkinskii et al.
Kundu
Kundu & McCullough
0.67
2.4
1.5
1.4
3.0
2.1
2.0
2.2
1.0
2.2
1.25
1.25
4.4
4.1
4.4
2.6
2.5
0.25(15")
5.0
100m Effelsberg Kundu et al.
22m Crimea Efanov
120ft Haystack Pramesh et al.
120ft Haystack Schmahl et al.
22m Crimea Efanov
140ft NRAO Chiuderi-Drago & Felli
140ft NRAO Tlamicha
120ft Haystack Schmahl et al.
100m Effelsberg Butz et al.
120ft Haystack Pramesh et al.
100m Effelsberg FOrst et al.
100m Effelsberg Kundu et al.
120ft Haystack Pramesh et al.
120ft Haystack Schm_hl et al.
120ft Haystack Straka et al.
100m Effelsberg Chiuderi-Drago et al.
100m Effelsberg Kundu et al.
WSRT Rao & Kundu
VLA Kundu
100m Effelsberg Kundu et al.
VLA Kundu
Nanfay Axisa et al.
Culgoora Dulk & Sheridan
Culgoora Dulk & Sheridan
1970
1972
1976a
1969
1986
1965
1971
1970,1972b
1977
1970
1972
1973
1978
1972
1976a
1971
1964
1972
1976a,1976c
1969
1986
1976a
1970
1972a
1978
1972
1977
1971
1972
1970
1969
1971
1975
1977
1973
1978
1977
1981
1975
1975
1978
1980
1985
1978
1985
1971
1974
1974
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1984 JULY 1 7  (36GHz) 
1984 JULY 18 (36GHz) 
1984 JULY 22 (36GHz) 
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and at 80 and 160 MHz (Dulk and Sheridan, 1974). Recent
understanding of the radio observations of the filaments are
reported by Kundu (1979, 1985).
High quality maps at 36 GHz (8.3mm) and 98 GHz (3.1mm) were
obtained with a 45-m radio telescope at the Nobeyama Cosmic Radio
Observatory from 16 July to 22 July 1984. Their brightness
temperature and its time change are discussed.
OBSERVATION ANDANALYSIS
The radio telescope and observation were described in detail by
Kosugi et al. (1985) and only a short description is made here.
The angular resolutions of the 45-m dish telescope is of 46
arcsec (36 GHz) and 17 arcsec (98 GHz) at a half-power beam-
width. The whole disk of the Sun were radially scanned in order
to minimize the variation of the atmospheric attenuation due to
the change of the weather condition during the observation. One
scan length of 0.9" was made in 25 sec and the increment in the
scan angle is 0.75" . Total 240 scans per 180" were carried out
in 2 hours. In this radial-scan method the sudden change in the
atmospheric attenuation within 25 sec is unavoidable, but the
slow variation is corrected by using the brightness at the disc
center.
The observations at 36 GHz were made at 5-7h UT on 16th,
0.5-2.5h UT on 17th, 0.5-2.5h UT on 18th, l-3h UT on 19th, 23h on
21st - lh UT on 22nd, l-3h UT on 22nd, and 3-5h UT on 22nd July
1984, and the observations at 98 GHz at 6-8h UT on 17th, l-3h UT
on 19th, 23h on 21st - lh UT on 22nd, l-3h UT on 22nd, and 3-5h
UT on 22nd July 1984. Simultaneous observations at 36 GHz and 98
GHz were made by using a beam splitter on 19th and 22nd July
1984.
Figures 1 show the radio maps and Ha filtergrams observed
at Mitaka.
The comparison between the radio (36 GHz) and Ha features
of the dark filaments shows the following results.
I) all Ha filaments correspond to the depressions on the disk,
but not all depressions correspond to Ha filaments,
2) the positions of enhanced regions and the depressions move
from east to west day by day. No systematic differnece in
the positions between the radio maps and Ha filtergrams is
found. Therefore the height of the depression is about the
same as Ha filaments within the accuracy of the
observation,
3) depression becomes deep when the size of Ha filament
becomes large. This suggests that the instrumental dilution
still affects the depression,
4) radio filaments, that can not be seen in Ha filtergrams,
exist along the neutral line of the magnetic field,
5) there were three filaments, which could be seen at Ha
filtergrams only in l-2days. The depression seems to be
appeared simultaneously with its corresponding Ha dark
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7)
8)
filament, and the depression became weak but still seen
after the disappearance of the Ha dark filament,
6) sometimes the depression appeared earlier than the Ha dark
filament. On the depression in north-west disk on July 17,
no Ha filament is seen, and on July 18, an Ha filament
appeared there and the depression become darker than that on
July 17. On July 19 the Ha filament was seen near the
limb. Another example is seen at the depression near the
disk center (south) on July 19. On July 18, the Ha
filament is not seen, and the depression is also weaker than
that on July 19,
a contour line on the radio map of July 17 (Figure I) shows
1/8 level of the average brightness of the quiet Sun. The
protuberances in east-south limb and in north-west limb are
corresponding to the Ha prominences (McCabe 1986),
at 96 GHz (3.1mm), depression corresponding to an Ha
filament is seen but weaker than that at 36GHz.
These observations may suggest that an Ha filament appear
at a pre-existing depression channel. Therefore some depressions
come from the prominences and the prominence-corona interface,
and some appear before the appearance of an Ha filament and are
seen after its disappearance. The other depressions, which are
not corresponding to the dark filaments, is due to the different
physical conditions of the chromosphere-corona transition region.
v v
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The diagram (Figure 2) shows the change of the value of
depressions. The ordinate is (T_/T -i) and the abscissa the day
of July. The depression of prominence A (Pr. A) at 8.3nTn becomes
darker and darker, and again weaker. The depression of
prominence B (Pr. B) becomes darker and darker. The above shows
the width (size) of Pr. A and B. The size of Pr. A on 16 and IT
July is smaller than the antenna beam-width of 46 arcsec and the
observed brightness is thought to be affected by the background
quiet Sun. On 18 and 19 July, the size of Pr. A is about the
same size as the beam-width, and the depression shows a value,
not seriously affected by the quiet Sun. On July 19, the size of
Pr. A is the same as that on July 18, but the depression becomes
weak. Therefore, this depression is thought to be real. This
will be due to the change of physical state in Pr. A, or to the
change of the filling factor of the prominence.
The depression of -0.2 at 8.3mm for Pr. A and Pr. B is the
lowest value at our observations.
The mean value of the depression at 8.3mm wavelength
derived by Raoult et al. (1979) is about -0.I, which still seems
to be affected by the background bright disk due to the lack of
the spatial resolution.
If we take 8000" K as the brightness temperature of the
quiet Sun at 8.3mm, and the depression is to be -0.2, then the
temperature of the prominence is estimated to be _ 6600" K,
which is consistent with the temperature derived from the
spectroscopic study of the quiescent prominence. The temperature
and electron number densitYl, 0 _.ollowing Hirayama's review (1985)
are Te_6500" K, and ne_10 " In this case the optical depth
of the prominence at 8.3mm becomes I at only 40km depth, and
therefore the optical depth at 8.3mm is quite large in quiescent
prominences.
At 3.1n_n, the depression is as small as -0.05. If we take
6500" K as the electron temperature of the prominence, the
brightness temperature is estimated to be 6200" K.
The optical depth at 3.1mm becomes 1 at 280km depth. If the
width of the filamentary structures of the prominence is about
300km, the each filament has r=l at 3.1mm.
If the optical depth of the filament is large, then the
res'idual brightness of the depression and the peak brightness
above the limb should be the same. But if there exists some
differnce between them, it means that filling factor must be
taken into account in order to explain the difference.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
I) A group of the depressions on the radio map is larger than
that of Ha filaments. The depressions are due to H=
filaments, or pre/apr_s-filament state, or different
physical state at the transition region between the
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2)
3)
chromosphere and the corona.
T /T ratio is equal or smaller than 0.8 at 8.3mm and about
0_95 at 3.1mm. 10.5
If we adopt the prominence model of Te=6500K and ne=10
then r=l at 8.3mm corresponds to 40km length, and at 3.1mm
to 280km length.
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VLA OBSERVATIONS OF SOLAR FILAMENTS AT 6 AND 20 CM WAVELENGTHS
M. R. Kundu
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College Park, MD 20742
ABSTRACT
Using the Very Large Array we have observed several solar filaments at 1.5 and
5 GHz. The brightness temperatures of the filaments are 4-5 x 104 K at 20 cm and
1.5-1.6 x 104 K at 6 cm. The maximum temperature depressions appear to be
associated with H= filaments. Comparison with He I0830A spectrohellogram shows
that 20 cm temperature depressions correspond to the regions of reduced intensitiy
in the He I0830A around filaments, which correspond to coronal cavities. We have
studied the temperature and density structure of the transition sheath between the
filament and the surrounding corona assuming that the energy radiated away is
balanced by the energy conducted from the corona. We find that the observations
can be better explained by a model having a pressure gradient in the transition
sheath around the filament.
OBSERVATIONS
At millimeter and centimeter wavelengths quiescent prominences appear as
temperature depressions well correlated with Ha filaments (Kundu, 1972; Rao and
Kundu 1977; Kundu et al 1978). Both radio and ultraviolet observations have
suggested the existence of a transition sheath around the prominence where the
electron temperature increases from the filament temperature to coronal values.
Since microwave radiation originates in the transition region and the low corona,
centimetric observations can provide a useful diagnostic on the coronal
environment of a filament (Rao and Kundu, 1977). Most of the previous studies
were limited to frequencies ) 5 GHz. We carried out high resolution radio
observations of filaments at 5 and 1.4 GHz, using the Very Large Array (VLA). The
radio maps were compared with H_ and He I0830A spectroheliograms. The
observations were made on September 27 and 28, 1984 using the VLA in the D
configuration (Kundu, Melozzi and Shevgaonkar, 1986). The array was used in a
time sharing mode, alternately at 6 and 20 cm.
RESULTS
Figure I shows the 6 cm map superposed on the Ha picture of the region for
September 27. The error in the superposition is estimated to be _ 8". Radio
temperature depressions are observed in the northern and southern part of the
microwave active region associated with an Ha plage. The southern depression runs
along an H_ filament. The width of the temperature depression is _ 30"-40" and is
larger than the H_ width (_ 10"-15"). The depression peaks are clearly associated
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Fig. 1 6 cm map superimposed on the  Ha p i c t u r e  of September 27, 1984 ( cour t e sy  of 
Scaramento Peak Observatory).  The temperature  contours  i n d i c a t e  l e v e l s  
temperature.  
ranging from -970 K t o  3.9 x 10 3 K with respec t  t o  the  q u i e t  Sun 
wi th  the  Ha cold mater ia l .  
dep res s ion  i s  - 100" wide. 
Ha f i lamentary  s t r u c t u r e  on both September 27 and 28, a l a r g e  p a r t  of t h e  r ad io  
s t ruc ture  i s  not  assoc ia ted  wi th  any Ha  f ea tu re .  
In  t h e  nor thern  part  of t he  Ha p lage ,  t he  r ad io  
Although the  maximum depres s ion  is  loca ted  above t h e  
In  Figure 2, t he  rad io  map of September 28 is  compared with the  He 108308 
spectrohel iogram. 
H e  108308 spectroheliogram; the  regions of reduced i n t e n s i t y  around t h e  f i l amen t s  
are t h e  f i l amen t  channels which correspond t o  low d e n s i t y  coronal  reg ions  (Harvey 
and Sheeley,  1977). Temperature depress ions  a t  20 c m  match these  reg ions  
remarkably w e l l .  It i s  worth not ing  t h a t  a l though some rad io  emission voids  are 
not assoc ia t ed  w i t h  any p a r t i c u l a r  Ha f e a t u r e ,  they appea r  t o  o v e r l i e  reg ions  of 
reduced i n t e n s i t y  i n  He 108308. 
The 20 c m  i n t e n s e  reg ions  correspond w e l l  t o  t he  dark  reg ion  of 
I n  Figures  1 and 2 ,  we have i d e n t i f i e d  a number of sources  f o r  which w e  have 
A t  20 c m  computed t h e  br ightness  t e m p  a t u r e s  (Tb) on both days of observa t ions .  
r e spec t ive ly .  
value f o r  t h e  average Tb of t he  q u i e t  sun, 
f a i r l y  cons t an t  and  a r e  c o n s i s t e n t  wi th  pre:?&s obse rva t ions  (e.g. Chiuderi  
e t  a l ,  1975; Kundu e t  a l ,  1978). 
t h e  average TbOs are 5.1 x 10 z and 4 x lo4 K on September 27 and 28 
The main cause of u n c e r t a i n i t y  i n  t h e s e  estimates is  t h e  assumed . A t  6 c m  the  observed Tb*s are 
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Fig. 2 Radio Sun at 20 cm of September 28, 1984, superimposed on the He 108308 
to 6.7 x lo4 K with respect to 
spectroheliogram (courtesy of J. Harvey . The temperature contours 
indicate levels ranging from - 8.5 x 10 
the quiet sun temperature. 
3 
DISCUSSION 
Our observations indicate that the radio filaments are larger in size than their 
optical counterparts. This implies that coronal cavity surrounding the filament 
leads to a broadening of the Ha filament in the radio band (Kundu 1972; Kundu et 
a1 1978). The 20 cm temperature depressions coincide with the He 108308 regions 
of reduced intensity, suggesting that the radio depressions are also related to 
regions of lower density and/or temperature in the corona. Indeed, the observed 
radio depression around a filament can be interpreted as due to reduced emission 
of a coronal cavity surrounding the filament. The observed difference in 
brightness temperature ATb between Tqs yd Tcav (the brightness temperature 
associated with the cavity) is 4-6 x 10 K at 20 cm and 150-450 K at 6 cm. 
We have attempted to study the physical conditions in the transition sheath 
following the method first used by Rao and Kundu (1977). Following them we have 
assumed that the variation of temperature with height is determined by a balance 
between the thermal energy conducted in from the corona and the energy radiated 
away. 
119 
We find that our VLA observations can be fitted by assuming a constant
pressure, P _ I-3 x 1014 cm -3 K, confirming the previous optical estimates as well
as the radio results of Rao and Kundu (1977). However, the fit is relatively poor
at higher frequencies. A better fit at higher frequencies is obtained if we
assume that in the transition sheath the pressure has a power law relation with
the temperature (see Kundu, Melozzi and Shevgaonkar 1986 for details).
SUMMARY
I. The observed brightness temperature of filament cavities at 20 cm has an
average value ~ 5.1 x 104 K and at 6 cm it is _ 1.5 x 104 K.
. The radio depressions have maximum values above Ha filaments. However the
radio filaments are broader than their optical counterparts. At 20 cm the
radio filaments coincide with lighter He I0830A regions which probably
correspond to filament cavities.
. Although every H_ filament can be associated with a radio depression, the
reverse is not true. However in the latter case, the radio depression seems
to be associated with light He I0830A regions.
. In modelling the transition sheath between a filament and the corona, we have
found that the energy conducted through the sheath is radiated away and no
energy is conducted into the main body of the filament, confirming previous
results of Rao and Kundu (1977). It seems that a model in which the pressure
varies in the transtion sheath reproduces the observations more accurately
than in the case of constant pressure.
This research was supported by NSF grant ATM 84-15388, NASA grant NGR 21-002-199,
and NASA contract NAG 5511.
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THE MICROWAVE STRUCTURE OF QUIESCENT SOLAR FILAMENTS
AT HIGH RESOLUTION
Dale E. Gary
SolarAstronomy 264-33
CaliforniaInstituteofTechnology
Pasadena, California
ABSTRACT
We present high resolutionVLA maps of a quiescentfilament at three frequencies.The spatialresolution
(_15 _ at 1.45 GHz, _6" at 4.9 GHz, and ~2 _ at 15 GHz) isseveraltimes betterthan previouslyattained.
At each frequency,the filament appears as a depressionin the quiet Sun background. The depression is
measurably wider and longer in extent than the corresponding Ha filament at 1.45 GHz and 4.9 GHz,
indicatingthat the depressionisdue inlargepart toa deficitin coronaldensityassociatedwith the filament
channel. In contrast,the shape of the radio depressionat 15 GHz closelymatches that of the Ha filament.
In addition,the 15 GHz map shows enhanced emission along both sidesof the radio depression.A similar
enhancement isseen in an observationof a second filamentobtained 4 days later,which suggests that the
enhancement isa generalfeatureoffilaments.Possiblecauses ofthe enhanced emission are explored.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quiescent solarfilamentsare clouds ofrelativelylow temperature plasma (6500 K) suspended in and sur-
rounded by plasma at coronal temperatures (> 106 K). The observed close proximity of cool and hot
gas over a lifetimeof many days requiresvery complete magnetic isolationof the filamentplasma. Given
this generalpicture,itseems necessary to postulatethe existenceof some structure (which we willcallthe
"transition-sheath_,in analogy to the chromosphere-corona transitionregion)that separatestheseregionsof
cool and hot gas (Butz et al. 1975;Schmahl etal.1974).Radio observationsat multiplefrequenciesshould
be sensitiveto the presence of such a filamenttransition-sheath,especiallywhen a portion of the sheath is
seen edge-on.
Microwave observationsol..........n£axnen_swiLa r_acrL_poor (ai_,r....,,_,,L,ILj:--_._o...._.._.+"_;^_(Rao _.._Kundu 1977;
Raoult et al. 1979) consistentlyshow filamentsto be roughly the same sizeas the filamentas seen in Ha,
and deuressed in brightnessrelativeto the surrounding quietSun. The microwave observationsof Rao and
Kundu (1980),who obtained the best spatialresolution(15_ at 5 GHz) prior to the present work, again
show the depression to be very similarin sizeand shape to the Ha filament. In contrast,observationsby
Bracewell and Graf (1981) with 17_ resolutionat 10.7GHz indicatea depressionlargerthan the filament,
with a centralbrighteningcorresponding tothe filamentitself.The latterauthors suggestthat the depression
commonly seen at lower resolutionisthe filamentcavity,and that observationsat higher resolutionwould
alsohave shown the filament as enhanced. A model by Straka et al. (1975) supports thissuggestion,but
observationsof a filamentdepressionover severaldays as itapproached the limb (Schmahl, Bobrowsky, and
Kundu 1981) were not consistentwith the brighteningStraka et al.predicted.
Observations in the most compact array configurationof the VLA have been made by Dulk and Gary
(1983) at 1.45 GHz, and by Kundu, Melozzi,and Shevgaonkar (1986) at 1.45 and 4.9 GHz. These observa-
tionsgenerallysupport the earlierobservationsofRao and Kundu (1980). They show a depressionthat is
somewhat largerthan the Ha filament,but do not show an enhancement. The resolutionof these observa-
tions isstillquite poor, however, and at significantlyower frequenciesthan the observationsof Bracewell
and Graf (1981).
Here we present new three frequency observations made with the VLA in its hybrid C/D configuration,
which gives higher resolution than the D configuration used for previous VLA observations while retaining
the short spacings necessary for high quality large-scale maps. In §If we present the observations of one
quiescent filament for which the data quality is particularly high, and compare the maps to the corresponding
Hc_ image. A second filament was observed 4 days later, and the 15 GHz map is also presented, verifying that
an observed enhancement along the edges of the filaments is a general feature at this frequency. In §III we
consider the possiblecauses forthe enhancement. We conclude in §IV with a discussionofthe implications
of these observationsforthe structureofthe filament.
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II. OBSERVATIONS
The Very Large Array of the National Radio Astronomy Observatory * was used in its C/D configuration
to observe solar quiescent filaments on 1984 July 16 and 1984 July 20. The array was time-shared among
three frequencies--l.45 GHz, 4.9 GHz, and 15 GHz--to produce 12 hour synthesis maps on 16 July, and
6 hour synthesis maps on 20 July. The data were amplitude calibrated against the standard calibrator
3C48. Regrettably, however, the on-line correction for system temperature was incorrect, yielding brightness
temperature values that are untrustworthy. Since the required multiplicative factor is as yet undetermined,
we will discuss only relative brightness variations in the maps.
The maps at three frequencies for 16 July are shown in Figure 1, along with the corresponding Ha
image from Caltech, all to the same scale. In the figure, positive contours are drawn with heavy lines, and
negative contours with light lines. The filament is easily seen as a depression (that is, negative contours)
at each frequency, where the lowest contours correspond well to the Ha filament. Positive contours in the
1.45 and 4.9 GHz maps correspond to slight brightenings of plage in the Ha image. In contrast, the 15 GHz
map shows lanes of bright emission on either side of the filament that seem to have no counterpart in the
Ha image.
The observation of a second filament 4 days later gives us an opportunity to check whether these bright
features at 15 GHz are structures generally associated with filaments, or are peculiar to the filament in
Figure 1. The map of a quiescent filament, observed on 20 July, was synthesized over 6 hours, rather than
the twelve hours used for the maps in Figure 1, but otherwise the observations are similar. A flare occurred
in an active region to the north of the filament on 20 July, which adversely affected the observations at lower
frequencies. The 15 GHz observations, however, were not affected due to the smaller field of view at the
higher frequency. The map is shown in Figure 2, where the filament stretches diagonally across the map in
nearly the same orientation as the filament in Figure 1. Again the filament appears as a depression similar in
shape to the corresponding Ha filament (not shown), and again the bright lanes of emission appear flanking
the filament. We now turn to a discussion of the origin of these bright lanes of emission.
III. POSSIBLE CAUSES OF THE ENHANCED EMISSION AT 15 GHZ
A. Instrumental Effects
There are two effects that could cause an apparent enhancement along the edges of a depression in VLA data.
The first is the effect of bad or improperly calibrated data samples. In radio synthesis, a data sample from a
pair of antennas represents a measurement of a single fourier component of the sky brightness distribution.
An abnormally high amplitude measurement for a single antenna pair results in linear astripes _ of alternating
bright and dark features in the map. From an examination of plots of amplitude versus baseline over the
duration of the observations, we conclude that no abnormally high amplitudes are included in the maps.
The second instrumental effect is the VLA response to a sharp edged, broad-topped feature. Because
the VLA does not measure low and zero spatial frequency fourier components, a depression shaped like a
rectangle function (el. Bracewell 1978) might appear with bright edges. However, since we know the smallest
spacing of the VLA in the C/D configuration, we can predict how broad such spurious bright features would
be. The smallest spacing corresponds to a spatial scale of more than 150 _, which implies that missing
spacings can cause features only of order this size, whereas the features we are discussing are more than an
order of magnitude smaller (10 _ in size). We conclude that the bright emission features cannot be due to
missing spatial frequencies.
We further note that the fidelity of the map is sufficiently high, as demonstrated by the comparison of
the negative contours with the Ha filament in Figure 1, that the bright features must be regarded as real
solar features. Possible identification of these features is discussed in the next subsection.
* The National Radio Astronomy Observatory is operated by Associated Universities Inc., under contract
to the NSF.
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Figure 1. Contour plots of a filament observed on 1984 July 16 at three frequencies, together with an Ha 
image obtained at Caltech, all to  the same scale. The heavy contours outline regions enhanced relative to 
the background brightness, while light contours represent regions depressed in brightness. The 1.45 and 4.9 
GHz maps show the typically observed depression associated with, but somewhat larger than the filament. 
The unique 15 GHz observation, however, shows a previously unreported feature, enhanced emission along 
the edges of the filament depression. See text for possible explanations of this phenomenon. 
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B. Solar Features
There axe at least three possible solar origins for the emission: 1) emission from chromospheric plage, unasso-
ciated with the filament, that is coincidentally aligned with the filament axis, 2) emission from chromospheric
plage that marks the footpoints of the magnetic loops that support the filament, and 3) emission arising well
above the chromosphere, unassociated with plage, that marks the edges of the filament transition sheath.
We discuss each of these possibilities in turn.
Coincidental Alignmen_ of P/age
Undoubtedly some of the areas of enhanced 15 GHz radio emission arise from plage regions, since there
is occasional correspondence between some of the bright radio features and slight enhancements in Ha in
Figure 1. However, it seems unlikely that the plage associated regions will appear coincidentally along the
edges of the filament in such a way as to give the impression of a nearly continuous lane of emission, as
appears especially along the lower edge of the filament in Figure 1. Further, there is a clear absence of
enhanced emission away from the edges of the both filaments in Figures 1 and 2.
Enhanced P/age Associated with _he Filament
The bright lanes of enhanced emission are reminiscent of the two ribbon flares sometimes seen associated
with erupting quiescent filaments (Tang 1986). Certainly the supporting magnetic field lines required in
any filament model will intersect the chromosphere somewhere along the edges of the filament channel, and
perhaps be the site of local heating. However, this scenario would seem to require enhanced Ha plage along
the edges of filaments, whereas such plage is not generally seen, nor is it visible in Figure 1. In addition,
the radio enhancement is not seen at lower frequencies, even though both the 1.45 and 4.9 GHz maps show
bright features at the other sites of plage. It remains possible that some heating is taking place that is visible
at 15 GHz, but does not affect the region of the chromosphere where the Ha spectral line is formed. If this is
the case, enhanced emission in some UV lines would be expected. Confirmation must await more complete
observations, including UV observations of filaments at the required l0 s resolution.
Emission From a Transition Sheath
If a transition sheath surrounds the cool filament material, it should be visible as optically thin emission at
15 GHz. This emission would be expected to be brightest where the line of sight depth of the transition
sheath is greatest, i.e. along the edges of the filament, in agreement with the observations. The breadth of
the lanes of emission in Figures 1 and 2 is about lff', or about 7000 km. This is probably much broader
than the transition sheath itself, but increased breadth can be accounted for by irregularities in the shape
of the sheath. This possibility also requires confirmation from more complete observations, however.
IV. IMPLICATIONS OF THE ENHANCED EMISSION AT 15 GHZ
We have argued that the bright lanes of emission seen in the 15 GHz map of Figures 1 and 2 are
solar features associated with the filament. We are left with two contending possibilities: emission either
from the footpoints of the magnetic loops supporting the filament or from a transition sheath surrounding
the filament. In either case, these new observations give an indication of a filament associated structure
never before directly observed. (It is possible, however, that the report by Bracewell and Graf (1981) of a
brightening associated with a filament at 10.7 GHz refers to the same phenomenon as shown here.)
The separation of the bright lanes is about 70 _ for both filaments, suggesting that this size scale is not
uncommon. Comparing the 15 GHz map in Figure 1 with the 4.9 GHz map, it can be seen that the bright
lanes at 15 GHz lie at the outer edges of the filament channel. Note that there is a gap in the Ha filament,
while the filament channel marked by the depression at 1.45 and 4.9 GHz shows no gap. While the depression
at 1.45 and 4.9 GHz results partly from a deficit in coronal material in the filament channel (Kundu, Melozzi,
and Shevgaonkar 1986), probably there is also some opacity contributed by the cool material within the Ha
filament itself, especially at higher frequencies.
The fact that the filament extends upward for some distance into the corona suggests an observational
test of the two possible origins for the 15 GHz enhanced emission. If the emission is located at footpoints, the
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Figure 2. The 15 GHz map of a second filament observed on 1984 July 20. A comparison with the 15 GHz
map in Figure 1 shows that the bright lanes of emission along the edge of the filament depression are similar
in the two maps. This suggests that the phenomenon is a general one.
lane of emission on the limbward side of the filament will be occulted as the filament approaches the limb.
If the emission arises from a transition sheath, on the other hand, the limbward edge of the filament should
remain while the other edge becomes less apparent, reflecting a more irregular sheath on the underside of the
filament. VLA observations over several days as a filament approaches the limb would allow this question
to be resolved.
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by the National Science Foundation under grant ATM-
8309955.
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ABSTRACT
We have used prominence EUV line intensities observed from Skylab to derive the
differential emission measure Q(T) in the promlnence-corona (PC) interface from
3 x 104 to 3 x 106 K, including the effects of Lyman Continuum absorption. Using
lines both shortward and longward of the Lyman limit, we have estimated the
importance of absorption as a function of temperature. The magnitude of the
absorption, as well as its rate of increase as a function of temperature, place
limits on the thread scales and the character of the interfilar medium. We have
calculated models based on three assumed geometries: I) Threads with hot sheaths
and cool cores; 2) Isothermal threads; 3) Threads with longitudinal temperature
gradients along the magnetic field. Comparison of the absorption computed from
these models with the observed absorption in prominences shows that none of the
geometries is totally satisfactory.
!.0 INTRODUCTION
Prominences have been observed in emission in EUV lines formed at temperatures
between 104 and 106 K from the OSO-6 spacecraft (Noyes et al 1972) and rocket
flights (Jones, Parklnson, Speer and Yang 1971; Orrall and Speer 1974, Yang et al
1975), Skylab (Schmahl et al 1974, Schmahl and Hildner 1977, Moe et al 1979,
Mariska, Doschek and Feldman 1979, Feldman and Doschek 1977), 0S0-8 (Bonnet et al
1978; Vlal et al 1979, 1981) and Solar Max (Poland and Tandberg-Hanssen 1983).
Orrall and Speer (1974) attributed the EUV emission to the prominence-corona
interface, henceforth called the PC interface. Orrall and Schmahl (1976 Paper I)
showed that the PC interface was similar to, but significantly different than, the
qhromosphere-corona transition region. This study showed that lines longward of
the Lyman limit were more intense than those lines of similar formation
temperature which lay shortward of the Lyman limit. Estimates of the amount of
absorbing hydrogen in prominences were made in Paper I, but a subsequent analysis
of the absolute intensities in prominences and the solar disk (Schmahl and Orrall
1979, Paper II) showed that the Lyman Continuum (LC) absorption had been
underestimated. The absolute intensities of EUV lines can, in principle, provide
well-determined models of density as a function of temperature in prominences, as
has been done for the quiet and active disk (Withbroe 1976, 1977; Raymond and
Doyle 1981). In this paper, we tabulate the intensities of EUV emission lines for
aowell-observed prominence, and compute the differential emission measure Q(T) =
N_d%/dT including the effects of absorption, for two different thread geometries,
and a class of magnetic orientations. We conclude with a discussion of the fit of
the different model geometries to the data and other discriminating tests that
could be made of the models.
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2.0 DIFFERENTIAL EMISSION MEASURES
The llne set for the prominences of Paper I was compared with the spectral data of
Vernazza and Reeves (1978) and Noyes et al (1985) obtained for disk and coronal
(non-prominence) pointings. Blends or spurious lines were deleted. The line
intensities were determined using the calibration published by Reeves et al
(1977).
A number of authors have computed differential emission measures of solar
features (Withbroe 1977, Raymond and Doyle 1981; Noyes et al. 1985). In general
one determines a function Q(T) such that the intensities of a set of m lines
approximately satisfy the relation:
I_k) = ck f Q(T) Gk(T ) dT, k = 1 to m,
where c. = 1.74 x 10-16 (k) and the symbols have their usual meaning (cf
Withbro_ 1976). Akgeff f12 '
We have obtained a least square fit Q(T) to this equation for the prominence
of 12 January 1974 (Figure I). The two curves (i) and (2) for Q(T) in Figure 1
(Qo(T) and Qabs(T), respectively), are for wavelengths longward and shortward of
the Lyman limit. There is a considerable difference between the curves, and it is
seen that the ratio Qabs/Qo increases from about 1/16 at log T = 5.0 to about I/3
at log T = 6.2. This variation with temperature for the attenuation of lines by
the Lyman continuum was noted in Paper I, but in a somewhat less quantitative
way. We have included the changes in rate coefficients suggested by Doschek and
Feldman (1982) and the changes (from Paper I) are denoted by arrows in the Figure.
In papers I and II, there were no coronal lines whose wavelengths were
longward of the Lyman limit, and it was difficult to estimate the effect of
absorption for formation temperatures above 106 K. We have therefore included the
Fe XII k1242.2 line, using the emissivity computed by Flower (1977). (Feldman,
Cohen and Doschek 1983 have confirmed his analysis). This provides information
about Q(T) for T = 106.2 .^For hlgher temperatures, we have incorporated the X-ray
upper limit (Q < 6.2 x I0 lw cm -D k -l) reported by Serlo et al (1978).
3. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
One of our objectives for determining the differential emission measure Q(T) is to
give information about the fine structure of prominences. It is clear, however,
that there is no unique way in which the distributions of density Ne(%) and
temperature Te(%) as a function of path length (%) may be unfolded from the
function Q(T). We must, instead, depend on more specific geometric models
relating the temperature structure to the thread structure. The two main
geometries proposed are: I) Threads with cool cores and hot sheaths (Orrall and
Speer, 1974, Yang, Nicholls and Morgan 1975, Orrall and Schmahl 1980), 2)
Isothermal threads of various temperatures (Poland and Tandberg-Hanssen 1984).
3) Magnetically aligned threads with temperature and density varying only along
the axis of the thread (e.g. Mariska 1985), or threads with lines of force not
aligned (Low, 1982, Athay et al 1983, Leroy et al 1984).
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Figure 1. Emission measure data for 29 spectral lines in a limb prominence
observed with the HCO spectrohellometer on SKYLAB. The bottom curve
shows the differential emission measure function Qabs(T) fitted to
lines with wavelengths < 912A. The top curve shows Qo(T) computed
using only lines wlth wavelengths > 912A, including the emission of the
ambient corona along the llne of sight. The middle curve shows Q(T)
after deleting the estimated contribution not associated wlth the
prominence. The dashed curve shows Qcor(T) for off-llmb spectra
(Vernazza and Reeves 1978).
4. APPLICATION OF GEOMETRIES TO Q(T)
Previous attempts to model threads have either used single slabs or regular arrays
of cylinders. It seems more appropriate, however, to incorporate some degree of
randomness in the arrays of threads, and this does not add any significant
complexity to the problem. Our calculations apply mainly to average spectra or to
spectra obtained wlth a wlde sllt whlch encompasses many structures. For the
above geometries we shall take the threads to be cylinders parallel to the z axis,
distributed randomly wlth uniform probability between the y = 0 plane and the
y = L plane. The radius r i of the i th thread is assumed to be << L, and its
(random) position (xi, yi ) is assumed to follow a rectangular prdbablllty
distribution between y = 0 and y = L, and x = 0, and x = L. Thus we may compute
the expectation value of the number of intersections, <m(r)>, the expectation
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optical depth, <_>, and the expectation differential emission measure <Qo(T)> with
<_> = 0, and <Qabs(T)> with <_> _ 0. (For reasons of space, we cannot present
these calculations. The details will be published elsewhere.)
4.1 GEOMETRY #I: COOL CORES/HOT SHEATHS
For the core/sheath geometry we have calculated the variation with temperature of
the "absorption factor" Qabs(T)/Qo(T). Figure 2 shows curves for a few values of
the parameters: the total expectation optical depth, b (the pressure index, where
p = Tb-l), ro (thread core radius) and No (the electron density at T = 20000 K).
In general, the absorption factor rises as a function of T, and shows the greatest
difference between its low and high temperature values when _(total) is large.
It appears that core/sheath thread models (Geometry #i) can explain the
observed variation of absorption as a function of temperature only if b ) 1.5,
which requires a large rate of increase in pressure through the PC interface.
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Figure 2. Computed curves of Qabs(T)/Qo(T) for Geometry #I. The density, thread
radius and expectation number of threads in the llne of sight are the
same in all three cases, while the parameter b in Ne(T) = AT b is
varied: b = 0, i, 1.5. It appears that b ) 1.5 in order to get a
variation similar to that observed (Figure I).
4.2 GEOMETRY #2: ISOTHERMAL THREADS
The geometry suggested by Poland and Tandberg-Hanssen (1983) is one for which hot
material appears displaced from cool material at distances greater than the thread
radius. Thus we may model this as a set of isothermal threads of various
temperatures with random positions uncorrelated in the x and y directions. Again
we compute the expectation value of the emission measure from a random thread in
the presence of cylindrical absorbing threads, each of optical depth _I along a
diameter (2ro). The calculations yield: <Qabs(_)> = <Q(0)> (l-exp(-_m_l))/_m_ I.
The expectation absorption factor, a decreasing function of m_l, is equivalent to
that of a slab with uniform emissivity and absorptivity, having optical depth
_(tot) = _m_ 1 (the expectation optical depth.). In this geometry there is no
explicit dependence of the absorption factor on temperature through a radial
dependence T(r), but instead the dependence is obtained by choosing m (the
expectation number of threads) to be a function of T such that the computed and
observed Q(T) agree.
As previously, we assumed a density dependence of the form Tb. Then given m(T)
threads of temperature T, there must be m'(T)dT threads ingthe r_e T, T+dT. Thus
the emission measure distribution must satisfy: Q(T)dT = N_(T/T )- _r m'(T)dT •
We may as well assume that the threads are of the same dia_eter°r = R, although
variable r(T) could be included in the same way as density (Ne = No(T/Te)b).
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Integrating the expression for m'(T) gives:
T
re(T) = m + f Q(T) dr
o To N2o _ R(T/To)b "
Clearly m is an increasing function of T, but the absorption factor Qabs/Q o
is a decreasing function of m. Hence no combination of parameters in this
geometry will make the absorption factor increase as a function of temperature.
4.3 GEOMETRY #3: MAGNETIC FIELD PARALLEL GRAD T
A number of possibilities and problems become apparent if the temperature gradient
in prominences is parallel to the magnetic field, (which may, or may not, be
parallel to the axis of the threads). The most interesting consequence of this is
that the emission from the PC interface may result mainly from the energy input by
thermal conduction from the corona. In this case, the observed function Q(T) must
be derivable from the energy balance, and Qo(T) in Figure I provides a test for
such a model.
The basic problems of energy balance in prominences have been summarized by
Tandberg-Hanssen (1974) and others. We restrict ourselves to the case in which
the radiative flux is balanced by the conductive flux from the corona. This case
has been analyzed by Rosner et al (1978) for active region loops, and the same
mathematical method may be applied to this prominence geometry. We assume that
mechanical heating is restricted to the coronal domain T > Tc where Tc is
approximately 106 K. Then the balance of conductive and radiative flux may be
expressed as: T/Q(T) 2 = (8kZ/Kp Z) f dr" r "t/_ P(T') .
There is essentially only one free parameter which may be varied to match the
computed Q(T) with the one derived directly from observations: the coronal
pressure NoT o. For any value of the pressure, the function Q(T) is very flat. In
fact, regardless of the (positive) radiative loss function assumed, Q(T) may not
rise faster than T I/2. At a temperature of 105 K, a reasonable fit to the
observed Q(T) is given if log(NoTo) = 14.2. At higher temperatures, the Q(T)
derived from the conductive balance is reasonably close to curve 1 in Figure I.
In the temperature domain log T = 5.0 to 6.0, Q(T) varies roughly as a power
law with index a = 0.2 (± 0.2). Assuming constant pressure and integrating Q(T),
the distance s expressed as a function of temperature is:
s = So + 1015T_ +a Q(To)/NoTo(3+a)"
In our case, the ratio Q(T)/NoT o is approximately I x 10-8 . Thus the
distance of the 5 x i0 D K level from the I x 105 K level will be approximately 5"
(the size of the Harvard slit). It has been shown that prominences start becoming
more diffuse (at the 5" scale) at temperatures around 5 x 105 K (Paper I and
Schmahl 1979). Thus if the PC interface wraps around (or curves into) the cool
cores of threads, (assuming they are less than or of order 0.5" in diameter) then
the radius must exceed 5" above half a million degrees. At higher temperatures,
the radius would be greater still, and thus the hotter portions of the interface
would be more exposed to view and less subject to absorption, much like Geometry
#i. One would expect the ratio Qabs/Qo to be an increasing function of
temperature, but the rate of increase would depend strongly on the smallest
geometrical scales, which are largely unknown.
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5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Both of the two thread geometries studied herein have certain shortcomings or
difficulties, particularly with regard to the Lyman continuum absorption, and its
apparent decrease at higher temperatures. Geometry #I, where cool threads are
surrounded by hot sheaths, was advanced to explain the facts that emission appears
thread-like and co-spatial (to 5") in lines formed at many temperatures. This
geometry is not easily explained in terms of an energy budget, but it can explain
the apparent decrease of absorption with temperature if the pressure is an
increasing function of radius. However, the pressure must increase by at least
two orders of magnitude (b = I) in the range 105 _ T _ 106 K and this seems rather
improbable.
Geometry #2 (isothermal threads) has been invoked to explain the appearance
of filamentary emission with little axial variation, but apparently uncorrelated
(or variable) line emission from thread to thread. Because oE the assumed lack of
spatial correlation between temperature regimes, this geometry cannot explain the
observed decrease of absorption as a function of temperature.
Geometry #3 (grad T liB) has the virtue that radiation losses (at least for
2 x 104 < T < I0_ K) can be balanced by conductive flux from the corona. This
geometry can be combined with geometry #i, as in Low's (1982) model. The
classical absorption (LTE) mechanism, however, cannot readily explain the observed
amount of absorption, unless there are multiple threads or sheets along the line
of sight (see geometry #I and Paper II). On the other hand, the radiative-
conductive flux balance cannot be maintained if there are multiple enfilades
(sheets) of threads hanging on the same magnetic field lines, since the conductive
flux will be used up by the outermost sheets.
The non-LTE mechanism proposed by Shoub (1983) might explain the existence
and variation of absorption. However, it should be noted that there seems to be
little positive evidence in terms of llne widths (Feldman and Doschek 1977) or
temperature diagnostics (Doyle et al 1985), that hot emission occurs in cool
media, as required by Shoub. Further, in the absence of a simple analytic
approximation for Shoub's mechanism, we are unable to estimate its importance for
different thread geometries in prominences.
The observations of more EUV lines with better statistics, more pressure and
density diagnostics, particularly at high temperatures, combined with improved
resolution at wavelengths spanning the Lyman limit, may be required to decide the
final issue of the appropriate geometry for the PC interface.
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ABSTRACT
The classical model of the chromosphere-corona transition does not account for the
observed behavior of the differential emission measure for T< l0 sK. Several models have been
proposed to resolve this discrepancy in physically different ways. Because the observed
differential emission measure at the prominence-corona interface is on average nearly the same
as in the chromosphere-corona transition, prominences offer a fresh testing ground for models
tailored to the chromosphere-corona transition. I consider three such models and conclude
that none extends ina natural way to the environment of prominences. 1 advance asimple idea
involving thermal conduction both along and across the magnetic field from the corona into
cool threads.
1. Introduction
The transition between chromospheric (or prominence) plasma and coronal plasma may be
broadly defined as all gas in the temperature range 10 4 < T < 10 6 K. Throughout most of this
range (T> 3×10 4 K), the plasma radiates mainly through optically thin permitted transitions in
ions that exist with significant abundance only in relatively narrow intervals of temperature
(AlogT<0.3). For such a transition, the power radiated from a volume of plasma is
P =/!J fG(T)ne2dV _/_ G(Tma x) fne2dV. (1)
Here G(T), which expresses the relative population of the upper level, is sharply peaked near
T,,a x and f_ is an amalgam of atomic parameters and abundances.
It is clear from this that the basic information observations provide about the thermal
structure of the transition plasma is contained in the behavior of the differential emission
measure (DEM),
_(T) = ne2(T) dV(T) (2)
dlnT '
where dV(T) is the volume of plasma in the logarithmic temperature interval din T.
In Figure 1, curve A represents the "average" behavior of the solar DEM, as compiled from
many sources in the literature. The precise shape of the curve should not be taken too literally.
There are variations from region to region, the spectroscopic diagnostics effectively smooth the
curve to a resolution _logT_0.3, and it is difficult to quantify all the sources of uncertainty in a
given determination of the DEM. However, the basic shape is well established: a broad
minimum in the range 5.0 _< logT< 5.4 with a steeper rise to lower temperatures than to higher
temperatures. The same curve can characterize the spatially-averaged emission from quiet
regions, active regions (if the curve is shifted upward by about a factor 'of ten), and coronal
,_Operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy. Inc.. under contract with the National Science
Foundation.
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holes(cf. Chambe 1978; Raymond and Doyle 1981;Dere 1982). For the present purpose, the key
observation is that this property extends to the spatially-averaged emission from prominences:
the DEM curve of the prominence-corona interface is essentially similar, in shape and in
strength, to the DEM curve of the quiet chromosphere-corona transition (Schmahl and Orrall
1979; Yang, Nicholis and Morgan 1975). 1 Below, we explore some of the consequences of this
uniformity.
2. Models of the Chromosphere-Corona Transition
In the standard picture (Giovanelli 1949; Athay 1966), the thermal structure of the transi-
tion is determined mainly by thermal conduction along the magnetic field . The temperature
dependence of classical thermal conductivity, I¢(T) oc TS/2, leads in a plane-parallel model to the
familiar thin transition layer with a steep temperature gradient. The cooler part of the transi-
tion (4.3 < log T < 5.0) is so thin (_< 200 kin) that it cannot radiate enough to account for the rise
in DEM below T _ l0 s K.
The standard model has been refined to allow for nonplanar magnetic geometry and steady
flows. The result is that the basic thermal structure is little changed (Athay 1981, 1982). To
date, no variant of the standard model has reproduced the observed low-temperature rise in the
DEM. This failure has led to several recent models, three of which are next described.
The three models share one feature: the cooler transition plasma occupies volumes
separated in space or time from the volumes containing hotter transition plasma, and the hot
branch of the DEM curve (logT> 5.3) is assumed to arise in the manner described by the stan-
dard model. Otherwise the models are quite different. Because each (by design) can reproduce
the cool branch of the DEM curve for the chromosphere-corona transition, other information
must be brought to bear -- e.g., observations of velocities, time dependence, or spatial structure
(or other stars; see Section 4). Here we shall be concerned with the similarity between the DEM
curves for the chromosphere-corona transition arid the prominence-corona interface. Our
brief treatment of the models is directed toward that end and is not intended to review all the
advantages and disadvantages of each.
a) Cool "Coronal" Loops
The most recent model (Antiochos and Noci 1986) is in some ways the most natural. It
also appears to be the least tenable as a model for the prominence-corona interface.
In this model, the cooler transition plasma resides in low-lying magnetic loops that are
nowhere hotter than a few thnes l0 s K (see Feldman 1984; Rabin and Moore 1984). A pleasing
feature of the model is that cool loops arise as a solution of the standard "coronal loop equa-
tions" on an equal footing with familiar hot-loop solutions. No additional mechanism is
invoked to produce the cooler transition plasma.
The equation of static energy balance, V.F c = H-C, where F c is the thermal conductive
flux and H and C are the volumetric heating and cooling, admits an isothermal solution in the
absence of gravity. To see this, one may picture the "loop" as a horizontal cylinder held at the
same temperature on both ends (the chromosphere). The minor influence of gravity introduces
amild temperature gradient. Antiochosand Noci show that such near-isothermal solutions can-
not exist if gravity is important, for then hydrostatic equilibrium dictates a rapid decrease in
density with height. The radiative cooling,
C(T) = ne 2 /\(T), (3)
1 Systematic differences in detail do show up in a plot of the intensity ratio between prominence and quiet Sun for
lines at various temperatures (Ors'all and Schmahl 1976: Mariska. Doschek and Feldman 1979).
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where A(T) is the radiative loss function, will also tend to decrease rapidly, whereas there is no
reason to suppose that the heating is a similarly rapid function of height. Therefore, T must
increase in order to increase A(T). However, beyond T _ l0 s K, A(T) becomes a decreasing
function of T, and the demands of energy balance are incompatible with hydrostatic equili-
brium. Therefore, the vertical extent of the cool loops must be less than the gravitational scale
height at l0 s K, about 5000 kin.
Antiochos and Noci show that the DEM curve produced by a single cool loop has negative
slope, as is required by observations; but the value of the slope is sensitive to the characteris-
tics of the heating function. The DEM from an assemblage of loops will also depend on the
relative numbers of loops of different heights (different maximum temperatures) and the varia-
tion of the maximum heating rate in a loop, Hma x, with the height of the loop. Antiochos and
Noci use an ad hoc heating function parameterized as a function of magnetic field strength,
which is in turn parameterized as a function of height. The heating function that gives a good
match to the observed DEM is a steep function of loop height, H,_a× oc hloop -4. In effect, the rise
in DEM below l0 s K is secured by preferentially heating the lowest loops.
The sensitivity of this model to the distribution of assumed heating is unappealing, but the
chromosphere-corona transition may nonetheless choose to meet the proper conditions. By the
same token, however, it is hard to see why the heating in a prominence should conduct itself in
the same way to produce the same DEM curve.
There is amore fundamental objection to this model as applied to prominences. Quiescent
prominences typically extend to heights of 30000 km o1 so, far beyond the limit of 5000 km set
by the gravitational scale height at T_ l0 s K. Yet emission from cooler transition plasma is
observed over the entire prominence, not just near the footpoints. It is possible to imagine that
cool-loop solutions exist high above the chromosphere by beil_g trapped within vertical undula-
tions of the magnetic field (Antiochos, personal communication). The undulations would have
to have a characteristic peak-to-peak amplitude of less than 5000 km and would have to be an
essential feature of prominence geometry, in the absence of independent evidence, this must
be considered artificial.
b) Heating-Cooling Cycles in Spicules
This model (Athay 1984) builds on two observations. First, spicules usually disappear
from view while still rising, presumably because they are being heating and get too hot to radi-
ate Hcf. Second, a mean downflow is observed at T_10 s K, and the mass flux is approximately
the same as the upward mass flux in spicules (which must in any case return, since it is far
greater than the mass flux in the solar wind). The model envisions three types of regions in the
solar atmosphere: heating up; cooling down; and near equilibrium. It is assumed that the latter
two regions are adequately described by conventional models of the chromosphere-corona
transition and therefore suffice to produce the hot branch of the DEM curve. The cooler branch
arises from spicules in the process of heating.
The principal attraction of this model is that it explicitly recognizes the kinematic and
time-dependent nature of the atmosphere. The principal disadvantage is that the slope of the
cooler branch of the DEM curve is sensitive to the (unspecified) nature of the heating.
In the simplest nonstationary model, with thermal conduction ignored, the DEM is deter-
mined by how long a given volume of gas remains in each interval of temperature, which is in
turn determined by the excess of heating over cooling,
d_TT __L__T(U-C), (4)
dt 4.5p
where p is the gas pressure (taken to be constant during the heating). This' leads to the follow-
ing expression for the DEM:
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1 (5)
c(T)= 9k(neT)2Fp T(H-C) '
where Fp is the upward proton flux.
It is evident that the emission measure directly reflects the temperature-dependence of the
heating, _(T) o: H(T)T -1, except at temperatures for which H(T) only slightly exceeds C(T).
Athay (1984, Fig. l) secures agreement with observation by choosing H = constant and H =
1.07Cat logT= 4.5 (the lowest temperature considered). Because C(T)(at constant pressure) is
also nearly constant in the range 4.5 <_ log T _< 4.9, the behavior of the small difference H-C is
able to influence the DEM (steepening it, since C(T) decreases slightly). Note that both a close
match between H and C at IogT = 4.5 and the constancy of H are essential to this result. The
match at log T = 4.5 itself presents a problem. Athay restricts his analysis to temperatures
above the peak of L_ radiation at IogT _ 4.25 on the reasonable grounds that not all L_ radia-
tion need arise in spicules and that radiative transfer in L_ should not be neglected. However,
unless one begs the question of how spicules are heated to log T = 4.5, the heating rate must be
sufficient to surmount the L_ cooling peak, which is about 50 percent stronger than the cooling
at logT= 4.5. If His so chosen, H-C(for constant H) varies by less than a factor of two over
the range 4.5 ,4 logT_< 5.0.
In summary, this model agrees with observation only for special choices of the heating
rate. As in tile model of Antiochos and Noci, this cannot be ruled out. But it is also clear how
remarkable it would be if this attractive heating-cooling picture, inspired by spicules, were not
only to carry over qualitatively to structures as different from spicules as are quiescent prom-
inences, but were to be characterized by the same quantitative behavior of the volumetric heat-
ing.
c) Heating by Filamentary Electric Currents
The key to producing the cooler branch of the DEM curve in this model (Rabin and Moore
1984) is the temperature dependence of cross-field thermal conductivity. At constant pressure,
iq _.x T-Sl _ (6)
whereas
_ql cx T +s/2 ; (7)
so it is not surprising that cross-field conduction leads to a negative slope in the DEM.
The model postulates that the cool transition plasma is internally heated by field-aligned
electric currents. The current density must be high,
j _> 10 7 statamp cm -z , (8)
in order to balance radiative losses, but the current filaments (or sheets) must be thin,
d _< 1 km, (9)
or else the magnetic field associated with the current itself will be unreasonably strong (B >
100 gauss). If the characteristic thickness of the filament is less than the cross-field conduc-
tion length,
= [,cLT] I/2
d "< d¢ [nJAJ -_O.IB -I km, (I0)
then cross-field conduction dominates the thermal structure, and the DEM curve has a slope in
good agreement with observations [see equation (I ]) and Fig. I].
None of the models considered here physically incorporates the heating mechanism. The
previous two models simply include it as a parameter. The filamentary-current model specifies
the mechanism (ohmic dissipation) but does not explain how the necessary currents are
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produced. In the context of prominences, the present model has the further shortcoming that it
does not predict the amount of cooler transition plasma. That is, although the shape of the
cooler DEM curve is specified, its magnitude at a given temperature, and therefore the tempera-
ture at which it crosses the hot branch of the DEM curve, is determined by the number of
current filaments per unit area. Why should this number be comparable in low-lying loops and
in quiescent prominences? [However, as illustrated in Fig. l, tile steepness of the cool branch
of the DEM means that it may be substantially displaced in magnitude (vertically) without much
changing the temperature of its intersection with the hot branch.]
3. Thermal Conduction Across and Along the Magnetic Field
It is instructive to analyze the models considered above because each has interesting (but
different) physics and each has a tantalizing set of strong and weak points. Yet, in the final
analysis, the close correspondence between the DEM curves for the chromosphere-corona tran-
sition (which itself encompasses everything from active regions to coronal holes) and the
prominence-corona interface serves as much as anything to draw attention to the most attrac-
tive feature of the original conception of the transition region: that thermal conduction "does
everything" -- provides the energy, determines the thermal structure, and is there whenever
and wherever needed. In contrast, the cool-coronal-loop model and the heating-spicule model
rely on the detailed behavior of an unspecified heating mechanism to match the cool branch of
tile DEM -- they must be "fine-tuned." The filamentary-current model requires that the current
elements be present, in comparable numbers, in widely different environments.
One possibility for recovering a unified treatment of the transition plasma is that nonclas-
sical electron transport influences the structure of the transition (Roussel-Dupre 1980a, b;
Shoub 1983). It appears that streaming by fast electrons in the enhanced (non-Maxwellian) tail
of the distribution function has only a minor effect on the excitation and energy balance of ions
used as transition-plasma diagnostics (Keenan 1984; Owocki and Canfield 1986). The impor-
tance of the nonclassical heat flux, both in terms of magnitude and distribution over tempera-
ture, is not yet clear. The nonclassical flux depends sensitively on the temperature structure of
the transition, which has thusfar been assumed rather than calculated self-consistently (Owocki
and Canfield 1986).
Here 1 consider a different idea, not yet developed to the stage of a "model." Any cool
magnetic structure that protrudes into the corona will receive heat both along and across field
lines. 2 Classical cross-field conduction is usually ignored at coronal temperatures because it is
much weaker than along-field conduction. At T_ l0 s K, the disparity is smaller but still sub-
stantial. An analytic model with planar geometry, including conduction and radiation (in
power-law segments) gives the following expressions for the DEM per unit area exposed to the
corona:
1022.7(neT)f52 B-I Tlow43/2 [l-(T}ow/T)3l -I/2 Ts-7/2 cm-S_I(T) = (11)
'H(T) 10262 (neT),s [I- (Tlow/T)'/2]-,/2= Ts 5/4 cm -s, (12)
where Tlow is the cool temperature at which the conductive flux goes to zero and Ts means T in
units of 10 5 K. The magnitude of ql(T) is about right to match observations at T = 10 5 K.
Therefore, to turn up the DEM below 10 s K, we must increase the area exposed to cross-field
conduction. In Figure 1, curves B-Dshow the results of simple area-weighted superpositions
with the cross-field area increased by factors of 10 3.s, 10 4.°, or 10 4.s (the curves have been dis-
placed upward one decade from the mean observed curve). Clearly, a typical ratio -10 4 is
2 Appropriately, it seems to have been in the context of prominences that cross-field thermal'conduction was first con-
sidered in the solar atmosphere (Orrall and Zirker 1961; Doherty and Menzel 1965).
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Fig. l. Observed and computed DEM curves.
A: "average" observed curve for non-active
areas; a mean curve for active regions would
be higher by about a factor of ten. B-D:
area-weighted superpositions of transverse
and longitudinal thermal conduction, with
the area exposed to cross-field conduction
increased by factors of 103s, 104.0 , and 104s
respectively: the curves have been displaced
upward by one decade. E-G: mixtures of
transverse and longitudinal conduction for
magnetic field inclined to the isotherms by
0.05, 0.1 and 0.2 degrees respectively; the
curves have been displaced upward by two
decades. In the computations, neT= 10 _s,
Tiow= 104 , and B= 3.
needed to match the observed curve, but, because the cool branch of the DEM is steep, the ratio
can vary by more than an order of magnitude from place to place without moving the minimum
of the DEM curve out of its observed range, logT_ 5.0-5.4. it may be noted that the slope of
the hotter branch of the DEM in curves B-D (as well as E-G) is shallower than the observed
slope. This is a consequence of the simplified radiation law and planar geometry adopted in
the present treatment, which does not attempt to model the hotter transition per se (cf. Athay
1981, 1982).
If magnetic field lines characteristically leave cool structures at a small angle to the iso-
therms, transverse conduction and longitudinal conduction are physically blended rather than
superposed. By rotating the conductivity tensor, one may still solve the planar problem analyti-
cally. The result is shown for three angles by curves E-Gin Figure 1; the curves have been dis-
placed upward by two decades. The shape of the observed curve is reasonably well-matched
for an angle of 0.1 or 0.2 degrees. As in the previous example, the area exposed to the corona
must be increased by about four orders of magnitude in order to reach the proper normaliza-
tion.
The necessary area exposed to cross-field conduction will be smaller if the cross-field
transport is nonclassical. For Bohm-type diffusion, the emission measure is increased over its
classical value by
_2B _ lO08 B1/2 (neT)is_l  2 Tlow4_S/4 Tss/2 , (13)
(_Lc
about an order of magnitude at T= l0 s K. However, the slope of the DEM curve produced by
Bohm conduction is approximately -1, shallower than the observed curve. And, where the
wave-particle interactions that lead to Bohm-like conduction are active, l_arallel thermal con-
duction will be inhibited (and changed in temperature dependence) at the same time that per-
pendicular conduction is enhanced.
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4. Discussion
Although they are too simple, the analytic models considered in the previous section illus-
trate the basic idea: thermal conduction can determine the slopes of both branches of the DEM,
without adjustable parameters. The principal attraction of a single microphysical mechanism is
that it can operate basically unchanged in a variety of settings, from prominences to plages.
Other stars may now be added to the list of environments. Observations with IUEand with the
Einstein Observatory have produced DEM curves broadly similar in shape (although not neces-
sarily in strength) to the solar curve among stars from a range of spectral types (late F to early
M) and gravities (e.g., Zolcinski et al. 1982; Linsky et al. 1982). This again suggests a process
without too many "knobs."
The price exacted for the idea considered here is a willingness to contemplate transition
plasmas that are highly fragmented, such that the area exposed to the corona is three or four
orders of magnitude greater than the projected surface area. Is this reasonable?
Historically, whenever the resolution of out" observations has improved, we have seen finer
StlUCture (prominences areagood case in point). There is no observational evidence to suggest
that this process is nearing an end. There is far to go from the internal viewpoint of the transi-
tion plasma: its fundamental scales (such as Debye length arid proton gyroradius) are often cen-
timeters or less. We must rely on indirect diagnostics.
Schmahl and Orrall (1979) have presented evidence that Lyman continuum absorption
affects EUV spectra everywhere on the Sun, flom network cells to active regions to quiescent
prominences (also see Withbroe 1977; Kanno 1979; Nishikawa 1983). The inferred attenuation,
about a factor of six, is remarkably constant from place to place. Orrall and Schmahl (1980)
have analyzed the Lyman continuum data in more detail for nine hedgerow prominences. They
find that there must be at least 4-10 cool threads or sheets along a typical line of sight, but an
upper limit is not determined. Further information on the distribution of absorbing material
may come from the observation that the Lyman continuum absorption is smaller at 106 K than
at 10 s K (Schmahl and Orrall 1986).
Recently, Fontenla and Rovira (1985) have constructed NLTE models of prominence threads
and have computed profiles and absolute intensities of Lc_, L_, Hc_ and the Lyman continuum
from an ensemble of threads (observations are discussed by Vial 1982). They infer that the
minimum number of threads along a line of sight ranges from 10 to over 100, depending on the
model; but again, rio upper limit is placed on the number of threads.
Such studies show promise for constraining the degree of filamentation in prominences.
Ah'eady it is cleat that imagining thousand-fold filamentation along the line of sight is not as
far-fetched as it might first appear.
There are good opportunities for progress in at least two other directions. First, we need
spatially and temporally resolved (_ l", ~ 1 rain) determinations of the DEM in various struc-
tures. It will not be easy to collect enough photons! Still, it is vital to progress beyond "aver-
age"DEM curves now that several models vie to reproduce them. The fact that Skylaband SMM
observations sometimes show differences in spatial structure between various transitional and
coronal lines should alert us to expect dramatic departures from the mean curves (Cheng 1980;
Poland and Tandberg-Hanssen 1983). It may be possible to test whether the DEM depends on
pressure and magnetic field strength in the manner indicated by Equations 11 and 12.
A second fruitful direction will be further analysis of stellar DEM curves. Here the com-
plete spatial averaging is offset by the opportunity to sample a wide range of coronal and chro-
mospheric parameters. For example, !_ Dra (G2 Ib-ll), which shows strong chromospheric and
transition emission in conjunction with a relatively weak and extended corona, poses difficulties
for models of the transition plasma based on thermal conduction and points toward internal
heating (Brown et al. 1984).
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SUMMARY
We analyse the linear thermal stability of a 2D periodic structure (alterna-
tively hot and cold) in a uniform magnetic field. The energy equation in-
cludes wave heating (assumed proportional to density), radiative cooling
and both conduction parallel and orthogonal to magnetic lines. The equili-
brium is perturbed at constant gas pressure. With parallel conduction
only, it is found to be unstable when the length scale i// is greater than
45 Mm. In that case, orthogonal conduction becomes important and stabilizes
the structure when the length scale I_ is smaller than 5 km. On the other
hand, when iI is greater than 5 km, the thermal equilibrium is unstable,
and the corresponding time scale is about 10 4 s : this result may be
compared to observations showing that the lifetime of the fine structure
of solar prominences is about one hour ; consequently, our computations
suggest that the size of the unresolved threads could be of the order of
i0 km only.
FUNDAMENTAl, EQUATIONS OF THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM.
We use the 2D "chessboard" of figure i, which displays a periodic hot
(TI) and cold (T2) structure in a uniform magnetic field (this could be
the case in the central parts of prominences, see Leroy et al., 1983).
We write equations for thermal equilibrium of hot and cold cells, as :
h cT,)- z - z ! =0
1
Where F// _oe T4 _'s eat ]'_ _ _•L --T44"$ rC .s
= -- 2 and F_ = 4.5 _
are respectively the heat flux parallel and orthogonal to the magnetic
field. _i andp2 are the densities of respectively hot and cold cells.
ko// and ko_ are conduction coefficients ; k o_depends on the strength
of the magnetic field B.
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We assume that the gas pressure remains constant (pl TI = f2 T2 = _T = constant
and use the cooling function Q (T) given by Hildner (1974). Unknown quantities
are h, TI, T 2. The equilibrium state (h, T2), when T I is fixed, is given by
the set of 2 equations above. Possible solutions are shown in fisure 2 (top).
ANALYSIS OF THERMAL STABILITY
We perturb the equilibrium at constant gas pressure P and heating h (T-_T+_T).
Equations are linearized assuming that _T _ _= , where_is a growth rate.
We assume also that there is no motion in a direction perpendicular to the
magnetic field, so that 14 = constant. Hence, mass conservation gives i//p =
constant. We get two solutions for_ : the first one is always negative (stable
solution), but the second one can either be positive (unstable) or negative
(stable). It depends on the values of equilibrium parameters i//, I_ and T I -
The magnetic field strength B was kept constant (i Gauss).
RESULTS
Figure 2 (bottom) gives the growth rate as a function fo l_and hot tempera-
ture T I (parallel conduction was neglected there).
The thermal equilibrium is unstable when _> O : this is always the case when
i_ is too large (> l0 G m). When i_ is smaller than 10 5 m, the equilibrium may
be stable if T 1 does not exceed a critical value Tmax (Tmax = l0 G K for
i_ = i0 _ m).
Figure 3 gives_as a function of i_ and i// for a 2 D model (T I was kept
constant). It shows that, when i// < 45 Mm, the thermal equilibrium is stable ;
when i// > 45 Mm, it is unstable, unless i_ < 5 km. When iI > 5 km, the time
scale for instability is approximately equal to i0_ s and corresponds to the
observed life time of the fine structure in solar prominences. This result
suggests that the size of thin threads could be as small as i0 km.
The temperature of hot cells (T I) used in the computations was 10 6 K.
t//
X
figure 1 : the geometry of the model : the structure is periodic in x direction
(length scale i_) and y direction (length scale i//). The magnetic field B is
parallel to y. z is the vertical axis. White areas are hot (T I) and tenuous
(_ i ) ; dashed cells are cold (r 2 and dense (p2).
figure 2 : next page
top : log Q (T) + (orthogonal conduction)/_ _ as a function of log (T) for
differnt values of the length scale I_ (ID calculation with i_ = 103 ,
i04 , i0 $ , i06 and i0 _ m). Equilibrium solutions are located at points
A, B, C (intersection with the straight line log (T) + log (_h )).
When the heating becomes too large, the cold solution A doesPn_t exist
any more.
bottom : the growth rate as a function of hot temperature T 1 (i D calculation)
The function sgn (_) / logi_ is displayed for different values of I_
(same as above). J )
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figure 3 : the growth rate for the 2 D calculation as a function of I// and
iJ.. Isocontours of sgn (5) logl_l are displayed. The dotted area is stable
(_< 0) ; the white one (op) is unstable (_ > 0). The dashed region (left
and bottom) represents the domain where a cold equilibrium does not exist
(see figure 2).
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The Density and Thickness of Quiescent Prominences
Tadashi Hirayama
Tokyo Astronomical Observatory
Mitaka, Tokyo 181, JAPAN
[Abstract] The electron density was determined for a number of
quiescent prominences at various positions from the Stark effect.
It was found that the intensity ratio of Mgl emission lines to
Srll lines is independent of the observed electron density in the
range of 101°_--101_cm -_. This contrasts with Landman's
(1984) theoretical expectation that the ratio is proportional to
the electron density. From the intensity of Balmer lines and the
electron density, it is inferred that the true diameter of a
thread in prominences of high electron density may be smaller
than 0.2". The averaged total number density of hydrogen N H was
found to be 3-6×10'_cm -_, leading to a total gas pressure of
P =0.6 dyn cm -= and a total density of _Ixl0-_gcm3. Landman's
l_rge value of N__6x10 '_ and P _6 may have resulted either
from the fact thatHhe has treate_ very bright prominences and/or
from the derivation of the high electron density for all
prominences he studied.
Recently Landman (1983,1984, and 1985) has shown from
intensity ratios of various lines that the mean electron density
of quiescent prominences is Ne_10"_cm -_ and the total gas
pressure of 3-6 dyn cm -2 with the total number density of
hydrogen _ _5xl0_2cm -_ and with the ionization ratio of
hydrogen (_H.I/NHI) of _0.09 (see also Nikaido and Kawaguchi,
1983). The _andman's values of N. and the gas pressure are more
than one order of magnitude lar_er than the previous values
(Hirayama, 1979, p.14). See also discussions on the older values
by Landman (1983).
In order to inspect this problem, first I have determined
the electron density from the hydrogen-Stark effect using an
unpublished extensive table of line intensities and widths of
prominences (32000 lines in total) which I observed with the
40cm coronagraph at Sacramento Peak Observatory in 1969
(Hirayama, 1972, Paper I). The method of determining the
electron density, which takes the ion contribution to the
broadening into account, is described in Hirayama (1971). Figure
8 of Paper I shows examples, where I/e-widths of Balmer lines are
plotted against principal quantum number, and it is easy to
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distinguish, say, between N =101°-2 and I0 _1-2. In the case of a
post-flare loop, a high _lectron density of N =I012 cm _ was
obtained with the same method (see Fig. 9 of Paper I).
The result is the following (Hirayama, 1985): the average
electron denisty was found to be 101_°_cm -3 for five hedgerow
quiescent prominences at 57 different positions, and I01°48cm -_
for two curtain-like old quiescent prominences at six different
positions. The maximum value was 10'14cm-_, and if N _I0 I°-°
the determination becomes difficult. If lines up _o H28 are
observed, the electron density can be derived when N _I0 _°2.
e
12
11
I0
°H -R
,
1 2 3
tog I ( H9)
Fig. I. The electron density from the Stark effect vs.
intensity of hydrogen Balmer line H9 (erg cm-2s-lsr-t>.
Full lines: lines of constant effective geometrical length L.
the
Figure i shows the electron density, Ne, thus determined vs.
tile intensity of an optically thin Balmer line of H9, I(H9).
Letters H,J,N .... refer to prominences listed in Table II of
Paper I, and data from various heights and portions of each
prominece were utilized. Using the average value of the whole
sample of N =8 4x 10 I° and with T=?000K the emission measure
_e L and _e effective length L can be determined from the
average intensity of I(H9)=240: _eL=6.3× I028cm -5 and L=g0km.
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If one uses values from 6 points in the lower right corner of
Figure I, L becomes 4600km, and from 4 points having high N ofeI011-_, one obtains an extremely low value of the effective
length: L=2.4km. Larger L's are obtained for stable big
quiescents, and low values of L are from low height, rather young
quiescents, which lie perpendicular to the solar equator. Note
that there are not many data points of lower intensity with lower
electron density in Figure I. This is simply because the
electron density cannot be determined for these prominences.
Now we discuss the implications of the value of the
effective geometrical length integrated along the line of sight,
L. We assume that prominences consist of a number of long
threads of a diameter @ of 300km (Dunn, 1960), and that they
are, for simplicity, suspending vertically. Then L=10km means
that the number of threads in a distance of I0" along the solar
limb, n, is about unity: n_(_/2)_=L×10 ''. Since the average L
is 80km, n should be 8, the filling factor of n_/10" being 0.3.
However if L>200km, overlapping of threads in the line of sight
must be occurring: n_ >10". If L_10km as derived before in
some cases, it means that the thread diameter should be smaller
than 300km. This comes from the following consideration: we
measured spectra with a I0" length of the microphotometer slit,
and with a 10" step of raster scan. And the distribution of the
total intensity of emission lines along the spectrograph slit
which was placed parallel to the limb is found to be rather
smooth. Since the seeing was probably better than I0", it means
that there should be at least one thread within a distance of
10": n_ I. This requires that _ _2(L×10"/_) I_2. For example
_150km, if L=2.4km as found above. It is hoped to observe the
thread diameter of less than 150km from tile direct imaging.
Next we derive the total number density of hydrogen NH by
using the intensity ratio of H9 and Mgl 3838. Since the
ionization potential to MgII! is rather large (]5.0eV), Mg is
expected to be mostly in MgII, so that the intensity I(Mg3838) is
proportional Io N N(MgII)L_N _ L. With the average observed
value of I(3838)=_5 erg cm-_s-_ and with the above values of
ne uses non-LTEand L, NH is found to be 6xl0_cm -3 if oNe
calculations by Landman (1984, Table 2).t "'98N_=3X(ll_1is obtained,if one adopts Vernazza et al.'s compu ation I, Table 21,
VALIII) near 7000K. Here we note that Mg3838 line is optically
thin because the ratio of I(Mg3838)/I(Mg3832) was found to be
independent of a wide range of values of I(Mg3838), and that the
intensity ratio of I(Mg3838)/I(H9)(_0.23) is also independent of
I(H9). N /N then becomes _0.2 (from Landman's Table), or
0.4 (VAL_III),_d the optical depth at the head of the hydrogen
Lyman continuum becomes _30 (Landman) or _I0 (VALIII). These
are not too far from older values (Hirayama, 1979). A factor of
two difference in N /NHI from the Landman's value of 0.09
mainly comes from the _ference of the observed intensity ratio
of I(3838)/I(H9) _0.49. Landman's data are from very bright (or
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large thickness) prominences, and Landman's large N H value simply
comes from a rather large N e of 2x1011 for every prominence he
studied, which, in turn, may or may not be true (see below).
Landman claims that the intensity ratio of
[I(Mg3838)+I(Mg3832)]/[2xI(SrII4077)] (abbreviated as
I(Mg)/I(Sr)) is proportional to N in the range of I01°-s --
I012°cm -3. Although it may be thateI(Mg)/I(Sr)_N holds for
post-flare loops of high N e (Foukal et al., 19e86), quiescent
prominences do not show this behavior as shown in Figure 2. Here
CO
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0.8
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0.4
0 0
O0 0
X
0.2
togne
0.1
10 11 12
Fig. 2. Intensity ratio of metallic lines vs. electron density
from the Stark effect. Full lines: Landman 's calculation.
Various symbols refer to prominences listed in Hirayama (1972).
I(Mg)/I(Sr) is plotted against the observed N obtained from the
Stark effect, each data point being from a s_ngle exposure, and
full lines are from Landman's calculation (Foukal et al., 1986,
Fig. 4). If photoionizations of Srll to SrIII, which do not seem
to be well-founded (see Landman, 1985), were much more effective,
it may in principle be possible to obtain a constancy of the
intensity ratio against N e. The electron density may well be
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lower than 10'°cm -3 for much fainter portions of prominences
(Bommier et al., 1986). I inspected the relation between
I(Mg)/I(Sr) and I(Mg3838) to see if the ratio becomes lower when
I(Mg3838) becomes very small. Here I included faint portions
where the electron density cannot be determined from the Stark
effect. While I(Mg3838) ranged from about 2-3 to 300 erg
cm-_s-lsr-_ (Landman's averaged value was 2800), the ratio
changed only by a factor of 3: I(Mg)/I(Sr)=[I(Mg3838)/10_] o-_.
So I would guess that something might be wrong with the
calculation (probably of SrII), although low intensities do not
necessarily ensure the low electron density. But it is difficult
to doubt the existence of N _10 _°-°.
e
In conclusion, two points are worth mentioning. First the
effective thickness L of quiescent prominences of low height is
found to be only 10km or less, which is surprising. However this
effective thickness can be converted to a thread diameter of
150km or less. On the other hand big, high altitude quiescent
prominences showed L=5000km or so. This is not surprising, since
the apparent length in the line of sight will easily exceed
10Skm. Second, there is a discrepancy between the e]etron
density found from the Stark effect and the intensity ratio of
metallic lines. Further observations and calculations are needed
to clarify this point.
The average physical quantities for the present data are
N =8.4xI0 I0, NH=3-6xI011, :_/:_ i=0.2-0.4, and a fillingf_ctor of _0.3, which impli {one 300km-diameter thread can
be found every 1000km along the long axis of a quiescent
prominence. Since the optical depth of the head of HI Lyc
becomes less than 10 for a 300km thread, the maintenance of the
temperature of 7000k by the incoming UV radiation below 912A will
not be difficult. The average total gas pressure is found to be
0.6 dyn cm -_, and the average total density of Ix l0-_2g cm -3 is
derived by adopting the helium-to-hydrogen ratio of 10%.
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ABSTRACT
Departures from complete frequency redistribution (CRD) in hydrogen lines are
investigated for solar prominences. Partial redistribution effects (PRD) are found
both in the wings (their already known lowering) and in the central part of the Lm
line; a new feature is evidenced here: the partially coherent scattering in the
near wings of the llne leads to a double-peaked profile mirroring the incident
solar radiation. With a low density model, we obtain a good agreement with OSO 8
observed profiles. On the contrary, the PRD computed LB profile (lower density, no
reversal) departs from the observed one, a result which calls for more progress in
terms of non l.t.e, transfer and modelling.
1. INTRODUCTION
During the last decade, several hlghly-sophisticated partial-redistribution techni-
ques (PRD) have been applied to the analysis of the strong resonance lines formed
in the solar chromosphere, plages or sunspots. Being low-density structures, solar
prominences are also very good candidates for possible departures from complete
redistribution (CRD), at least for most opaque lines like hydrogen La or LB.As
reported by Vial (1982a), various high-resolution La and L6 line profiles of a
quiescent prominence have been recorded by the LPSP spectrometer on board of 0S0-8
satellite. Applying the two-dimensional radiative transfer code of Mihalas et al.
(1978), Vial (1982_ has simulated theoretical L_ profiles (using a two-level atom
and CRD) and made a comparison of their basic parameters with those corresponding
to OS0-8 data. The agreement was satisfactory, but no direct comparison between the
shapes of the theoretical and measured profiles was presented in this study. It is
the aim of the present paper to make possible a first comparison of OS0-8 Le and
LB profiles with theoretical PRD computations in order to assess the real
importance of departures from CRD. Moreover, we investigate the behaviour of the
total CRD and PRD intensities of the hydrogen lines and compare our results with
those of Milkey et al. (1979) and with the data presented by Heinzel and Vial
(1983).
2. PROMINENCE MODELS
Since our principal interest is to estimate PRD effects on hydrogen lines, we start
here with simple one-dimensional (ID) isothermal-isobarlc prominence models. These
models are of the (a - c) type of Heasley and Milkey (1976) or perhaps more
realistic low-pressure ones of Heasley and Milkey (1978, 1983). The quiescent
prominence as seen on the limb is represented by a vertically-standing slab of
finite thickness with all model parameters being depth-independent. As basic input
parameters we use the set (M, T, p, vt, y) -see Tab. I- where M is the total column
mass along the line of sight, T is the kinetic temperature, p represents the total
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gas pressure and vt characterizes the mean microturbulent velocity. The prominence
plasma is assumed to be composed of hydrogen and helium atoms, the abundance ratio
of helium to hydrogen being y = 0.1.
MODEL
a3
a5
LPI
LP2
LP3
I .2-5
3.0-5
1.2-5
3.O-5
3.0-5
T
(°X)
7500
7500
7500
7500
7500
P
(d]rn/o.= 2)
O.065
0.065
0.010
0.020
0.020
Y
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
Table I. - Parameters of the prominence models used in this paper.
Since the prominence slab is irradiated symmetrically from both sides by the
incident solar radiation, we treat only one half of it. The corresponding second-
order boundary conditions for the radiative transfer equation (RTE) are used in the
same manner as in Mihalas et al. (1975), but are properly modified for the finite
symmetrical slabs (see also Heasley and Mihalas, 1976). The surface boudary condi-
tion requires the knowledge of the mean incident radiation field in all lines and
continua. For Balmer lines we use the limb-darkened profiles of David (1961), Pa
PB and Bm line profiles are taken from Zelenka (1976). All these profiles are
subsequently adjusted to limb-darkened continuum level. Disc-center intensities of
La and L 8 lines were obtained by 0S0-8 (see, e.g., Vial, 1982a). To obtain the
intensity profiles of LY and L6 , we scaled the profile of LB by the ratios of
total intensities Ly /L 8 and L6 /L8 , respectively. Integrated intensity of LB
is taken from 0S0-8, Ly and L 6 from Vernazza and Reeves (1978). In order to obtain
the most realistic mean-intensity profiles required in the surface boundary
condition, we integrated numerically the above incident intensities, using the
geometry and technique as discussed by Heinzel (1983). For all models we use the
height 4000 km which corresponds to 0S0-8 observations used here for a comparison.
By the same procedure we also precomputed all fixed rates for optically thin lines.
The continua are treated in two different ways: optically thick Lyman continuum
transfer is solved in detail at several frequency points for which we specify the
incident radiation temperatures equivalent to intensities measured on 0S0-6. For
all subordinate continua we simply use one "mean" Tra d which defines the
corresponding fixed rates (Tra d = 5480, 5900, 6200, 6400 K (without dilution) for
Balmer, Paschen, Brackett and Pfund continua, respectively).
3- FORMATION OF HYDROGEN LINES WITH PARTIAL REDISTRIBUTION
The laboratory-frame redistribution function (LRF) used in the present computations
takes generally the form (Helnzel and Hubeny, 1982)
R (_', 9) =¥R i (_',_) + (I -Y ) RIII (v,, _ ) (3.1)
with Ri being either RII for the case of the resonance lines or RV for the lines of
subordinate series. While the functions RII and RV contain certain degree of
coherence of the scattering in the line wings, the function RIII can be simply
replaced by complete redistribution in the observer's frame.
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The branching ratio y is defined as :
Pj
¥ : (3.2)
PJ + QE
where Pj is the total depopulation rate of the upper level j, while QE represents
the elastic collision rate.
Strictly speaking, Eq. (3.1) has been derived assuming the impact approximation and
isolated lines and, therefore, is not applicable to hydrogen lines. However, as
demonstrated by Yelnik et al. (1981), the correct ARF (atomic-frame) for hydrogenic
L_ line is formally the same as that corresponding to LRF (3.1), but the elastic
collision rate QE is now frequency-dependent. Consequently, the atomic profile
function is no longer Lorentzian in the wings and, moreover, the branching ratio
is also frequency-dependent (QE in (3.1) is replaced by QE (_))"
For L8 we apply the same procedure with QE (_) taken from Gouttebroze et al.
(1978). For higher members of the Lyman series, we simply use CRD. Moreover,
Heinzel (1983) has shown that for quiescent prominences observed on the limb, the
subordinate lines exhibit negligible departures from CRD when applying LRF Rv.
Anticipating this result, we use in the present computations CRD instead of
complicated LRF (3.1) for all subordinate lines.
As a basic procedure to solve the non-LTE transfer problem with PRD we use a
combination of an equivalent-two-level-atom approach (ETA) and partial-lineari-
zation technique. In the frame of the so-called standard PRD problem (see below),
ETA was modified by Hubeny (1985) to account directly for PRD
in one line at a time. The resulting source function is
S (_,) - -J + A(-_II (") - -J) + n (3.3)
I+ Ev
where J is the integrated mean intensity and RII _) is the redistribution integral.
The parameters n ande_ in (3.3) have the similar meaning as in standard ETA (for
details see Hubeny, 1985). A very important parameter appearing in Eq. (3.3) is the
parameter A
X = Aji . pj = Aji . y
Pj Pj + QE Pj (3.4)
where Aji is the spontaneous emission rate for the given transition. For strong
resonance lines like Laor L8 , _ in form (3.4) reflects the coherence properties
of the transition i <--_ J. Equations (3.3) and (3.4) are valid if all multilevel
cross-redistributions lead to a natural population of the upper level J - this is
exactly what we call the standard PRD problem, i.e. we consider here no PRD
multilevel interlocking.
Simply speaking, y alone is the branching ratio derived for a two-level-atom, while
accounts for multilevel processes. From (3.4) we get for L_ A = ¥ since P2 =
A21. On the other hand, for L8 we have P3 = A31 + A32 so that A = 0.56y . Since the
ratioy for both L_ and L8 is nearly equal to unity_for low-density media), the
importance of the redistribution term RII (_) in (3.3) is significantly reduced for
L8 due to the scattering process 2 -> 3 -> I which is assumed to contribute to the
emission in L8 as a CRD process.
The numerical procedure for solving the full non-LTE problem is the following: the
basic iteration loop uses the linearization scheme as described by Mihalas et al.
(1975) to solve simultaneously RTE (by Feautrier method), equations of statistical
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equilibrium, particle and charge conservation equations. Hydrostatic equilibrium is
treated iteratively, the temperature structure is given from the model. We use 5-
level hydrogen atom with continuum and explicitely treat all Lyman lines, Lyman
continuum and Ha line. Other transitions are assumed to be optically thin and their
radiative rates are fixed by the external radiation field. The linearization loop
ensures the global convergence of this highly non-linear problem. Between each two
linearization iterations, we perform several ETA iterations, accounting directly
for PRD in L_and L61ines. In this way, we obtain fast convergence (within 2 - 3
linearization iterations) in all 50 depths and for all transitions and level
populations. We use most important opacity sources for hydrogen spectrum formation
in low-density prominences, both ETA and linearization schemes use variable
Eddington factors (Auer and Mihalas, 1970) to minimize the computer time. Inelastic
collisional rates for hydrogen are taken from Mihalas et al. (1975). The redistri-
bution matrices are used as depth-independent since Pj>> QE and the electron and
proton densities vary only slowly with depth. On th_ other hand, the branching
ratio y_) is computed for all depths.
4. DISCUSSION OF NUMERICAL RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH OBSERVATIONS
In Fig. I we display typical La profiles for both PRD and CRD approaches (for the
model LPI).
Drastic differences between CRD and PRD profiles can be explained in the following
manner. Around line center, PRD behaves similarly as CRD and the emergent radiation
is saturated at the level of diluted incident chromospheric intensity. However,
when the scattering takes place in the near wings_ we can observe an interesting
effect:
a_O
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Fig. 1 - La intensities emergent from a prominence slab (model LPI). Both PRD (-)
and CRD (---) profiles are displayed for three outgoing angles with p = I.,
0.6 and 0.2 (broader profiles correspond to lower values ofp ).
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for CRD, the photons absorbed in this region
can freely diffuse into the wings which
become broad and intense; PRD is, on the
other hand, represented by partially-
coherent scattering in the wings so that the
incident chromospheric L_ peaks (centered at
AA=_0.2 R) are partly "reproduced" for the
PRD case. The photons absorbed in the core
or in the near wings cannot freely penetrate
into the wings as in the CRD case and, as a
consequence, far-wing intensities are suffi-
ciently below the CRD values. Very low PRD
wings follow from the well-known behaviour
of the redistribution function RII-
Partial reproduction of the strong incident
La peaks has the following consequences.
First, due to quasi-coherent penetration of
these peak photons into the slab center, we
arrive at higher excitation of hydrogen,
i.e. the populations of the excited levels
are higher for PRD. As a consequence, the
lines of subordinate series are more intense
for PRD than for CRD, which is demonstrated
for Ha line in Fig. 2.
In this figure, La integrated intensities
are nearly the same for both PRD and CRD
(for PRD, the low intensities in the far
wings are compensated by the two peaks), but
Ha is shifted in PRD case. In this way we
can also explain the results obtained by
Fig. 2 - Dependence of the ratio E(Ha)/E(La) on E(Ha ), E being the integrated
intensity in units ergs s-I cm -2 sr -I. Hatched region contains the observed ratios
taken from Heinzel and Vial (1983), dashed lines correspond to CRD intensity-ratios
as obtained by Heasley and Milkey (1976) for the models indicated in parentheses
(labeled by kinetic temperature and total gas pressure). Our theoretical ratios for
models a3 and a5 are to be compared with squares on the dashed curve (7500,
0.065). Our CRD (o) and PRD (.) computations are presented for , = I.
Milkey et al. (1979): their CRD intensity ratios are shown in Fig. 2 as two dashed
lines, al - a5 models lie on the curve (7500, 0.065). For models a4 - a5, this
curve is significantly below the (hatched) region of observedvalues as taken from
Heinzel and Vial (1983) - this discrepancy is caused probably by adopting unrea-
listic Incident La radiation field. The theoretical La profiles of Milkey et al.
(1979) exhibit only the second PRD-feature, i.e. the low wing intensities. These
authors obtained no difference between CRD and PRD for the llne core and near wings
and, s_bsequentlT, their integrated La intensities are a factor two lower for PRD
as compared w£th CRD which leads to an apparent agreement with Skylab data. Further
more, we note that LPI is the model with lower M and, therefore, for _= I. and 0.6
the incident peak is not fully reproduced due to lower optical thickness of La (see
Fig. I). However, for thicker models like LP2 (Fig. 3), LP3 or aS, the incident
peak is nicely reproduced and its position a_rees well with that for the original
peak. It seems that the observed L_ peak-to-peak distance (PTPD) in quiescent
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prominences is slmply a measure of paPtlally-eoherentrepr_ductton of the incident
chromospheric peaks and the.actual value of PTPD depends on the coherence rattok
and on the total opacity in L_.
Finally, PRD leads also to higher electron densities inside the slab, simply due to
higher excitation of the second level which controls the photoionization by the
Balmer continuum.
For a direct comparison wlth 0S0-8 observations (Vial, 1982a) we used the model
LP2.
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Fig. 3 - Comparison of the observed Lm profile (full line) wlth theoretical PRD and
CRD intensities for model LP2 (p = 0.6). For details and discussion see
the text.
In Flg. 3 we display the observed La profile, together with corresponding theore-
tical PRD and CRD profiles. PRD profile has been smoothed to account schematically
for the finite spectrometer resolution (0.02 A) and for small line-of-sight velo-
cities of the order of 5 km/s (see Jensen, 1982). While CRD profile is in no case
capable of explaining the observed shape, our PRD Le profile leads to a reasonable
fit. However, there are certain differencies to be discussed. First, the difference
in the central dip can be due to either small inaccuracies in the geocoronal-
absorption removing, or simply to inappropriate value of the incident radiation
used in the computations. Secondly, the observed peaks are somewhat higher than
computed. In fact, for thicker models like LP2 we arrived at rather flat peaks and
these can be slightly modified when the deconvolutlon procedure is applied (this is
also valid for the flat core). Finally, a wavelike character of the far wings is
due to deconvolution so that we can rely on the intensities up to approximately +
0.5 A from the line center. As we have found from the computations, the centra_
intensity of La is determined mainly by the value of the diluted incident radiation
and is insensitive to variations of the model parameters. On the other hand, the
peak value is somewhat lowered for non-zero vt (model LP3).
The profile parameters, corresponding to Fig. 3, are summarized in Table 2. We see
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that our PRD values reproduce quite well the observations, possibly except for the
total intensity corrected for the filling factor (note that the actual observed
value of E can be lower with respect to data-reduction effects discussed above).
The 2D total intensity is too low even when CRD is used. Note also a satisfactory
agreement between H a intensities. Finally, the electron density as obtained for LP2
model (ne = 7 x 109 cm -3) is in good agreement with the values recently obtained
from polarimetric observations (Bommier, present volume). The geometrical thickness
of the prominence is somewhat large - 11 500 km -, but this corresponds to a low
gas pressure 0.02 dyn/cm _.
La LB Ha
LP2 LP2 2D OBS. LP2 LP2 OBS. LP2 LP2 OBS.
PAR_'_TERS PRD CRD CRD FPO PRD CRD FPO PRD CRD
FWHM (A)
PTPD (A)
l(peak)/l o
El(X104)
E2(x104)
O.76 0.74
0.37 0.23 0.32 0.37
1.25 1.06 1.3 1.33
2.70 3.03 1.61 2.84
3.55
0.26 0.23 0.61
(no reversal) 0.33
(no reversal) 1.85
0.007 0.005 0.044
O.O55
7.51 6.76 5.-9.
PTPD - peak-to-peak distance - I^ - central intensity (prominence)
E I (ergs s-I cm-2 sr-I) - integrated intensity
E2 - as EI but corrected for filling factor (see Vial, 1982a)
Table 2.
Comparison of basic profile parameters of La , L B and Ha • LP2 is the model from
Table I, 2D model corresponds to the computations of Vial (1982b), FPO means "first
part of orbit" (see Vial, 1982a). Ha intensity was estimated using OSO-8 CaII
intensities and the relation between CaII and Ha as given by Stellmacher (1979). Lm
parameters correspond to the profiles in Fig. 3. Theoretical Lm profiles for the
model LP2 have been corrected for the actual value of the calibration disc-center
intensity (6.5 x 104 ergs s-I cm -2 sr-1), for LP2 we used the values for_ = 0.6.
As we have found during the course of our investigation, L_line presents, on the
other hand, a complicated and so far unresolved problem. Looking at Table 2, we see
immediately that the basic LB profile-parameters differ significantly from the
observed ones and, moreover, the theoretical integrated intensity is also a factor
5 - 10 lower than the observed value (for both CRD and PRD). This surprising result
needs further verifications and more sophisticated calculations are to be done to
resolve this discrepancy.
Our knowledge of the L B radiation field inside the prominence is also essential for
estimating the degree of Ha llne polarization (from which we can deduce the
magnetic-field topology via the Hanle effect -see Bommier, present volume_ and,
therefore, PRD-interlocking as well as various multidimensional effects are to be
properly accounted for in the future computations.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated the most important effects of PRD in the formation of hydrogen
L aline in quiescent prominences. Except for the well-known lowering of the far
wings as compared to CRD, we have found a new PRD feature for L_ prominence line:
strong peaks of the incident solar radiation are partly reproduced due to quasi-
coherent scattering in the near wings of La and, as a consequence, we obtain typical
prominence La profiles with significant central reversal and PTPD comparable to the
solar one. All features we have found are actually observed as our comparison with
0S0-8 data shows. However, for L B line we arrived at a substantial discrepancy
between the theoretical and observed intensities. Having estimated the differential
PRD effects for La , future computations should try to establish the proper
interplay between PRD and multidimensional radiation-transport influences on the
prominence spectral diagnostics. Our present report should serve as a starting point
in developing more sophisticated non-LTE techniques which will be capable of
explaining new data from UVSP/SMM or other planned space experiments.
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ABSTRACT
We investigate the behaviour of hydrogen-line brightness variations, depending
on the prominence-velocity changes. By solving the non-LTE problem for hydrogen
we determine quantitatively the effect of Doppler brightening and/or Doppler dimming
(DBE, DDE) in the lines of Lyman and Balmer series.It is demonstrated that in low-den-
sity prominence plasmas, DBE in Ha and HB lines can reach a factor of three for veloci-
ties around 160 km/sec, while the La line exhibits typical DDE. LB brightness variations
follow from a combined DBE in the Ha and DDE in La and L B itself,providing that
all relevant multilevel interlocking processes are taken into account.
INTRODUCTION
In the present paper we investigate the problem of hydrogen emission
emergent from prominence structures moving in the corona. In fact, there exists
a vast literature concerning the formation of emission lines in quiescent
prominences (see the review by Hirayama, 1985 or Heinzel et al., 1986), but
the influence of the prominence macroscopic motions on the amount of the emitt-
ed line radiation has not been studied yet in greater detail. Considering
the hydrogen spectrum, only Rompolt (1980 a, b) has made some calculations
of brightness variations in Balmer lines caused by velocity changes, assuming
a two-level atom undergoing radiative transitions. Since there exist several
observational indications of, at least, Ha brightness variations in different
moving structures, which can be explained in terms of the so-called Doppler
brightening and/or Doppler dimming effect (DBE, DDE) (see Rompolt, 1967; Hyder
and Lites, 1970; Labonte, 1979; Kawaguchi et al., 1984), we address this study
to a detailed non-LTE treatment of hydrogen-line formation in moving prominen-
ces. We try to assess the prominence brightness variations caused by the macro-
scopic-velocity changes, keeping other prominence parameters fixed for the
moment. As a result, we present here the first quantitative estimates of DBE
and DDE in hydrogen lines and briefly discusse the influence of various promi-
nence-plasma parameters on such brightness variations.
On leave from the Wroclaw University Observatory, Poland
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NON-LTE RADIATIVE TRANSFER IN A MOVING PROMINENCE
For the purpose of this rather exploratory work we use a simplified one-di-
mensional geometry where the prominence is represented by a plane-parallel
slab of finite thickness and its motion is simply simulated by determining
the velocity-dependent boundary conditions. This schematic approach avoids
complicated multidimensional solutions, still keeping the basic non-LTE physics
of the problem. For a five-level model atom of hydrogen we solve simultaneously
the radiative transfer equations in all Lyman transitions and in the Ha line
(the radiation field in the remaining transitions is fixed by the external
solar radiation), together with the equations of statistical equilibrium and
particle and charge conservation equations. The corresponding numerical procedu-
re is the same as that applied by Heinzel et al. (1986) for quiescent prominen-
ces. As the basic iteration loop we use a linearization scheme similar to
that of Mihalas et al. (1975), supplemented by several equivalent-two-level-atom
iterations in order to accelerate the convergence. Hydrostatic equilibrium
is treated iteratively. We use all hydrogen opacity sources which are important
in low-density prominence plasmas; the hydrogen atomic data were compiled
from different sources (inelastic collisional rates are computed according
to Mihalas et al., 1975).
As a result, we obtain the overall excitation and ionization balance
for hydrogen in the moving prominence, depending on the velocity v, height
H above the solar surface and on the basic input parameters M, T, p, v_ M
• • • _i
is the total column mass along the line of sight, T is the kznetlc temperature
of the plasma, p represents the total gas pressure and vt characterizes the
mean microturbulent velocity. To obtain the correct gas density structure,
the prominence is assumed to be composed of helium and hydrogen with the abun-
dance ratio equal to 0.1 (a contribution of helium ionization to the total
electron density is negligible under typical prominence conditions).
Photospheric and chromospheric line radiation fields incident at the
prominence at a given height determine (i) the velocity-dependent radiative
rates for all optically-thin lines, and (ii) the velocity-dependent surface
boundary conditions for all line transitions treated explicitely (i. e. Lyman
lines and Ha). Both these quantities have been precomputed for a given grid
of velocities using the method described by Heinzel (1983). The incident radia-
tion fields used here are identical to those described in Heinzel et al. (1986)
and also the continua are treated in a similar way.
In this paper we use the complete frequency redistribution for all lines,
but we cannot rule out possible effects of quasi-coherent scattering in L_
and LB line wings on the velocity-dependent level populations (for higher
velocities, most of the incident L_ and LB radiation is absorbed in the wings).
NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
From the velocity-dependent level populations we computed the emergent
integrated intensities for all lines of interest and for radial velocities
in the range of 0 - 240 km/sec. To demonstrate the effect of the prominence
motion on the hydrogen-line emission, we define here the relative intensity
or brightness W = E(v)/E(O), where E is the velocity-dependent integrated
intensity. For the sake of illustration, we have selected one representative
isothermal-isobaric model with parameters H=50000 km, M=1.2xlO -s g/cm 2, T=SSOOK,
p=O.l dyn/cm 2, vt=O km/sec (the geometrical thickness amounts about 650 km).
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The resulting electron density n generally depends on the velocity, but fore
velocities up to about 200 km/sec thls dependence is very weak and n can
be regarded as nearly constant - this fact allows us to estimate the importance
of various MHD-processes leading to density variations.
The behaviour of W for our schematic model is displayed in Fig. 1 for
Lyman and Balmer lines.
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Figure 1
Brightness variations for Lyman and Balmer lines as computed for the model
described in the text. Full lines correspond to multilevel non-LTE solution,
dashed line corresponds to a two-level model atom without collisions.
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Due to a decrease of the second-level population for higher velocities, the
La brightness decreases as demonstrated in Fig. I thls decrease represents
typical DDE. A more complicated situation occurs for third level, the popula-
tion of which depends on three factors: DDE in La , a similar effect in
and an important DBE in H_ line. The rate of radiative excitation in these
lines is roughly proportional to velocity-dependent incident line radiation
so that the third-level population inside the prominence body remarkably increa-
ses for velocities up to about 160 km/sec (DBE in Ha is dominant), and then
decreases due to the action of DDE in La and LB itself. Since the third level
of the hydrogen atom represents a common upper state for both LB and Ha lines,
the behaviour of the brightness variations in these two lines is similar except
for higher velocities, where the optically-thin Ha line still exhibits DBE
while the surface emission of L B is strongly affected by DDE in LB itself
(see Fig. I). DBE in Ha takes place for velocities up to about 160 km/sec
which is in qualitative agreement with the results of Hyder and Lites (1970).
A similar behaviour was also found for the HE line, while Hy exhibits a less
pronounced DBE, reaching only a factor of two. Finally, in Fig. I we compare
our "exact" Ha brightness variations with those following from a two-level-atom
approximation without collisions (see Rompolt, 1980 a, b). The significant
difference between these two curves is the consequence of the multilevel inter-
locking (including the effect of continua) and the appropriate DDE in La and
LB which are not accounted for by the two-level-atom model.
To obtain a more complete picture of the various interdependences, we
have also computed some examples using other values of T, vt and p. An increase
of T or vf generally leads to a prominence brightening, namely for lower veloci-
ties. For_high velocities, the changes in T or v_ do not affect DBE significant-
ly. Cas pressure p determines the plasma density and, consequently, also the
electron density which controls the rate of collisional transitions. As could
be expected, for higher n we arrived at much less pronounced DBE in Balmer
e
lines since the source functzon becomes collisionally-dominated. For ne of
the order I_3 we observe practically no velocity effects on the line source
functions (the model discussed above led to n = 2.43 x I0 i° cm _ ).
e
Our non-LTE modelling of a moving prominence can equally be applied to
other coronal structures like limb flares, cool coronal loops, various types
of prominence ejecta and transient Ha- phenomena. If the hydrostatic equilibri-
um used here is replaced by more realistic MHD-equilibria, the present approach
can serve as a basis for further development of adequate spectral diagnostics
of the prominence plasma and deeper understanding of the relevant radiation-hyd-
rodynamical processes.
The authors are indebted to NASA for its financial support which enabled them
to participate in the CPP-Workshop.
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INTRODUCTION
Movies of quiescent prominences seen in Ha show apparent downflow of
matter (Dunn, 1960; Menzel and Wolbach, 1960; Engvold, 1976; Anzer
1978). The effect is confirmed by observations of downflows in the
Ca II K line from large filaments/prominences (Kubota 1978). Several
recent studies show evidence for the opposite case from observations
in Ha, i.e. that there is a predominantly upward directed flow in
prominences seen on the disk (Mein, 1977; Martres et al. 1981;
Malherbe et al. 1981). The quoted results are slightly ambiguous
because the observed Ca II K and Ha line shifts can be severely
influenced by displacements of the chromospheric component of the
line and by the line opacity and source function which generally are
not well known. This problem is discussed by Beckers (1962), 1968)
and Cram (1975) in connection with measurements of chromospheric
velocities.
The implications of systematic vertical motions in and around promi-
nences are important for understanding their formation and existence.
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PRECE_NG PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
Pikel'ner (1971) proposed a siphon-type model in which hot matter is
sucked up along the magnetic field lines into the 'cool' prominence
region. Similar types of dynamic models have been investigated by
Priest and Smith (1979), Uchida (1980), and Ribes and Unno (1981).
Malherbe and Priest (1983) suggest that vertical motion is a result
of lateral motion in the footpoints of the supporting magnetic
fields. Recent studies by Jensen (1983, 1986) show that prominence
matter may be supported by Alfv_n-wave dissipation. This support
mechanism is a stochastic process which will result in a local re-
shuffling rather than a net transfer of prominence matter.
It is difficult to choose between the various dynamic models because
the observational picture from Hu and the Ca II K line is still
rather unsettled. We have therefore undertaken an observational
program of prominences on the disk using the ki0830_ line of He I.
The He I line is weak in the chromosphere but quite strong in promi-
nences (Giovanelli et al. 1972) and Doppler shifts can be inter-
preted indubitably in terms of line-of-sight motions. Some con-
clusions from the study are reported here. A more detailed account
of the work is given in Engvold and Keil (1986).
OBSERVATIONS
The observations contain two-dimensional spectral scans of a total
of 17 different prominences on the solar disk from the period 3-9
May 1981, using the main spectrograph of the solar vacuum telescope
at Sacramento Peak. A i00 x i00 CCD camera in the spectral focus
covered i00 arcsec along the slit and 6.0A in the spectral direction
When properly adjusted the He I ki0830.330_ and AI0829.088A, the
Si I ki0827.109_, and the atmospheric (H20) AI0832.109A lines were
record simultaneously. The water vapor line and the solar Si I line
were used for calibration of the wavelength scale (cf. Breckinridge
and Hall 1973). Each series of scans consists of 60 spectral frames
recorded in rapid succession and stored on magnetic tape while the
solar image drifted across the entrance slit of the spectrograph.
Each series of spectral frames covered 60 x 99 arcsec 2 area on the
Sun. The individual CCD frames were corrected for variable pixel
sensitivity and large scale noise pattern, and subsequently used to
generate images of continuum intensity, intensity and velocity in
the He I and Si I lines. For more details on the observations and
image processing the reader is referred to Engvold and Keil (1986).
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VERTICAL MOTION IN QUIESCENT PROMINENCES
Figures i, 2 and 3 show contour plots of three typical cases in our
data. The upper frames are He I line center intensity. The darkest
parts of the filament correspond to line depression of 18 per cent
relative to continuum. The lower frames give the line-of-sight.
Dotted contour lines are upward and solid lines to downward motions.
No line shift is measured where the He I line is less than 4 percent
deep, which is the case in the regular chromosphere.
The following conclusions may be drawn from the data:
I. Blue shifts are much more common than red shifts. In many
cases more than 90 per cent of the projected prominence area
is associated with blue shifts.
2. The darkest prominence regions show the largest blue shift
(v _ 3 km s -1 )
3. Red shifts are most commonly seen at prominence edges.
4. The general pattern of prominence velocity persists for
several hours. On the scale of about I0 arcsec and less
changes are detectable in the course of 2-5 minutes.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The observed predominance of the blue shifts is largely in agreement
with earlier results from Ha (cf. Martres et al. 1981).
It cannot, however, be concluded definitely that the observed shift
really represents a net flow of matter. The situation could possibly
be analogous to that of the solar transition region where lines such
as C IV AI548A seem to indicate a net inflow, which can hardly be
true, at velocities > 4 km s -I in the quiet Sun (Athay et al. 1983;
Gurman and Athay 1983). If the typical structure element of the
prominence is sub-resolution, i.e. 2-3 arcsec or worse, as in the
present case, an apparent net shift could result if the ascending
and the decending elements have different temperature and/or pres-
sure. Different lines could then indicate different flow velocities
and even opposite directions. The stochastic support mechanism of
Jensen (1986) could provide such conditions in prominences. The
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Figure i. Contour plots of large quiescent prominence at $20 E24
observed May 4 1981 at 14:51 UT. The position of the
prominence is seen in the image of He I central line
intensity (upper frame). The lower frame shows the line
shift. Dotted contour lines are blue and solid lines are
red shift (Av = 0.5 km s-l). The numbers on the axes are
in arcseconds.
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Figure 2. Same prominence as in Figure 1 observed at S20 W47 on May
9 1981 at 15:17 UT.
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apparently conflicting results from the Ca II K and Ha and He I
ki0830 could possibly be explained as an effect of spatially
unresolved moving structures. More detailed and simultaneous
observations in many lines are needed to settle the question.
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Figure 3. Contour plots of quiescent prominence at position N05 W22
observed May 9 1981 16:37 UT.
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I. Introduction
The problems of prominence structure, support, and stability are of
fundamental importance in understanding solar plasmas. The original
theoretical work in this area was done by Kippenhahn and Schluter (1957), who
theorized that prominence material was supported by a magnetic loop with a dip
in the middle. A more recent model by Kuperus and Raadu (1973) envisions the
prominence as being supported by an X type magnetic configuration with
material condensing from coronal material. While there are several variations
on dnese theories they represent the two basic concepts for prominences and
both are treated basically as static, although the Kuperus and Raadu model
could be extended to a dynamic concept.
The dynamic studies of prominences have been largely observational. Both
upflows and downflows have been reported by various authors (see for example:
Dunn, 1960; Engvold, 1976; Kubota, 1980; Martres et al., 1981; Malherbe et
al., 1981 and 1983; Schmieder et al., 1985; Engvold et al., 1985; and Simon et
al., 1986).
We present here the conclusions deduced from simultaneous observations
obtained with the Ultra-Violet Spectrometer and Polarimeter(UVSP) on the Solar
Maximum Mission satellite, and the Multichannel Subtractive Double Pass(MSPD)
spectrographs at Meudon and Pic du Midi observatories. The observations were
obtained in 1980 and 1984. All instruments have almost the same field of view
and provide intensity and velocity maps at two temperatures (approximately
l.xl05K for CIV with the UVSP, and l.xl0_K for Ha with the MSDP). The
resolution is -0.5 to 1.5" for Ha and 3" for CIV. The high resolution and
simultaneity of the two types of observations allow us to more accurately
describe the flows in prominences _ functions of temperature and position.
The results put some constraints on the models and show that dynamical aspects
must be taken into account.
II. Active Region Filaments
An active region filament, located in NOAA region 2697, was observed
continuously on September 29 and 30, 1980 (see Schmieder et al., 1985). The
filament was located near disk center appeared to consist of three extended,
low lying loops limited by the footpoints marked A, B, C, and D in figure la.
The filament lies along a neutral line of photospheric magnetic field, with
the "footpoints" anchored in regions of enhanced positive magnetic field. The
Dopplergrams obtained in Ha and CIV (figure Ib and id) show that material in
the filament between the "footpoints" is blueshifted while at the "footpoints"
material is redshifted.
The measured values of velocity are presented in tables 1 and 2. We note
that during seven hours of observation on September 29, a particularly high
steady flow was observed at "footpoint" A. These types of motions seem to be
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fairly typical of other motions observed in active region filaments. 
Point A B 
Ha - 9  to -12 -1 to - 3  
CIV -2 to -10 -2 to - 8  
Table 1 - Redshifts at the Footpoints (km/s) 
C D 
-1 to - 6  - 3  to - 6  
0 to -2 
A - B  B-C 
Ha 2 1.5 to 3 
c IV 5 to 10 5 to 10 
a 
C-D 
0 to 2 
10 to 25 
tN 
C d 
Figure 1. Intensity maps in Ha(a) and in CIV(c) lines, 
Velocity maps in Ha(b) and in CIV(d) of an 
active region filament (white contours 
correspond to red shifts) ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
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Figure 2: Ha images of a quiescent filament on October 15 (a), 
and October 17, 1984 (b). 
Figure 3 :  The Pont Neuf i n  Paris, wrapped by Cristo i n  June, 1985. 
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IIl. Quiescent Filament
Similar intensity and velocity measurements were made on a quiescent
filament from October 15 through October 18, 1984. the objective of the study
was to determine the three dimensional nature of the flows in H_ and CIV using
the center-to-limb perspective effects.
Observations in P_ on October 17 (figure 2b) and later show a classical
quiescent filament structure with footpoints connected by a large arch. This
structure has an appearance similar to the Pont Neuf wrapped by Christo
(figure 3). The fine structure of the filament could be seen with the very
good seeing available at Pic du Midi on October 15, 1984. This revealed that
the large loops were actually composed of many small scale loops with typical
radii of 1000km. These small scale loops seemed to be arranged in a cluster at
the footpoints, and somewhat better aligned between them.
Velocity measurements showed that there was no coherent _locity pattern
along the filament. The velocities in H_ ranged from 2 to 5km/s on October 15
and were smaller on the other days. However, the reduced velocities are most
likely due to the smearing effect from bad seeing. The comparison of H_ and
CIV velocities was also inconclusive.
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A statistical study of the velocities
in the field of view in and near the
filament gives an idea of the structure of
the velocity. The standard deviations of
the velocities in the filament are compared
to the whole field of view (2'x2') as
functions of time. These are presented in
figure 4 for several different satellite
orbits over several days. Near disk center
the values are greater in the filament than
in the mean transition region around it,
while the opposite situation occurs near
the limb (see figure 5), although both
values decrease. Measurements of the
Doppler broadening of the line show the
same effect, which indicates that the large
scale (>3") and the small scale (<3")
velocity structure have the same behavior.
From these measurements we deduce that the
vertical velocities are greater than the
horizontal ones by a factor of 3 in the
filament and 2.5 outside(Simon et al.,
1986).
Figure 4. Velocity standard deviation
calculated for each frame during the SMM
orbit, on October 15, 16, 17, and 18, 1984
(resp. a,b,c, and d). solid lines are for
the filament area data and the dashed ones
for the 2'x2' area dat.
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Figure 5. Variation of the velocity standard deviations (Ov) and of the
Doppler linewidth (A_) of the CIV line versus _.
IV. Conclusion
The observations of the active region filament pointed out a reasonable
model for this type of prominence. The downward velocity at the footpoints
with the upward velocity between suggests a model with a long magnetic flux
rope with material slowly draining out at the footpoints. As the total mass in
the loop decreases it allows the central part to rise. The problem with this
model is that the small pressure scale height should make the prominence drain
much more rapidly than is observed.
The quiescent filament observations do not seem to provide any insight
into the validity of either the Kippenhahn-Schluter or Kuperus-Raadu models
for prominences. 11_e observations seem to indicate that there are no really
significant flows, and d_e structure consists of many small scale loops. Time
observations seem to indicate that dynamic models may be more appropriate for
describing prominences. Although a dynamic model has been presented by Poland
and Mariska (1986), the time scales indicated by the calculations seem to be
too long for the observations.
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ABSTRACT
The Doppler shift properties of 21 active region filaments have been studied using
C IV Dopplergram data. Most are associated with corridors of weak maKnetic field
that separate opvosite polarity strong fields seen in photospheric magnetograms. A
majority of the filaments are relatively blue shifted, although several lie very
close to the dividing lines between relative blue and red shift. Only one filament
in our sample is clearly red shifted. A new calibration procedure for Dopplergrams
indicates that sizable zero point offsets are often required. The center-to-limb
behavior of the resulting absolute Doppler shiftssuggests that filament flows are
usually quite small (< 3 km/s). It is possible that they vanish.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years there have been several studies of the dynamics of solar filaments
observed in EUV emissions (e.g., Orrall et al. 1983, Schmieder et al. 1984, 1985,
Engvold et al. 1985, Athay et al. 1986). _e KipDenhahn-Sch!uter theory of
prominence support suggests that upflows should be present, while the Kuperus-Raadu
theory suggests downflows (Schmieder et al. 1984). A major goal, therefore, has
been to test these theories and to otherwise guide the theoretical efforts.
An unambiguous description of filament dynamics is, unfortunately, still lacking.
One difficulty is the considerable variety in the observational results. Both red
and blue shifts have been reported, and it is not yet clear what, if any, Doppler
shift properties are typical. A second, more fundamental difficulty is that all of
the Doppler shifts measured to date have been relative to an assumed and somewhat
arbitrary zero point. Without knowing the absolute Doppler shifts it is imvossible
to determine either the directions or the magnitudes of the flows.
In this contribution we add to the data base on relative Doppler shifts by
presenting new results for 21 active region filaments. The relationship of these
filaments to the photospheric magnetic field is discussed. We then describe a
method of calibrating the DopDlergrams, and thereby obtain estimates of the
absolute Doppler shifts. This allows us to infer some simple properties of the
flows.
The reader is reminded that active region filaments may be substantially different
from quiescent filaments and prominences discussed elsewhere in these proceedings.
Active region filaments are well defined, low-lying features, whereas quiescent
prominences are often diffuse and can extend to great heights above the solar
surface. It is not obvious that the two should have similar flow properties.
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OBSERVATIONS
The data used in this study consist of C IV (1548) Dopplergrams from the
Ultraviolet Spectrometer and Polarimeter on SMM, photospheric magnetograms from
Kitt Peak National Observatory, and H_ filtergrams from Big Bear Solar Observatory.
Typical examples can be found in Figure i. Frame (a) is a 4" x 4" Dopplergram with
a pixel resolution of 3". As described by Simon et al. (1982), it is derived from
intensities measured simultaneously in the red and blue halves of the line.
Doppler shifts are inferred from these intensities by assuming a shape and a width
for the profile. In this grey scale display light shades correspond to relative
red shifts and dark shades correspond to relative blue shifts. The rms value is
near 8 km/s, which is about average for Dopplergrams that contain active regions.
Individual Doppler shifts are only accurate to a few kilometers-per-second,
however, due to unknown variations in the profile.
The Dopplergram in frame (a) has been normalized in the traditional manner whereby
the average Doppler shift vanishes across the raster. In frame (b) we present the
same data, but with a much more realistic calibration. The Doppler shifts shown
here are believed to be the true, absolute Doppler shifts of C IV. A discussion of
the calibration procedure is postponed until later.
The middle row of Figure 1 contains two photospheric magnetograms having the same
field-of-view as the Dopplergrams. On the left is a + i00 Gauss filled in contour
plot, and on the right is a continuous plot with a + i00 Gauss dynamic range.
Light and dark shades now correspond to positive an_negative magnetic fields,
respectively. The grey areas of the contour plot contain weak fields that are
mostly less than 20 Gauss in magnitude. Recall that only the line-of-sight
component of the field is measured by the magnetograph. In this case it
corresponds approximately to the vertical component, since the active region is not
far from disk center.
Completing the figure at the bottom is an on-band H_ filter_ram to the left and an
Fe I (8688) "wing spectroheliogram" to the right. The latter was obtained by
summing, instead of differencing, the left and right circular polarization signals
from Kitt Peak. It is useful for identifying sunspots, which show up as dark
areas. All of the observations in this figure were made within a period of three
hours.
The images of Figure 1 have been carefully coaligned to an accuracy of about 5".
Doppler zero lines (DZLs), which separate areas of relative red and blue shift in
uncalibrated Dopplergrams, have been marked in frame (a) and transferred to the
other frames as a spatial reference. The transfer was made only after the DZLs
were first corrected for distortions caused by solar rotation during the time lapse
between observations. In this instance the distortions are minimal, but in other
cases they can be important. A detailed description of the correction and
alignment procedures can be found in Klimchuk (1985). We simply state here that
the alignments do not depend solely on the SMM spacecraft pointing coordinates,
which are uncertain by at least 12".
RELATIVE DOPPLER SHIFTS
Figure ! reveals some rather striking spatial correlations between features seen in
the different images. With the exception of sunspots, regions of strong magnetic
field tend to be bright in H_ and red shifted in C IV. Areas of weak field, on the
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Figure 1. S i x  different images of Active Region / I2418 observed on 7 May 1980: 
(a) C IV Dopplergram (uncalibrated), (b) calibrated C IV Dopplergram, (c> 2 
100 Gauss contour plot, (d) continuous magnetogram plot, (e) H, filtergram, 
( f )  Fe I wing spectroheliogram. See text for details. 
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Table 1
Relative CI_ r Doppler Shifts
of Active Region Filaments
(number of occurenees)
Blue Red DZL MLxed
Disk* 11 0 3 1
Limb* 2 1 3 0
Total 13 1 6 1
* p < 0.5 for disk cases, p > 0.7 for limb cases.
other hand, are dark and mostly blue shifted. Notice the narrow yet distinct
corridor of weak field that separates the opposite polarity strong fields of the
active region. It corresponds closely with a band of blue shift, even down to some
of the smaller details. Lying within this corridor, extending all the way from the
lower left corner to near the center of the raster, is a long and thin active
region filament.
These spatial relationships are not unique to this particular active region. In
fact, they are common to a great majority of the 37 active regions we have
examined. Most of the active region filaments we identified are associated with
corridors of weak fields similar to the one shown here. Some occur in the middle
of the corridor, and others lie near the boundary. Only rarely, however, is a
filament seen to stray far into a region of strong field.
It is important to stress that corridors have a finite width. Because the measured
fields are so weak, it is often not Dossible to precisely locate the neutral line.
Furthermore, the position of the neutral line changes with the angle of observation
in a manner that is consistent with horizontal fields in the upper photosphere
(Klimchuk 1985). The commonly held notion that filaments are situated along
neutral lines therefore has ambiguous meaning.
Since corridors are mostly blue shifted, so too are a majority of active region
filaments. Many filaments are completely surrounded by blue shifts, while others,
especially those that lie near a boundary, aDDear to coincide closely with DZLs -
they have blue shifts on one side and red shifts on the other. Table I lists the
relative Doppler shift properties of the 21 filaments comprising our study.
Roughly two-thirds are clearly blue shifted, as indicated in the bottom row. A
smaller number coincide with DZLs (to within about 5"), and only one is
unambiguously red shifted. The filament listed as "mixed" passes through both a
large area of blue shift and a large area of red shift. Although each of the
filaments is assigned to a single category, local deviations in the Doppler shift
may be present. Schmieder et al. (1985) have discussed a filament with a blue
shifted body and red shifted "feet", for example.
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The results of Table 1 are in good agreement with the blue shifts reported by
Orrall et al. (1983) and Schmieder et al. (1984, 1985). They seem to differ,
however, with the findings of Engvold et al. (1985), who identified just as many
active region filaments with red shifts as with blue shifts (there are three of
each kind, with two additional filaments that coincide with DZLs and one that is
mixed). These results must be treated with some caution, however, as uncertain
spacecraft pointing coordinates were used to coalign most of the Dopplergram/
filtergram image pairs. A majority of the filaments examined by Athay et al.
(1986) are reported to be associated with DZLs. Since those authors used
relatively relaxed association criteria, it is likely that some cases would be
classified as blue or red shifted in our analysis.
The first two rows of Table i give separate results for two subgroups of the 21
filaments - disk filaments, observed within 0.5 R of sun center, and limb
®
filaments, observed within 0.3 R of the limb. Doppler shifts are most sensitive
to vertical motions in the firstSgroup, but to horizontal motions in the second.
Furthermore, limb observations are susceptible to projection effects when the C IV
and H_ emissions do not originate at exactly the same height in the atmosphere.
We see that the results are not obviously different for the two groups. The ratio
of DZL to blue shift cases is higher near the limb, but the statistics are too
small to know whether this is significant.
ABSOLUTE DOPPLER SHIFTS
To begin to really understand the flows in filaments it is necessary to first put
the Doppler shift measurements on an absolute scale. This is a non-trivial task,
since the UVSP instrument, like others of its kind, does not have an internal
wavelength calibration. We have therefore attempted to calibrate the data after
the fact using a procedure that is now described.
A limited number of "absolute" Doppler shift measurements have already been made in
both active and quiet regions on the sun. From data collected by instruments such
as the NRL slit spectrograph on Skylab, the CU spectrometer on OS0-8, the HRTS
rocket experiment, and UVSP, a variety of authors have determined Doppler shifts of
C IV (or similar lines) relative to nearby lines formed in the lower chromosphere
(active regions: Feldman et al. 1982, Dere 1982, Brueckner 1981; quiet regions:
Roussel-Dupre and Shine 1982, Dere et al. 1984, Doschek et al. 1976, Brueckner et
al. 1978, Shine 1985). It is generally assumed that the lower chromosphere is a
good zero point reference, since densities are very large there and velocities must
be correspondingly small to maintain a reasonable mass flux.
On the basis of these results we conclude that low spatial resolution observations
of the quiet sun should, on average, yield Doppler shifts that are represented by
an 8 km/s vertical downflow. Low spatial resolution observations of active regions
should yield average red shifts ranging from 15 km/s at disk center to 10 km/s near
the limb (which is not consistent with vertical flow). We have therefore
calibrated our Dopplergrams by artificially degrading their resolution and forcing
them to agree with the expected values. Since the quiet sun values are believed to
be more reliable, we place most of the emphasis on those areas.
For Dopplergram rasters that include part of the limb, an independent calibration
can be used as a check. Under the assumption that horizontal motions average to
zero, we force the average Doppler shift at the limb to vanish. Vertical motions
are normal to the line-of-sight at the limb and therefore do not contribute to the
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Figure 2. Absolute C IV Doppler shifts averaged over the weak field corridors
(dots) and strong field plages (crosses) of 12 active regions. Four regions were
observed twice. The points are plotted as a function of radius vector, or
fractional distance to the limb from sun center. The east and west limbs are at
-1.0 and +i.0, respectively. Corridor values are representative of the Doppler
shifts in and around a majority of active region filaments. Their uncertainties
are roughly + 8 km/s.
Doppler shift there. The calibrations obtained in this way are able to confirm
those obtained by the previous method.
Calibrated Dopplergrams are offset to the red by typically 4-11 km/s relative to
their uncalibrated counterparts. This results in a large excess of absolute red
shifts, as is clearly evident in frame (b) of Figure 1. The blue shifts that do
remain are mostly very small in magnitude. Notice, in particular, how the Doppler
shifts approximately vanish in the weak field corridor, where the filament is
located.
Average Doppler shifts have been determined for the weak field corridors in several
other active regions. They are plotted as dots in Figure 2 as a function of the
radius vector of the observation. (Crosses indicate the average Doppler shifts in
strong field regions and do not concern us here.) Not all of the corridors of
Figure 2 contain filaments, but the observed Doppler shifts do not seem to depend
on whether a filament is present. The values are thus representative of filament
Doppler shifts.
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An obvious trend in Figure 2 is for the Doppler shifts to be blue near both of the
limbs and red near the center of the disk. This is difficult to understand in
terms of simple, resolved flows. The symmetry about central meridian suggests that
the motions are vertical, but vertical motions would produce Doppler shifts with a
constant sign, contrary to the result. Perhaps a more involved interpretation is
necessary. Before resorting to this, however, we note that the uncertainties in
the plotted points are perhaps as large as + 8 km/s. Given this, we see that the
data is consistent with simple flows of very small magnitude (_ 3 km/s). No other
interpretation is obvious, even allowing for the sizable error bars. We conclude,
therefore, that high temperature mass motions are probably minimal in a majority of
active region filaments. Their directions cannot be determined at this time.
This research was conducted while the author was a graduate assistant at the High
Altitude Observatory of the National Center for Atmospheric Research. NCAR is
sponsored by the National Science Foundation.
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Searching the UVSP database, and a list of
experiments showing mass motions.
William Thompson
Applied Research Corporation
8201 Corporate Drive
Landover, MD
Since the Solar Maximum Mission (SMM) satellite was launched in February of
1980, a large database has been built up of experiments using the Ultraviolet
Spectrometer and Polarimeter (UVSP) instrument. Access to this database can be
gained through the SMM Vax 750 computer at Goddard Space Flight Center. One
useful way to do this is with a program called USEARCH. This program allows one
to make a listing of different types of UVSP experiments. As an example, one
could make a list of all Dopplergram experiments made during the month of April
in 1980. It is evident that this program is useful to those who would wish to
make use of UVSP data, but who don't know what data is available. Therefore it
was decided to include a short description of how to make use of the USEARCH
program in these proceedings. Also described here, but not included due to
space limitations, is a list of all UVSP experiments showing mass motions in
prominences and filaments. This list was made with the aid of the USEARCH
program.
There are at the time of this writing four telephone numbers that will
connect to the Vax. These are (301)-344-5596, 7951, 7952 and 7074. Each is
connected to a Hayes modem capable of operating at rates of either 300 or 1200
baud. The baud rate is set automatically by entering a carriage return after
connecting with the modem. (Be careful, entering any other character has the
potential of setting an incorrect baud rate.) At that point one should get the
"Username:" prompt, followed by the "Password:" prompt. If all four of the
modem lines are in use at once, however, the user will be automatically logged
off with an apology and a suggestion to try again later. If users have trouble
logging on they can try calling me at (301)-344-8619, Art Poland at
(301)-344-6991, or Joe Gurman at (301)-344-7599.
Unfortunately, the Goddard Space Flight Center telephone system is
undergoing a change in the near future, and all the telephone numbers will be
different than they are now. For most telephone numbers the change will be
limited to the digits 344 changing to 286 (e.g. (301)-344-8619 will become
(301)-286-8619), but the situation is more complicated in regard to computer
modems. The details of this changeover are not precisely clear to us yet.
After logging on, you should get a dollar sign ($) prompt. At that point,
you can type in the command USEARCH. From that point on, the USEARCH program
will ask a series of questions designed to tailor the output to your
requirements. Sample sessions are shown in figures 1 and 2. Figure 2 shows the
process using the extended search mode, while figure i shows the process without
it. The first question in either case concerns where the output will be sent.
If the letter "D" (either upper or lower case) is entered, then the output will
be saved as a disk file. Otherwise it will be sent directly to a printer. The
printer formats ("V" or "L") differ only in the number of lines per page (61 for
"V" or 53 for "L"). Normally a blank space is inserted between experiments made
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during different orbits, but this can be inhibited to save space. If a question
is not answered, then the default ("NO" unless otherwise specified) is assumed.
The program next asks for the range of the search. This can be expressed
either in experiment numbers, or in terms of day-of-year (DOY) for a given year.
The values must be seperated by commas. The range 1,32000 would include all the
data up to the failure of the UVSP wavelength drive. All questions after that
can be ignored except for those which are of particular interest to the user.
If no answer is given, then that option has no effect on the output. Among the
possible options used to tailor the output is entering the first several letters
of the experiment definition name. One can request a certain file type, either
"PB" for playback or "FD" for final data, or one can request both types. This
only pertains to experiment numbers after 16800. The different experiment type
numbers are shown in table 1 which is reproduced from Henze (1979). The radial
distance from the center of the sun's disk is measured in units normalized to
unity at the solar limb. The selection of "NOAA Active Region No. or Code" is
only moderately useful. For instance, selecting code 6 ("Limb") only selects
out those experiments which have been marked as limb experiments, not all those
taken at the limb. The remainder of the questions should be self explanatory.
The output provided by the USEARCH program gives the following information
about each experiment [Gurman, 1986]: the experiment number, the date, start
time (UT), and day-of-year of the observation, the duration in minutes, the
spacecraft roll in degrees clockwise from north, the NOAA active region number
or code, the radius vector of the center of the UVSP field of view in units of
the solar radius, the position angle of the center of the UVSP raster pattern
measured counterclockwise (eastward) from north, the x and y coordinates of the
center of the UVSP raster pattern in arc seconds, the x and y step sizes in arc
seconds, the x and y extents of the raster pattern in arc seconds, the slit set
number [Woodgate et a2., 1980], the detector(s) used, the approximate wavelength
in Angstroms of the first detector listed, the wavelength drive step size in
motor steps (about 5 mA second order), the number of wavelengths sampled, the
polarimeter position (A, B or OUT), the number of polarimeter positions, the
loop order (explained below), the wavelength drive calibration shift, the number
of repetitions of the outmost active loop started, the detector gating time in
seconds, the reformatting status (P for playback, F for final data, B for both),
the number of logical records in the data file, the experiment type [Henze,
1979], and the experiment definition name.
The nesting or loop order for the instrument mechanisms are given as a four
letter code. X and Y refer to rastering in the X (south to north) and Y (west
to east) directions, P to the rotation of the polarimeter, and W to the stepping
of the wavelength drive. The innermost loop is given first, and then in order
outward. For instance, if the order were WXYP then the instrument would step
through wavelength at each X and Y position before stepping to the next pixel
position, while if the order were XYWP then the instrument would step through
every X and Y position at each wavelength position before stepping to the next
wavelength position. All mechanisms are listed even if some or all are unused.
The unused mechanisms are listed last, and the default order is XYPW.
The USEARCH program was used to make a list of all observations taken UVSP
instrument showing mass motions in solar prominences and filaments. This list
pointed to some several thousand experiments in total. These data were then
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analyzed to determine when significant changes in pointing were done, so as to
reduce the list to a more manageable size. Once this was done, the list of
pointings was compared to the H-alpha synoptic charts published in the Solar--
Geophysical Data prompt reports. Although this sort of comparison is crude, as
conditions on the sun will change over the period of one Carrington rotation, it
is still possible to get some idea of the probability of finding a filament in
many of the particular pointing sets. However, it was not judged possible to
accurately determine if a limb observation would show a prominence based on the
synoptic charts.
The data are organized into three tables in a seperate document [Thompson,
1986]. The first table presents the data for all UVSP dopplergram experiments.
Table 2 presents the raster through the line (RTL) experiments and table 3
presents the profile matrix (PM) experiments. The RTL experiments differ from
the PM experiments in that in the latter a scan through wavelength is made at
each pixel position before moving to the next pixel, while in the RTL mode a
complete image is made in each wavelength before moving to the next wavelength.
Included in the tables is a numerical code for each pointing set which
represents the judged probability of finding a filament in the field of view,
where 0 represents "probably not", i represents "possibly", 2 represents
"probably", and 3 represents a limb observation. Only the first two tables were
distributed at the meeting. Contact me for a copy of this document.
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ORIGINAL _AGE ;$
OF POOR QUALITY
Table I. UVSP experiment types. (Reproduced from Henze, 1979).
NUMBER
5
6
7
8
9
I0
II
12
13
la
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
NAME [ XPLANAT ION
SPECTROH[LIOGRAH
DOPPLERGRAM
POLARGRAM
MAGNETOGRAM
I-MAX
I-MIN
FLASH WATCH
RED-MAX
BLUE-MAx
SPECTROORA_
LA_BDA-MAX(GLOBAL)" 1
LA_,BDA-MAX(LOCAL)"
LAHBOA-MIN(GLOBAL)" 1
LAM3OA-MIN(LOCAL)"
SPECIAL
PROFILE MATRIX
MULTI-LINE PROFILE MATRIX
RASTER THROUGH IHE LINE
POLARIZED PROFILE MATRIx
POLARIZED MULTI-LINE
PROFILE MATRIX
POLARIZED RASTER THROUGH
IHE LINE
Raster
Raster with velocit) slits, perlodic recenterlnq of
lines, and wavelength offsets to callOrate
Raster using polarlmeter
Raster with velocity slits and o01arlmeter, per_oC'C
recenterlnq of lines, and wavelenqth offsets to
calibrate,
Performs raster and finds posit_on of maxlmum intensity.
Performs raster and finds position of minimum intensity.
Repeats rasters until maximum Intensity e_ceeds threshold.
Performs Dopplergram raster and finds nosition of maximum
red sh_ft of line (maximum velocity away from spacecraft).
Performs Dopplergram raster and finds POSition of maximum
blue shift of line (maximum velocity toward spacecraft).
Spectral scan.
Performs spectral scan and f_nds wavelength at w_cm
_ntenslty IS ma_Imur:.
Performs spectral scan and finds wavelenQth at which
intensity iS minimum,
Anything, parameter block completely soeclfled by
experimenter.
Raster of sPectroqrams over a $inqle line PrOfile wit h
raster step changes after complete Drofile is observed.
Raster of spectrograms over several l_ne profiles; after
all llne profiles are scanned at one POSition, then
raster step chanqes.
Set of rasters at different wavelengths in line profile;
after raster is completed at one wavelen0th, then
wavelength drive steps tO new wavelenQth.
Same as No. 16 except us_nq polarimeter.
Same as NO. 17 except using Polarimeter.
Same as No. 18 except using polarimeter.
"if global, then the wavelength is stored in a wavelength register and the previous
value is destroyed. If local, then the previous value in the wavelength reqister
is not destroyed.
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Figure I. USEARCH sample session without the extended search menu.
$ usearch
CATALOG SEARCH AND PRINTOUT:
For DISK FILE instead of spooling, enter D
Printer format [V for Versatec or Printronix,
L for LaserGrafix; default = V]
Inhibit space between orbits in output? [Y,N]
Extended search menu? [Y,N]
Answer any of the following: (Defaults are ALL possibilities
except for experiment nos. or DOYs.)
Experiment Nos.: First,Last
Enter DOY limits & Year [DOYI,DOY2,YR]
Must specify experiment number or D0Y range. Try again.
Experiment Nos.: First,Last
Experiment Name, or part of [e.g.,C4CON]
i,i00
Hope you made no mistakes!
More? [Y/N]
Do you want to try again? [Y/N]
Output to Disk File P_NTR.L!S --
$
97 EXPS,
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Figure 2. USEARCH sample session with the extended search menu.
$ usearch
CATALOG SEARCH AND PRINTOUT:
For DISK FILE instead of spooling, enter D
Printer format [V for Versatec or Printronix,
L for LaserGrafix; default = V]
Inhibit space between orbits in output? [Y,N]
Extended search menu? [Y,N]
d
Y
Answer any of the following: (Defaults are ALL possibilities
except for experiment nos. or DOYs.)
Experiment Nos.: First,Last
Experiment Name, or part of [e.g.,C4CON]
File type (exps. after 16800): I=PB, 2=FD, 3=both
Wavelength limits in Angstroms (Integers)
Slit No.
Detector No. (more than one entry will
search for a combination of detectors)
Experiment Type No.
Polarimeter A, B, or O for OUT
Lower, upper limits on radial distance from sun center
Image size in pixels [NX,NY]
Resolution desired in arcsec/pixel [DX,DY]
Lower limit on Duration in minutes
NOAA Active Region No. or Code:
(l=Sun Center, 2=Coalignment, 3=Star, 4=Coronal Hole,
5=Filament, 6=Limb, 7=Bright Point, 8=Prominence,
9=Door Closed, 10=Night, II=N or S Pole,
12=Plage, 13=Quiet Sun, 14=Sun Center with Tracking)
Spectra only (including PM_s and RL_s)? [Y/N]
i,i00
Hope you made no mistakes!
More? [Y/N]
Do you want to try again? [Y/N]
Output to Disk File PRNTR.LIS --
$
97 EXPS.
D
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ON THE EXISTENCE OF OSCILLATIONS IN SOLAR FILAMENTS
OBSERVED IN H_ AND C IV LINES
Schmieder B, Malherbe J.M., Mein P.
Observatoire de Paris - Section de Meudon
92 195 Meudon Cedex - France
and
Tandberg - Hanssen E.
NASA, Marshall Space Flight Center, AL. 35812, USA
ABSTRACT
Time sequence observations of filaments in both the H_
line and the 1548 A C IV line were analyzed with the
Fourier transform technique in the frequency range
(i - i0 mHz). No oscillation is detected in filaments
except at the footpoints where a steady velocity gradient
is large. The energy is probably due to convective mo-
tions rather than pressure oscillations.
INTRODUCTION
Studies on the heating mechanisms of the solar corona
have pointed out the importance of the inhomogeneities
in the atmosphere. The observations of filaments which
are structures located inside the corona and connected
with the photosphere can make understandable the trans-
port of energy through magnetic structures.
Time sequences of filament observations were made simulta-
neously in the H a line and in the C IV line in 1980
using respectively the Multichannel Subtractive Double
Pass spectrograph (MSDP) operating on the Meudon Solar
Tower and the Ultra Violet Spectrometer and Polarimeter
(UVSP) on board the SMM satellite. Table i gives the
characteristics of the observations.
Table I Filament observations
instrument MSDP (Meudon) UVSP (SMM)
line H_ C IV
wavelength 6563 A 1548 A
number of sequences 3 5
time duration 15 - 25 min 25 - 35 min
time step 60 sec 30 sec
spatial resolution i" 3"
field of view i' x 3' i' x i'
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.F ig .  1 AR 2697 a. I C 
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I V 
b 
vP 
Fig .  2 C I V  obse rva t ions  a :  ca se  1- Sept  30 1980, b:  ca se  2-Sept 28 1980 
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These observations concern two different active regions
named by NOAA : AR 2701 and AR 2697 (Fig. i). Boxes a and
b in figure i indicate the C IV field of view (i' x i')
represented on the figure 2, respectively 2a and 2b. The
arrows show the filament region (Fig. 2 I).
Stationary velocity fields
For almost all the time sequences, the stationnary velo-
city field is upward in the filament (Fig. 2a V : white
zone) but in case 2 we observe a strong horizontal gradi-
ent of velocity at the location of the filament
(Fig. 2b V) suggesting a loop (Engvold et al. 1985). The
mean values over the time reach + 10km s -I and - 14 km
s -I in C IV, and 2.5 and -3.5 kms -I in Ha. Such regions
have been interpreted as foot points of filaments
(Schmieder et ai.1985).
Velocity power spectrum
These sequences of observations were analyzed by the
Fourier transform technique. We obtain velocity maps at
different frequencies. In figure 2 Vp, we present results
for periods around 200 s. The oscillations in filaments
are not detected in H a line in the frequency range
(l-10mHz) ; they have no significant amplitudes
in C IV lines (case I -Fig. 3ab). This result is consistent
with the efficient reflection of acoustic waves at the
top of the chromosphere confirming a previous result
(Malherbe et al. 1981). Outside the filament, the well
known chromospheric oscillations around 200s are present
(Fig. 3a). In the transition region no oscillation is de-
tected outside sunspots and bright points. As that con-
cerns only a few points, the power spectrum is weak (Fig.
3b). For the case 2 we observe energy located principally
in the loop region corresponding to upflows (Fig. 2b Vp -
white zones correspond to energetic regions). The power
spectrum (Fig. 3c) presents a low decay towards high fre-
quencies. The observed peaks do not seem significant, be-
cause the variations of intensity and velocity versus time
at oscillating points show no particular enhanced frequen-
cies.
No present filament model is valid to interpret the exis-
tence and the stability of the footpoints of the filaments:
siphon mechanism (Ribes and Unno 1980), magnetic flux rope
(Schmieder et al. 1985). The existence of energy power in
the footpoints during activation of the region can be due
to photospheric convective motions rather than oscillations
(Malherbe et al. 1986).
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INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the magnetic field vector plays a fundamental role in the
physics of solar prominences, being the main agent in determining their geometrical
forms, their motions, and, eventually, their existence itself. For this reason,
any attempt of measuring magnetic field vectors in prominences has to be considered
as an extremely important contribution to the understanding of the physical picture
of these structures.
Magnetic fields can be measured, in solar prominences, by means of two different
basic mechanisms that are responsible for the introduction (or the reduction) of a
given amount of polarization in spectral lines: these are the Zeeman effect and
the Hanle effect.
Through the splitting of the magnetic components of a spectral line, the Zeeman
effect is able of introducing a certain amount of circular polarization across the
line profile. This circular polarization results in being of the order of
g _L cos_ / A_
where g is the effective Land4 factor of the line, _L is the Larmor frequency
that is proportional to the magnetic field, _ is the angle between the magnetic
field and the line of sight and A_ is the line-broadening in frequency units. For
typical magnetic fields that are believed to be present in prominences (_ 10-20 G),
the circular polarization results in being of the order of few tenths of a percent
or lower, and can then be measured by means of high-sensitivity magnetographs or
spectropolarimeters. With this technique, however, only the longitudinal component
of the field can be obtained and the real structure of the vector magnetic field
configuration remains highly undetermined.
The Hanle effect consist in a modification of the linear polarization that is indu-
ced in spectral lines by the anisotropic illumination of the prominence plasma by
the photospheric radiation field. In the absence of magnetic fields, emission li-
nes from prominences are, in general, linearly polarized along the solar limb
direction, with polarization values typically of the order of a fraction of a per-
cent. The presence of a magnetic field acts through the combination of a depolari-
zation mechanism and a rotation of the direction of maximum polarization that both
depend on the intensity and direction of the field. As a result, the magnetic
field vector can be conveniently recovered through the measurement of linear pola-
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rization in suitable emission lines from prominences, although a twofold degeneracy,
typical of the Hanle effect, avoids an unambiguous determination of _ from opti-
cally thin lines. The aim of this paper is to present an updated review of the
work that has been done on this subject and to point out some of the perspectives
that are still open for future work.
MEASUREMENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELDS THROUGH THE ZEEMAN EFFECT
The first quantitative observations based on this technique were obtained in the
late 60's by means of standard solar magnetographs. The main results, due to Rust
(1966, 1967), Harvey (1969), and Tandberg-Hanssen (1970) were obtained with the
Climax magnetograph of HAO and are reviewed in Tandberg-Hanssen (1974). They show
a distribution of the longitudinal component of the magnetic field vector, as obser-
ved in H_ for 135 quiescent prominences, ranging from 0 to 26 G, with a peak value
at approximately 5 G, and an overall mean of 7.3 G. It was also shown by these
investigators that, even if the measured field strength may vary from point to point
(with a slight trend for BII to increase with height), the polarity of the field
does not change for a given prominence. Similar observations have been reported
more recently by Kim et al. (1982) and by Nikolsky et al. (1984). These observa-
tions, obtained with the spectrally scanning magnetograph installed at the 53 cm
coronograph of the Kislovodsk Station, show a broad distribution of observed field
strengths with two peaks for B, close to 8 and 20 G. Moreover, it has been found
by these authors, from a statistical analysis of the behavior of the observed field
strength with the angle beween the line of sight and the prominence long axis, that
the magnetic field vector is inclined of approximately 25 D with respect to the pro-
minence long-axis itself.
In spite of the good results that have been obtained through the Zeeman-effect me-
thod, it has to be pointed out here that, according to theoretical calculations
(Landi Degl'Innocenti, 1982) and to observations (Athay et al., 1983, Nikolsky et
al., 1984), the V-profile of a typical emission line from prominences (like HeI D3,
H_, or H E) has a characteristic signature that results from the superposition of a
sym/netric component (due to atomic polarization) and an antisymmetric component
(due to the Zeeman effect). The determination of the longitudinal component of the
field requires the separation of the antisymmetric component from the observed pro-
file. This procedure has been actually followed in the reduction of the observa-
tions by Nikolsky et al., whose results can then be considered as fully reliable.
MEASUREMENTS OF MAGNETIC FIELDS THROUGH THE HANLE EFFECT
In recent years, extensive series of linear polarization observations in prominence
emission lines have been obtained through the Pic-du-Midi coronograph polarimeter
(Leroy et al., 1977, 1984; Leroy, 1981) and through the HAO Stokes polarimeter
(House and Smartt, 1982; Athay et al., 1983; Querfeld et al., 1985). At the same
time, our theoretical understanding of the physical mechanisms underlying the appea-
rance of polarization in prominence emission lines has grown considerably. While
Landi Degl'Innocenti (1983) has attacked in full generality the problem of the ge-
neration and transfer of polarized radiation in spectral lines, more specific con-
tributions have been brought by several authors. Bommier and Sahal-Brechot (1978)
have developed a formalism of the quantum theory of the Hanle effect to obtain the
theoretical expectations for the integrated linear polarization of the HeI D3 line
in optically thin prominences in the presence of weak magnetic fields (B < i0 G).
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This formalism has been subsequently generalized by Bommier (1980) to allow for lar-
ger values of the magnetic field and by Landi Degl'Innocenti (1982) to interpret the
fine structure of the D3 line not only in linear but also in circular polarization.
Further theoretical progress has been achieved by Landolfi and Landi Degl'Innocenti
(1985) who have computed the expected polarization of the NaI D lines in optically
thin prominences for arbitrary values of the magnetic field vector, by Bommier et
al. (1986 a,b) who have performed analogous computations on H 8 taking properly into
account the depolarizing effect of electron collisions, and, finally, by Landi
Degl'Innocenti et al. (1986) who have attacked the more involved problem of H_ pola-
rization in optically thick prominences.
The theory developed in the papers quoted above have been successfully applied to a
conspicuous set of data with the aim of determining the configuration of the magne-
tic field vector in prominences. Athay et al. (1983) report on the interpretation
of the D3 polarization observed in 13 prominences with the HAO Stokes-polarimeter.
The main result of this investigation concerns the inclination of the magnetic field
vector with respect to the solar radius that shows a pronounced preference to be
close to 90°; in other words, the field appears to be horizontal. The values ob-
tained for B range from 6 to 27 G while the azimuth angle _ with respect to the
prominence long-axis does not show any sistematic trend. It must be emphasized at
this point that, due to the fact that it is impossible to discriminate (for optical-
ly thin lines) between two magnetic fields symmetric with respect to the plane con-
taining the line of sight and the solar radius, the azimuth angle determination has
an intrinsic ambiguity. In the observations of Athay et al. (1983) it was impossi-
ble to ascertain, in most cases, whether the field was crossing the prominence in
the same sense of the underlying photospheric field or in the opposite sense. More
recently, Leroy et al. have presented very interesting results on the interpretation
of the (unresolved) D3 line observed with the Pic-du-Midi coronograph polarimeter in
120 prominences of the polar crown (Leroy et al., 1983) and in 256 quiescent promi-
nences of medium and low latitude (Leroy et al., 1984). In these investigations,
that complete previous results obtained by Leroy (1977, 1978), the azimuth _ of the
magnetic field vector is retrieved by means of a detailed statistical analysis that
is based, however, on the assumption of the horizontality of the field itself. The
main results of the analysis by Leroy et al. are summarized in the following: a)
for polar crown prominences a mean value of 6 G is obtained at the beginning of so-
lar cycle XXI, and a mean value of 12 G is reached just before maximum; b) the
azimuth of the magnetic field vector, _ , makes a small angle (25 ° ) with the long
axis of the prominence and shows a marked preference to be directed from the nega-
tive to positive photospheric polarity, thus supporting the Kuperus-Raadu (KR) fami-
ly of models (Kuperus and Raadu, 1974) and contraddictingthe Kippenham-Schl_ter
(KS) one (Kippenham and Schl_ter, 1957); c) for quiescent prominences of medium
and low latitude, there is strong evidence that they can be grouped in two different
types, those having maximum height smaller than 3 x I0 _ km, and those having maxi-
mum height larger than 3 x 104 km; d) prominences of the first type are found to
have a magnetic structure consistent with the KS type of models with _ ~ 20 ° and
B ~ 20 G; e) prominences of the second type are found to have a magnetic structure
consistent with the KR type of model with _ ~ 25 ° and B ~ 5 to i0 G.
Finally, some new results have been published by Bommier et al. (1986a) on the ma-
gnetic field vector determination in a reduced number of quiescent prominences ob-
served quasi-simultaneously in D3 and H E at Pic-du-Midi. Apart from the independent
determination of electron densities (a subject that is not covered in this paper),
the use of two different lines allows, in principle, to obtain the inclination of
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the field with respect to the solar radius. (Similarly to the case where the two
fine-structure components of D3 are observed, as in Athay et al., 1983). The results
obtained from the joint D3 and H E observations are found to be in general good
agreement with previous diagnostics based solely on D3 observations, although the
field inclination appears to scatter significantly from the 90 ° value, being in the
range between 70 ° and ii0 °. These tilt angles with respect to the horizontal are
interpreted by Bommier et al. assuming a V-shaped depression of the lines of force
in the prominence material.
PERSPECTIVES FOR FUTURE WORK
The results that have been summarized in the former sections clearly show the poten-
tiality of polarimetric observations as diagnostic tools for our understanding of
the magnetic configuration of solar prominences. A further point where some pro-
gress can be achieved in the near future concerns the resolution of the ambiguity
intrinsic to circular and linear polarization observations. Indeed, from circular
polarization observations only the projection of the magnetic field along the line
of sight can be determined (once the antisymmetric component is extracted from the
V-profile), while, from linear polarization observations of optically thin lines, a
twofold ambiguity remains between a magnetic field determination and its specularly
symmetric image with respect to a plane containing the line of sight and the local
solar radius (for prominences observed in the plane of the sky). For optically
thick lines like H_, the situation changes dramatically, as the possibility of mul-
tiple scattering inside the prominence body introduces a further physical direction
into the problem and changes the simple specular symmetry previously outlined. Po-
larization diagrams for the expected polarization in Hd from optically thick promi-
nences have been obtained by Landi Degl'Innocenti et al. (1986). Their results show
that an ambiguity is still present in the field determination, but this ambiguity
doesn't have the simple behavior of the specular symmetry typical of the optically-
thin case. Simultaneous observations in optically thin and optically thick lines
are then able, in principle, of solving the azimuth ambiguity. In concluding we
want to stress the fact that the theory of the Hanle effect is nowadays established
to such a degree of sophistication that it could provide the actual determination
of the magnetic configuration of prominences with improved accuracy with respect to
the present situation. To this aim simutaneous observations of the circular and
linear polarization in several spectral lines (HeI D3, NaID, H_, H E) are needed. We
hope that a new instrument, capable of performing similar observations with high
spatial resolution, will be soon available to the solar scientific community in or-
der to unravel in further details one of the most puzzling problems in the physics
of solar prominences, namely the problem of their magnetic configuration.
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ABSTRACT
The Hanle effect is the modification of the linear polarization parameters of a
spectral line due to the effect of the magnetic field. It has been successfully
applied to the magnetic field vector diagnostic in solar prominences. The magnetic
field vector is determined by comparing the measured polarization to the polariza-
tion computed, taking into account all the polarizing and depolarizing processus in
line formation and the depolarizing effect of the magnetic field. The method has
been applied to simultaneous polarization measurements in the Helium D 3 line (5876_,
3d3D÷ 2p3P) and in the Hydrogen HB line in 14 prominences. Four polarization pa-
rameters are measured (two polarization degrees and two polarization directions),
which lead to the determination of the three coordinates of the magnetic field vec-
tor and the electron density, owing to the sensitivity of the HB line to the non-ne-
gligible effect of depolarizing collisions with electrons and protons of the medium.
--3
A mean value of 1.3x I0I° cm is derived in 14 prominences.
1, II'ITRODUCTION
The prominences emission lines observed at the solar limb with a coronagraph are
linearly polarizedbyRayleigh scattering of the underlying anisotropic photospheric
radiation. In zero magnetic field the polarization direction would be parallel to
the solar limb. The magnetic field modifies the linear polarization of the emitted
line, leading to a depolarization and to a rotation of the polarization direction :
these are the two main features of the Hanle effect. This effect has been success-
fully used for determining the prominence magnetic field from polarization measure-
ments of the Helium D3 line (5876 A, 3d3D+ 2p3P) (Leroy et al., 1983, 1984; Athay
et al., 1983; Querfeld et al., 1985). The diagnostic is achieved by matching the
observed polarization parameters and the computed ones. The computation of the po-
larization of the Helium D 3 line has been achieved using a quantum formalism of mat-
ter radiation interaction (Bommier and Sahal-Br_chot, 1978; Bommier, 1980; Landi
Degl'Innocenti, 1982), and leaning on the recent works on Helium line formation in
prominences (Heasley et al., 1974).
The Hydrogen Ha and H6 line polarization in prominences has been measured at the
Pic-du-Midi (Leroy, 1981). The interpretation of polarization measurements requi-
res further investigation because, owing to the large dipole interaction between
the Hydrogen atom and the surrounding electrons and protons, the depolarizing effect
of collisions between fine structure levels (n, _, j) and (n, I, j') cannot be ne-
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glected. This lead to a new method of diagnostic ofthe electron density, which has
been applied to 14 prominences observed in Helium D 3 and Hydrogen H_ simultaneously
(Bommier et al., 1986). By measuring the polarization parameters of two lines, one
gets four measured quantities, because two parameters are measured for each line,
which are the polarization degree and direction. Four quantities can be determined
from interpretation, which are the three coordinates of the magnetic field vector
and the electron density in the case of D3 and HR. The radiative transfer problem
is avoided because these lines are optically thin in prominences; this is not the case
of Ha which is notoptically thin and for which the radiative transfer problem for polari-
zed radiation in the presence ofamagnetic field has to be solved before interpreting the
observations (Landi Degl'Innocenti, these proceedings).
In Section 2 we present the main steps and physical hypothesis of the H_ polari-
zation computation; the results of interpretation of polarization measurements are
given in Section 3.
2, CALCULATION OF THE LINEAR POLARIZATION UF THE HB EMISSION LINE
OF SOLAR PROMINENCES
The computation of the linear polarization of prominences Helium and Hydrogen
Balmer lines requires firstly a quantum formalism of matter-radiation interaction :
the master equation for the atomic density matrix, which describes the evolution of
the atom coupled to the bath of photons and perturbers, is solved at the stationary
state. The emitted photons density matrix and the polarization parameters of the
emitted line are derived straightly from the atomic populations and coherences com-
puted at the stationary state. (Bommier and Sahal-Brgchot, 1978; Bommier, 1980).
The atomic density matrix has been expanded over a basis which diagonalizes the
fine-structure and the magnetic field interaction. The validity of the computation
is then extended up to field strengths of 100 Gauss. In the case of Hydrogen, the
hyperfine structure also has been taken into account in a preliminary calculation,
but turns out to be negligible with respect to the measurement inaccuracies.
The resolution of the master equation at the stationary state requires the know-
ledge of the line formation processes. These are known from the work of Heasley et
al. (1974) for Helium lines, Heasley and Mihalas (1976), Heasley and Milkey (1976_--
1978) for Hydrogen lines, by solving the coupled problem of radiative transfer and
statistical equilibrium. In the case of Hydrogen lines, the first atomic model
(Heasley and Mihalas, 1976) assumed five bound levels and a continuum for statisti-
cal equilibrium computations. Heasley and Mihalas (1978) have shown that radiative
cascades from upper levels up to n = 20 must be included in the statistical equili-
brium equations for obtaining correct Balmer line intensities. In fact that effect,
together with that of radiative recombinations, is much less important for the ato-
mic polarization. Owing to measurements inaccuracies, it can be neglected in the
present problem : thus statistical equilibrium equations have been solved for the
levels n = I to 4 for the computation of the H_ polarization.
The alignment of the Zeemsn sublevels is due to the absorption of theanisotropic
incident photospheric and chromospheric radiation field. However, radiative trans-
fer and statistical equilibrium should be solved consistently for optically thick
transitions. In fact very high optical thickness for the Lyman lines are derived
in Heasley's series of models (TLy _ _ I0_). Thus, owing to the trapping of the Ly-
man radiation in the prominence material, we have considered that their anisotropy
is completely lost, and we have used the local intensities at the bottom of the pro-
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minence, taken from recent quiet sun intensity measurements at the center of the
disk. For the Balmer lines, their optical thickness has been obtained by Landman
and Mongillo (1979) from line profile measurements : rH_ _ 2.2; _HB _ 0.3. Never-
theless, in our computations, the prominence has been assumed tob_optically thin in
the Balmer lines (H_ and HE) and in the Paschen line P_. With the exception of the
Ha line, our model is thus consistent with that of Heasley and Milkey (1978), where
the Lyman lines and Ha are optically thick and the Balmer, Paschen and all other li-
nes between excited levels are optically thin.
The computation of line polarization must also take into account the non-magnetic
polarizing or depolarizing effects. In the case of Hydrogen lines, the statistical
equilibrium results from radiative transitions and also from transitions between fi-
ne structure levels n, %, j and n, £±I,j' due to collisions, owing to the large di-
pole interaction between the Hydrogen atom and the surrounding electrons and protons.
The corresponding collisional rates are of the same order of magnitude as the radia-
tive rates, for typical electronic densities of prominences. We have computed the
collisional transition probabilities using a semi-classical description of the col-
lision and assuming the impact approximation, which means that the collision dura-
tion is very small with respect to the mean time between collisions, or, in other
words, that collisions are well-separated in time. The impact approximation is va-
lid at typical electron densities in prominences. The effect of collisions with
protons has been found to be 10 times larger than the effect of collisions with elec-
trons. Owing to the isotropic distribution of electrons and protons, the effect of
collisions is to decrease the anisotropy of the Zeeman sublevels Which is responsi-
ble for the polarization of the emitted radiation.
3, DIAGNOSTIC OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD VECTOR AND OF THE ELECTRON DENSITY
The diagnostic of the magnetic field vector and of the electron density is achie-
ved by matching the observed polarization parameters and the computed ones for each
observed line. This leads to the determination of a series of field vector solutions
and density values for which the computed polarization parameters are equal to the
observed ones for each line. The final determination is achieved by looking at the
common field vector solutions in the two series.
In fact, in most of cases, multiple solutions are obtained, which are grouped two
by two owing to the fundamental degeneracy of the solutions : two field vector sym-
metrical with respect to the line of sight have the same effect on the line polari-
zation and cannot be distinguished.
In the multiple solutions (up to 8), a selection has been done based on several
criteria determined from results obtained in previous works on the prominence magne-
tic field vector determination from polarization measurements in the D3 line resol-
ved in two components (Athay et al., 1983; Querfeld et al., 1985) or unresolved
(Leroy et al., 1984) :
I - Though rather vertical solutions should be valuable a priori, they can be dis-
carded on account of the statistical analysis of the polarization degree and the di-
rection of polarization observed in the Helium D 3 line, for which the depolarization
is of magnetic origin only : the observed average depolarization is too large to be
consistent with rather vertical fields (Sahal-Br_chot et al., 1977; Leroy, 1978).
2 - Field strengths higher than 30 Gauss are highly impr---obable in quiescent promi-
nences : such derived field strengths are very probably parasitic solutions due to
level-crossings effects in the D3 line (Bommier, 1980).
3 - The angle between the magnetic field vector and the prominence long axis is clo-
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se to 25 ° (Leroy et al., 1983, 1984).
4 - The field component that is along the long axis of the filament shows a general
organization which forms over the Sun's Surface a regular pattern well defined and
consistent. (Fig. 13 of Leroy et al., 1984).
5 - For the high prominences (h > 30 000 km), which show filamentary or curtain-li-
ke structures, the lines of force cross the prominence in the opposite direction
with respect to the polarity of the adjacent photospheric field (Leroy et al., 1984)
as in the Kuperus-Raadu model type. This is the case of all the prominences of our
sample, with the exception of prominence n ° 12.
All these criteria have been used for solving the ambiguities of the diagnostic.
It is very interesting and important to notice that all these criteria do not con-
tradict one another : it has been possible in all cases to select one field vector
and only one, among the multiple solutions of our sample, which agrees with all the
above criteria.
However, if we compare our sample to that
analyzed by Athay et al. (1983), it contains
a greater number of cases where the field li-
nes of force are not exactly horizontal, but
somewhat aslant. The angle of deviation of
the lines of force from the horizontal plane
is more than 25 ° in seven prominences of our
sample. Therefore one must consider that
the magnetic field in quiescent prominences
should be less horizontal than currently ad-
mitted. Such a geometry is difficult to ad-
mit in quiescent prominences where the cold
material is observed hanging on the support
made by the lines of force, either motion-
less, or hardly moving; a 30 ° slope of the
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Fig. I - the simple geometry of field lines
used in this work : the polarization degree
and direction of the H8 line have been com-
puted assuming that two field works with in-
clination 4 and 180°-%, and the same azimuth
@, are present along the line-o_-sight.
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Fig. 2 - Histograms of the magnetic field vector
and electron density determined in 14 prominences
observed at the Pic-du-Midi. The three coordina-
tes of the field vector are : the field strength B,
the inclination angle with respect to the horizon-
tal plane A_, the angle _ between the field vector
projected on the horizontal plane and the prominen-
ce long axis.
lines of force would lead to fast drifts
downwards of the prominence matter. The in-
terpretation of polarization measurements has been undertaken again, assuming V sha-
ped lines of force (see Fig. I), in order to schematize by this mean the shape of
lines of force in the prominence models (Kippenhahn and Schluter, 1957; Kuperus and
Raadu, 1974), in which a magnetic through is assumed, where the cold material can be
supported against gravity.
The result on the magnetic field vector and electron density determination is gi-
ven on the histograms of Fig. 2, which give the three coordinates of the magnetic
field vector (field strength, angle of inclination of the lines of force with res-
pect to the horizontal plane, angle between the field vector projected on the hori-
zontal plane and the prominence long axis) and the electron density in the 14 pro-
minences. The mean value of the determined elctron density is 1.3x I0 z°cm -3 in the
14 prominences.
The sensitivity of _3the H_ polarization to electron and proton collisions is in
the range 109- 10_Zcm : this is very favourable for using this density diagnostic
method in quiescent prominences. For densities larger than I0 zzcm -3 the collisio-
nal depolarization becomes very effective, and the polarization degree of HB becomes
too small to be measured (less than 10-3). Densities higher than 10ZZcm -3 in promi-
nences are therefore not compatible with the observed polarization of the H_ line.
4, CONCLUSION
The collisional depolarization of Hydrogen lines provides a method for determi-
ning the electron density in a density range where the Stark broadening becomes too
small to be interpreted, these two methods being therefore complementary.
The method has been applied to magnetic field vector andelectrondensitydJ_1_os-
tic in 14 prominences and has led to a mean value of 1.3x 10 I°cm -3 for electron den-
sity.
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INTRODUCTION
The phenomenon of the sudden filament disappearance (Disparition Brusque) is a
familiar one to observers at H-alpha telescopes. Nevertheless, the importance in
Disparition Brusques (DB) continues to grow for several reasons which are cited
below. We must report that the Coronal and Prominence Plasmas Workshop was a very
"constructive" one--that is, there seemed to be more emphasis on building and
maintaining filaments than in destroying them. As a consequence, this sub-group is
smaller than most of the others. All the same, progress in this area of filament
disappearances seems steady and assured, based on results and programs reported
during the Workshop.
THE IMPORTANCEAND INTEREST OF DBs
Disappearing filaments engender interest for two principal reasons. They offer a
temptingly simple challenge for various theoretical solar work. DBs also provide a
surrogate or marker for still other solar effects whose occurrence is more difficult
to discern: the support mechanism for prominences, the changing magnetic fields over
a sunspot cycle, and geoeffective coronal mass ejections.
The DB phenomenon seems analogous in many respects to the chromospheric flare
process. However, DBs are easier to observe and analyze because they offer a target
which pre-exists. Filaments apparently pass from equilibrium into a situation which
finds reconnection of magnetic field taking place. Similarly, the pertinent time
scales for the DB process are much slower than those in flares, making filament
disappearances prime candidates for studies of solar activity/flares.
DBs are important further because in their mode of disappearing, filaments seem to
give information (beyond simple feasibility arguments) on how they were originally
formed and, especially, on their support mechanism. We must discern what agent
intervened (or what process was turned off) when the filament became unstable. The
critical thresholds in mass, flux, or field twist that had previously been satisfied
may be revealed in eruptions. As a help in answering these questions, Bommier
(1986b) offered an interesting paper. Her observations (Bommier et al, 1986a; Leroy
et al, 1984) of prominence magnetic fields indicate that tall polar crown filaments
appear to be suspended by the Kuperus-Raadu (1974) mechanism, lower-lying active
region filaments by the Kippenhahn-Schluter (1957) model. This would be an
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important result to verify because it implies at what altitude and in what
configuration the neutral point existed in each case prior to eruption. Surely, the
DB or accompanying coronal mass ejection must exhibit different behavior when
starting from the K-R or K-S (or from the Hirayama, 1986) configurations.
Information may be available from DBs on the general solar cycle variation of
magnetic fields. I note that during the present years of solar cycle minimum, huge
filaments may erupt accompanied by only minimal (A-class) soft X-ray emission. In
1980, the same spacecraft instrumentation typically recorded M-class Long Duration
Events in soft X-rays with peak intensities I000 times greater. Is this a function
of generally decreased fields, or a predominance during the current phase of the
activity cycle of one prominence support mechanism over others?
Finally, in the past few years, solar-terrestrial physicists have grown increasingly
aware of DBs (see, for example, Joselyn and Mclntosh, 1981). Filament
disappearances are now known to be as geophysically important as flares for their
geomagnetic storm, ionospheric, and thermospheric heating effects. The reason for
this, of course, lies in the coronal mass ejection which invariably accompanies the
eruptive (dynamic) DB but is more difficult to detect (Wagner 1984).
It was observations from space that taught us that coronal mass ejections encircle
erupting filaments. Space science has also shown us the need to distinguish between
true dynamic DBs and thermic DBs which seem to be a temporary heating of the
filament to EUV temperatures--not really what had been classically regarded as an
eruptive disappearance. Lastly, the advantage of space observations is also
apparent in their ability to reveal in soft X-rays the magnetic arches which exist
with and after a DB.
Most of the papers in this group use data taken from space. When the American space
science program is re-established, we expect that many more of the questions posed
here will be answered.
WORKSHOPCONTRIBUTIONSTO DB UNDERSTANDING
Coronal and Prominence Plasmas workshop participants learned the results of one
theoretical investigation and three observational studies concerning prominence
disappearances. Mouradian, Martres, and Soru-Escaut (1986) provided new details on
Disparition Brusques of the thermic type (DBt). With data from Skylab, these
workers report that filaments fade and reappear in neutral hydrogen spectral lines
in as little as 30 minutes. This could be an important result for prominence
formation theory. The heat flux necessary to accomplish this is apparently very
high. Certain segments of the filaments were seen to pass through the cycle of
recombination-ionization-recombination four times in as many days. Heating appears
to progress from the outside of the prominence to the inside.
Malherbe and Forbes (1986) offer work which suggests that extreme temperatures (not
unlike those of a flare) in the vicinity of a prominence can cause the prominence to
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go unstable and disappear. These investigators consider wave, Joule, viscous, and
conduction modes of energy transfer to occur in addition to radiative in affecting
the target filament.
The trigger mechanism for dynamic Disparition Brusques (DBd) is not well understood
currently. Simon, Gesztelyi, Schmieder, and Mein (1986) provided evidence that
reconfiguration of magnetic field on a small scale can trigger filament activations.
Examples include a case wherein two pores (manifestations of emerging flux knots)
move together, leading to the destabilization of a filament and the start of a two-
ribbon flare. Another filament activation was marked by the birth of a new pore
very close to the filament which was subsequently seen to twist. These authors were
of the opinion that such pore-destabilizations are a common feature of the DBd.
Kopp and Poletto (1986) are using the Altschuler-Newkirk (1969) method on line-of-
sight magnetic field data over a limited region of the sun (the data are assumed to
repeat over the rest of the solar surface). They calculate the 3-dimensional
potential field topology in the corona over the location of flares and DBs which are
presumed to undergo reconnection processes. Work is in progress to map the coronal
field at the time of the 21 May 1980 flare, after which high X-ray arches were
observed by the HXlS experiment on the NASA Solar Maximum Mission spacecraft.
Results of the calculations will be compared to the observed arches to determine if
the post-event coronal field seems to have relaxed to a potential-like
configuration. Another interesting comparison will be the estimate of energy
represented in the arch formation to the observed thermal energy of the arch. Kopp
and Poletto also hope to determine whether the arches represent reconnection at high
altitude or simply disconnected loops.
The evolution of a filament through a sequence of magnetostatic equilibria, non-
equilibrium phase, and finally eruption as the line current through the filament
builds up, can be traced by Kuin and Martens (1986) with their addition of precise
energy balance equations to those of force balance. Footpoint field motions
increase fields in the filament and simultaneously electric current. The filament
rises to find a new equilibrium. Eventually, no more equilibria configurations
exist which will allow a balance of forces. The filament undergoes a dynamic
disappearance and at the same time induces large currents in the neutral sheet far
below the erupting filament. These lead to H-alpha flaring action below the
eruptive. These authors suggest various data sets which, if obtained, would test
this DB-flare model.
More extensive discussions of recent work on disappearing filaments may be found in
the excellent reviews by Tandberg-Hanssen (1974) and Martin (1980).
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The Workshop group on disappearing filaments discussed a number of interesting
questions for further consideration or work. Of very basic importance for
constraining models that address filament support and/or eruption is an increase in
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our knowledge of coronal magnetic field configurations. Thus, the analytic work
which compares calculated potential configurations to observations of field
structure should be supported (perhaps by offers of computer time). Likewise, an X-
ray instrument such as that on the Japanese HESP satellite or planned U.S. soft X-
ray telescopes will provide valuable data for this purpose. These data are
unobtainable from ground-based observatories. In addition, such instruments promise
to yield time-dependent studies of magnetic field evolution. Our present solar
"atmospheric sounding" is limited to the very modest range of heights represented
by visible wavelength magnetograms and the tracings of white light pores.
It would help us to describe why a filament's "disparition brusque" occurs if we
could state with certitude that magnetic fields along a neutral line cannot erupt
without the presence of a filament. Are there such things as spontaneous erupting
non-prominences, or are these simply called "flares"?
Finally, much can probably be learned from disappearing filaments about the way they
are originally formed and supported. For example, it was not clear to the group
that the Kippenhahn-Schluter mechanism, for the suspension of low-lying active
region filaments, can permit thermic DBs. Yet, the DBt seems to be an active region
event, rather than a high latitude phenomenon. Also, progress would be made if the
process of the unwinding of a DBd were better understood. Is unwinding more common
in active region filament eruptions than in polar, high altitude filament eruptions?
Is this unwinding process related to the respective support mechanisms?
The disappearing filament group looks forward to answers to at least some of these
problems. The group hopes it served to aid the formulation of these questions if
not their resolution.
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INTRODUCTION
The sudden disappearance of filaments, commonly called "Disparition
Brusque" (DB) is of two types : i) the well known ejection of cool
prominence material into the corona, i.e., a dynamic process (DBd)
and ii) the heating of the prominence plasma (Mouradian et al.,
1981). When the hydrogen of the filament becomes ionised, then the
filament start to be visible in EUV lines keeping the same shape
and position as the cool one. This process which is a thermic disap-
pearance was named DB thermic (DBt). In Mouradian et al., (1986) a
complete description of this phenomena is given. Successive disap-
pearances and condensations of a quiescent filament from 1973 june
13 to 17 was studied. This observation was provided by two instru-
ments Skylab ATM abord satellite : the Harvard College Observatory
polychromator and X ray telescope of the American Science and
Engineering Co. (2-32, 44-55 A).
The heating of filaments was confirmed by Malherbe et al.,
(1982) who observed a partial DBt consequently to a flare.
In Schmahl et al., (1982), it was pointed out that before a
DB, filaments are spanned by hot arches emissive in OVI or/
and Mg X or in soft X rays. Many DBs obey to this scenario.
THE HEATING OF THE FILAMENT OF JUNE 1973
The heating of the studied filament may be explained -as seen
above- by a hot arch which span it. This arch is well visible
in soft X rays. It is close to the part of the filament which
shows several DBs. The intensity of different EUV lines
(7-103 to 106 °K) was studied by the spatial variation following
the transition from cool to hot prominence.
The figure i shows us the ratio of the filament integrated
intensity over the line profile and the quiet surrounding sun.
At the right site of the filament observed on June 15 th at
17:22, a hot filament is visible. Note that the cool filament
is in absorption (I/I o < i) in regard to the surrounding,
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whereas the hot filament is in emission (I/I o > i). In figure 2
we show that the intensity ratio of three lines formed at three
different temperatures (CIII/CII, OVl/CIII and Mgx/OVl) gives
a similar result. We see that peaks appear at the end of the
hot filament where is also the transition to the cool filament.
These peaks (on the left of the figure) show that the heating
is propagated toward the filament by conduction, because the
energy transport is more efficient for the higher temperatures
than for the lower ones. On the right side of the peaks the
body of the filament seems to be in thermal equilibrium.
Concerning the energy transport from the hot X arch to the
filament, it cannot be provided by thermal conductivity
because the lines of force between the hot X arch and the promi-
nence, are about perpendicular.
In conclusion we can say that the only likely heating mechanism
is the irradiation of the filament by overspanning hot X ray
emissive arches.
ENERGY INCREASE DURING THE HEATING PROCESS
It can be seen in figure 2 that the hot filament has reached
an equilibrium state between the input and the lost of energy.
The energy input is function of the radiation field of the X
source and of the dilution factor. Using the density values
(Mouradian et al., 1986) we are able to compute the thermic
energy stored by the hot prominence, which is defined as :
E k = f K (neT) H - (neT) C dT = 7 i0 erg cm
where the indexes H and C mean hot and cool.
The transition between the hot and cool parts of the filament
must be studied with better time resolution than that of our
sample, in order to understand the energy transport mechanism.
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OR HOW TO EVAPORATE A PROMINENCE ?
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ABSTRACT
We investigate the thermal disappearance of solar prominences under
strong perturbations due to wave heating, Ohmic heating, viscous heating or
conduction. Specifically, we calculate how large a thermal perturbation is
needed to destroy a stable thermal equilibrium, and find that the prominence
plasma appears to be thermally very rugged. Its cold equilibrium may most likely
be destroyed by either strong magnetic heating or conduction in a range of
parameters which is relevant to flares.
I. INTRODUCTION
The thermal equilibrium of a prominence may be modeled using the approximate
equation:
where
2
hp
2
3 /o
k T 7/2/L2
oc
2
p Q (T)
hp - p2Q(T) + j2/o + n v2/£ 2 + k T 7/2/L2 = 0
o c
is the magnetic heating, assumed constant per unit of
mass.
is the Ohmic heating. We will assume o = o T_/2 with
o being a constant, o
o
is the viscous heating with n n T 5/2
= , n being a
constant, o o
is the thermal conduction with T
c
and k a constant.
o
the coronal temperature
is the radiative cooling.
The quantities p, T, v, j have their usual meaning. Here L corresponds to the
thermal length-scale along a magnetic field line from the photosphere to the
prominence, and £ corresponds to the prominence thickness. Q(T) is the piecewise
cooling function given by Hildner (1974) in the form Q(T) = XT_ with:
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Temperature (K) X (MKSA) e
T < 1.5 x 104 1.759 x 10113 7.4
1.5 x 104 < T < 8 x 104 4.290 x 1019 1.8
8 x 104 < T < 3 x 105 2.860 x i0 0
3 x 105 < T < 8 x 105 1.409 x 1035 -2.5
T > 8 x 105 1.970 x 1024 -i.0
We now consider separately the balance between radiative losses and magnetic
heating, Ohmic heating, viscous heating, or conduction.
II. WAVE HEATING VS. RADIATION
This equilibrium is described by the following set of equations:
2
hppp = pp Q (Tp) in the prominence (subscript p)
2
hcPc = Pc Q(Tc ) in the corona (subscript c).
Q(Tp)/Q(Tc ) = Pc/Pp ' if hp = hc.Hence
T = 106K and a ratio P-/Pc- = I00, we get a reasonable temperatureWith of T
8425 KCfor the prominence. _ow for heating at constant gas pressure, this P
equilibrium is:
[Q(T)/Q(T ) ] (T /T) = h/h .
C C C
Thus, new equilibrium temperatures are given by Q(T)/T = constant x h. For a
given heating rate there are generally two solutions, a cold one and a hot one.
The co_d one does not exist anymore above T =
8 x I0 K, due to the behavior of Q(T), andmthe prominence disappears when
h > hm = hcQ(Tm)Tc/[Q(Tc) _m ]"
With T = 8 x 104K, we get h /h = 213.7. Hence, a strong magnetic heating
• LIL C
is necessar_ to evaporate a prominence. Such a heating could be produced by
enhancement of the ambient coronal heating mechanism or by magnetic energy
released during a flare.
III. JOULE HEATING VS. RADIATION
This balance results from the following equation:
j2/o p2Q (T) = T 3/2
= , with o °o
The current density j can be expressed in terms of the transverse magnetic field
B± by using the mechanical equilibrium condition:
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pg = jB_.
where g is the solar gravity. The equilibrium temperature is then given
= [ 2 B 2 (i/e + 3/2)
Tp g /( _ XOo)]
With a transverse magnetic f_eld B_ of 7G (Leroy et al. 1983), and a classical
m
conductivity of o = 8 x i0 MKSA, we get an unusually low value of T = 1092 K.
o
In order to obtain a realisti_ prominence temperature we need to increase the
resistivity by a factor of i0-, and then we obtain a more reasonable temperature
of 5157 K. Disrupting a prominence by current dissipation requires an even
larger anomalous resistivity. With the same analysis as above, it is n_cessary
to__ncrease the anomalous resistivity yet further by a factor of 5 x I0 or 5 x
i0 ± altogether. Alternatively, one could also decrease the magnetic field by a
factor of 700.
IV. VISCOUS HEATING VS. RADIATION
This equilibrium may be described by the following equation:
2/p2 2 qoT5/2qv = p Q(T) with q = •
Let us compare viscous and Ohmic heating.
numbers R and R are given by:
e m
The viscous and magnetic Reynolds
Re = v£p/n, Rm = v£ _o _,
-12 -3
I_iProminence conditions (T = 8000 K, p = I0 g cm , £ = 3000 km, and v = 2 km
s , Schmieder et al. 1984), we obtain with classical coefficients _ and q :
o o
R m _ 4 x 106 and R v _ 108
Therefore, viscous dissipation is smaller than ohmic heating. Note that this is
not true in the corona (Hollweg 1985). The equilibrium temperature is given by
T = [(qoV2)/(L2p2X)] I/(_-5/2) = 870 K.
P
In order to get a realistic prominence temperature on the order of _700 K, we
need to increase the viscous resistivity by a factor of at least i0 . Perturbing
the equilibrium at constant gas pressure (pT = constant), and constant mass flux
(pv = constant), we obtain the expression
Q(T)/T 13/2 = constant x n
o"
for the new t_mperature. A cold solution does not exist above
T = 1.5 x I0- K due to the behavior of Q(T). Consequently, the prominence
d_sappears when
3/2
qo > qom = qop [Q(Tm)/Q(TP) ] (Tp/T m)
With T = 5700 K we obtain an extra anomalous factor _ /q = 2.4. This means
• . om o
that a_omalous viscosity is a posslble candldate to evaporate a prominence.
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V. CONDUCTION VS. RADIATION
When conduction balances radiation, we have the following equilibrium:
2 7/2/L2P Q (T) = k T , (k = constant).
o c o
L is the thermal length-scale along magnetic lines6coming from the photosphere to
-12 -I
the prominence. With Q _ i0 g cm and T = i0 K, this equation provides T
= 3556 K wi_h L = 3 x 104 km, or T = 4786 K c P3
with L = I0 km or T = 8917 K wit_ L = I0 km, so conduction is important in the
energy budget of prominences. Now if we perturb this equilibrium at constant gas
pressure and constant L, we obtain
Q(T)/T 2 = constant x T 7/2
c
A cold solution does not exist above T = 1.5 x 104 K, and so the prominence
disappears when m
2/7 4/7 2 (_-2)/7
Tc > Tcm = Tc [Q(Tm)/Q(Tp) ] (Tp/Tm) = Tc (Tm/Tp)
With L = 3 x 104 km, we get Tcm/Tc = 9.21. Hence, the appearance of a hot region
in the neighborhood of a promlnence is a possible mechanism to heat and evaporate
a prominence. Such a hot temperature region could be the consequence of a flare.
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1-INTRODUCTION
The solar prominences are known to be supported
by a "stable" magnetic structure, with respect to the usual
lifetime of the prominences. The continuous evolution of
the structure may change suddenly into an activation or
an eruption which are generally explained by the effect
of reconnection processes in the magnetic structure.
The different types of activation of filaments
have been well studied (see reviews from Tandberg-Hanssen
(1974) and Martin (1980), but there is a lack of obser-
vations that can explain the origin of that activation.
We have studied two cases of activation of fila-
ments that occurred in regions of intense magnetic activity
(Martin et ai.,i_83, and Gesztelyi,1984). The simultaneous
observations from Debrecen (white light and H-alpha fil-
tergrams), and from Meudon (Magnetograms, MSDP Dopplergrams
and intensity maps in H-alpha) gave us a complementary set
of data from which we can produce evidence of the influence
of the photospheric magnetic field on the destabilization
process of the filaments. On June 22, 1980, the eruption of
the filament is associated to the motion of pores, which
are the manifestations of emerging flux knots (Malherbe et
al., 1983, Simon et al, 1984). On September 3, 1980, the
twisting motions in the filament are associated to the
birth of a pore in its neighbourhood (Schmieder et al.,
1983, Gesztelyi et al., 1983, Schmieder et al., 1985).
II-RELATION WITH THE MOTIONS OF PORES.
Located in the Hale active region 16918, the
observed filament lies along a neutral line roughly directed
East-West, near the disk center on June 22, 1980. It crosses
a region of enhanced magnetic field to which corresponds a
bright plage in the H-alpha line. Two pores have been
observed at Debrecen Observatory (Martin et al., 1983) on
each side of the filament
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The activity of the region may be summarized by these
main features (Simon et al., 1984) :
-The southern pore began to move toward the
filament (northwards) at approximatively 1230 UT, at a
velocity of 0.2 km/s (figure i) ;
-The brightest point in the southern plage,
corresponding to the moving pore location, began the same
motion at 1259 UT, with a velocity of 20 km _ (figure 2) ;
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Fig.2. Location of the maxima
of brightness in plage near
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ted to the pore 8.
-A two-ribbon flare occurred at 1305 UT on
each side of the filament ;
-The prominence material continues to tra-
vel through the corona with a velocity projected on the
disk of 120 km/s.
The history of these events leads to think that the
evolution of the photospheric magnetic field is at the origin
of the destabilization of the filament and of the onset of
the two-ribbon flare, by the reconnection processes that
are involved.
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111-RELATION WITH THE BIRTH OF A PORE. 
In the Hale active region 17098, the filament lies at 
North of the sunspots, at the location 10N-1OW on Septem- 
ber 3, 1980. Gesztelyi and Kondas (1983) observed the birth 
of a pore, at approximately 6 arc seconds north of the 
filament, by 0743 UT. (figure 4). They report that the 
filament was activated at 0753:54 UT, as the filament began 
to be visible on H-alpha + 1A filtergrams. 
activation that was observed at Meudon observatory in the 
H-alyhaline with the MSDP. They report that the H-alpha 
line began to broaden in the filament by 0748 UT. At 0752: 
19 UT, a subflare,southwards close to the filament, was 
accompagnied by a disturbed velocity field in the filament 
with parts rising (+lOkm/s) and other ones falling (-7km/s> 
(figure 5 ) .  Later on, the filament was disturbed by twis- 
ting motions. In that case, the activation may be related 
to the emergence of flux near the filament. 
Schmieder et al. (1985) have analysed this 
w 
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Fig.5. H-alpha intensity (a> and velocity (b) 
at different times on Sept.3,1980. Black 
lines correspond to the filament in (a> and 
to upward velocity in (b). Point A is the 
subflare kernel. 
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IV-CONCLUSION
These observations give evidence of the direct
influence of the emerging flux evolution on the activa-
tion of these filaments and the onset of flares. They
may be well described by the theoretical models built
upon the interaction of a growing dipole with a "stable"
magnetic structure. The type of activation (eruption
and ribbon flare like on the first case, or twisting
motions and subflare like on the other one) may depend
on the structure of the local magnetic field. It is
necessary to develop simultaneous observations of the
photosphere and the chromosphere with very good time
and space resolution to determine the initial conditions
that may be used in modelling problems.
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INTRODUCTION
It has long been known that magnetic reconnection plays a fundamental role in a va-
riety of solar events. Although mainly invoked in flare problems, large-scale
loops interconnecting active regions, evolving coronal hole boundaries, the solar
magnetic cycle itself, provide different evidence of phenomena which involve magne-
tic reconnection. A further example might be given by the magnetic field rearran-
gement which occurs after the eruption of a prominence. Since most often a
prominence reforms after its disappearance and may be observed at about the same
position it occupied before erupting, the magnetic field has to undergo a temporary
disruption to relax back, via reconnection, to a configuration similar to the
previous one.
The above sequence of events is best observable in the case of two-ribbon (2-R)
flares but most probably is associated with all filament eruptions. Even if the
explanation of the magnetic field rearrangement after 2-R flares in terms of re-
connection is generally accepted, the lack of a three-dimensional model capable of
describing the field reconfiguration, has prevented, up to now, a thorough analysis
of its topology as traced by H_/X-ray loops. The purpose of the present work is to
present a numerical technique which enables one to predict and visualize the recon-
nected configuration, at any time t , and therefore allows one to make a signifi-
cant comparison of observations and model predictions throughout the whole
process.
THE 3-D MODEL
Some years ago, Altschuler and Newkirk (1969) and Altschuler et al. (1977) develo-
ped a method to calculate the global magnetic structure of the corona, assumed to
be potential, from the measured line of sight component of the photospheric magne-
tic field. These authors solved Laplace's equation ?2 _ = 0 for the scalar po-
tential _ , in spherical coordinates, assuming as boundary conditions the observed
values of the magnetic field. In the domain between r = R® and r = R w , which
represents the height at which _ = 0 (or, equivalently, where the magnetic field
becomes radial) _ is given by
PRSCEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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where c_ = dnm :- _ __r®rl)2n+l _ _-i ; Pnm(@) are the Legendre functions of degree
n, order m , and g_ , h_ must be determined from measurements. Once _ is
known, the magnetic field components at any point (r,@,_) are given by
B - B0 :- B_r Dr r 2@ =- }sin@ _-_
We refer the reader to the above-quoted references for more details on the method.
Although traditionally used to derive global coronal fields from photospheric
fields measured over a solar rotation, in principle nothing prevents the applica-
tion of this technique to the study of the temporal variation of the coronal field
topology above limited solar areas, provided that, for each field calculation,
boundary conditions are taken from single observations. Moreover, varying the
height R w where the magnetic field becomes radial provides a means of represen-
ting a reconnection process where fields have reconnected only below R w. A time-
dependent situation may therefore be simulated, even if the R w = Rw(t) profile
can be determined only a posteriori, matching the observed with the analytically
derived topology.
The practical application of the method meets however with severe problems whenever
a high resolution magnetic field representation is required, due to the dramatic
increase of computing time with the size of the input data matrix and the value
n = N at which the harmonic series is truncated. To alleviate these difficulties
we consider data from a limited sector of the Sun and fill the outside regions
with periodic repetition of the field pattern within the sector. With this proce-
dure both the number of input data and the number of coefficients g_ , h_ is
smaller, and as a consequence the computing time is drastically shortened. For
example, fields given with about 30 arcsec resolution over a sector 30 ° wide can
be reconstructed with N = 63 in about I0 h, using a VAX 750.
MAPPING CORONAL FIELDS
Despite the time reduction achieved by the above-mentioned procedure, the overall
computing time still remains rather long. However, much insight into the recon-
necting topology can be obtained from model fields, given with coarse resolution
and easily reconstructed in shorter times. Figures i and 2 show the magnetic
field topology of such a model field whose negative and positive polarities are
oppositely stretched along the East-West direction. Individual maps within each
figure differ in the source surface height: the two figures differ in the crite-
rion adopted for field line selection. Figure i shows maps with field lines origi-
nating from randomly chosen photospheric footpoints; in Figure 2 only those field
lines which close at the height of the source surface are shown.
The two representations complement each other: although no observed configuration
will at any time look like any maps of Figure 2, a comparison of the two kinds of
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Figure I. Randomly chosen field lines for the bipolar model field described in the
text, superimposed on isogauss contours of the surface field. Dot-dashed
field lines are open.
representation is necessary to ensure that no relevant structure is missing from
the more realistic topologies of Figure I.
Examination of Figures i and 2 shows that field lines bridging directly across the
neutral line and closing at relatively low heights, connect footpoints located at
about the same longitude, whereas peripheral field lines, which close at much grea-
ter altitudes may connect widely separated longitudes. When analyzing observed
configurations this behavior may be interpreted erroneously as evidence for a non-
potential, or sheared, field, since field lines appear not to cross the neutral
line at right angles. However taking into account the height shift in the orienta-
tion of the neutral line, one can easily verify that this is not the case.
The May 21, 1980 flare - accompanied by a coronal transient and a growing system of
post-flare loops (de Jager and _vestka, 1985), providing diverse evidence for field
disruption - constitutes an ideal case to test the model capabilities. At the time
of this writing a coronal field mapping, at a number of different source heights,
has not yet been completed. Therefore, in Figure 3 we give only a map of the ob-
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Figure 2. Arcade of loops which form just as the source surface reaches the indi-
cated height, for the same model field as was used in Figure i.
served and reconstructed photospheric field. Magnetograph observations, originally
taken with a 2 arcsec resolution, have been averaged to yield data with 32 arcsec
resolution. The surface field obtained using Legendre functions up to N = 87
yields nearly a perfect representation of this input field configuration.
FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
The main area of applicability of the method lies in the comparison between obser-
ved and computed reconnecting configurations. Usually a filament erupts more than
once in its lifetime; thus the question arises whether after each eruption the re-
connected configuration is potential and only afterwards energy starts building up
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Figure 3. Contour plots of the observed i(left) and reconstructed (right) line-of-
sight surface magnetic field for the active region of the 21 May 1980
flare.
again, or whether reconnection occurs to a non-potential field, thus not releasing
all of the stored energy in any single event. To ascertain which of the above hy-
potheses is correct, it will suffice to check the observed time history of magnetic
field topologies against the potential ones.
Closely related to the above topic is the possibility of identifying the nature of
the giant arches repeatedly observed by the HXIS instrument onboard SMM (_vestka,
1982, 1984). These gigantic structures, observed in association with 2-R flares,
could result either directly from reconnection at high altitudes (as the topology
of the model field shown in Figures i and 2 might suggest) or from the upper dis-
connected loops which overlie the reconnecting arcade (Svestka, 1982). Future ob-
servations of the magnetic field rearrangement after filament eruptions, possibly
in the absence of flares, will help to establish whether giant arches are characte-
ristic of all such events or only of the most energetic ones.
Finally, the method allows one to estimate the amount of energy released by relaxa-
tion towards a potential configuration. This liberated energy has to be at least
of the same order of magnitude as the thermal energy content of the loops, if re-
connection is the sole energy source of the newly formed closed structures. Esti-
mates of this sort have already been performed in idealized 2-D configuration, but
have never been applied to real 3-D topologies.
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INTRODUCTION
Two basically different models for the filament equilibrium by Kippenhahn and
Schluter (1957) and Kuperus and Raadu (1974) have appeared in the literature. In
both models the filament is considered to carry a current. The force balance in
the Kippenhahn and Schluter model is between the downward force of gravity and the
upward Lorentz force between the filament current and the horizontal component of
the background field due to bipolar regions close to the filament. The way the
current circuit is closed in the photosphere is not considered in this model. In
the Kuperus and Raadu model the downward gravitational force is balanced by the up-
ward Lorentz force on the filament current from the magnetic field of a virtual
mirror current of opposite sign. The mirror current is situated below the photos-
phere and closes the circuit in their model.
A further analyses by van Tend and Kuperus (1978) added the force due to the hori-
zontal component of the background field to the Kuperus and Raadu model. The back-
ground magnetic field is assumed to be due to bipolar regions near the filament,
and has the opposite sign to the field in the Kippenhahn and Schluter model. An
interesting argument is presented by van Tend and Kuperus, in which they show that
in the magnetic field configuration they present the currents tend to merge above
the neutral line. Van Tend and Kuperus also showed that there is a maximum current
above which non-equilibrium of the filament exists. They argue that once the fila-
ment surpasses this maximum value for the current, an eruption results. They sug-
gest that this is related to the mass ejection in a solar flare, filament
disappearance before a flare and the disparition brusque of the filament.
In order to obtain a better model which actually describes these phenomena, the
evolution of the filament has to be considered in detail. A first attempt was re-
cently presented by Kaastra (1985). Kaastra did not formulate the precise energy
balance equations for the problem, as is done in the present work. He used the a
semi-empirical velocity law for filaments, where he assumes a negligible accelera-
tion of the filament. Kaastra closed his equations by using an assumption about
the relation between the height and the current of the filament. Thus he was able
to model the eruption of the filament itself. He further included the existence of
a current sheet at the neutral point. In the absence of magnetic field, as is the
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Fig. 1 A schematic of the field and current configuration during
the filament eruption, i. Filament current. 2. X-type neu-
tral line. 3. Flare ribbons. 4. Closed fieldlines.
5. Background field. 6. Line of polarity reversal.
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case at the neutral point, the rise of the current carrying filament induces a
large electric field at the neutral point during the eruption. The resulting elec-
tron acceleration may then cause the hard X-rays observed during the flare. Kaas-
tra compared his model to the May 16, 1981 flare, and found a good agreement with
the observations.
In the present model not only the force balance, but also the energy balance of the
filament is taken into account. Thus a fully closed system of equations is ob-
tained, that describes the evolution of the filament, first in force equilibrium
during the current build-up phase, then in the non-equilibrium phase before the er-
uption, and the eruption itself. A neutral point appears above the photospheric
surface in the non-equilibrium phase, but long before the eruption. We find that
although the filament itself may be in non-equilibrium, the evolution may still be
slow up to the height where the eruption takes place. The eruption of the filament
itself causes a large induced electric field at the neutral point which leads to
the observed flare phenomena (see also Kaastra, 1985, for a detailed description)
THE DYNAMIC FILAMENT ERUPTION MODEL
We considere the filament as a line current, because the thickness of the filament
is much smaller than its length or height above the photosphere.
Before the emergence of the X-type neutral point above the photosphere three forces
act on the filament: gravity, the Lorentz force on the filament current due to the
background field, and the Lorentz force on the filament current from the field gen-
erated by the chromospheric return current. After the emergence of the X-type neu-
tral point above the photosphere two additional forces are present: the Lorentz
force on the filament current from the field generated by the current located at
the X-type neutral point, and Lorentz force due to the field generated by its re-
turn current in the chromosphere. Hence the force balance equation is:
mass filament x acceleration = sum of Lorentz forces on the filament + gravity.
We assume that the mass of the filament is conserved, so that we do not have to
solve the continuity equation.
It is suggested by observations that photospheric footpoint motions increase the
shear of the field over the polarity-reversal line during the build-up phase. The
stretching of field lines by footpoint motions gives rise to energy input into the
filament, reflected in an increase in its current. Since the photospheric resis-
tivity is high compared to that in the corona, we model the energy supply to the
filament as an applied voltage with a large internal resistance in the circuit of
the filament and return current. (For a discussion of the details of conversion of
observed parameters to these circuit parameters, see Martens, 1986). The energy
input into the filament circuit results in work done against the magnetic and
gravitational forces acting on the filament, a change in its kinetic energy, and
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compensates for the resistive losses in the filament circuit.
The current sheet equations are I. the force balance which determines the height
of the sheet, 2. the energy equation describing the current induced by a change in
the flux through the current sheet circuit. 3. the continuity equation which re-
lates the induced current and the width of the current sheet (Syrovatskii, 1971,
Kaastra, 1985). A detailed discussion will be published by Martens and Kuin
(1986).
The equations describing the evolution of the filament are a sixth order system of
ordinary non-linear equations, and are solved numerically. The initial filament
height, velocity and current are found by assuming force-equilibrium. The parame-
ters in the problem are the thickness of the filament, the depth and strength of
the dipole representing the background field, the mass of the filament, and the re-
sistivity in the filament and sheet circuit. Values derived for the May 16, 1981
flare were used.
RESULTS
In Figs. 2 and 3 the results for the May 16, 1981 flare are shown. The build-up
of the filament current at earlier times was very slow. At t=-40 hours the current
is at 0.96 of the current at t=-10 hours. Notice that the slow evolution contin-
ues, even when the filament is already in the non-equilibrium regime (past t=-10
hours). A neutral sheet is formed below the filament far before the eruption. The
current induced by the change in flux through the current sheet circuit, due to the
rising filament, is large enough for acceleration of the whole electron distribu-
tion (Kaastra, 1985), and this is the cause of the hard X-ray flare.
In order to make a comparison with the observations of a two-ribbon flare we need:
-a magnetogram, -the height of the filament as a function of time, -an observa-
tional estimate of the energies in the mass ejection, the interplanetary blastwave,
and the electromagnetic energy radiated away during the flare, -an estimate of the
mass of the filament.
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INTRODUCTION
Studies of large scale structures of the sun's corona are best done from synoptic
observations. For the latter, we need dedicated imaging instruments. At the
present time, we have two such instruments in the radio domain, both at meter-
decameter wavelengths. The first one is the Nan_ay (France) one-dimensional
radioheliograph at 169 MHz which produces two-dimensional solar images in about
10-12 hours by earth rotation aperture synthesis. The second one is the Clark
Lake Radio Observatory multifrequency radioheliograph which produces two-
dimensional images of the sun in the frequency range 15-125 MHz with a time
resolution of _ I/2 second by aperture synthesis technique in the same manner as
does the Very Large Array (VLA). We do not have any dedicated imaging instrument
in microwaves, although at 20 cm wavelength some isolated studies of the large
scale structure of the sun's corona can be made with the VLA.
In the optical domain, studies of large scale structure are done with
several instruments: (i) Groundbased white light K-coronameter at Mauna Loa;
(2) Solwind white light coronagraph on the satellite P78-I; (3) coronagraph
polarimeter on Solar Maximum Mission satellite; (4) Kitt Peak magnetograph; (5)
Kitt Peak He I spectroheliograph; and (6) H_ filtergrams.
In this chapter we present a brief description of some radio results
obtained with meter-decameter radioheliographs (M.R. Kundu, 1986 and P. Lantos
and C.E. Alissandrakis, 1986). An optical study based upon synoptic data of pB,
H_ filtergrams and large scale B-fields is presented by M. McCabe. This is
followed by two theoretical papers by R. Wolfson (1986) and T.J. Bogdan and B.C.
Low (1986) on the interpretation of CME's and modeling of three-dimensional
corona.
The studies of Kundu (1986) and Lantos and Alissandrakis (1986) are
primarily concerned with a comparison of radio maps with white light pictures and
He I0830A spectroheliograms. These maps exhibit coronal streamers and coronal
holes, and their evolution. The streamers appears as elongated lobes of enhanced
brightness; the coronal holes appear as brightness voids in the radio-
heliograms. The combined data (in radio and optical domains) can lead to
determinations of electron temperatures and densities as a function of altitude
in both streamers and coronal holes. When transient burst activity takes place,
such as type III or type II bursts, one can trace the path of exciting electron
streams or shock waves with respect to the streamer. Synoptic charts produced
both from radio and optical data permit us to follow the evolution of streamers
and holes, and to detect any abnormal feature when a transient, such as a coronal
mass ejection (CME) event or radio burst, takes place.
McCabe used synoptic data during 18 solar rotations (1982-83): (I) daily
polar plots of pB distribution (Mauna Loa); (2) low resolution synoptic B-field
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maps (Stanford); (3) H_ synoptic maps with inferred neutral lines; and (4) P_
filtergrams. The objective of her study was to investigate the relationship
between the large scale photospheric magnetic field structure and the coronal
polarized brightness (pB) distribution. The results obtained show a fairly good
association between coronal structures and global photospheric neutral lines,
which relate to heliospheric current sheets. However she finds that there are
other neutral lines on a smaller scale which have no coronal counterparts. These
neutral lines generally lie at the boundaries of unipolar field areas containing
coronal holes or of mid-latitude unipolar regions within such areas.
Wolfson studied quasistatic evolution of magnetostatic coronal structures by
developing a series of models that describe global magnetostatic equilibrium of
an axisymmetric corona including gravity, gas pressure, and the Lorentz force.
These models are based on the equation of Hundhausen, Hundhausen and Zweibel
(1981) that includes a free function describing the distribution of coronal
current. These models contain a parameter representing a deviation from a
potential field and therefore related to amount of excess mass loaded into the
corona. Wolfson (1986) studied four different models, and found interesting
agreement between models and observations in several cases, in terms of the
predicted amount of excess mass in the corona prior to a mass ejection.
Bogdan and Low (1986) worked on modeling three-dimensional corona by
constructing a class of magnetostatic atmosphere in a I/r 2 gravity. Their
solutions possess electric currents distributed continuously in space in the
lower atmosphere and directed perpendicular to the gravitational force. They
treat the problem in a fully 3-dimensional geometry, allowing for an arbitrary
prescription of normal magnetic flux at the lower boundary of the atmosphere.
The latter feature allows them to use KPNO magnetograms as observational inputs
into their models. The coronal density structures predicted by the models can be
compared with those given in the HAO C/P data.
FUTURE PROBLEMS
Several future problems have been identified by the group.
(I) Development of three-dimensional theoretical models including current
distribution and prediction of density values and their comparison with the
observed ones.
(2) Detailed comparison of synoptic radio and white light pictures; and
determination of temperature distribution in the corona. Such comparison will
also lead to detection of transients such as CME's and radio emission for which
energetic electrons are of coronal o_igin (for example, as a result of streamer
disruption phenomena).
(3) Synoptic soft X-ray and radio imaging of the corona and white light
coronagraph measurements. Any other measurements that pertain to temperature and
density structure of the corona should be undertaken.
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ABSTRACT
We present results of studies of large scale structures of the corona at long
radio wavelengths, using data obtained with the multifrequency radioheliograph of
the Clark Lake Radio Observatory. We show that features corresponding to coronal
streamers and coronal holes are readily apparent in the Clark Lake maps.
INTRODUCTION
The Clark Lake multifrequency radioheliograph, which has been operating for
several years, produces 64 x 64 pixel solar images (of 0.5 HPBW x 0.5 HPBW per
plxel) within the frequency range 20-125 MHz. The field of view and the angular
resolution of the telescope are both frequency dependent. The field of view is
approximately 2_3 x I_9 at 80 MHz, when observing at the zenith. It scales
inversely with frequency (in both dimensions), and is larger because of
foreshortening when observing away from the zenith. The angular resolution
ranges from 2.7 arc min at 125 MHz, to 17 arc min at 20 MHz. The telescope is
electronically steered for pointing in different sky directions, and is
continuously tunable across the entire frequency range. In practice, one is
restricted to observe within interference-free bands. Several such bands are
available. In this paper we shall concentrate on the results obtained at 38.5,
50.0 and 73.8 MHz. The sensitivity of the system is about 1Jy (I0 TM solar flux
units) at all frequencies. At the present time we have the capability of
producing two-dimensional images of the Sun at the rate of one picture every 0.6
seconds. We use this fast rate of imaging only when the Sun is active. For
synoptic studies of the Sun, we use much slower time resolution (_ I to 3
minutes). The array receives lefthanded (LH) circularly polarized radiation
(Kundu et al 1983). In this paper we present results obtained by the Clark Lake
instrument on large scale structures of the corona.
I. Large Scale Structures of the Corona
We obtain representative "daily" maps of the Sun at several frequencies In the 25
to II0 MHz range. The maps as presently obtained during periods of low and
moderate activity permit us to study the large scale structure of the corona in
the height range 1.5 -3.0 RO. Figure 1 shows a sequence of CLRO maps at 50
MHz. The cross in the center of each map gives the disk center position, with
bar lengths equal to the solar photospheric diameter, and the north arrow
indicates the direction of solar north. The sequence of maps covers nearly one
solar rotation (Carrington No. 1754), with the exception of a few days of absent
data. The letters "A-I" indicate longllved sources, "a" and "b", shortlived
ones, and "CH" a coronal hole. All of the sources except G appear to rotate with
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Figure 1. CLRO maps at 50 MHz for October 7-31, 1984. The central cross shows
sun center; its arms extend out to one solar radius. The beam size is shown by
the ellipse in the upper left corner of the first map. The arrow on each map
points to solar north (see text for details).
the solar rotation rate. The letter S points to one of the extended lobes that
is strongly associated with a streamer seen in SOLWIND coronagraph images.
One of the most striking features of the radio maps seen at 50 MHz and also
at 73.8 and 30.9 MHz is a coronal hole on the disk, whose central meridian
passage occurred on day 295 (October 21). Fig. 2 shows He I0830A maps of the
"footprint" of the coronal hole at the chromosphelc level along with 30.9, 50 and
73.8 MHz maps. The He I0830A "hole" is also sketched on the radio maps. Note
the excellent agreement of the He I0830A and 73.8 MHz "holes" on October 19-21.
This might imply that the 73.8 MHz hole extends down close to the chromospheric
level. However, at 50 MHz, the hole appears further east, and still further east
at the lowest frequency (30.9 MHz). Since the source heights at the lower two
frequencies are (roughly) 1.5 and 1.7 solar radii, the maps show that the coronal
hole bends eastward through ~ 30-45 degrees of longitude at heights ranging from
1.0 to 1.7 radii. This backward bending of the hole is in the same sense as the
"garden hose" Archimedian spiral suggested for the solar wind (Kundu et al 1986).
In general, lobe-llke structures in the radio maps show spatial association
with persistent white light streamers in the coronagraph images and the minima
(contours drawn toward the sun center) correspond to coronal holes. The radio
coronal holes have excellent correspondence with the coronal holes depicted on He
I0830A images.
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Figure 2. CLRO maps on October 17, 19 and 21, 1984 showing the coronal hole at
a) 30.9, b) 50 and c) 73.8 MHz. The [0830A hole boundary is shown by the
dotted curves on each of the radio maps. On October 19 and 21, the
correspondence is excellent between the 73.8 MHz contours and I0830A, which may
mean that at this frequency the hole extends down close to the chromospheric
level. However, the hole appears displaced eastward as one moves to lower
frequencies (greater heights), indicating a backward bending of the hole.
Taking constant radius scans on the "daily" maps at each observed frequency
we produce synoptic contour charts of both limbs during successive Carrlngton
rotations. An example is shown in Figure 3. Such charts permit us to easily
recognize large scale rearrangements and evolution of the corona on long time
scales and to perform the following studies.
(i) Study and identify the long term changes in the global coronal
structure that take place due to the occurrence of transients.
(li) Follow the evolution of coronal holes for long periods of time, at
several heights corresponding to different frequencies.
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Figure 3. Synoptic charts from 50
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The Mark III Nangay Radioheliograph (Radioheliograph Group, 1983)
is used to observe the Sun at 169 MHz (_=I.77 meter) with a time resolution
of 25 East-West and North-South images per second. When the brightness
distribution of the Sun is stable during the eight hours of daily obser-
vation, a two dimensional map can be produced using the technique of earth
rotation synthesis (Alissandrakis et ai.,1985). The best images are obtained
during the period April-August, when the declination of the Sun is high to
give a good coverage in the uv plane and a reasonable North-South resolution.
The spatial resolution is 1.5' East-West and, in summer, 3.5' North-South
(half power beam width). The maps are calibrated using Cygnus A as reference.
An example of a radio map is shown in Figure 1. A large coronal hole
is observed as a depression (hatched contours) in the North-West quadrant.
Its brightness temperature is 400-500,000 K. This value is to be compared
with the quiet sun brightness temperature of about 600-700,000k in North-
East quadrant. Bright sources in the southern hemisphere are nonthermal noise
storm continua and bright arch systems (Alissandrakis et ai.,1985).
On the disk the meter wavelength emission originates from the low
corona with contribution from the chromosphere-corona transition region.
On the limb, the corona is observed at higher altitude with integration along
line of sight. To summarize the daily maps over the entire solar surface,
synoptic charts are plotted after a Mercator projection, either on the disk
or on the limb. Because of the radio center to limb effect, the data are
limited, on the disk, to the regions close to central meridian, taking into
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Solar map at 169 MHz,
on july 15,1984 with the
NanGay Radioheliograph.
Contours are brightness
temperature labelled in
104 K units.
account a weighting function. On the limb, a synoptic chart is deduced
from brightness temperature at a given altitude around the Sun. For the
same days two synoptic charts are plotted, one from the east limb data
and the other from west limb data. The synoptic charts facilitate compa-
rison with observations at other wavelengths.
An example of comparison of disk synoptic charts is given in Figure
2: Figure 2a represents NOAA Boulder synoptic chart (Solar Geophysical
Data Report,1984) deduced from Ha, Helium I and magnetic field daily
observations. Coronal holes in Helium I (_=10830 A°) are hatched contours.
On radio synoptic chart 2b, very low brightness temperatures between
Carrington longitudes (CR) 180°and 300°in southern hemisphere correspond
to a large He I coronal hole. A northern coronal hole (CL 0-90°)i is
visible as a depression on radio chart. Because of the presence of noise
storms (dashed area) the southern part of this hole is not observed at
meter wavelengths.
Noise storm continua are related to active regions with sunspots
(black points). They are in general not located directly above the active
region but displaced by a few arc minutes, as pointed out by LeSqueren,1963
Active regions themselves do not emit at radio wavelength because of high
density in active region loops. This agrees with X ray measurements which
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gives densities of the order of 109 cm-3 (Davies and Krieger,1982) while
density limit for wave propagation at 169 MHz is 3.5 108 cm-3
The other radio sources are generally located close to inversion line
of longitudinal magnetic field. Sometimes they are related to H_ filaments
(as suggested by Axisa et ai.,1973), and sometimes not. Only 10% of H_
filaments of the Boulder or Meudon synoptic charts are associated with
meter wavelength enhancements, while 60% are not related to localized
sources brighter than 50,O00K above the quiet regions. The remaining 30%
are ambiguous because of noise storms in the vicinity.
Figure 3 represents a comparison of limb synoptic charts obtained
with the HAO Mark III K-coronometer (3a) and with the Nan_ay Radiohelio-
graph (3b) both produced for a distance of 1.3 solar radius. The high
density region oscillating between southern and northern hemispheres is
well observed on both charts. At higher altitude, it gives rise to the
heliosheet which separates interplanetary sectors. As K-corona is only
sensitive to electron density while radio brightness is sensitive to both
density and temperature, a detailed comparison of both observations opens
a new method of coronal temperature diagnostic.
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INTRODUCTION
It is recognized that the structure of the hellospherlc current sheet, as computed
from the observed photospheric magnetic field using a potential field approxima-
tion and as inferred from synoptic maps of the observed coronal polarized bright-
ness (pB), gives essentially the same results (Wilcox and Hundhausen, 1983;
Burlaga et al., 1981; Pneuman et al., 1978). Thus, white light observations of
the corona are often interpreted as indicating the overall structure of the coro-
nal magnetic field, where bright regions of the corona generally lle over neutral
llne positions (Sime et al., 1984). It might then be expected that inspection of
the coronal brightness d_strlbution would allow inference of the large-scale pho-
tospheric field structure and vice versa. To test th_s hypothesis, Garcla et al.
(1984) carried out a statistical study of three solar rotations comparing synoptic
maps of th_ longitudinal component of the photospheric magnetic field at _6303
with _ps _howlng the pB at heights above 1.3 Re. Their analysis revealed that no
particular type (i.e., active region or quiet) or orientation of neutral llne lay
predictably below a bright feature, nor was there any hemispheric preference for a
particular sense of polarity across the neutral line. Many coronal features were
associated with specific neutral lines, but the conditions necessary and suffl-
clent to establish the correspondence were not found.
In this paper some results are presented from a continuing investigation of the
coronal structure vs. the photospheric magnetic field relationship. Two
approaches to the problem are considered. First, the individual coronal features
recorded at each llmb were located on a chart of the magnetic field measured with
low spatial resolution, depicting the large-scale or global field configuration.
Second, the characteristics of neutral llne segments--deflned by the presence of
H_ filaments--wlth no associated coronal structure were investigated. Preliminary
results will be discussed.
DATA
The inconclusive results of Garcla et al. (1984) suggested the following approach
to the problem:
I. The data base was expanded from 3 to 19 solar rotations commencing in January
1982. During this period, the interplanetary magnetic field showed a simple
two sector structure for several months, but it was more complex at other
times.
2. Instead of using synoptic maps of the coronal polarized brightness (pB) distri-
bution for correlation with neutral lines, coronal features were individually
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identified from K-coronameter polar scans at 1.3 Re (for details of Mauna Loa
Solar Observatory data products, see Rock and Seagraves, _982). The hello-
graphic coordinates for each feature were determined from the latitude of
maximum brightness and the longitude of the llmb at the time of the scan. The
positions were plotted as shown in Figure i, on a chart representing the par-
ticular rotation, where the circle sizes indicate three ranges of brightness
and the filled and open circles indicate measures of the relative height of
each streamer.
3. On the global scale, the solar magnetic field is made up of magnetic cells
defined by the large-scale neutral lines, which are also marked by filaments,
filament channels, etc. (see Levine, 1977). For the present study, the
Stanford Solar Magnetic Field Synoptic Charts (SGD, 1982-83) were used to
identify large-scale neutral lines. The relatively low spatial resolution--180
arcsec2--of the maps more nearly matches that of the coronal measurements, which
are one day (13 °) apart; further, this avoids the small-scale bipolar regions
with field lines that are closed at heights in the corona below those used in
this study. The Stanford Magnetic Field Chart for Carrington Rotation 1723
(June 15-July 12, 1982) is shown in Figure la on which the positious of the
coronal features identified as above are also plotted. The heavy black line
designates the large-scale or global neutral line that winds around the Sun.
4. }{_ synoptic charts published in Solar Geophysical Data Reports include solar
magnetic neutral lines inferred from [It_structures (Mclntosh, 1972); they also
show where filaments have been observed along the neutral lines. This chart
for Carrington rotation 1723 appears in Figure ib with the coronal features
plotted as in Figure la. The filled-in filaments are those that were clearly
visible on Ha filtergrams as they crossed the disk but had no coronal counter-
part, for example, streamers, at either limb.
RESULTS
Coronal Features vs. Neutral Line
As seen in Figure I, the large-scale magnetic field of the Sun at that time
was basically a bipolar system. The neutral line appeared to be tilted with
respect to the equator for the greater part of the rotation and then completed the
cycle with a convoluted path going north near 360 ° of longitude and through a
rapidly developing active region. This pattern had become established by rotation
1720 (March-April 1982) and was maintained through rotation 1725 (August 1982),
after which it became much more complex. By inspection, it appears that coronal
features are associated with the large-scale neutral line, even when the pattern
is complex. To quantify tlle results for the 19 rotations, tile criterion for a
positive association of a coronal structure with the neutral line was that it be
no more than i0 ° distant from tile line. This was chosen by considering
the 1 day interval between K-coronameter measurements and the unknowu projection
effects at the limb. The results are shown in Table 1 for two selected
rotations--1723 and the more complex system of 1729--with the totals given for all
19 rotations. The number and percentage of associations are shown separately for
the streamers--where the pB = 1 x 10 -8 contour reaches a height above 1.8 Ro--and
for the bright features, where pB _ 15 x 10 -8 disk center brightness. The last
column indicates the number of structures that were both bright and streamer-like.
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Figure I. Position of K-coronameter features from East and West limb
observations during Rotation 1723 (June 15-July 12, 1982) superimposed
on (a) the Stanford Magnetic Field and (b) H_ synoptic charts (SGD,
1982). The circle sizes-large to small-represent pB _ 15, 8 j pB < ]5,
pB < 8 in units of 10-8 center disk intensity. The filled and open
circles indicate the pB = 1 contour reaches heights of at least 1.96
or 1.80 R respectively. The broad line in (a) marks the neutral line
of the large scale magnetic field and the filled in filaments in (b)
do not have any associated K-corona features.
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Table 1
Rotation Streamers NL Assoc. Bright Struc. NL Assoc. Streamers
Total % Total % with pB > 15
1723 33 82 I0 90 7
1729 50 92 45 93 26
1717-35 751 82 296 92 213
Magnetic Neutral Lines vs. Coronal Features
The presence of an Ha filament provides a definite indication of the position
of a photospheric neutral llne on the solar disk (Mclntosh et al., 1972). For II
rotations in the series above, we have, to date, checked all stable filaments,
that is, those observed on daily Ha filtergrams all the way across the disk, and
we have recorded whether they were accompanied by coronal feature at one llmb or
the other. When this test was applied to the well-deflned filaments marked A and
B in Figure ib, they were found to be in contrast because of the presence and
absence, respectively, of any overlying coronal feature; the same situation was
true during adjacent rotations.
A total of 47 Ha filaments were found to exist without associated coronal
features, and the magnetic field properties at these neutral lines were investi-
gated with the following results:
i. Nineteen percent showed the direction of polarity reversal in the direction
corresponding to the Hale law for the particular hemisphere, and 43% showed the
opposite direction, while for the remainder there was uncertainty due to the
lines being almost parallel to the solar equator.
2. Forty percent lay on neutral lines enclosing mld-latitude unlpolar regions.
3. Ninety-one percent occurred where the field gradient was low, that is, in
conditions typical of the quiet Sun, while only 2% were through active regions
where the field gradient is usually stronger.
4. Eighty-flve percent showed some association with coronal holes, with 62% lying
on the neutral llne bounding a coronal hole region and close to the hole, and
the other 23% forming a closed boundary within the large unlpolar region con-
taining a coronal hole.
CONCLUSIONS
The preliminary results of this study on the relationship between coronal struc-
tures and photospheric neutral lines lead to two tentative conclusions. First,
white light features detected with the K-coronameter tend to be associated with
the large-scale global neutral llne of the low-resolutlon (180 arcsec 2) photo-
spheric magnetic field, which changes gradually during a period of several rota-
tions. Second, there are neutral lines that exhibit no coronal enhancement above
1.3 Re; they tend to be at the borders of coronal hole unlpolar areas or at
boundaries of small unlpolar regions within them. Thus, by application of a
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quantitative test, the impression that magnetic field structures are important in
ordering the distribution of coronal brightness has been verified. Further, it
has been shown that the most important organization is that impressed by the
large-scale, global neutral sheet.
There are, of course, other neutral lines identifiable in the photospheric mag-
netic field, even in the low-resolution description in the Stanford maps. For
this epoch, these neutral lines do not lie under bright features in the corona.
When the characteristics of the most stable, long-llved set of these (i.e., those
bearing filaments) are examined, a particular property is found. They are almost
all neutral lines at or near the boundaries of coronal holes or the neutral lines
enclosing mld-latitude unipolar regions, often within much larger unlpolar regions
containing coronal holes. Thus, if an attempt is made to infer anything but the
largest scale features of the photospheric magnetic field from the distribution of
white light polarized brightness in the corona, it will fall at least by missing
these unlpolar regions.
This work will be continued by covering more rotations to include periods during
which the large-scale magnetic field changes from a simple dipole to a more com-
plex arrangement and other phases of the solar cycle.
Acknowledgments. D. G. Sime and C. J. Garcla have made important contributions
to this work. Support was provided by NASA under grant NGL 12-001-011.
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INTRODUCTION
This paper reviews four separate but related studies of coronal
magnetostatic equilibria under a variety of boundary conditions and
distributions of coronal current. Physically, all four studies assume an
axisymmetric corona whose radial magnetic field at the coronal base is dipolar.
Electric currents in the model coronas are assumed to flow in the azimuthal
direction, giving rise to Lorentz forces that must be balanced by pressure
gradients and gravity. Mathematically, such coronas are described by the
equation of magnetostatic force balance and Ampere's law; under the model
assumptions these equations combine to give a single equation for the effective
potential ARsine:
I a2(ARsine) a i a(ARsine) 2 -[[g(R)/C2]dR
+ = -4_R sine e
sine aR 2 ae R2sine ae
F(ARsine)
(I)
(Hundhausen, Hundhausen, and Zweibel 1981; hereafter HHZ), where F is a free
function. The case F=O corresponds to a potential magnetic field decoupled from
an atmosphere whose pressure varies only with radius. HHZ obtained analytic
solutions to the linear problem arising when the function F is a constant. This
case corresponds to a corona inflated with excess material throughout its entire
volume, with pressure varying from pole to equator at any fixed radius. The
studies reported here involve nonlinear functions F(ARsine) and/or more
elaborate boundary conditions, with the aim of providing more realistic models
for observed coronal structures. Since all the models contain adjustable
parameters related to the amount of excess mass loading in the corona, variation
of these parameters can be used to study the quasistatic evolution of a model
corona in response to mass addition.
CURRENT SHEET BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The solar wind is a dominant influence on the coronal magnetic field,
drawing some field lines into open configurations where they merge with the
interplanetary field. Describing this situation in the context of a static model
requires an artificial boundary condition that forces field lines to open. A
common approach employs a source surface, beyond which the field lines are
assumed radial (Altschuler and Newkirk 1969). In the present model, we assume
instead that a current sheet exists in the equatorial plane, beginning at some
height R I and extending to infinity. This approach models more realistically
the observed behavior of the solar magnetic field in crossing the equatorial
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plane. Mathematically, the current sheet is incorporated by forcing the field
component B 6 to zero for points in the equatorial plane with R>R I. With this
boundary condition, and with the function F in equation (I) being a constant,
the solution may be written in terms of Legendre polynomials (Wolfson 1985).
Increasing the constant value of the function F gives a series of model coronas
that deviate increasingly from the potential field corona (Fig. I).
Fig. I: Field lines for model coronas with increasing excess mass
(from Wolfson 1985).
Analysis of the coronal current distribution in the open-field region shows that
the current density decreases slightly from pole to equator at a fixed radius,
then undergoes an abrupt reversal at the current sheet. This feature, along
with flexibility in treating nonpotential fields, makes the present model a more
realistic approach than the spherical source surface model.
A LIMITED CORONAL INFLATION
Choosing the function F in equation (I) to be a step function gives a model
corona inflated with excess mass only below a particular field line. Fig. 2
shows the position of the field line that bounds the inflated region, for a
variety of inflation parameters.
An interesting feature of the nonlinear model arising from a step function
F is that solutions cease to exist, or undergo a dramatic and discontinuous
change in morphology, above a certain value of the inflation parameter. We have
suggested that this lack of nearby equilibrium solutions corresponds to the
onset of dynamical processes which our quasistatic model cannot describe. For
realistic coronal parameters, the mass associated with this loss of equilibrium
is on the order of 1016 g--comparable to the mass ejected in a coronal mass
ejection (CME).
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Fig. 2: Expansion of the field line bounding a region of inflated
corona. Lowest field line shown is that of a potential field.
THE INFLATED CORONAL FLUX TUBE
Specifying the function F to be zero everywhere except for a limited region
where it is a bipolar function gives a model corona whose magnetic field is
everywhere potential except for a narrow tube (actually a torus in the
axisymmetric geometry), which constitutes a high-pressure, high-density region
surrounded by lower pressure corona. The resulting model may then provide a
description of a white-light coronal loop. Increasing the amplitude of the
function F corresponds to loading more mass into the tube. Fig. 3 shows that
the result is an increase in the width of the tube coming almost entirely from
an expansion of its outer bounding field line.
Fig. 3: Changing configuration of a "flux tube" as excess mass is
added between specified field lines. Hatching indicates relative
amount of excess mass (from Wolfson and Conover 1986).
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That the tube top rises instead of falling as mass is added is a result of the
increased Lorentz forces associated with the increasing coronal currents.
This nonlinear model exhibits the same loss of equilibrium as the
previously described model; again, the excess mass involved is on the order of
that ejected in a CME.
QUASISTATIC EVOLUTION OF A CORONAL STREAMER
The final and most ambitious calculation in this series attempts to model
the quasistatic evolution of a coronal streamer prior to its disruption by an
eruptive prominence and associated coronal mass ejection. Such an evolution
occured over a two-day period in August, 1980, as the closed-field region of a
large and well-defined helmet streamer appeared to bulge and brighten before
being disrupted by the eruption of the underlying prominence on August 18
(Illing and Hundhausen 1986). The model calculation involves inflating the
coronal region below a specified field line, while applying current-sheet
boundary conditions above that line. Total flux in the closed-field region is
held constant, and the top height of the closed region adjusted accordingly as
excess mass is added. Fig. 4 shows a sequence of model equilibria, beginning
with a best fit to the initial observations of the streamer and ending with the
greatest value of coronal inflation for which equilibrium solutions can be
found.
I /i \
/
Fig. 4: A sequence of model equilibria describing the quasistatic
evolution of a coronal helmet streamer (from Conover, Wolfson, and
Illing, in preparation).
The calculated top heights and corresponding excess masses are consistent with
measurements taken from coronagraph images (Conover, Wolfson and Illing, in
preparation). Furthermore, the equilibrium sequence terminates at about the
maximum top height and excess mass observed before the slow evolution gives way
to the prominence eruption and mass ejection.
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CONCLUSION
Although highly idealized, the axisymmetric magnetostatic models described
in this paper provide insights into the behavior of a variety of coronal
structures. The models show how more realistic current-sheet boundary
conditions and coronal density variations may be modeled. And the nonlinear
models invariably cease to have equilibrium solutions as the excess coronal mass
is increased--just as the corona itself may undergo a transition to the dynamic
behavior of a coronal mass ejection.
This work was supported by NSF grant AST-8311338 to Middlebury College.
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INTRODUCTION
There is a relatively stable component of the large-scale corona that persists for periods of the
order of a solar rotation. This component is captured in the synoptic charts constructed from the
daily coronagraph observation of the density structures visible in Thomson-scattered light from
the photosphere (e.g., Fisher and Sime 1984). The Thomson-scattered light is optically thin and
the coronagraph images correspond to electron densities integrated along the line of sight. A long
standing need therefore exists for the development of theoretical models of the corona capable of
relating the observed integrated density to the actual three-dimensional coronal structures. It is
the magnetic field and electric current in the highly conducting medium of the corona that order
the density into various structures. Unfortunately, the coronal magnetic field cannot be measured
to any useful spatial resolution. Only the longitudinal component of the magnetic field in the
photosphere can be measured routinely with a magnetograph. An obvious approach for a theoret-
ical model to adopt is to use the measured photospheric magnetic field as an input and extrapo-
late for both the magnetic field and density in the corona. Until recently, this approach has been
feasible only with the potential field model (e.g., Newkirk and Altschuler 1970). The disadvan-
tage, as is well known, is that a potential magnetic field does not interact with the plasma and
the model predicts no density structure. The idea to use linear force-free magnetic fields with a
constant a, proposed by Nakagawa (1973), has difficulties of nonuniqueness and infinite total
magnetic energy when applied to coronal models in spherical geometry (Seehafer 1978). Non-
constant a force-free magnetic fields and general non-potential magnetic fields in static equili-
brium have so far proved to be mathematically intractable in three-dimensional geometry. In this
paper, we describe a special class of magnetostatic equilibria, which are mathematically simple
and yet sufficiently versatile so as to fit any arbitrary normal magnetic flux prescribed at the pho-
tosphere. With these solutions, the corona can be modeled with precisely the same mathematical
procedure as has previously been done with potential fields. The magnetostatic model predicts, in
addition to the coronal magnetic field, the three-dimensional coronal density which can be com-
pared with coronagraph observations. This is an ongoing project being conducted at the High
Altitude Observatory (HAO), using data from the Kitt Peak Magnetograph and several corona-
graphs operated by HAO.
THREE-DIMENSIONAL MAGNETOSTATIC MODELS
The corona is in a state of expansion (Parker 1963, Hundhausen 1972). The expansion is believed
to be negligible in the low corona, and, as a first approximation, the low corona is taken to be in
static equilibrium and described by
47r
pGMe
r 2
= 0, [1]
1The National Center for Atmospheric Research is sponsored by the National Science Foundation.
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where/_, p and p are, respectively, the magnetic field, pressure and density, G is Newton's grav-
itational constant, Mo the solar mass and r the heliocentric distance. To close the equations,
we may relate the temperature to p and p through the ideal gas law and specify an equation for
steady energy balance. The balance of energy in the corona plays an important role in determin-
ing coronal structures. The detailed processes are complicated and our current knowledge about
them is very incomplete. In any case, to account for these processes would render the magntos-
tatic problem quite intractable. It therefore seems reasonable, as a first step, to ignore the energy
equation and seek solutions to equations (1) and (2) with no further constraints. Even within such
an artificial consideration, the magnetostatic problem is not readily tractable (see the review by
Low (1985a)). Equations (1) and (2) have not been treated in fully three-dimensional geometry
except for the cases of the potential magnetic field and the constant-a force-free magnetic field.
In a recent development, Low (19855) showed that equations (1) and (2) can be reduced to a
simpler problem without assuming any special geometry if the electric current density J is
assumed to flow everywhere perpendicular to the solar gravity. In this case, employing the usual
spherical coordinates, we can express the magnetic field and electric current density as
!8¢# I a¢
/_ _---_r + r O0 + [3]rsinO _¢'
J' = 41r r sinO 0¢ _l---_-r 47r r O0 Or j '
O_
where _P is an arbitrary function of _ and r. The magnetostatic problem reduces to solving
D(b
for • as a boundary value problem given 02(-_-_-,r ). The freedom to choose the form of 02 arises
from our not imposing an energy equation. From the solution _, the magnetic field is given by
equation (3) and the equilibrium pressure and density are given by
1 _(0qb ,r 1 orp = po(r)- _ _ ) + -_n f dv@(v,r), [61
P -_ po(r ) +
r 2 [ 1 1 04p 002 1 0_ 002 1 1 0 , 0_,2 1 0 . 0ep ,2)
GM® ( 47r r2sin20 0¢ 0¢ + 4rcr 2 00 00 8rr r2sin20 _rr(--_ --) 8_rr 20r(--_-) , [7]J
where p0 and P0 are the pressure and density of an arbitrary spherically symmetric hydrostatic
0_
atmosphere. The familiar case of a potential magnetic field is recovered if we set o2 -- Or ' and
then only the hydrostatic components in equations (6) and (7) remain. In general, equation (5) is
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nonlinearandsuitablenumericalmethodsneedto bedeveloped to solve it. If we set
----"(r)Or ' [8]
where r/is given, equation (7) is linear in (I) and standard numerical methods for elliptic equations
can be employed to solve the boundary value problem. Bogdan and Low (1986) considered
several cases of given t? for which the boundary value problem is soluble analytically in terms of
classical functions. In particular if
,(, ) = (1+ [9]
where a is a constant, equation (7) admits the series solution
(I)(,,0,¢) = _n°°=l_mn =_ n (Am,(r +a)-"-'+Bm,(r +a)"}Y_"(O,f_), [101
where Amn and Bran are constant coefficients and Ynm are the usual spherical harmonics. As to be
expected, the classical spherical-harmonic expansion for the potential field is obtained if a ---_ 0.
In fact, equation (9) shows that @ -* (I) in the limit of r --+ co so that in that limit, the magnetic
field is potential. In other words, the electric current is confined to the low corona within a
heliocentric distance of the order of a . For a given non-zero a, equation (10) can he fitted with a
prescribed radial magnetic field at an inner spherical surface identified with the solar surface,
using B r _ _. An outer boundary condition is needed to determine the coefficients Am_ and
Bm_ uniquely. This outer condition may take the form of requiring the magnetic field to vanish
as r --* oo or that the magnetic field becomes purely radial at some outer spherical surface (e.g.,
Newkirk and Altschuler 1970). The procedure follows essentially the same steps as that of the
classical potential field model. However, the magnetic field is not potential for a non-zero with
the equilibrium pressure and density is given by equations (6) and (7).
DISCUSSION
We plan to generate three-dimensional magnetospheric models of the corona based on equations
(9) and (10), with an input of the photospheric normal magnetic flux from the Kitt Peak Magne-
tograph. This is a first opportunity for constructing a three-dimensional magnetostatic corona
which is based on photospheric magnetograms and can be tested against coronagraph observa-
tions. By varying the free parameter a, it will be interesting to see if we can achieve a reason-
able agreement between the density predicted by the model and the observed line-of-sight
integrated density. The model is based on several artificial assumptions and we do not have
apriori reasons to expect excellent agreement. The assumption of the electric current flowing
perpendicular to gravity is not as severe as it may appear. Such a distribution of the electric
current may result from stretching a magnetic field radially outward, starting from a potential
state, as demonstrated by the solutions described by equation (10) for a _ 0 (Bogdan and Low
1986). The outward stretch of the magnetic field may result from the buoyancy of magnetic
structures. The assumption of equation (9) is more restrictive. It requires that the presence of
electric current can be characterized by a single parameter, namely, a. The illustrative examples
in Bogdan and Low (1986) look promising, but it remains to be seen from actual modelling with
data if this is a workable hypothesis.
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INTRODUCTION
The relatively recent development of satelllte-bourne X-ray telescopes and
ground-based aperture synthesis radio telescopes has led to an examination of the
solar corona with unprecendented resolution in space, time and frequency. The
high spatial and spectral resolution of the X-ray instruments aboard Skylab and
the Solar Maximum Mission (SMM) satellite have, for instance, showed that coronal
loops dominate the structure of the Sun's lower corona [see Vaiana and Rosner
(1978) for a review]. Strong magnetic fields hold a hot, dense plasma within the
ubiquitous coronal loops.
Observations of soft X-ray spectral lines indicate that the quiescent, or
non-flarlng, coronal loops have electron temperatures Te -. 2 to 4 x 106 K and
electron densities Ne _ 109 to I0II cm -3 with total extents L _ 109 to i0 I0 cm.
Similar temperatures are inferred from radlo-wavelength brightness temperatures that
are comparable to the local electron temperatures.
The detailed temperature and magnetic structure of the quiescent, or non-flarlng,
coronal loops has been inferred from radio wavelength synthesis observations.
Synthesis maps describe the two-dlmenslonal distribution of source brightness and
the two-dlmenslonal structure of the magnetic field [see Kundu and Lang (1985)
for a review]. The unique ability to specify the strength and structure of
thecoronal magnetic fields is an important aspect of the radio wavelength synthesis
maps.
Our current understanding of coronal loops is summarized in this chapter. It
includes observations from ground-based radio telescopes and from X-ray telescopes
lofted above the atmosphere, as well as theoretical interpretations of these
observations.
The remaining sections of this introductory overview highlight both the
observational and theoretical results that are discussed in greater detail in the
following papers. We begin by discusslng the three-dimenslonal structure of coronal
loops. Alternative radiation mechanisms are then described wlthln the context of
both the radio and X-ray emlsslon. Varlous methods of determlnlng the strength and
structure of the coronal magnetlc fleld are then descrlbed. The flnal sections of
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this introduction include the coronae of nearby stars and future prospects for radio
diagnostics of coronal loops.
THREE DIMENSIONAL STRUCTURE OF CORONAL LOOPS
Observations at different radio wavelengths generally sample different levels
within coronal loops, with longer wavelengths referring to higher levels. The
heights of the radio structures can be inferred from their angular displacements
from underlying photospheric features, and the two-dimensional maps at different
radio wavelengths can be combined to specify the three-dimensional structure
of coronal loops. The accuracy of these height determinations depends on the
geometry of the magnetic field, and the accuracy is greatest near the limb.
6 cm LEG
,.0Co,CORONAL
) _--_ _)_ OPPOSITE
Figure 1. A VLA synthesis map of the total intensity, I, ol: the ZO cm emission
from a coronal loop. The contours mark levels of equal brightness temper-
ature corresponding to 0.2, 0.4, ...1.0 times the maximum brightness tem-
perature of T B = 2 x l0 6 K. A schematic portrayal of the 6 cm emission,
which comes from the legs of the magnetic loops, has been added together
with the underlying sunspots that are detected at optical wavelengths.
Multiple-wavelength synthesis observations with the Very Large Array (VLA) have
been carried out at wavelengths % = 20, 6 and 2 cm (see Figure i). The radiation
at 20 cm can originate at both the apex and legs of coronal loops, and sometimes
delineates the hot, dense plasma detected at X-ray wavelengths. The 20-cm coronal
loops have brightness temperatures TB = i x 106 to 4 x 106 K and extents of L = lO 9
to I0 I0 cm. Magnetic field strengths of H _ 145 G have been inferred
from cyclotron lines at the apex of the 20-cm loops. Bright, highly polarized 6-cm
cores often mark the legs of dipolar loops with TB = 2 x 106 to 5 x 106 K and heights
h = 109 cm above the underlying sunspots. Values of H of _ 600 to 900 G are
inferred from the fact that these cores emit gyroradiation at the second or third
harmonic of the gyrofrequency. The 2-cm emission has brightness temperatures of
TB = 105 K and often overlies sunspots at heights h _ 5 x 108 cm where H is _ 103 G.
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The 20-cm coronal loops have been discussed by Velusamy and Kundu (1981), Lang,
Willson and Rayrole (1982), Dulk and Gary (1983), and McConnell and Kundu (1984).
Multiple-wavelength VLA observations at 2, 6 and 20 cm have been presented by Lang,
Willson and Gaizauskas (1983), Shevgaonkar and Kundu(1984), Kundu and Lang (1985)
and Kundu (1986 - this proceedings). Most recently, Gary and Hurford (1986)
have used microwave spectroscopy during a solar eclipse to delineate the physical
conditions at a variety of levels within the legs and apex of a coronal loop (see
Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Differenced OVRO time profiles at four representative frequencies. Right
hand circular (RH) polarization is shown by the heavy lines, and left hand
(LH) polarization by the light lines. Below 3 GHz, the active region appears
as a single board source. At higher frequencies, the region bifurcates into
two main sources, becoming more localized to the sunspots as the observing
frequency increases. The sense of polarization in the two spot sources is
consistent with gyroresonance emission.
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS .w POOR QUALITY 
RADIATION MECHANISMS OF CORONAL LOOPS 
The quiescent ,  o r  non-f lar ing,  r a d i a t i o n  of coronal  loops is usua l ly  thermal i n  
nati ire.  The s o f t  X-ray r a d i a t i o n  is, €or  example, a t t r i b u t e d  t o  the  thermal 
bremsstrahlung of hot  mill ion-degree e l ec t rons .  Yowever, a t  cent imeter  
wavelengths there  a r e  two d i f f e r e n t  thermal mechanisms : the  bremsstrahlung of thermal 
e l e c t r o n s  acce lera ted  i n  t he  e lec t r ic  f i e l d  of ions and the  gyroresonant  r a d i a t i o n  
of thermal e l ec t rons  acce le ra t ed  by magnetic f i e l d s  can c o n t r i b u t e  t o  the emission. 
While the  thermal bremsstrahlung emission is s e n s i t i v e  t o  the e l e c t r o n  temperature 
and emission measure, gyroresonant emission is  s e n s i t i v e  t o  the  l o c a l  magnetic f i e l d  
and e l e c t r o n  temperature. It is t h i s  gyroresonant r a d i a t i o n  which provides a s e n s i t i v e  
measure of coronal magnetic f i e l d  s t r eng th .  Thus, i t  is  important t o  d i s t i n g u i s h  
which of these  mechanism is respons ib le  for  the  emission from any given source a t  
t hese  wavelengths. 
Strong evidence f o r  thermal gy ro rad ia t ion  a t  coronal  l e v e l s  above sunspots  has 
been provided by comparing the  s o f t  X-ray an3  centimeter-wavelength r a d i a t i o n  of 
a c t i v e  reg ions  [ Kundu, Schmahl and Gerassimenko (1980); P a l l a v i c i n i ,  Sakurai and 
Vaiana (1981);  Schrnahl e t  91. (1982)l .  Uthough the re  is in t ense  X-ray emission from 
t h e  apex of coronal loop%, the  X-ray r a d i a t i o n  o f t e n  Ealls t o  undetec tab le  levels i n  
t h e  l e g s  of coronal loops above sunspots.  Yet, i n t ense  rad io  radiation has sometimes 
been observed from both the apex and the legs of coronal  loops. A t  o the r  times rad io  
emission has been de tec ted  from j u s t  the apex o r  j u s t  the  l e g s  of the loops ,  depending 
on the  wavelength and observing condi t ions .  
The near equa l i ty  of the rad io  b r igh tness  and e l e c t r o n  temperatures  i n d i c a t e s  
t h a t  the  rad io  emission from coronal  loops i s  usua l ly  thermal.  Rut t he  low e l e c t r o n  
d e n s i t i e s  in fer red  from the X-ray d a t a  above sunspots  i n d i c a t e  t h a t  thermal 
bremsstrahlung is too weak to  account fo r  the in t ense  rad io  r a d i a t i o n .  The e x t r a  
source  of opaci ty  has been a t t r i b u t e d  t o  gyroresonance absorp t ion  a t  the second o r  
t h i r d  harmonic of t he  gyrofrequency, 
' R G R E S ; ~ L N T  EYizS . 
Figure 3 .  A Westerbork Synthes is  Radio Telescope syn thes i s  nap  of c i r c u l a r  
po la r i za t ion  a t  X = 6 c m  ove r l a id  on an Ra photograph obtained from the  
observatory a t  Athens. 
c i r c u l a r l y  polar ized horseshoe s t ruc t r l r e  t h a t  r ings  the sunspot umbra is  
due t o  gyroresonant emission I n  the  curved magnetic Eie lds  of  the sunspot 
penumbra. 
The contours  are i n  s t e p s  of 1.5 x l o 5  K. The 
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Thermal gy ro rad ia t ion  a t  coronal  l e v e l s  above sunspots  h a s  been a d d i t i o n a l l y  
confirmed by t h e  d e t e c t i o n  o f  c i r c u l a r l y  po la r i zed  ring-shaped o r  horseshoe 
s t r u c t u r e s  a t  6 c m  wavelength [Al i ssandrakis  and Kundu (1982);  Lang and Wil lson 
(1982)l .  The h ighly-polar ized  (up t o  100 percent )  s t r u c t u r e s  were p r e c i c t e d  by the  
theory  of gy ro rad ia t ion  i n  t h e  curved magnetic f i e l d s  above sunspot  penumbrae 
[Ge l ' f r e ikh  and Lubyshev (197911. There i s  no d e t e c t a b l e  c i r c u l a r  p o l a r i z a t i o n  above 
t h e  c e n t r a l  sunspot  umbrae where t h e  magnetic f i e l d s  p r o j e c t  r a d i a l l y  upward i n t o  t h e  
h o t  co rona l  r eg ions  ( s e e  F igure  3).  Depressions i n  the  r a d i o  b r i g h t n e s s  temperature  
above sunspot  umbrae have been a t t r i b u t e d  t o  cool  material  i n  t h e s e  r eg ions  [S t rong ,  
A l l i s a n d r a k i s  and Kundu(1984) I .  
A t  t h e  longe r ,  20 c m ,  wavelength, emission i s  d e t e c t e d  sometimes from both t h e  
apex and t h e  l e g s  of coronal  l oops  (Lang, Wil lson,  S t rong ,  and Smith, 1986, and see 
Figure  4 ) ,  and sometimes from j u s t  t h e  apex (Webb e t  a l . ,  1986). In  t h e  l a t t e r  case ,  
t h e  e l e c t r o n  d e n s i t i e s  and temperatures  i n f e r r e d  from t h e  X-ray s p e c t r a l  l i n e s  i n d i c a t e  
t h a t  t he  plasma i s  o p t i c a l l y  t h i c k  a t  20 c m ,  and hence t h a t  t h e  observed b r i g h t n e s s  
temperature  should be equa l  t o  t h e  e l ec t ron  temperature.  However, t h e  observed 
b r i g h t n e s s  temperature  i s  a f a c t o r  of 2 - 3 lower than  t h e  l o c a l  e l e c t r o n  temperature .  
Bros ius  and Holman (1986--this proceedings) and Holman (1986--this proceedings)  e x p l a i n  
t h i s  low b r igh tness  temperature  i n  terms of a r e l a t i v e l y  cool ,  <lo5 K e x t e r n a l  plasma 
around t h e  h o t  2.5 x 1 0 L K  loops.  Such m a t e r i a l  absorbs  emiss ions  p r imar i ly  from t h e  
loop  f o o t p o i n t s ,  where t h e  o p t i c a l  depth a long  t h e  l i n e  of s i g h t  i s  g r e a t e s t .  
l oops  and t h e  e x t e r n a l  plasma are separa ted  by a t h i n  t r a n s i t i o n  zone. 
measure d i s t r i b u t i o n s  f o r  such models have been c a l c u l a t e d ,  and have been found no t  
on ly  t o  agree w e l l  w i t h  r e c e n t  observa t iona l  emission measure curves  f o r  s o l a r  a c t i v e  
r eg ion  loops ,  but  a l s o  t o  r i s e  on both the cool  and t h e  h o t  s i d e  of t h e  emission 
measure minimum. Th i s  i s  t h e  f i r s t  time t h a t  a t h e o r e t i c a l  emission measure curve f o r  
The 
The emiss ion  
a s i n g l e  a c t i v e  reg ion  loop  h a s  been found t o  do t h i s  ( c f .  Antiochos and Noci, 1986) .  
F igure  4 .  A comparison of  t h e  s o f t  X-ray (S.M.M.-left), H (SOON-middle) and 
20 c m  (V.L.A.-right) emission of an a c t i v e  reg ion  on t h e  same day. The 
most i n t e n s e  s o f t  X-ray emission is w e l l  c o r r e l a t e d  wi th  i n t e n s e  20 c m  
and H emission;  but  t h e  20 c m  emission a l s o  ex tends  a c r o s s  the  a r e a s  
n e a r  t h e  sunspots  where i t  i s  a l so  in t ense .  The angu la r  spac ing  between 
f i d u c i a l  marks on t h e  axes  i s  60 arc-seconds. 
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Alternative radiation mechanisms may be required for intense radio emission from
regions overlying weak photospheric magnetic fields. Observations of these regions
have been reported by Akmedov et al. (1986), Lang (1986a-thls prodeedings), Lang and
Willson (1986a-this proceedings), Webb, Davis, Kundu and Velusamy (1983), and Willson
and Lang(1986). A possible explanation, first studied in detail by Chiuderi, Drago and
Melozzl (1984), is the nonthermal synchrotron emission of mildly relativistic
electrons; but some currently-unspeclfled mechanism must be accelerating the
electrons. An equally plausible explanation is that currents amplify the magnetic
field in the low solar corona to strengths that are a factor of ten larger than those
inferred from magnetograms of the underlying photosphere. The observed radio
emission might then be attributed to the gyroradiation of thermal electrons at the
second and third harmonic of the gyrofrequency.
SPECIFYING THE CORONAL MAGNETIC FIELD
Measurements of the spectrum, polarization and angular size of active region
sources at centimeter wavelengths have been pioneered by Soviet astronomers using the
RATAN 600 [Radio Astronomy Telescope of the Academy of Sciences (Nauk)-see Akmedov
et al. (1986)], and further developed and extended using the frequency-agile
interferometer at the OVRO [ Owens Valley Radio Observatory-see Hurford and Gary (1986)
this proceedings)]. By measuring both the angular size and the flux density at a
variety of wavelengths _ one can uniquely determine the brightness temperature spectrum
of the sources. Circular polarization data can additionally be used to specify
the magnetic field strength. Hurford and Gary (1986-this proceedings) have used
this technique of microwave spectroscopy to measure the field distribution in the
lower corona above sunspots.
In fact, both the strength and structure of the coronal magnetic field can be
specified along the legs of coronal loops where gyroradiatlon dominates. The
observations indicate that the magnetic fields systematically diverge and decrease in
strength at higher heights (longer wavelengths) above single sunspots [see Hurford
and Gary (1986) - this proceedings].
The magnetic field strength can also be inferred from individual cyclotron lines
when gyroradiation dominates the emission. The observations at a single wavelength
refer to a predetermined height where the radiation frequency is at one of the low
harmonics of the gyrofrequency. Multiple-frequency observations provide
information at a fixed height, regardless of field strength.
Holman and Kundu (1985) and Holman (1986 - proceedings) have pointed out that
the emitting layers might be spatially resolved when a thin loop is observed. The
magnetic field strength within each layer can then be inferred from the observing
wavelength and the relevant harmonic. However, the cyclotron lines may overlap
when the loop is thick or when a thin loop is observed along its legs.
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The spectrum of an individual cyclotron llne may also be obtained when observing
at several wavelengths. For example, the spectra of individual cyclotron lines have
been observed at wavelengths near 20 cm when the apex of a coronal loop is resolved
[Willson (1985), Lang (1986a-thls proceedings), Lang, Willson, Strong and Smith
(1986)]. This is because the magnetic field strength is relatively constant near the
loop apex; the cyclotron lines would merge into a continuum along the loop legs where
the magnetic field strength decreases uniformly with height. Neutral current sheets
might also play a role, leading to intense radio emission from a thin layer near the
loop apex. Both a uniform field and a steep temperature gradient in the uniform
region are probably required to detect the cyclotron lines. In any event observations
of individual cyclotron lines indicate magnetic field strengths of H = 145 ± 5 G
at the apex of some coronal loops.
Solar bursts might also be used to infer the strength and configuration of
coronal magnetic fields. Roberts, Edwin and Benz (1984) and Roberts (1984, 1986 -
proceedings) have shown that bursts can impulsively generate magneto-acoustic
oscillations in a coronal loop. These oscillations may be observed as quasi-periodlc
radio variations whose onset, duration and periodicity can be used to infer the
height, size and magnetic field strength of the emitting region.
THE CORONAE OF NEARBY STARS
Nearby main-sequence stars of late spectral type exhibit quiescent, or non-
flaring, X-ray emission whose absolute luminosity may be as much as i00 times that of
the Sun [Valana et al. (1981)]. This suggests that these stars have hot stellar
coronae with large-scale coronal loops and strong magnetic fields. The solar analogy
suggests that these coronae might also be detected at radio wavelengths.
Nearby dwarf M flare stars do, in fact, exhibit slowly varying radio emission at
6 and 20 cm wavelength that is analogous to that of solar active regions. However,
the X-ray observations rule out detectable thermal bremsstrahlung at radio
wavelengths; the temperatures and emission measures inferred from the X-ray data
indicate that the radio bremsstrahlung would be at least two orders of magnitude
below detection thresholds. Moreover, thermal gyroradlatlon is an unlikely source of
the intense 20 cm radiation from some of these stars; implausibly large coronal loops
would have to be up to i0 times larger than the star with magnetic field strengths
larger than i00 G at these remote distances. The most likely source of this slowly
varying radiation in M-dwarf stars is gyrosynchrotron radiation from nonthermal
electrons (Holman, 1986; Lang and Willson, 1986b).
In other words, the fact that we detect radio emission from these stars means
that something unusual is happening on them. As an example, radio bursts from the
dwarf M, stars have been attributed to coherent emission mechanisms like electron-
cyclotron masers or coherent plasma radiation [Melrose and Dulk (1982); Dulk (1985)].
Quasl-periodlc and individual spikes have been detected from the dwarf M star AD
Leonis at 20 cm wavelength [Lang et al. (1983), Lang and Willson (1986a), Lang
(1986a)-this proceedings)]. These spikes are up to 100% circularly polarized with
rise times less than 5 milliseconds. The rapid rise time indicates that the
emitter's size is less than 0.005 of the star's radius, and that a symmetric emitter
has a brightness temperature in excess of 1016 K. Such a high brightness temperature
requires a coherent radiation mechanism. Similar high brightness temperature spikes
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have been observed during solar flares. Unlike solar flares, however, the underlying
nonspiky emission from the AD Leonls flare is probably also coherent [Holman,
Bookbinder and Golub (1985)].
Coherent emission is also suggested by the narrow-band, slowly varying, 20-cm
emission from the dwarf M star YZ Canls Minorls [Lang and Willson (1986)], as well as
narrow-band 20 cm flares from the red dwarf stars AD Leo and UV Cetl [White, Kundu
and Jackson (1986)]. The narrow-band structure cannot be explained by continuum
emission processes such as thermal bremsstrahlung, thermal gyroradlation, or
nonthermal gyrosynchrotron radiation. Coherent radiation processes seem to be
required.
If the radiation is emitted by an electron-cyclotron maser at the second
harmonic of the gyrofrequency, then the magnetic field strength is H = 250 G,
and constraints on the plasma frequency imply an electron density of N e _ 6 x 109
cm -3. Coherent plasma radiation at the first or second harmonic of the plasma
frequency respectively require Ne = 2 x i0 I0 cm-3 and H << 500 G or Ne = 6 x 109
cm-3 and H << 250 G. Thus, the coherent burst mechanisms suggest that the coronae of
dwarf M stars have physical parameters similar to those of solar active regions.
FUTURE PROSPECTS FOR CORONAL DIAGNOSTICS
Probable observations of coherent radiation processes on nearby stars are
stimulating further searches for coherent signatures in the Sun's radio radiation.
In fact, narrow-band structure has been observed in a solar burst [Lang and Willson
(1984): Lang (1986b)], and rapid spikes during some solar bursts have been interpreted
in terms of electron-cyclotron masers [Holman, Eichler and Kundu (1980); Holman (1983)].
Future observations with high resolution in time and frequency at the VLA, OVRO and
Nancay will help determine the role that coherent radiation processes play in solar
active regions.
The next decade will also include detailed comparisons of radio and X-ray
observations with model coronal loops that include both thermal bremsstrahlung and
thermal gyroradiation. Coronal magnetic fields may be directly inferred from
observations and models in which the expected radio emission is computed as a
function of wavelength, polarization and viewing angle. A comparison of the observed
radiation with theoretical expectations will determine magnetic field strengths,
electron densities and electron temperatures.
The evolution of coronal loops has strong future potential. Of special interest
are the preheating and magnetic changes that trigger solar bursts [see Kundu and Lang
(1985) for a review]. Emerging coronal loops and the magnetic interaction of
existing coronal loops will be particularly interesting topics.
Future studies of the evolution of the three-dimenslonal magnetic and plasma
structure of coronal loops will lead to valuable new insights to the nature of solar
active regions and eruptions on the Sun and nearby stars. Such insights can only be
fully realized by the development of a solar-stellar synthesis radiotelescope.
Such an instrument would be dedicated to solar and stellar observations with high
angular, temporal and frequency resolution.
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THREE DIMENSIONAL STRUCTURES OF SOLAR ACTIVE REGIONS
M. R. Kundu
Astronomy Program
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ABSTRACT
Three-dimensional structure of an active region is determined from observations
with the Very Large Array (VLA) at 2_ 6, and 20 cm. This region exhibits a
single magnetic loop of length N i0 TM cm. The 2 cm radiation is mostly thermal
bremsstrahlung and originates from the footpolnts of the loop. The 6 and 20 cm
radiation is dominated by low-harmonic gyroresonance radiation and originates
from the upper portion of the legs or the top of the loop. The loop broadens
toward the apex. The top of the loop is not found to be the hottest point, but
two temperature maxima on either side of the loop apex are observed, which is
consistent with the model proposed for long loops. From 2 and 6 cm observations
it can be concluded that the electron density and temperature cannot be uniform
in a plane perpendicular to the axis of the loop; the density should decrease
away from the axis of the loop.
INTRODUCTION
The three dimensional structure of magnetic fields above active regions in the
low corona and chromosphere-corona transition zone can be determined from
multiwavelength radio observations. Radio methods of measuring magnetic fields
in active regions are based upon the measurement of total intensity (I) and
circular polarization (V) and the use of precise knowledge of the generating
mechanisms of radio emission in active regions. The circular polarization in the
gyroresonance absorption process which is relevant for sunspot associated sources
is due to the fact that for typical conditions in the corona, the extraordinary
mode becomes optically thick at the levels where f ffi3 fH or 2 fH (fH =
gyrofrequency), whereas the ordinary mode becomes optically thick at the level f
ffi2 fH which is located at a lower level in the sun's atmosphere; the circular
polarization in the extraordinary mode then results as a consequence of the
temperature structure above active regions. In the free-free process, the
circular polarization results from the fact that in the presence of a magnetic
field the absorption coefficient in the extraordinary mode is higher than that in
the ordinary mode; consequently, the _ = 1 level in the e-mode occurs higher in
the solar atmosphere than in the o-mode. Both these processes have been used to
estimate magnetic field strengths at centimeter and millimeter wavelengths
(Alissandrakis et al. 1980; Kundu et al. 1977; Kundu and McCullough, 1972). The
circular polarization maps can be used as chromospheric and coronal magnetograms
provided there is no radio wave propagation effect, which can be verified from
the correspondence of the radio polarities with those of the photospheric
magnetic field.
Aside from the magnetic field structure, the knowledge of the structure of
an active region as a function of height is important. This is especially so
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when the active region appears in the form of a loop as is often the case at
centimeter wavelengths. Three dimensional active region studies have been
reported by Shevgaonkar and Kundu (1984) from multifrequency observations using
the VLA. They studied a region that exhibited a single loop without any other
interacting loop nearby.
OBSERVATIONS
Figure 1 shows the total intensity (I) and circular polarization (V) maps @t 2, 6
and 20 cm wavelengths. The 2 cm radiation (_ 80% polarized; Tb _ 1.5 x I0 _ K)
comes from two isolated spots which are co-spatlal with two strong magnetic
regions with opposite polarities, the sense of polarization being of the same
sign as the magnetic fields on the magnetogram. Thus, the 2 cm radiation appears
to originate from the foot points of a magnetic loop. The 6 cm total intensity
map again shows two regions (Tb N 4.5 x 10b K; p N 10-15%), approximately at the
same positions as the 2 cm regions, but larger in size. The larger size of the
two regions at 6 cm compared to that at 2 cm, indicates that, if the active
region emission originates in a loop, the loop must be diverging towards its
apex. The existence of two isolated regions at 6 cm, with Tb _ 4.5 x 106K
indicate that the two legs of the loop have not started closing, and that the 6
cm radiation originates from the upper part of the legs of the loop. At 20 cm,
the two regions are almost merged into each other but still keep their identity
as two regions. The centers of these two merging regions are again co-spatial
with the 6 cm peaks within the errors of measurement. The size of the two 20 cm
re_ions is larger than that at 6 cm, but the peak Tb has decreased to _ 2.5 x
10VK and p is N 20%.
The maps at different wavelengths obviously give sectional views of a
magnetic loop at different heights. The magnetic field diverges along the loop
in the upward direction. The loop seems to start closing at a height of _ 50 x
103 kms, where the 20 cm radiation originates. The 2 cm polarization data
indicate that the extraordinary mode is optically thick in the transition zone,
with T_ _ 1.5 x 105K, and the ordinary mode becomes optically thick at a lower
level _i.e. for a lower harmonic), with Te _ 105K or it is optically thin.
Shevgaonkar and Kundu concluded that the 2 cm radiation is dominated by thermal
bremsstrahlung and originates from a layer where Ne _ I0 I0 cm -3 and B _ 2000 G.
The T b at 6 cm is _ 4.5 x 106K and polarization is _ 15%. Since polarization is
low, the gyroresonace radiation has to be optically thick for both modes. Taking
= 450 , LB = 109 cm, Ne = 4 x 109 cm -3, the highest harmonic for which b_th
modes are optically thick is 3, resulting in B 600 G at a height of _ I0"
kms. Assuming that the same magnetic field diverges with height, the
conservation of the magnetic flux requires that if B is _ 600 G and 2000 G
respectively at 6 and 2 cm, the ratio of the source sizes at 6 cm and 2 cm should
be _ 3.5, in contrast to the observed ratio of N 24. This difficulty was
overcome by asssuming that in the outer rim of the magnetic pole, the 2 cm Tb is
< 10% of its peak value, which requires the optical depth to be _ 0.I.
Shevgaonkar and Kundu showed that the observations could be explained if Ne
decreases by a factor of 3 from the core to the outer rim and B decreases towards
the edge of the loop by a factor of 1.76 if T is taken constant or even more
slowly if a cool core model is assumed, consistent with the combined high
resolution microwave and soft x-ray observations of Strong et al (1984). If the
magnetic field remains constant over the outer rim, the conservation of flux
gives magnetic pole size _ 2.5 times that of the 2 cm region, the same as the
pole size in the magnetogram.
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Fig. I. Total intensity (left) and circular polarization (right) maps of an
active region at 2 cm (top), 6 cm (middle) and 20 cm (bottom), made with
the VLA with resolution of 2", 5" and 20" arc respectively. At 2, 6 and
20 cm, peak TB = 1.5 x 105 K, 4.6 x 106 K and 2._ x 106 K respectively;
the corresponding contour intervals are 2.9 x I0 K, 5.9 x I0J K and 3.1
x 105 K. For V-maps, the contour intervals are 1.9 x 104 K, 2.2 x 105 K
and 1 x 105 K respectively.
At 20 cm, the radiation (Tb _ 2.5 x 106 K, p _ 20%) originates from the
upper portion of the legs of the loop. According to the loop model with uniform
energy deposition function along the loop (Rosner et al. 1978), the loop apex
should be hottest and so TB at 20 cm level must be at least 5 x 106K, the same as
the 6 cm TB. But since the observed TB is _ 2.5 x 106K, the radiation must be
optically thin with _ _ 0.7 to satisfy Rosner et al's model. For a source of
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109 cm, Ne required to make _ ~ 0.7 due to thermal bremsstrahlungdimension
5x 4 x 109 cm -3, or an emission measure of _ 1029 cm -5. This emissionshould be
measure is higher by about one order of magnitude than that computed by Lang,
Willson and Gaizauskas (1983) from VLA observations and by Vaiana and Rosner
(1978) from X-ray observations. From magnetic flux conservation, the source size
at 20 cm compared to that at 6 cm gives a magnetic field of _ 150 G at 20 cm
level, which is sufficient to generate the 3rd or 4th harmonic gyroresonance
emission at 20 cm. Thus, the 20 cm radiation must be due to gyroresonance
absorption. For s=3, _res _ 103 for both modes. By reducing Ne, it does not
seem that the radiation can be made optically thin for s=3. Thus, Te must be 2.5
x 106K. For Ne ~ 109 cm -3 or an emission measure of _ 1028 cm -5 the region is
optically thin due to thermal bremsstrahlung for Te _ _ x 106 - 5 x 106 K,
which can not explain the observed high Tb of _ 2.5 x i0 K. Lang, Willson and
Gaizauskas (1983) concluded from their VLA observations that the 20 cm radiation
(Tb _ 0.5 x i06 K) was optically thin bremssstrahlung, with Te _ 2 x 106 K.
However, to get Tb _ 2.5 x 10b K as observed by us, gyroresonance mechanism has
to be invoked. Thus, the higher layer from which the 20 cm radiation originates
is cooler than the lower layer from which the 6 cm radiation originates. This
result does not support Rosner et al's model of uniform energy deposition along
the loop, which gives maximum temperature at the apex of the loop. On the other
hand, our observations provide evidence for Vesecky et al's (1979) model,
according to which the temperature maximum need not necessarily occur at the apex
of the loop but there could be two maxima, one on either side of it and a minimum
at the apex of the loop.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have determined the three-dimensional structure of an active region from
observations made with the Very Large Array (VLA) at 2, 6, and 20 cm. The region
concerned is a single magnetic loop of length _ I0 I0 cm. The 2 cm radiation is
found to be mostly thermal bremsstrahlung, originating from the footpoints of the
loop. The 6 and 20 cm radiation is dominated by low-harmonic gyroresonance
radiation, originating from the upper portion of the legs or the top of the
loop. The loop broadens toward the apex. The top of the loop is not found to be
the hottest point, but two temperature maxima on either side of the loop apex are
observed, which is consistent with the model proposed for long loops. From 2 and
6 cm observations we conclude that the electron density and temperature cannot be
uniform in a plane perpendicular to the axis of the loop; the density should
decrease away from the axis of the loop.
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HIGH-SPATIAL-RESOLUTION MICROWAVE AND RELATED OBSERVATIONS
AS DIAGNOSTICS OF CORONAL LOOPS
Gordon D. Holman
Laboratory for Astronomy and Solar Physics
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland
High-spatial-resolution microwave observations of coronal loops, together with
theoretical models for the loop emission, can provide detailed information about the
temperature, density, and magnetic field within the loop, as well as the environment
around the loop. The capability for studying magnetic fields is particularly
important, since there is no comparable method for obtaining direct information
about coronal magnetic fields. Knowledge of the magnetic field strength and
structure in coronal loops is important for understanding both coronal heating and
flares. Hith arc-second-resolution microwave observations from the ViA,
supplemental high-spectral-resolution microwave data from a facility such as the
Owens Valley frequency-agile interferometer, and the ability to obtain second-of-arc
resolution EUV or soft X-ray images, the capability already exists for obtaining
much more detailed information about coronal plasma and magnetic structures than is
presently available.
It has long been recognized by practitioners of solar radio astronomy that
microwave observations provide a means of determining magnetic field strengths in
the corona and transition zone (see Kundu and Lang, 1985, for a recent review).
Early observations of the sun were encumbered by poor spatial resolution. Arc-
second-resolution observations with the VIA, however, have clearly demonstrated that
individual coronal loops and other structures can be resolved at microwave
frequencies (see Kundu and Lang, 1985). Nevertheless, these single-frequency
observations have not led to unambiguous determinations of coronal magnetic field
strengths, since two different mechanisms, thermal bremsstrahlung (free-free) and
thermal gyroresonance (cyclotron) emission, and possibly nonthermal gyrosynchrotron
emission, can contribute to the microwave emission. Free-free emission is sensitive
to electron temperature and emission measure, while gyroresonance emission is most
sensitive to magnetic field strength (and direction) and electron temperature.
Using gyroresonance emission to determine magnetic field strengths requires
determining which of several possible harmonics of the electron gyrofrequency is
responsible for the observed emission. Simultaneous VIA observations at 1.5 GHz, 5
GHz, and/or 15 GHz have not improved this situation much, since the emission
mechanisms are also sensitive to frequency, and entirely different structures are
typically observed at these widely-spaced frequencies. In order to confidently
extract the desired physical information from these observations, additional
observational data and more detailed theoretical modeling are required.
Computations of the microwave and related emissions from model coronal
structures are important for obtaining an idea of what microwave signatures might be
observed, for determining what combination of observational data is required to
obtain the desired physical information, and are necessary for extracting complete
information from the observational data. Hith these considerations in mind, the
thermal gyroresonance emission from two-dimensional dipole loop models has been
computed by Holman and Kundu (1985). These models were chosen as the simplest non-
trivial, but potentially realistic, configuration from which the coronal microwave
emission might arise. One of these loop models, and the corresponding 5 GHz
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microwave emission, is shown in the figure below. An isothermal, 3 _<106 K plasma
is confi_ed between dipole magnetic field lines that cross the y axis at y = 5.0 and
5.2 x I0 cm (the dipole is at the origin). The footpoints of the loop are taken to
be at the value of y where the outer magnetic field line becomes parallel to the y
axis, marked "surface" in the figure. The field strength at the top of the loop is
300 G, and _150_^G at,the footpoints. The loopgdens_ty falls exponentially with
height from _i0 _u cm-j at the footpoints to _i0 cm- at the top. The heavy curves
indicate locations within the loop where a harmonic (circled number) of the local
electron gyrofrequency is equal to the observation frequency, and, hence, locations
from which gyroresonance microwave emission may be observed. For this model,
thermal bremsstrahlung emission is not significant.
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The figure on the right shows the 5 GHz brightness temperature and polarization
plotted as a function of position for a scan along the length of the loop with the
line of sight parallel to the y axis (the curve labeled with the symbol "x" shows
extraordinary mode emission, and "o" denotes the ordinary mode of polarization).
The important features are the high degree of spatial and polarization structure.
The optically thick harmonics give the loop temperature, and determination of the
harmonic number gives the local magnetic field strength. Computations of the loop
emission at other nearby frequencies show that the microwave structure is very
sensitive to observation frequency. It is also sensitive to the angle at which the
loop is observed. This sensitivity can be used to remove the ambiguities present in
a single frequency, single aspect angle observation. High-spatial-resolution
observations at a series of closely spaced frequencies, such as those recently
published by Willson (1985), are particularly valuable in this respect.
Although gyroresonance emission does not provide a sensitive diagnostic of
plasma density, the gyroresonance optical depth is density dependent. Also, free-
free emission is sensitive to emission measure and, therefore, density. For these
reasons it is particularly valuable to have an independent measure of density or
emission measure, such as can be provided by EUV or soft X-ray observations.
Obtaining simultaneous images at microwave and EUV and/or soft X-ray frequencies
provides the most direct means of obtaining detailed information about the magnetic
and plasma properties of coronal structures. Simultaneous ViA and high-resolution
(rocket) soft X-ray observations of active region loops have been obtained in a
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series of papers by Hebb, Davis, Kundu, and collaborators (Hebb et al., 1983; Kahler
et al., 1984; Hebb et al., 1986). (References to other coordinated microwave and
soft X-ray observations can be found in these papers.) These papers contain
microwave observations of soft X-ray loops at 4.9 GHz (6 cm) and at 1.45 GHz (20
cm). Except for the hotter post-flare loop _tudied by Kahler et al. (1984), the
X-ray loops had temperatures of 2.5 - 3 x i0 K, the X-ray temperature and emission
measure did not vary significantly along the length of the loops, and the
observations tended to show a relatively compact microwave source at or near the
apex of the X-ray loop. These observations are studied in terms of microwave loop
models in Hebb et al. (1986).
Since the X-ray emission is primarily thermal bremsstrahlung, soft X-ray
observations give direct information about the importance of thermal bremsstrahlung
at microwave frequencies. For the active region loops observed by Nebb et al.
(1983, 1986), free-free emission was found to be important for the loops observed at
1.45 GHz, but was found to be unimportant for those observed at 4.9 GHz. The loops
observed at 4.9 GHz sere generally >30% polarized and had brightness temperatures
slightly lower than the electron temperature deduced from the X-ray data. Since the
highest optically thick harmonic was found to be the fourth, it was concluded that
the 4.9 GHz emission was most likely 4thharmonic gyroresonance emission. This
implies a magnetic field strength of 438 Gauss at the location of the microwave
sources. Models for the loops observed at 4.9 GHz are shown in the figure below
(from Hebb et al. 1986).
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The models in the figure, as in the previous figure, are dipole loop models,
for which the magnetic field strength varies along the length of the loop. It was
found that if the magnetic field did not vary along the length of the loop, too much
of the loop would have been observed at 4.9 GHz. On the other hand, if the field
strength varied as much as in the models of Holman and Kundu (1985), loser harmonic
emission would have been observed from the legs of the loops. The requirement,
then, is that the 3rd harmonic level not be present in the loop or, at least, in the
hot, X-ray emitting part of the loop. This restricts the maximum field strength
within the X-ray loop to a value less than 580 G. For the model in frame (a) of the
figure, the (minimum) field strength at the top of the loop is 425 G and the X-ray
emitting plasma terminates above the s = 3 level. The microwave emission is only
seen from a region around the apex of the loop, as required by the observations.
An alternative possibility is illustrated in frame (b) of the figure. For this
case the field strength at the apex of the loop is 375 G and a 4th harmonic level is
present in each leg of the loop (the 3rd harmonic level is just below the x axis).
• o
If the observer sere to look directly down upon the loop (_ = 90°), two mlcrosave
source regions would be observed. For the line of sight inclined at an angle of _ =
45 ° , however, as shown, the source region in the left leg is observed near the
center of the projected X-ray loop, while the region in the right leg of the loop
would not have been observed. The latter occurs because for small angles s between
the line of sight and the magnetic field, the optical thickness of the 4th harmonic
emission is too small for the microwave emission to have been observable. This
model places less restriction upon the location of the 4th harmonic level within the
loop than model (a). Like model (a), the maximum field strength within the X-ray
loop must be less than 580 G.
The information inferred from the 1.45 GHz observations is rather different
from the above, since the X-ray loops were found to be optically thick to free-free
emission at 1.45 GHz. In order to understand why the entire X-ray loop was not
observed down to the %2 x 10 _ K sensitivity of the microwave observations, it was
found that the X-ray loop must be enveloped by a cooler plasma with a temperature
'_i0 K or less. T_e compact microwave s_urce3could be explained if the external
plasma (T = 1 x i0_ K) has a density _i0 cm- at the top of the X-ray loop that
falls off exponentially with^height with the gravitational scale length. (The loop
density was found to be _10 _u cm 3.) Most of the loop microwave emission, except
for some emission from the top of the loop, is then masked by free-free absorpti@_
in2_he e_ternal plasma. This external plasma would have an emissmon measure i0 -
i0 cm- . A "transition zone" or boundary layer might be expected to be present
between the hot loop plasma and the cooler external plasma. The observational
implications of, and restrictions upon, such a transition zone are discussed in the
following paper (Brosius and Holman, these proceedings; also, Brosius and Holman,
1986).
An alternative model for the 1.45 GHz emission would be for the external
absorption to be gyroresonance rat_er than free-free. This still requires an
external plasma temperature ofq_lO- K or lower, but the plasma density above the
loop can be as los as _I0 _ cm--. The absorption is most likely to be 2nd harmonic,
since 3rd harmonic absorption requires an external plasma density as high as that
required for free-free absorption. To obtain the microwave source, the 2nd harmonic
level would have to graze the top of the X-ray loop (or graze a transition zone at
the top of the loop). This implies a magnetic field strength of 260 G near the top
of the X-ray loop. The microwave source would be a combination of gyroresonance and
free-free emission.
3O0
Highly desirable future observations would be to have a set of high-spatial-
resolution microwave maps at primarily closely spaced frequencies, together with
high-spatial-resolution EUV or soft X-ray images of the same region. Coordinated
high-spectral-resolution observations (with some spatial information so that
brightness temperatures can be obtained) from an instrument such as the Owens Valley
frequency-agile interferometer would also be desirable. A lot of information can be
extracted from a good set of microwave observations alone, but coordinated EUV or
soft X-ray observations provide a more direct route to conclusions that are less
model dependent. E(or X)UV observations have some advantage over the soft X-ray
observations, since a wider range of temperatures can be observed, and some direct
density diagnostics can be obtained from line ratios. With either, however,
important plasma information is obtained that could only be indirectly deduced from
the microwave data alone. There is also much to be done in developing existing
models, and in modeling different magnetic and plasma configurations. Hith more
coordinated observations and theoretical modeling, it should be possible to obtain
much new, reliable quantitative information about the magnetic and plasma properties
of coronal structures.
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THEORETICAL MODELS OF FREE-FREE MICROWAVE EMISSION FROM SOLAR
MAGNETIC LOOPS
Jeffrey W. Brosius
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NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD
and SASC Technologies, Inc., Lanham, MD
and
Gordon D. Holman
Laboratory for Astronomy and Solar Physics
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD
We calculate the free-free microwave emission from a series of model
magnetic loops. The loops are surrounded by a cooler external plasma, as
required by recent simultaneous X-ray and microwave observations, and a narrow
transition zone separating the loops from the external plasma. To be
consistent with the observational results, upper limits on the density and
temperature scale lengths in the transition zone are found to be 360 km and
250 km, respectively. The models which best produce agreement with X-ray and
microwave observations also yield emission measure curves which agree well
with observational emission measure curves for solar active regions.
As discussed by Holman (previous paper in these Proceedings), coronal
loops are often optically thick to free-free emission at observational
frequencies around 1GHz. We deal primarily with a frequency of 1.45 GHz (20
cm), and include only thermal bremsstrahlung as the source of emission. In
the present discussion we will expand on the thermal bremsstrahlung model of
the previous paper--that of a semi-circular loop surrounded by a cooler,
absorbing, external plasma--and consider the effects of a temperature/density
"transition zone" (boundary layer) separating the loop and the external
medium. We choose density and temperature functions which yield a smooth
loop values (NL=I.5xI010 cm- , TL=2.5x_06 K) to thetransition from the
external medium limiting values (No=O at infinity, T0=5xl0_), and we
incorporate the full Appleton-Hartree expression for the index of refraction
in the evaluation of the optical depth and brightness temperature integrals.
The density and temperature of the external plasma are taken to vary as
N = (Ns)eXp(-y/Lg) + exp[-(r-r0)/LN][(NL)-(Ns)eXp(-y/Lg)]
T = (r0) + (rL-r0)exp[-(r-r0)/Lr],
where Ns=2Xl013 is the base density, y is the vertical height, Lg=3000 km is
the gravitational scale length, r is the radial position (the center of
curvature of the loop is at r=0), rO is the outer radius of the loop (3x104
km), LN is the density scale length-in the transition zone, and LT is the
temperature scale length in the transition zone. The inner radius of the loop
is 2.5xi0 km.
To begin, we show a naked loop, i.e., one with no external absorbing
plasma (Fig. I). Since the loop is optically thick, the observer sees an
essentially constant brightness temperature (equal to the loop temperature) as
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the loop is scanned. When an external, cool plasma is provided (with a
temperature/density discontinuity at the outer edge of the loop, i.e.,
LN=Lm=0) , a significant amount of the loop emission is absorbed (Fig. 2). The
result is that one obtains a model which conforms to the recent observations
of Webb et al. (1986), in which the microwave source covers about i/3 the
physical extent of the X-ray loop and is found to have a peak brightness
temperature ofNl.Oxl06 K.
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Fig. I. Brightness temperature versus line-of-sight
distance from loop center (in units of 109 cm) for a
loop with no transition zone and no external plasma.
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Fig. 2. Same as above for a loop surrounded by an
external plasma and thin transition zone (LN=LT=0).
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The presence of cool, external material in the corona is suggested by
recent observational and theoretical work (Webb et al., 1986; Kanno and
Suematsu, 1982; Schmahl and Orrall, 1979). In particular, Schmahl and Orrall
find continuum absorption in EUV spectra from everywhere on the sun, whether
in coronal holes, active regions, prominences, or elsewhere. They propose a
"cloud" model to account for this neutral hydrogen absorption shortward of 912
_, and this model is later confirmed by Kanno and Suematsu. Thus a cloud of
cool (neutral) hydrogen is believed to overlie material at transition region
temperatures. Kanno and Suematsu (1982) suggest that such clouds are the
remnants of cool, chromospheric material je_ted into the corona. In the
present context, we suggest that cool (T_I0 K), plasma overlies hot, magnetic
structures associated with the solar corona.
At the interface between the hot, dense loop and the cool, less dense
external plasma, we introduce a "transition zone" boundary layer. This is
reasonable primarily because a smooth transition is physically more appealing
than a sharp discontinuity. Thus we have an essentially inverted solar
atmosphere above magnetic loops, in which the coolest material overlies the
narrow transition layer material, which overlies the hot, coronal plasma.
Now that we have argued for the presence of the cool external plasma and
seen its effects, let us consider the effects of the density/temperature
"transition zone" boundary layer separating the hot loop from this cool
plasma.
The base density of the external plasma and the gravitational scale
height (which depends upon T O) both have a strong effect on the absorption by
the external medium. For present purposes, therefore, it is advantageous to
keep these parameters fixed and to allow only the "transition zone" density
and temperature scale lengths, LN and _, to vary. For a given base density
and external temperature, one may estimate the density an_ temperature scale
lengths which yield a peak brightness temperature of Ixl0 K. A loop model
may then be calculated for this set of parameters, and appropriate adjustments
on the density and temperature scale lengths made until either (a) the peak
brightness and loop width are made to conform to the simultaneous X-ray and
microwave observations, or (b) it be shown that the brightness and width could
not be made to conform to the simultaneous X-ray and microwave observations.
It was found that for temperature scale lengths greater than 250 km, no
density scale length could be found which would satisfy both the loop width
and peak brightness temperature conditions simultaneously. Furthermore, for
this upper limit on the temperature scale length, 360 km was established as an
upper limit on the density scale length. See Fig. 3.
We now briefly discuss some of our results.
There are two contributions overall to the observed brightness
temperature: (a) the contribution from the loop, as seen through the external
medium, and (b) the contribution from the boundary layer/external plasma
itself. Varying the scale lengths performs two functions: (a) it varies the
optical depth between the observer and the top edge of the loop, thus varying
the contribution to the observed brightness temperature from the loop, and (b)
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it varies the contribution to the observed brightness temperature from the
boundary layer/external plasma itself. The percentage contribution to the
total brightness temperature from each of these two regions ranges from 0% to
100%, depending on the optical depth of the external medium.
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Fig. 3. Brightness temperature versus li_e-of-sight
distance from loop center (in units of I0_ cm) for a
loop surrounded by an external plasma and transition
zone with LN=360 km, LT=250 km.
For "base densities" less than that used here (2xi013) the external
plasma is insufficiently thick to absorb the required amounts of loop
emission. Furthermore, for lower temperatures the gravitational scale length
is smaller, so that the density drops off faster, also making the external
medium less thick and less capable of absorbing the necessary loop
emissions. Also, while raising the external temperature would tend to offset
this, it should not be raised above the level of instrumental sensitivity
(l.7x105 K), as the whole loop would then be visible at a temperature of
1.7x10 b K, which it is not. (This last statement is true only if the external
medium is optically thick. We know, however, that it must be at least
partially thick, as it must absorb sufficient quantities of loop emission from
the loop center.) Finally, for a magnetic field strength of i00 gauss or
greater, the plasma at the "base" is field-dominated. If, however, the
density were much larger, the gas pressure would exceed the field pressure,
and the resulting pressure imbalance would be unrealistic.
Finally, we calculated the emission measure distribution, EM=N2T/(dT/dY),
for the boundary layer/external plasma for several combinations of the density
and temperature scale lengths (Fig. 4), and found that the model which best
fits the recent simultaneous X-ray and microwave observations produces an
emission measure curve which agrees well with recent observationally obtained
emission measure curves for solar active regions (Noyes et al., 1985; Vernazza
and Reeves, 1978). Notice that for the first time a theoretical emission
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measure curve for a single active region loop has been found which rises
sharply to both the cool and the hot side of the emission measure minimum (of.
Antiochos and Noci, 1986).
We are currently engaged in making theoretical predictions which will
enable the validity of the present model to be further evaluated (Brosius and
Holman, 1986).
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Fig. 4. Log EM versus Log T. Emission measure is in
units of cm -5. Curve I: LN=360 km, LT=250 km;
curve 2: LN=360 km, LT=I00D km; curve 3: LN=LT=IO00 km.
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CORONAL PLASMAS ON THE SUN AND NEARBY STARS
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INTRODUCTION
The Very Large Array (VLA) has been used to observe solar microwave sources
with second-of-arc angular resolution. Both the quiescent, or non-flaring,
microwave sources and the flaring ones are usually resolved. They are often
associated with the apex and/or legs of the ubiquitous coronal loops, which
heretofore have been observable only with X-ray telescopes sent above the
atmosphere. Multiple-wavelength VLA observations can specify the strength,
evolution and structure of the magnetic fields in coronal loops, while also
providing constraints on the electron density and electron temperature of the
plasma trapped within the coronal loops.
VLA observations are providing new insights to the preburst heating and magne-
tic interaction that precede eruptions from solar active regions [Lang and Willson,
(1983, 1984)]; but these interesting studies are not discussed here [see Kundu and
Lang (1985) for a review]. We instead summarize our current understanding
of the quiescent, or non-flaring, microwave emission from solar active regions.
The next section briefly reviews the thermal radiation mechanisms that account for
most of the quiescent emission, while also pointing out that current-amplified mag-
netic fields or non-thermal radiation may be required in some instances. This is
followed by a discussion of the 20 cm radiation of coronal loops and the thermal
cyclotron lines that accurately specify their magnetic field strength. The 20 cm
and X-ray emission of the coronal plasma are then compared. We next discuss the
coronae of nearby stars, where coherent radiation processes seem to prevail, and
then conclude our summary with promising research opportunities for the future.
THERMAL RADIATION, CURRENTS AND NON-THERMAL RADIATION
The quiescent microwave emission of solar active regions has been attributed
to the thermal radiation of hot electrons trapped within the strong magnetic fields
of coronal loops. The microwave brightness temperature is then on the order of the
million-degree electron temperature, and either thermal bremsstrahlung or thermal
gyroresonant radiation dominate the emission. Bremsstrahlung, or braking
radiation, is emitted when the thermal electrons are accelerated in the electric
fields of ions and gyroresonant radiation is emitted when the thermal electrons are
accelerated by magnetic fields.
Strong evidence for gyroresonant radiation at coronal levels above sunspots
was provided by a comparison of microwave, EUV and X-ray observations
[Kundu, Schmahl and Gerassimenko (1980); Pallavicini, Sakurai and Vaiana
(1981)]. The near equality of the microwave brightness and electron temperatures
indicated that the microwave emission was thermal, but the absence of detectable
X-ray radiation above sunspots indicated a relatively low electron density there.
This meant that the high microwave brightness temperature above sunspots could
not be due to bremsstrahlung, but it could be explained by thermal gyroresonant
radiation at the second or third harmonic of the gyrofrequency.
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Thermal gyroradiation at coronal levels above sunspots was fully confirmed by
the detection of circularly polarized ring-shaped or horseshoe structures
[Allisandrakis and Kundu (1982); Lang and Willson (1982)] that were predicted
using the theory of gyroresonant radiation in the curved magnetic fields above
individual sunspots [Gel'freikh and Lubyshev(1979]. These structures were observed
at 6 cm wavelength where circular polarizations as high as 100% were detected.
Bright sunspot-associated sources observed at 2 to 6 centimeters wavelength are now
widely believed to be due to the gyroradiation of million-degree electrons
spiralling about strong magnetic fields above sunspots.
But there is another class of compact, bright microwave sources in this
wavelength range that are not associated with sunspots. They occur above regions
of apparently-weak photospheric magnetic fields. For instance observations at 6 cm
wavelength revealed sources with coronal brightness temperatures T B ) 10-K in
regions away from sunspots [Schmahl et al. (1982); Webb, Davis, Kundu and Velusamy
(1983)]. Force-free (potential) magnetic field extrapolations from the known
photospheric values indicate that the magnetic field in the low solar corona is
too weak to account for the observed emission by gyroradiation.
The situation is even worse at shorter wavelengths where stronger magnetic
fields are required to produce gyroradiation at the first few harmonies of the
gyrofrequency. (Higher harmonics produce insufficient optical depth to account
for the high brightness temperatures.) Lang and Willson (1986a-this proceedings)
and Willson and Lang (1986) report the presence of compact, bright 2-cm sources
that require magnetic field strengths of H _ 2,000 G in the low solar corona at
regions away from sunspots if they are attributed to gyroresonance radiation.
Bright microwave sources in regions of apparently-weak photospheric fields
can be explained by two different hypotheses. First, the emission could be thermal
gyroradiation at the second or third harmonic of the gyrofrequency in strong
magnetic fields. Currents might amplify the magnetic field in the low corona to
values greater than those expected from extrapolations from the photosphere.
Alternatively the photospheric magnetograms could be misleading, and strong
magnetic fields could exist in isolated regions away from sunspots. Secondly, the
emission could be nonthermal radiation in weak magnetic fields. Nonthermal
synchrotron radiation from midly relativistic electrons is one possibility, but
some as yet unspecified mechanism must be continuously accelerating the electrons
[Akhmedov et al. (1986), Chiuderi-Drago and Melozzi (1984); Willson and Lang
(1986)].
Figure I provides the radiation spectra for the three types of sources usually
detected at short centimeter wavelengths [see Akmedov et al. (1986) for greater
details]. The most common type of source is the sunspot-associated component
(A and C) that is attributed to thermal gyroresonance radiation in the legs of
coronal loops that are connected to the underlying sunspots. Source D is a
filament-associated component located above a magnetic neutral line in regions of
apparently-weak magnetic field. Yet, this source has a steep radiation spectrum
and high brightness temperature of T B ) 7 x 106 K. It may be attributed to non-
thermal radiation or to thermal gyroradiation in current-amplified magnetic
fields. Then there is the filament-associated source B that has the flat
spectrum of optically-thin thermal bremsstrahlung. Electron densities
N e = 109 to i0 I0 cm -3 are consistent with this interpretation, suggesting that
in this case we are detecting the same thermal plasma that is observed at
X-ray wavelengths from coronal loops. But this plasma is more commonly detected
at the longer radio wavelength of 20 centimeters.
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Individual cyclotron lines from AR 4398 are shown in Figure 3 together with
the flat spectrum of the nearby active region AR 4399. The flat spectrum of AR
4399 is attributed to thermal bremsstrahlung, whereas the spectrum of AR 4398 can
be explained by cyclotron line emission from a narrow layer of width AT. _ 108 cm,
electron density Ne _ 109 cm -3 and a relatively high electron temperature
T e _ 4 x 106 K (solid line). Here the harmonic number n = 4 and the magnetic field
strength H = 145 G. A key aspect of this discovery is the extraordinary precision
in measuring the magnetic field strength; a change of only AH = 20 G shifts the
central frequency of the line by 170 MHz.
COMPARISON OF THE 20 CM AND X-RAY EMISSION
As previously mentioned, comparisons between the X-ray and short microwave
(3 to 6 cm) radiation from solar active regions provided evidence for a new source
of opacity at microwave wavelengths above sunspots. It has been attributed to
gyroresonance effects in the legs of coronal loops connecting with underlying
sunspots. Recent comparisons of the 6 cm radiation from the apex of coronal loops
indicates that its brightness temperature is less than the electron temperature
measured at X-ray wavelengths; this has been explained by a cool (_ 105 K) external
plasma [Holman (1986 - this proceedings); Webb, Holman, Davis and D/ndu (1986)].
However, there have been no published comparisons of X-ray data with the 20 cm
emission of the coronal plasma. In some instances, there is radiation at 20
centimeters wavelength near sunspots where no X-ray radiation is detected. The
radio emission may be attributed to gyroresonant radiation of a low density plasma
in magnetic fields of strength H = 145 to 290 G (harmonic n = 4 to 2), [see Lang,
Willson, Strong and Smith (1986a) for greater details].
In other cases, the 20 centimeter radiation appears at the apex of coronal
loops, but with a slightly lower brightness temperature, T B _ 1.4 to 1.7 x 106 K,
than the electron temperature, Te _ 3.0 x 106 K, inferred from the X-ray
data. This may be explained by a low temperature plasma with Te _ 105 K
that lowers the effective brightness temperature of the radio bremsstrahlung
while not affecting the X-ray data that only detects the 106 K plasma
[see Holman (1986 - this proceedings); Lang (1986 - this proceedings); and
Lang, Willson, Strong and Smith (1986a) for greater details]. Because the line of
sight through the low temperature plasma is greatest along the legs of coronal
loops, it can reduce the size of the radio source below that of the X-ray emission.
That is, the low temperature plasma can, under the right circumstances, confine the
detectable radio radiation to the apex of coronal loops.
As illustrated in Figure 4, there are other instances in which the 20-cm
radiation and the soft X-ray emission have the same angular extent. In this case,
the maximum brightness temperature of the radio emission has the same value as the
electron temperature, T e = 3 x 106 K, inferred from the X-ray data. At first sight
it would seem that the 20-cm emission is the thermal bremsstrahlung of the X-ray
emitting plasma (electron density Ne = 2 x i0 I0 cm-3), but in this instance we
have also detected a cyclotron line. Preliminary modeling indicates a thin layer
of T e _ 4 x 106 K with a magnetic field strength of H = 145 or 187 G (harmonic n =
4 or 3). The thermal electrons that give rise to the X-ray radiation therefore
also seem to produce strong gyroresonant radiation at 20 centimeters wavelength.
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Figure 1. The radiation spectra of four sources associated with an active
region. The steep spectrum of the filament-associated source D is
attributed to the gryrosynchrotron radiation of mildly relativistic
electrons whereas the flat spectrum of the source B is attributed to
thermal bremsstrahlung. The sunspot-associated sources A and C are
attributed to gyroresonance emission in the legs of coronal loops.
CORONAL LOOPS AT 20 CM WAVELENGTH AND THERMAL CYCLOTRON LINES
Radiation from a post-flare loop at 20 centimeters wavelength was reported by
Velusamy and Kundu (1981); but there is a much more extensive literature regarding
the quiescent 20-cm radiation of coronal loops [Lang, Willson and Rayrole (1982);
Lang, Willson and Gaizauskas (1983); McConnell and _ndu (1983); Shevgaonkar and
Kundu (1984); Kundu and Lang (1985); D/ndu (1986 - this proceedings); Lang (1986 -
this proceedings)]. The radiation at this longer wavelength often comes from the
hot, dense plasma trapped within the coronal loop (see Figure 2 for a typical
example). The 20-cm coronal loops have peak brightness temperatures of 1 x 106 to
4 x 106 K and extents of about I0 I0 cm. Their radio emission can be attributed
to thermal bremsstrahlung or thermal gyroresonant radiation, or both.
Of special interest is the recent detection of thermal cyclotron lines near
the apex of coronal loops at wavelengths near 20 centimeters [see Figure 3 and
Willson (1985) for greater details]. These cyclotron lines are emitted at
harmonics of the gyrofrequency, with a wavelength that depends only on the harmonic
number and the magnetic field strength. However, because the magnetic field in the
legs of coronal loops decrease uniformly with height, the individual cyclotron
lines at short wavelengths will usually merge into a smooth continuum.
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Figure 2. A typical radio wavelength (20 cm) V.L.A. map of the hot, million-
degree plasma trapped in a coronal loop. The angular scale between
fiducial marks on the axes is 60 arc-seconds.
At 20 centimeters wavelength we can observe the apex of coronal loops where
the magnetic field is nearly constant and the spectrum of individual cyclotron
lines can be resolved. This will be particularly true if currents or some other
process confine the intense emission to a thin, hot layer within the loop apex.
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Figure 3. VLA data at ten closely-spaced frequencles near 1446 MHz (20 cm) show-
ing thermal cyclotron line spectra from active region AR 4398 on success-
ive days, together with optically-thick thermal bremsstrahlung spectra
from active region AR 4399 on the same days.
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Figure 4.  A comparison b f  the 20 c m  emission (V.L.A-left), soft-X-ray 
(S.M.M.-middle) and Ha (SOON-riqht) emission of an a c t i v e  reg ion  on t h e  
same day. The angular  spac ing  between f i d u c i a l  marks on the  a x i s  is 
60 arc-seconds. 
CORONAE OF NEARBY STARS 
Nearby dwarf M stars e x h i b i t  slowly-varyinq, qu ie scen t  microwave r a d i a t i o n  and 
microwave bursts that  have been de tec ted  with the  Very Large Array (VLA) and t h e  
Arecibo Observatory. Observat ions wi th  h igh  r e s o l u t i o n  i n  frequency and t i m e  
p rovide  s t rong  evidence f o r  coherent  r a d i a t i o n  mechanisms i n  the coronae of t hese  
stars [Lang (1986b) I .  Such mechanisms provide s t r i n g e n t  c o n s t r a i n t s  on t h e  
e l e c t r o n  d e n s i t y  and magnetic f i e l d  s t r e n g t h  i n  t h e  s te l lar  coronae. 
Narrow-band, s lowly vary ing  r a d i a t i o n  has been de tec t ed  from the  dwarf Y s ta r  
YZ Canis Minoris when us ing  t h e  VLA a t  wavelengths near  20  cen t ime te r s  [Lang and 
Wil lson (1986b)I .  White, b n d u  and Jackson (1986) subsequent ly  repea ted  t h i s  
experiment ,  f ind ing  narrow-band b u r s t s  from the  dwarf M stars AD Leonis and W 
C e t i .  The narrow-band s t r u c t u r e  cannot  be expla ined  by continuum emission 
p rocesses  such as thermal bremsstrahlung,  thermal  qyroresonant  r a d i a t i o n  o r  
nonthermal gyrosynchrotron r a d i a t i o n .  Although qyroresonant  r a d i a t i o n  can g ive  
r ise t o  narrow-band cyc lo t ron  l i n e s ,  it r e q u i r e s  an  implaus ib ly  l a r g e  source t h a t  
i s  hundreds of t i m e s  l a r g e r  than  the  star. The obse rva t ions  of narrow-band 
s t r u c t u r e  can apparent ly  only  be expla ined  by cohe ren t  mechanisms l i k e  e l ec t ron -  
c y c l o t r o n  l i n e s  or coherent  plasma r a d i a t i o n .  
Independent evidence f o r  coherent  r a d i a t i o n  mechanisms is provided by 
high-t ime-resolut ion obse rva t ions  of t he  dwarf M star AD Leonis a t  t he  Arecibo 
Observatory [Lang, Bookbinder and Golub (19831, Lang and w i l l s o n  ( 1 9 8 6 ~ )  1. A s  
i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  Figure 5,  quas i -per iodic ,  h i g h l y  po la r i zed  sp ikes  are observed a t  20 
cen t ime te r s  wavelenqth wi th  rise t i m e s  of less than  5 mi l l i seconds .  An upper l i m i t  
t o  t he  l i n e a r  s i z e  of t he  sp ike  e m i t t i n g  r eg ion  is L < 1.5 x lo8 c m ,  t h e  d i s t a n c e  
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that light travels in 5 milliseconds. This size is only five hundredths of the
estimated radius of AD Leonis. Provided that the emitter is symmetric, it has
a brightness temperature greater than 1016 K. The high degrees of circular
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Figure 5. The total power detected at a frequency of 1415 MHz (21.2 cm) while
tracking the dwarf M star AD Leonis. The left-hand circularly polarized
(LCP) signal has been displayed with a 5 ms integration time. There are
five quasi-periodic spikes with a mean periodicity of Tp = 32 + 5 ms and
a total duration of T D = 150 ms. Each of these spikes had a rise time of
T R • 5 ms, leading to an upper limit to the linear size L • 1.5 x 108 cm
for the spike emitter. A symmetric source of this size would have a
brightness temperature of TB ) 1016 K, requiring a coherent radiation
mechanism.
polarization (up to 100%) indicate an intimate connection with the star's magnetic
field, and the high brightness temperatures suggest a coherent radiation mechanism
such as an electron-cyclotron maser or coherent plasma radiation.
The coherent process provides constraints on the electron density, Ne, and the
magnetic field strength, H, in the stellar coronae [see Dulk (1985) for the
relevant formulae]. If the electron-cyclotron maser emits at the second harmonic
of the gyrofrequency, the longitudinal magnetic field strength H = 250 G and
constraints on the plasma frequency imply an electron density of N e _ 6 x 109
cm -3, Coherent plasma radiation at the fir_ or second harmonic of the plasma
frequency r_spectively require N e = 2 x i0 cm -3 and and H << 500 G or
N e = 6 x i0 = cm -3 and H << 250 G.
PROMISING DIRECTIONS FOR THE FUTURE
Future VLA observations at 20 centimeters wavelength will continue to provide
diagnostic tools for the solar corona. Observations of thermal cyclotron lines
offer a promising method of accurately determining the coronal magnetic field
strength. Comparisons with soft X-ray spectral lines will help delineate the
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electron density and temperature, while also specifying the radiation mechanisms.
One promising approach that grew out of this conference involves simultaneous
observations with the VLA and the Owens Valley Radio Observatory (OVRO). The OVRO
will provide spectral information that is not obtainable with the VLA, whereas the
high angular resolution of the VLA will remove ambiguities in the OVRO data.
Future collaborations between the Tufts University group and the Observatoire de
Paris - Nancay Radio Heliograph will provide new perspectives to coherent radiation
processes on the Sun. The rapidly growing studies of the microwave radiation from
dwarf M and RS CVn stars will continue to provide new insights to physical
processes in stellar coronae. The full potential of these studies of the Sun and
nearby stars will only be realized by the development of a solar-stellar
synthesis radiotelescope. Such an instrument would be dedicated to solar and
stellar observations with high angular, temporal and frequency resolution.
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MEASUREMENT OF CORONAL FIELDS USING SPATIALLY
RESOLVED MICROWAVE SPECTROSCOPY
G. J. Hurford and D. E. Gary
Solar Astronomy 264-33
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California
INTRODUCTION
As large interferometers have become available for solar use, observation of active regions at microwave
frequencies have been obtained with sufficient resolution to resolve the sources of interest. Such observations
have shown that some of the active region emission is in the form of small sources with coronal brightness
temperatures which are often (but not always) located near sunspots. The emission mechanism of gyrores-
onance opacity has been shown to account for such sources in most cases (e.g. Allssandrakis, Kundu and
Lantos, 1980; Chiuderi-Drago et al. 1982; Lang, Willson and Gaizauskas, 1983). At intermediate microwave
frequencies, N 5 GHz, where these sources are most readily observed, the corona is normally optically thin.
However at the height and location where the observing frequency is a low harmonic of the local gyrofre-
quency, this mechanism can render the corona optically thick. The contrast between the 106 K brightness
temperatures so achieved and the optically thin value of a few times 104 K is readily observable with in-
terferometers. Such observations then identify the locations at which there is at least one height in the
corona where the magnetic field has a value which can satisfy the resonance condition corresponding to the
observing frequency.
An alternate approach to the study of active regions involves the use of microwave spectroscopy. From
this perspective, gyroresonance opacity can be shown to introduce sharp breaks in the microwave spectra
at frequencies corresponding to low harmonics of the gyrofrequency at the base of the corona, In this case,
the magnetic field information refers to a specific height. Observations with relatively low spatial resolution
but good spectral resolution have confirmed the expectations of such a picture (Hufford, Gary and Garrett,
1985, hereafter HGG).
In this paper, we consider the potential implications of observations which combine both high spatial
and high spectral resolution. In particular, we will be interested in the ability to measure the magnetic field
at the base of the corona on a point by point basis, as in a true magnetograph. In the next section, we
present model calculations of the microwave brightness temperature spectrum along specific lines of sight
near a sunspot. Subsequent sections will present corresponding observations.
MODELLING THE MICROWAVE SPECTRUM
To calculate the expected form of the microwave spectrum in the presence of strong magnetic fields, we
assume a spherically symmetric solar atmosphere in which the temperature and density varies with height
in accordance with a constant conductive flux model. The magnetic field was assumed to be a potential field
generated by a vertically-oriented magnetic dipole buried below the photosphere. It is worth noting that
the model is not formulated in terms of specific loops. Thus the spectral features that emerge below are a
consequence of the convolution of the resonant character of gyroresonance emission, the steep temperature
gradients at the base of the corona, and smoothly varying magnetic fields.
At each frequency and polarization, curves of growth were calculated along lines-of-sight using the
MCMEM code {Magnetic Corona Microwave Emission Model) (HGG). The calculation took full account of
free-free thermal bremsstrahlung {including magneto-ionic effects) and gyroresonance opacity. Combining
results for integrations at different frequencies yielded brightness temperature spectra such as shown in
Figure 1 for a typical line-of-sight.
Referring to Figure 1 we see that coronal temperatures are achieved at low frequencies. At high frequen-
cies the resulting temperatures are much lower since the free-free optical depth of the corona is small and
the gyroresonance condition is satisfied only in the chromosphere or below. Of most interest in the present
context, however, are the sharp drops in brightness temperature at different frequencies in the two senses of
circular polarization.
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Figure 1. The crossesand circleshow model spectra along a lineof sightin extraordinarymode and
ordinary mode respectively.The solidlinesrepresentspectrafora magnetic fieldstrength that is10% larger
than that assumed forthe spectrashown by the dashed lines.
Under coronalconditions,the gyroresonance opacity at successivelyhigher harmonics typicallydrops
by at leastan order of magnitude so that the coronal opacity at a given frequency/polarizationisoften
dominated by emission at a singleharmonic. Thus itisusefulto think of this emission as coming from a
singleatmospheric layer(an isogauss surface)in which the fieldsatisfiesthe resonance condition. As the
frequency isincreased,the magnetic fieldcorresponding tothisresonance layermust increaseproportionately.
For fieldswhich decrease monotonically with height,thismeans that the height of emission decreases as
frequency increases.Interpretingthe frequency axis as a rough height scale,the sharp drop in brightness
temperature occurswhen the resonance layerreachesthe transitionzone.
The factthat the drop occurs at differentfrequenciesat inright-and left-circularpolarizationcan also
be explained by thispicture.Since the opacitydiffersignificantlybetween the ordinary and extra-ordinary
propagation modes, the dominant harmonic isnot necessarilythe same inthe two modes. Thus the resonance
conditionat the base of the corona issatisfiedatdifferentharmonics and so at differentfrequenciesinright-
and left-circularpolarization.
Figure 1 also illustratesthat the primary effectofenhancing the magnetic fieldstrength by 10_ isto
shiftthe curves in frequency by 10_. Thus the frequency at which the discontinuityoccurs (particularlyin
the extraordinary mode) can be interpretedin terms of the resonance condition at the base of the corona
This suggests that such spectracould be interpretedin terms of the magnetic fieldstrength at the base of
the corona. We now turn to the observationstojudge whether these arguments are applicablein practice.
OBSERVATIONS
The Owens Valley frequency-agileinterferometer(Hurford, Read and Zirin,1985) was used to observe an
isolatedsunspot at 56 frequenciesbetween 1.4 and 12 GHz in both right and leftcircularpolarization.
The observations,discussedinmore detailelsewhere (Hurford, 1986) were obtained with the interferometer
in its 3-element configurationwhich has sufficientresolutionto enable the emission to be resolved at all
frequencies.The singlesunspot would be expected to provide a single,symmetric source of gyroresonance
emission. Observationsfor which phase closurewas not consistentwith this expectationwere rejected.In
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practice,this procedure excluded the high and low frequency data for which free-free emission played a
larger role. Given a single symmetric source, the ratio of amplitudes observed with different baselines could
be directly interpreted in term of source size, which is defined as the FWHM of the equivalent gaussian.
The availability of 3 baselines provided a redundant amplitude which helped confirm the appropriateness of
a gaussian source profile. The ratio of flux to source size also yielded the brightness temperature at each
frequency and polarization.Figure 2 shows the observed sizeand brightnesstemperature spectra.
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Figure 2. Sizeand brightnesstemperature spectraobtained foran isolatedsunspot.
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To compare the observationswith the spectrain Figure i, it isnecessary to deduce the brightness
temperature spectrum as it would be observed along specificlinesof sight. Formally, the appropriate
technique isto synthesizecomplete brightnesstemperature maps at each frequency. Then the brightness
temperatures would be noted at a common locationof interestin each map. In the present circumstance,
we can use an abbreviated versionof thisprocedure by exploitingthe expected azimuthal symmetry of the
source. We furtherassume that the centroidof each sourceisdirectlyover the sunspot, an assumption that
isreasonable given the isolatednature ofthe spot and itslocationnear disk centre.These assumptions and
the observationsshown in Figure 2 definethe sourcebrightnesstemperature at each location.Following the
procedure illustratedschematicallyinFigure 3,we can then deduce the brightnesstemperature spectrum at
any desiredradialdisplacement from the centreofthe sunspot.
A typicalspectrum is illustratedin Figure 4. It representsan observationaldetermination of the
microwave brightnesstemperature spectraalong a specificline-of-sight,in thiscase toward a location4000
km from the centreof the sunspot. As such,itcan be directlycompared to the model spectrain Figure 1.
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Figure 3. Schematic illustrationof how sizeand brightnesstemperature spectra are converted to line-
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circles),such profilesthen yieldthe line-of-sightspectra (ata singlepolarization)shown at right.
DISCUSSION
The comparison shows that the observed spectrum sharesmost ofthe principlefeaturesfound in the model
spectra.In particularthe coronalbrightnesstemperatures atlow frequencies,the much lower valuesat high
frequenciesand the rapid dropoffinbrightnesstemperature at differentfrequenciesinrightand leftcircular
polarization. The observationseven show the more complex form of the dropoff in the ordinary mode.
Although there are quantitativedifferencesbetween Figures 1 and 4, no attempt was made to adjustthe
model parameters to match thisparticulardata set. Nevertheless,the correspondence provides confidence
that such spectracan be interpretedto yieldthe value of magnetic fieldat the base of the corona. In the
case illustrated, the magnetic field at the base of the corona at a radial displacement of 4000 km were found
to be 900 g, to a precision of a few percent. Corresponding spectra yield the magnetic field at different radial
displacements and so could provide the radial profile of the field at the base of the corona.
These considerations suggest that microwave spectroscopy can be used to deduce position dependence
of the magnetic field at the base of the corona, much in the manner of a coronal magnetograph. Gary and
Hurford (1986) have exploited a partial solar eclipse to apply microwave spectroscopy for a more complex
region. They also found that in the absence of strong magnetic fields, the spectra of free-free emission could
be interpreted in terms of loop temperature and density.
We believe that spatially resolved microwave spectroscopy provides a promising new coronal diagnostic.
At present,however, a key limitationin itsapplicationis the lack of sufficientnumber of antennas with
which to map complex activeregions.
Acknowledgements: This work has been supported by the NSF under grants ATM-8309955, ATM-8610330
and AST-8315217 and by Air Force Contract F19628-84-K-0023.
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GUIDED MHD WAVES AS A CORONAL DIAGNOSTIC TOOL
B. Roberts +
Department of Physic8 and Aetronomy
The University of Iowa
Iowa City, IA 52242
INTRODUCTION
The coronal atmosphere is observed to be highly inhomogeneous with marked
density and temperature variations; coronal loops abound. Magnetic forces
dominate the atmosphere providing thermal insulation across field lines and
almost rigid wave guides for the propagation of MHD waves. In a homogeneous
low beta plasma, the slow magnetoacoustic wave gives one-dimensional
propagation of sound whereas the fast magnetoacoustic wave gives isotropic
propagation at the Alfven speed. (See Weitzner (1983) and Roberts (1984,
1985) for recent discussions of the properties of MHD waves.) If, however,
the low beta plasma is inhomogeneous in density, as with the corona, then fast
magnetoacoustic waves are guided by regions of low Alfven speed (Habbal, Leer,
Leer, and Holzer 1979; Edwin and Roberts 1982, 1983; Roberts, Edwin, and Benz
1983, 1984; see also Newcomb 1957). For a general overview see Edwin and
Roberts (1986a). Regions of low Alfven speed occur in both coronal loops and
in open field regions (coronal holes). We note, too, that current sheets
(regions of the plasma where field reversal occurs) provide wave guides for
fast magnetoacoustic waves (Edwin, Roberts, and Hughes 1986).
An important thing about such wave guides is that they preferentially select
certain ranges of frequency and wavenumber for guided propagation. If a fast
mode is generated impulsively, such as by a flare, it is guided along a
region of low Alfven speed and will exhibit frequencies of the order of the
Alfven speed divided by the width of the inhomogeneity. For typical coronal
conditions, this will give rise to frequencies of about 1Hz or higher.
The occurrence of preferred frequencies in an impulsively generated fast
magnetoacoustic wave raises the interesting possibility that such distinctive
signatures could be used as a seismological probe of the coronal atmosphere,
allowing us to determine magnetic field strengths and/or spatial extents of
density inhomogeneities. We discuss this possibility here (see also Edwin and
Roberts 1986b).
_On leave from Dept. of Applied Mathematics, The University, St.
Andrews, Fife, Scotland.
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IMPULSIVELY GENERATED FAST WAVES
Consider a field-aligned cylindrical tube of dense gas embedded in a uniform
magnetic field. In a low beta atmosphere, impulsively generated fast waves
exhibit tlmescales (periodicities) of the general order (Roberts et al.
1984)
2.6a (I Pe) I/2
- -- , (I)
1: VA Po
where Po and vA are the gas density and Alfven speed within the cylinder of
radius a, and Pe is the gas density in the environment (where the Alfven
speed is VAe , with PoVA 2 = PeVAe2). Ducting occurs provided VAe > VA, which
corresponds to Po > Pc. In a very dense region (Po >> Pc), equation (I)
reduces to
2.6a
- . (2)
VA
For example, with a = 500 km and vA = 103km s-I we obtain, from (2),
= 1.3s.
In fact, the timescale _ is the maximum timescale that an impulsive event
exhibits. Suppose that the source is located on the axis of the cylinder at
z = 0, the impulse occurring at time t = 0. Then, at an observation point z
= h (>> a) far down the axis of the cylinder, pressure and magnetic field
variations, due to the passage of the impulsively generated fast magneto-
acoustic wave (taken to be symmetric, sausage mode, oscillations within the
cylindrical inhomogeneity), will exhibit three distinct phases (Roberts et
al. 1984), analogous to sound waves in ocean layers (Pekerls, 1948). The
first phase--called the periodic phase--begins at time t = h/VAe; in this
phase the wave's amplitude is low and its period is given by (i). The second
phase commences at a time t = h/v A when both the amplitude and the frequency
of the wave undergo a substantial increase. This is the quasi-periodic
phase. It lasts, until the time t = h/cgmin, where Cgmin is the minlmum, value
of the mode s group velocity, when the amplitude of the wave beglns to
decline as the wave passes by the observation point z = h; this is the decay
(or Airy) phase. A sketch of these three phases is given in Roberts et al.
(1983, 1984).
DIAGNOSTICS
The distinctive theoretical profile of impulsively generated oscillations
within a density enhancement (e.g., coronal loop) suggests that such oscilla-
tions might be used as a diagnostic probe of in sltu coronal conditions. The
periodic phase is of lower amplitude than the quasi-perlodlc phase. Thus, it
is possible that the periodic phase of the motion be obscured by noise and so
the fact that it is a precursor to the quasi-periodic phase may pass
unnoticed. Considering the quasi-periodic phase, we note that its duration,
_dur, is given by
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_dur = h I 1 I) = h rVAe (_ I/2]rain vA _ _n ) "c VAe c
g g
(3)
Thus the duration depends both on the distance h between the source and the
observation level and also on the magnitude of Cgmln, which in turn depends
upon the magnitude of the density enhancement. In fact, Zdur is related to
the frequency _min within the quasi-periodlc phase (strictly, the frequency
at the end of the quasl-periodlc phase): for fixed h, a and VAe , the higher
the frequency _min the shorter the duration time _dur (Roberts et al. 1984).
There is some observational support for this relation in Tapplng's (1978)
record of meter wavelength pulsating bursts, but further studies are needed.
The greater the density enhancement (i.e., the larger the value of Po/Pe),
the lower the frequency _mln and the lower the group velocity minimum, Cgmin,
thus suggesting that very dense inhomogeneitles have long quasl-perlodic
phases. By contrast, much smaller density enhancements (Po _ Pe) have short
quasl-perlodic phases but extended decay phases, giving an event with the
appearance of a decaying oscillation of extended duration. This may be an
explanation of the gradually decaying wave train observed by McLean and
Sheridan (1973).
A numerical illustration of equation (3) may be helpful. With Po = I0 Pe,
inspection of Figure 4 in Roberts et al. (1984) gives _min a _ VAe for which
(from their Figure 7) _dBr _ h/VAe. Thus, with VAe = 2 x 103 km s-I (so
vA = 630 km s-i), a = I0a km and h = 5 x 104 km, the quasi-periodic phase
has a period of about 3s and a duration of 25s (or some 8 periods). Other
choices of Po/Pe, h and a will clearly give somewhat different numbers.
In summary, then, we have described how fast magnetoacoustic waves are
ducted along regions of low Alfven velocity (high density) in the corona,
exhibiting a distinctive wave signature which may be used as a diagnostic
probe of in sltu coronal conditions (magnetic field strength, density
inhomogeneity, etc.) Some observational knowledge of the start time of the
impulsive wave source, possibly a flare, the start and end times of the
generated wave event, and the frequency of the pulsations in that event
permit a seismological deduction of the physical properties of the coronal
medium in which the wave propagated. With good observations the theory
offers a new means of probing the coronal atmosphere.
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BACKGROUND
This section is a review of recent observations and models pertaining specifically
to solar coronal bright points (BPs) and more generally to small-scale coronal
structure. We are primarily interested in addressing two questions: I) What is the
degree of correspondence among various alleged signatures of BPs at different
levels of the atmosphere? and 2) What can BPs tell us about the emerging flux
spectrum of the sun? In the following I first review older studies of BPS and then
discuss the recent results presented at the Workshop.
BPS were first identified in coronal X-ray emission in 1969 (Vaiana et al.,
1970), and their X-ray characteristics analyzed in detail during Skylab (see Golub,
1980 and Webb, 1981 for reviews). XBPs are compact (10-20 arc-sec) and short-lived
(hours to a day), and at emergence are cooler (_ 1.8 X I06K) than regions that
will become active regions (Little and Krieger in Webb, 1981). XBPs have been
correlated with bipolar structures that appear on photospheric magnetograms as
ephemeral regions (ER) (Golub et al., 1977). Bright point-like features are also
visible in the chromosphere and transition region but at lower contrast (Harvey
and Martin, 1973; Bohlin et al., 1975; Habbal and Withbroe, 1981); at these levels
they are difficult to distinguish from bright network elements.
Golub (1980) emphasizes that the distribution of the number of coronal features
emerging as a function of either size or lifetime is a monotonically decreasing
function. An arbitrary statistical distinction has been made that regions living
less than about one day are called BPS, and those living more than four days are
called active regions.
Golub et al. (1977) showed that the lifetime of an XBP was linearly correlated
with the bipole separation and total magnetic flux of its associated magnetic
feature, which had fluxes <1020 M_. This single study, performed with Skylab-era
data, was the basis for the argument that XBPs are the coronal signature of emerg-
ing flux in the quiet sun. This argument was based on the assumption that the
bipoles associated with XBPs were ERS and, therefore, represented emerging flux.
So, because XBPS are anticorrelated with the sunspot cycle such that the emerging
flux spectrum is often dominated by small, short-lived structures (Davis, 1983),
Golub (1980) has argued that the total average rate of flux emerging on the sun
during the cycle is constant.
This suggestion has been disputed by Martin and Harvey (1979), Sheeley (1981),
Harvey (1984), Martin et al. (1985) and Harvey (1985). Martin and Harvey (1979)
and Harvey (1984) have shown that ERs tend to vary in phase with the solar cycle.
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Martin et al. (1985) have suggested that there are two populations of XBPs, only
one of which is associated with ERs and, therefore, emerging flux. Harvey (1984;
1985) suggests that HeI-110830 dark points (DPs), which also are anticorrelated
with the sunspot cycle, are XBP proxies. Therefore, since HeI DPs are not typically
associated with ERs, then XBPs will not typically be associated with emerging flux.
Finally, Tang et al. (1984) and Harvey (1984) suggest that ERs are not just small
emerging active regions, because the number of ERs emerging over a solar cycle
is _ 103 more than expected from downward extrapolation of the size distribution
of active regions.
BPs and active regions also differ in such properties as latitude distribution,
rotation rate, and magnetic orientation. BPs, ERs and short-lived (I-3 days) CaK
plages have more uniform latitude distributions than active regions (Harvey and
Martin, 1973), but ERs tend to peak in the active region zones at solar maximum
(Harvey, 1984). Magnetic pores, which live 10-60 hours, also are more broadly
distributed in latitude than sunspots. The pores and Ca regions may represent an
intermediate form of emerging flux. Golub and Vaiana (1978) measured the rotation
rates of regions living from 1 to 7 days, and found that the rate was a function of
lifetime (or size), such that XBPs rotated more slowly than active regions.
It is important to establish whether or not BPs are rooted in the network. Older
studies indicated that XBPs (Howard et al., 1979) and ERs (Harvey and Martin, 1973)
were not obviously spatially correlated with the Ca network, unlike active regions
(EFRs) which tend to emerge at the boundaries of supergranular cells (Bumba and
Howard, 1965). If true, this again implies fundemental differences between BPs
and active regions. However, short-lived Ca plages (Harvey and Martin, 1973) and
bright Ca network elements (M_ller and Roudier, 1984) tend, like XBPs, to be anti-
correlated with the cycle. Further, using Skylab data, Egamberdiev (1983) recently
showed that XBPs are spatially associated with Ca network boundaries.
In the Skylab images BPs were typically unresolved. But using Skylab X-ray and EUV
images, Sheeley and Golub (1979) were able to resolve a BP into two or three small
loops, each 2500 km in diameter and 12,000 km long. Using fine-grain film, Davis
and Webb (1981) observed a flaring XBP loop that was only one arc-sec across and
12 arc-sec long.
Finally, Nolte et al. (1979) found that a significant number of XBPs "flared" just
before disappearing, and Golub et al. (1974) estimated that about 10% of all XBPs
flared during their lifetime. Marsh (1978) identified small He flares with ERs
(i.e., "ER flares") and conjectured that they were associated with XBP flares. He
demonstrated that the flares occurred when the ERs encountered the network
boundary. Because some XBP flares are associated with macrospicules (Moore et al.,
1977), or tiny filament eruptions, at least some XBPs may die following a cata-
strophic ejection of material. Hermans and Martin (1986 - this proceedings) suggest
that small H e filament eruptions and accompanying "miniflares" may be common in
the quiet sun. And Brueckner and Bartoe (1983) described high velocity jets and
explosive events observed in the EUV. Although the correspondences of these
features is unknown, their frequency and explosive nature led Ahmad and Webb (1978)
and Brueckner and Bartoe to speculate that such small-scale structures could supply
the entire mass flux of the solar wind.
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It is apparent that we have no clear observational understanding of the bright
small-scale structure of the quiet sun. However, important results based on new
observations of BPs have been obtained recently. Therefore, in this section we are
most concerned with observations relating to the correspondences of coronal BPS
with other features at lower levels of the solar atmosphere. This bias is reflect-
ed in the papers which follow this review. Seven of the 11 papers on small-scale
structure describe observations of the correspondences among bright quiet-sun
features. I summarize these new results in the next part, which ends with a list of
5 outstanding questions on BP correspondences which were formulated at the end of
the Workshop. Finally, in the last part I review several recent observations and
models relating to the heating mechanism(s) of BPS and other small-scale struc-
tures, and the possible influence of these structures on coronal heating.
RECENT OBSERVATIONS OF CORONAL BRIGHT POINT STRUCTURE
Microwave Observations
In the three papers which follow, Habbal and Harvey (1986), Kundu (1986) and Lang
and Willson (1986) describe recent, independent VLA radio observations of small
coronal structures which appear to have characteristics typical of coronal BPs. The
observations at 2, 6 and 20 cm reveal compact (10_ 40 arc-sec) sources with
Tb = I05K and temporal variations over time scales of minutes. Emission at these
wavelengths arises from the transition region and lower corona.
In the quiet sun at 6 cm (4.9 GHz) Marsh et al. (1980) found bright features
associated with small bipoles and suggested that XBPs could account for a signifi-
cant fraction of the quiet sun microwave signal. Recently, H_bbal et al. (1986)
observed with the VLA at 20 cm (1.45 GHz) three compact (20-40 arc-sec) structures
which they considered to be coronal BPS. These structures exhibited spatial and
temporal variations over time scales of minutes. Assuming free-free emission,
Habbal et al. deduced magnetic field strengths of 50-100 G in the transition region
-low corona of the BPs. However, their observations were somewhat compromised by
the prescence of several large active regions on the disk.
Habbal and Harvey (1986 - this proceedings) present preliminary results of an
improved set of BP observations at 20 cm with the VLA on 8 September 1985. No large
active regions impeded these observations and about 20 BPs were detected on the
disk. Simultaneous observations were obtained in HeI-110830, the photospheric
magnetic field, He , OVIII (SM_ and in microwaves from Owens Valley. All of the
microwave BPs corresponded to HeI dark points (DP) and magnetic bipoles; there
were, however, more HeI DPs and bipoles than microwave BPs. In their related paper,
Harvey, Tang and Gaizauskas (1986 - this proceedings) report that 7 of 11 (64%) of
the 20 cm BPs corresponded to cancelling magnetic bipoles (see below) and only two
with emerging flux. Variations in the emission of BPs at 20 cm and in HeI DPs
were often, though not always, correlated on time scales of minutes, similar to
the behavior of EUV BPS in the Skylab data (Habbal and Withbroe, 1981).
Kundu (1986 - this proceedings) presents two VLA observations at 6 and 20 cm from
a large set of data acquired before and during the Spacelab-2 mission. Several BPs
were detected with Tb= 1.0- 3.6 X 10_ and low degrees of polarization. In agree-
ment with Habbal's results, the BPs corresponded to HeI DPs and bipoles. Kundu's
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observations are important for the Spacelab collaboration discussed later as a
test of the association between microwave BPs and EUV high velocity structures.
Finally, Lang and Willson (1986 - this proceedings) report on the first detections
in the quiet sun at 2 cm (14.3 GHz) of small (5-25 arc-sec), variable, moving
structures. Willson and Lang (1986) observed two highly polarized sources on 4 June
1984. _bre recently on 17 January 1986 2 cm sources with no measurable polarization
were detected. One interesting possibility is that some of these sources arise
from non-thermal gyrosynchrotron radiation. Such radio sources may be common, with
a frequency of occurrence comparable to that estimated for XBPs, CIV jets and small
eruptive filaments.
EUV and Visible Liqht Observations
Earlier I referred to the controversy surrounding the use of XBPs, ERs and HeI DPs
as proxies of small-scale emerging flux on the sun. During the Workshop this
subject was discussed in presentations by S. Martin, K. Harvey, L. Go lub and
myself. As reflected in the following papers, most of the present comparative
studies of BPs involve the use of NSO-Kitt Peak Hei-110830 DPs as a proxy for
coronal BPs. Harvey et al. (1975) first noted that many coronal features seen in
soft X-rays also appeared in HeI-D3 and 10830 images. Subsequently, lacking routine
X-ray observations, many researchers have used 110830 images to detect coronal
holes and BPs, which appear in HeI to be dark. This absorption is due to the
enhanced population in the low corona of the triplet state of HeI, which absorbs
the continuum radiation from below. However, the physical mechanism of this process
is unknown. A popular suggestion is that excess XUV emission (I <500 A ) excites
the underlying HeI from the ground state. Since Hel is a chromospheric line,
chromospheric features, such as the network, contribute to the signal, lowering the
contrast for coronal features. For example, using 110830 and X-ray rocket images,
Kahler et al. (1983) showed that the detailed correspondence of the boundaries of
coronal holes in the two data sets was poor. Such a comparison for XBPs and HeI DPs
is being performed by L. Golub, K. Harvey and D. Webb, but has not been completed.
Harvey, Tang and Gaizauskas_(1986 - this proceedings) report preliminary results
of observations during six periods involving the simunltaneous comparison of
HeI- _0830 images and photospheric magnetograms with H_ CIV, SiII, CaII
and microwave data (see above). HeI DPs are associated with microwave and CIV
emission and CaII blueshifts, but not on a one-to-one basis. Like XBPs, He DPs are
associated with apparent magnetic bipoles, but more often with cancelling,
opposite-polarity flux than with emerging flux (ephemeral regions) (see also
Harvey, 1984; 1985; Martin et al., 1985). Also like XBPs, He DPs (Harvey, 1985) and
mixed-polarity fields (Giovanelli, 1982) vary inversely with the solar cycle.
Therefore, Harvey (1985) has suggested that coronal BPs are typically associated
with chance encounters of existing flux (more mixed polarity) rather than with
emerging flux.
This interpretation differs from that of Golub, Harvey and Webb (1986 - this pro-
ceedings). They compare near-simultaneous X-ray and magnetic data during four
X-ray rocket flights, and find that XBPs were slightly more likely to be associat-
ed with emerging bipoles (ERs) than with chance encounters of existing flux.
However, there was a less than 50% association between XBP and magnetic bipoles
going in either direction; unfortunately only daily magnetograms were available to
define the bipole evolutionary history.
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Harvey, Tang and Gaizauskas (1986) also define two types of small-scale (10-30 arc-
sec) HeI dark features: rapid darkenings with lifetimes of 10-30 min. associated
with small ejecta, and longer lived (hours) darkenings which can exhibit large in-
tensity variations over minutes. The ejecta are often associated with small surges
and small filament eruptions (Hermans and Martin, 1986) and/or propagating
"clouds". (Are these like the Skylab X-ray clouds described by Rust and Webb,
19777)
During the Workshop, S. Martin reviewed the subject of small-scale magnetic fields
with emphasis on recent observations at high spatial and temporal resolution
obtained with the videomagnetograph (VMG) at Big Bear Solar Observatory (BBSO).
The BBSO group has classified such structures by their place of origin (Martin,
1984) and by how they cancel or disappear (Livi et al., 1985). Quiet sun magnetic
fields are of three main categories: ephemeral regions, network fields and intra-
network fields. We earlier discussed ERs; ERs appear to be the primary form of
bipolar flux emergence in the quiet sun, but they have short lifetimes. Network
fields are thought to be residual fields from decayed active regions which have
clumped around the bounderies of supergranules. These fields are involved in the
large-scale diffusion of the global magnetic field. Finally, intra-network magne-
tic fields are representative of the continuous generation of magnetic field in the
network cell interiors. These field fragments are swept to the boundaries of the
supergranules and may be associated with the small-scale velocity field of the sun.
Martin and collea_les have classified the disappearance of small-scale flux by
the origin of their components in the above three categories. They observe flux
disappearance only through "cancellation" of opposite polarity fragments which
come into contact. Cancelling flux loss is gradual, equal for both polarities, and
occurs most frequently at the boundaries of the network. They conclude that cancel-
lation is the dominant form of magnetic flux disappearance in the quiet sun. How-
ever, the physical mechanism(s) causing this flux loss remains unknown. Martin
et al. (1985) suggest that XBP could be associated with both ERs and cancelling
flux, the latter arising from heating associated with field line reconnection.
Figure I presents fine examples of the emergence of flux in an ER (within the
oval starting at 1735 UT) and the cancellation of flux (within the two rectangles
at top and bottom of each frame). These are BBSO VMG images courtesy of S. Martin.
Note the separation with time of the opposite poles of the ER. Due to this ex-
pansion, the negative pole (black) of the ER encounters and cancels a small frag-
ment of opposite flux.
Hermans and Martin (1986) report on results of a study of a new class of quiet sun
activity which they call small-scale eruptive filaments. Like large filaments,
these are chromospheric absorption features, but the small eruptives are common
(about 1000 on the sun per day) and short-lived (average 70 min.). They are
often associated with tiny patches of emission ("mini-flares"), HeI dark features
and possibly cancelling flux.
Holt et al. (1986 - this proceedings) describe results of a study to measure the
radial velocity in the chromosphere under coronal BPs. Their procedure was to
measure the CaII-K line profiles of HeI DPs within and outside of coronal holes.
They find that DPs not in coronal holes exhibit small blue-shifts of 0.1-1.2 km s-l,
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whereas 1/10 of the spectra of DPs within coronal holes have average blueshifts of
3.7 km s-1. A collaborative study during the Spacelab-2 mission revealed that 4 of
5 HeI DPs had average blueshifts of about 1 km s-I . These results lend some support
to the speculation that coronal BPs and/or EUV jets might supply the mass flux in
the solar wind. Small upward velocities in the chromosphere of a BP are not incon-
sistent with the observed velocities of _ 100 km s -I in the low corona for macro-
spicules (Moore et al., 1977), XBP/polar plumes (Ahmad and Webb, 1978) and jets
(Brueckner and Bartoe, 1983).
A wealth of high resolution EUV observations of the transition region, from ex-
periments on Skylab, 0S0-8, SMM, and HRTS, have become available in the last few
years (e.g., Mariska, 1986). It is well known that the network in transition region
lines is predominately redshifted. Using SMM CIV spectra, Gebbie et al. (1981)
found a positive correlation between network intensity and redshift. Their plots
showed a bimodal distribution, with the brightest sites having near-zero velocity.
Toomre (private communication) speculated that these sites were the counterpart of
coronal BPs. However, Athay et al. (1983) and Dere, Bartoe and Brueckner (1984)
found no strong correlation between bright CIV network intensity and velocity.
Porter et al. (1986 - this proceedings) present recent results on temporal and spa-
tial comparisons of similar SMM CIV images with magnetograms and HeI-110830
images. They find frequent intensity fluctuations at many bright CIV sites. All CIV
BPS correspond to magnetic bipoles, and the longest-lived to HeI DPs. A comparison
of the HeI and CIV intensity variations and velocity profiles is being performed.
Finally, during the Workshop G. Brueckner presented early results on explosive
events and jets observed in CIV with the NRL HRTS instrument on Spacelab-2. _bre
complete results have been presented at later meetings (Cook et al., 1986; Brueck-
ner, Cook and Dere, 1986). CIV turbulent events and jets were first detected on
HRTS rocket flights (Brueckner and Bartoe, 1983). These events were small (I-10
arc-sec), common, and Doppler-broadened to the blue, red or both by _ 100 km s -I.
To better establish the statistical importance of these events, 25% of the solar
disk was surveyed in CIV during four orbits of the Spacelab-2 mission (see below).
Initial examination of the film has revealed over 500 events with velocities _ 50
km s-I . 35% of these events were blue-shifted (jets), 25% were red-shifted and 40%
were both red and blue-shifted (turbulent or explosive events). The average velo-
city of each class was _80 km s -I. Their average lifetime was 90 s, yielding a
global birthrate of _ 40 s -I. A global population of _ 4000 events at any time has
been estimated.
S_acelab-2 Collaboration
In 1985 a collaboration was organized to coordinate groundbased and Spacelab-2
observations of coronal BPs. Valuable coordinated observations were obtained, but
few results are available at this time. The major emphasis of the collaboration is
on comparative analysis of near-simultaneous observations of BPs at all levels of
the solar atmosphere, especially during the HRTS survey from 3 August, 2127 UT to 4
August 1985, 0253 UT. During this period 13 rasters in CIV and in the _190-1680
waveband were obtained; each CIV raster was about I arc-min N-S by 15 arc-min E-W,
with I arc-sec step widths. Promising collaborative data obtained near or during
this interval include photospheric magnetograms, HeI-110830 and D3 spectro-
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heliograms, VLA images at 2, 6 and 20 cm, He images, CaK images and the CaK line
profiles discussed by Holt et al. (1986). Although soft X-ray images were not
obtained, this combination of data probably represents the best obtained to date
for understanding the characteristics of BPs.
summary of Observations of Bright Points
At the end of the Workshop we attempted to summarize our efforts by preparing a
list of five questions which concern the correspondences of BPs, or other short-
lived quiet sun features observed at all levels of the atmosphere. These questions
are not comprehensive, but reflect our deliberations.
1) What is the relationship of BPs to emerging flux?
2) What is the correspondence of BPs, in the transition region and corona,
to the network?
3) What is the correspondence of high velocity features, such as CIV jets,
small eruptive H a filaments, H _ and EUV macrospicules, XBP-polar
plumes to BPs?
4) What is the correspondence of microwave BPS to other BPs?
5) Regarding the important HeI _0830 observations:
a. What is the correspondence of He DPs to other BPs?
b. What is the chromospheric influence on HeI line formation?
Table I is a listing of the BP or small-scale features that have been observed
and are discussed here along with correspondences with other features which have
been made or inferred. The table is intended only as a general listing of BP
features and their possible associations.
So what are BPs? The Skylab observations showed that the small, compact features
seen in the corona could be traced downward in temperature and height to bipolar
magnetic structures in the photosphere. These structures fluctuate in size and in-
tensity on short time scales (minutes) and their fluctuations are often correlated
at different heights. Therefore, these BPs appear to be magnetically controlled
and probably consist of one or more tiny loops.
The physical correspondence to specific small-scale features in the intermediate
chromosphere and transition region is more confusing and uncertain. It is particu-
larly important to determine if BPs are associated with the network. We have but a
single study (Egamberdiev, 1983) in which XBPs are purported to be correlated with
the network. Microwave and CIV BPs are correlated with HeI DPs which in turn
are more often associated with magnetic flux cancellation which in turn occurs
more often at the boundaries of the network. And there is evidence that the
occurrence frequency of bright Ca network elements oscillates out of phase with
the sunspot cycle, like XBPs and HeI DPs. Spicules are another common transient
feature which is spatially correlated with the network. Are BPs associated with
spicules? On the other hand, magnetic ERs appear randomly with respect to the
network (Harvey and Martin, 1973; Martin, 1984), but are associated with at least
some coronal BPs. It is possible that there are actually several physical classes
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TABLE 1
OBSERVED BP FEATURES AND SUGGESTED CORRESPONDENCES
Feature Correspondin 9 Features
XBPs Ephemeral regions (emerging flux)
Cancelling flux (Ca network)
EUV BPS
Polar plumes
Flaring XBPs Haand EUV macrospicules
HeI DPs Cancelling flux
Ephemeral regions
Microwave BPs
CIV BPs
Ca II blueshifts
Microwave BPs Cancelling flux
Ephemeral regions
HeI DPs
CIV BPs Magnetic bipoles
HeI DPs
CIV eruptives/jets
H a small-scale
filament eruptions
Mini-flares
HeI DPs
Cancelling flux
of BPs on the sun. It is also possible that these classes are a function of
size and/or lifetime. In this context, it is important to realize that we have
not yet detected the turnover at the short end of the lifetime (and size?)
distributions of XBPs, ERs, HeI DPs or CIV transients.
To a large degree our present confused situation is due to a wealth of spacecraft
observations in X-rays and the EUV, and the lack of coordinated efforts to compare
results at different wavelengths. Hopefully, our understanding of BP structure
will soon improve sufficiently to permit the development of detailed theoretical
models of their structure, heating and energy balance.
THE INFLUENCE OF SMALL-SCALE STRUCTURES ON CORONAL HEATING
We formulated a final question: What is the structure and heating mechanism(s)
of small-scale solar structure? In this part I review two aspects of this question.
First, I discuss observations and a model pertaining to heating mechanisms of BPs.
Then I address the fundamental question of the relationship of these small-scale
structures to the heating of the corona.
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Heating Mechanisms of BPs
Using Skylab data, Sheeley and Golub (1979), Nolte et al. (1979), Little and
Krieger (in Webb, 1981), and Habbal and Withbroe (1981) studied the temporal
behavior of individual BPS. Nolte et al. and Little and Krieger observed both rapid
variations and steady output (over tens of minutes) in the integrated flux from
different XBPs, while Sheeley and Golub and Habbal and Withbroe found that the
intensity variations in BP emission typically varied over several minutes. In the
latter studies the temporal behavior of a BP was found to be the average of the
more rapid variations of individual loops. Even during periods of relatively
constant integrated emission, individual loops were observed to form and disappear.
Habbal and Withbroe found that the intensity variations were often temporally
correlated at different heights. Both Nolte et al. and Habbal and Withbroe
attributed these variations to intermittent heating of individual loops, sometimes
impulsively.
In agreement with these earlier results, Habbal et al. (1986) have found that
microwave BPS exhibit spatial and temporal variations over time scales of
2 min. Habbal and Harvey note that these microwave BP variations are often,
though not always associated with HeI DP variations. Since the EUV and microwave
BPs and the HeI DPS vary frequently in shape and emission and since they are
associated with cancelling magnetic flux, Habbal and Harvey (1986) conclude that
the magnetic field is fundamental to this dynamic behavior. Both Habbal and Harvey
and Lang and Willson (1986) suggest that the BP variability might be caused by
varying magnetic fields or density variations related to intermittent heating.
Porter et al. (1986) observed strong fluctuations in CIV intensity overlying
magnetic bipoles. They considered this as evidence that small-scale impulsive
heating is common in the quiet sun transition region and in active regions (Porter
et al., 1984), but not always associated with coronal emission (BPs). They attri-
buted this to a stochastic process involving the convective motion of loop foot-
points which results in field line reconnection and impulsive heating events.
Klimchuk, Antiochos and Mariska (1986 - this proceedings) discuss a model of the
heating of small-scale (i.e., low-lying) coronal loops, with implications for BPs.
Recently, Antiochos and Noci (1986) demonstrated that low-lying static loops have
both hot and cool solutions. Linear perturbation theory suggests that hot loops are
thermally unstable while cool loops are thermally stable. This implies that small,
cool loops should be more abundant than hot loops, and small coronal loops, like
BPs, should be short-lived, even for steady-state heating. Klimchuk et al. (1986)
extend this analysis by performing non-linear, numerical simulations of such
structures and find that both hot and cool loops appear to be stable and,
therefore, both may be common in the low corona.
Small-Scale Structure and the Heating of the Corona
It has been determined that the energy flux due to the upward propagation of
acoustic waves is 2-3 orders of magnitude too small to heat the transition
region and corona (Bruner, 1981). Since this result appeared, researchers have
speculated on whether the energy in radiation and mass flows of small-scale
structures is sufficient to heat the corona. Such features must be sufficiently
common at all phases of the cycle, individually energetic and globally distributed
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so as to meet the mass and energy input requirements at the base of the corona
(e.g., 4 X 10 5 erg cm-_-1: Withbroe, 1977). Chromospheric spicules and EUV jets
have been proposed as ubiquitous small-scale structures which meet these require-
ments. In addition, spicules, jets and XBP have been proposed as agents for provid-
ing the mass flux in the solar wind.
The upward mass flux in spicules exceeds the solar wind mass flux by about a
factor of 100. Thus, infalling spicule material provides a large reservoir of
potential energy that could heat the transition region and corona (Athay and Hol-
zer, 1982). Brueckner and Bartoe (1983) suggested that EUV jets could heat the
corona through shock wave heating or thermalization in confining magnetic fields.
However, the recent Spacelab-2 data do not support the argument that the jets
can provide sufficient energy flux to heat the corona.
Another approach to the coronal heating problem is suggested by the results of
Orrall and Rottman (1986 - this proceedings). They examined the electron density
"irregularity" of the inner corona by comparing EUV emission line intensity from
coronal ions with K-coronal polarization brightness, pB. Since coronal emission
depends on the square of the electron density and the scattered K-coronal
brightness depends directly on the density, the combined observations constrain the
density irregularity and include contributions from both resolved and unresolved
structure along the line of sight. Orrall and Rottman develop models of the irregu-
larity and find that it is too large to be explained by presently known inner
coronal structures. They suggest that the irregularity might arise from unresolved
small-scale structures possibly in instabilities or density fluctuations associated
with coronal heating. It should be possible to pursue this question with two exist-
ing data sets of simultaneous AS&E soft X-ray (f[Ne_l]) and HAO white light
(f[Nedl]) eclipse images (e.g., Krieger, 1977).
Finally, Schatten and Mayr (1986 - this proceedings) describe a model for coronal
heating via spicules. Although they agree with others that spicules do not carry
sufficient kinetic energy to heat the corona, they suggest instead that spicules
are conduits which transport non-potential magnetic and wave energy into the solar
atmosphere from the convection zone. This energy is then explosively released to
heat the corona and possibly form an expanding solar wind.
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INTRODUCTION
Coronal bright points are the smallest scale closed coronal structures that have been observed so
far on the Sun (e.g. Golub et al., 1974). They are associated with ephemeral magnetic bipolar
regions (i.e. regions of opposite magnetic polarities) with lifetimes of hours (e.g. Harvey et al.,
1975). In x-ray spectroheliograms, coronal bright points appear to be collections of miniature
loops or arches, typically 2500 km in diameter and 12,000 km in length (Sheeley and Golub,
1979). They are also characterized by significant changes over a few minutes in the intensity of
emission from the plasma confined within the magnetic field forming these structures.
A detailed study of the extreme ultraviolet (EUV) data from Skylab (Habbal and Withbroe, 1981)
showed that, over a period of 5 rain, the shortest time scale available from the data, strong tem-
poral and spatial variations in intensity of emission occur in the chomospheric through coronal
layers of the bright points. Habbal and Withbroe (1981) attributed the changes in EUV emission
to intermittent heating, possibly correlated with changes in magnetic field topologies over very
small scales (few arcsec or less). More recently, Harvey (1985) has shown that, features which
appear as "dark" absorption regions in the He I k 10830 line (typically 15 to 20% darker than
the average network) and believed to be the photospheric counterpart of coronal bright points,
are often associated with encounters of existing opposite polarity magnetic regions rather than
emerging magnetic flux. In He I k 10830 they are also observed to be short lived (< hours),
often appearing and disappearing over a few minutes.
Recent radio observations acquired with the VLA at 20 cm wavelength showed that bright points
appear as localized 20-40" radio sources, clearly distinguishable from the surrounding quiet sun
(Habbal et al. 1986). At the 20 cm wavelength, the radio emission from bright points arises
mainly from heights typical of the low corona-transition region. The bright points exhibit sub-
stantial spatial and temporal variations in radio emission over time scales as short as 2 minutes,
very similar in nature to the variability observed in earlier studies at x-ray, EUV and optical
wavelengths. Analysis of the data showed that the fluctuations observed in the radio emission
are most likely due to intermittent heating.
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OBSERVATIONS
We report here on preliminary resultsof observationsof solar coronal bright points acquired
simultaneously from ground based observatories at the radio wavelength of 20 cm and in the
He I k 10830 line on September 8, 1985. The impetus for obtaining simultaneous radio and opti-
cal data is (1) to identify correlations, if any, in changes of the low transition-coronal signatures
of bright points with the evolution of the magnetic field, and (2) to distinguish between intermit-
tent heating and changes in the magnetic field topology. Although simultaneous observations of
H a emission and the photospheric magnetic field at Big Bear (S. Martin) were also made, as well
as radio observations from Owens Valley Radio Interferometer (with G. Hurford) and SMM (O
VIII line), we present here only a comparison between the He 10830 and VLA radio data.
The correspondence found between compact (20-40") radio sources observed at 20 cm with the
VLA and the He I ), 10830 dark points is shown in Figure 1. The existence of an active region
in the South East, and a smaller one close to Sun center made the superposition of the radio
maps with a full disk He 10830 spectroheliogram particularly accurate. In the 512"x512" area
around Sun center where the high temporal resolution He 10830 observations were made, the
radio sources were found to coincide with He 10830 dark points. The spatial resolution is 1-2" in
the He and 16" in the radio. There were, however, more He 10830 dark points than radio
sources. The radio bright points with a dashed and a solid contour are those observed to last
longer than 2 hours in the approximately 5 hours of simultaneous observations. The solid line
contours represent shorter lived features (at least one hour). Comparison with high resolution
magnetograms confirms that the radio bright points coincide with bipolar regions.
Shown in Figure 2 are the changes in time of the maximum radio brightness temperature and the
absolute value of the maximum intensity of absorption in the He 10830 of one of the sources,
source A. (0 min on the time axis corresponds to 16:00 UT). The time interval is 3 min, which is
the time required to make a 512"x512" scan in the He line. Radio maps were made at the exact
corresponding time intervals. The data gaps in the radio data correspond to the pointing of the
antennas to the calibration source; also no radio maps were made in the He 10830 data gaps 17:56
- 18:23 and 20:15 - 20:41 UT. Sporadic variations in the emission (absorption) often occur at the
shortest (3 min) time interval. (These variations are signifiean_ when greater than 10% in the
intensity of absorption in the He )_ 10830 and greater than 10_ K in the radio brightness tem-
perature). The temporal changes in the simultaneous observations are often correlated, but there
are a few cases, for example between 19:00 and 19:30 or between 19:50 and 20:00, when the radio
emission and He absorption are anticorrelated.
DISCUSSION
One of the striking features of bright points observed so far at different wavelengths is the spatial
variation of the region of maximum emission (or absorption), i.e. the bright (dark) "patch" does
not remain uniform but rather brightens in certain spots while others dim, also a bright point can
completely fade and reappear rather suddenly at a later time (see, for example, Habbal and With-
broe 1981, and Habbal et al. 1986). Hence it is clear that these features are responding rather
rapidly to dynamic effects. At the time of this writing a quick look at the magnetograms shows
that at least 80 v-/vof the radio sources correspond to areas of disappearing flux, i.e. where mag-
netic regions of opposite polarity approach each other and cancel. Very few are associated with
new emerging flux. There are five bright points that overlie regions where some flux cancelling is
occurring while new flux also emerges in the neighborhood. Hence this suggests that the mag-
netic field is playing an important role in the observed dynamic behavior of the bright points.
On the other hand one of the plasma variables that can account for variations observed at the
radio wavelength and the He 10830 absorption is the density. Density fluctuations caused by
intermittent heating or from the interaction or roping around of the field lines could easily
account for the sporadic nature of the variability in emission (absorption).
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Figure 1: Overlay of radio sources, observed with the VLA at 20 cm, on a He X 10830 spec- 
troheliogram. T h e  observations were made simultaneously on September 8, 1985. T h e  field 
of view of the He X 10830 spectroheliogram is 512”x512”, centered at Sun center at 16:OO 
UT.  Radio sources indicated by two contours were present for at least 2 hours in the observ- 
ing sequence of 5 hours. Shorter lived radio sources are indicated by one contour. 
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Figure 2: Changes in time of the absolute value of the maximum absorption ([I I ) in
He X 10830 and the maximum brightness temperature (T_,) of the radio emission a_a_2_ cm
for Source A. The solid lines at both wavelengths indicate_imultaneous continuous observa-
tions with 3 min integration time. The dotted lines in the He k 10830 connect data points
with no corresponding radio data. The short data gaps in the radio correspond to the point-
ing of the antennas to the calibration source. Two data gaps exist in the He k 10830 data:
116-143 (or 17:56-18:23 UT), and 255-281 (or 20:15-20:41 UT), when no radio data are shown
either.
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CONCLUSION
Radio observations are an important component in the study of coronal bright points because
they are, at present, the only means to explore the transition region-corona heights from the
ground with high temporal and spatial resolution. Furthermore, radio measurements can also be
used to derive quantitative information regarding important solar plasma parameters such as the
magnetic field strength, plasma density and electron temperature. For example, field strengths of
the order of 50 to 100 G at the low corona-transition region height in bright points have been
deduced for the first time from radio observations (Habbal et al. 1986). The radio observations
will provide valuable quantitative information about the hot plasma in bright points while the
optical data will provide information about the chromospheric and low chromospheric-coronal
transition region and the photospheric magnetic field.
The intriguing questions that arise with respect to the behavior of bright points are directly
related to the fundamental problem of coronal heating. If bright points are part of the same class
of phenomena as active regions, but on a smaller scale, then the understanding of their behavior
will shed light on the question of solar activity. Coronal bright points seem to offer an ideal can-
didate to explore the role of the magnetic field in the heating of the plasma, and the evolution of
the field in time.
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Prior to and during Spacelab-2 operation, we made observations at 6 and 20 cm
of solar coronal brlght polnts, using the VLA in the C-configuration. The UV
coverage ranged from 200 to 1.8 x i0_ wavelengths. The maps were convolved with
beams of 18" x 18" at 20 cm and 4" x 4" at 6 cm. Here we report only preliminary
results from July 15 and July 31, 1985 observations.
Figure 1 shows the 20 cm results of July 15, 1985 observations. Our maps
were compared with both KPNO He I0830A spectroheliogram and magnetogram.
At the center of the disk a bipolar plage is present (the strongest region
with several components). Near this plage region there is an Ha filament along
which runs a neutral llne in the KPNO magnetogram. At 20 cm this filament is
associated with a radio depression with Tb _ 1.8 x 105 K below the quiet sun Tb-
The maximum depression is associated with a Hel dark feature, however the radio
depression is much wider (_ 40") than the He counterpart (_ 20"). Several bright
points are present in the map. As mentioned above, they are identified from their
association with dark points in the He spectroheliogram. Comparison with the KPNO
magnetogram shows that the majority of these regions are bipolar. However the
spatial resolution at 20 cm was not good enough to resolve the structures, and
only one polarization was observed with very low degree of polarization. The
brightness temperature of the sources I, 2, 3 and 4 ranges from _ 1.0 x 105 K to
3.6 x 105 K above the quiet sun temperature. These values of the brightness
temperature seem to indicate that the emission should be primarily due to an
optically thin thermal plasma.
Figure 2 shows that the bright point No. 5 (see Fig. I) at 20 cm is resolved
into two components at 6 cm because of better resolution.
Figure 3 shows the results of July 31, 1986 observations. There are several
bright point sources at 20 cm. The source A is associated with a dark point at
He I0830A and with a bipolar magnetic feature.
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INTRODUCTION
The high angular resolution provided by the Very Large Array (VLA) has
permitted the spatial resolution of solar microwave sources and opened the way for
comparisons with observations of similar angular resolution at optical and X-ray
wavelengths. High-resolution VLA observations of solar active regions at
relatively long wavelengths of 6 cm and 20 cm have, for example, led to the
discovery of the microwave counterpart of the ubiquitous coronal loops that had
previously only been observed by X-ray telescopes lofted above the Earth's
atmosphere. The microwave emission of the coronal loops is attributed to the
gyroresonant radiation and/or the bremsstrahlung of million-degree, thermal
electrons trapped within the loops by strong magnetic fields; observations of this
emission have provided valuable new insights into the nature of solar active
regions and eruptions from the Sun and nearby stars [ _ndu and Lang (1985); Lang
(1986 a,b - this proceedings)].
In contrast, the short wavelength 2 cm emission of solar active regions is
poorly understood. In spite of numerous VLA solar observations at 2 cm, there are
only two published results [Lang, Willson and Gaizauskas (1983); Shevgaonkar and
Kundu (1984)]. In both instances, compact (angular sizes 8 _ 15"), highly
polarized (degrees of circular polarization Pc = 80% to 90%) sources were found in
regions of strong magnetic field (_trength H _ 2,000 G) above sunspots. The
brightness temperatures of T B _ i0- K were characteristic of the electron
temperature in the transition region.
Subsequent examination of the compact 2 cm sources in active regions indicated
that they are variable over time scales of an hour or shorter. This probably
explains the paucity of VLA results; synthesis maps averaged over ii or 12 hours
would not reveal several relatively-weak, time-variable sources.
To further complicate the matter, _e have recently discovered compact,
variable, highly-polarized 2 cm sources in regions of apparently-weak, photospheric
magnetic field [Willson and Lang (1986)]. Our subsequent VLA observations have
confirmed the existence of compact, variable 2 cm sources that are not associated
with active regions, but these sources had no detectable circular polarization. In
addition, both the unpolarized and polarized 2 cm sources were found to move
laterally across the solar surface with velocities V _ 1 km s-I. In the next
section we present observations of these compact, variable, moving sources. The
concluding discussion mentions possible radiation mechanisms and implications for
studies of the quiet Sun.
PRECEDINC--, pAGE BLANK NOT F1LMED
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OBSERVATIONS
The VLA was used to observe the active region AR 4508 in the C configuration
between 1530 and 2330 UT on June 4, 1984. The position of this region was NO6 E57
at 1300 UT on this day. Follow-up observations were made between 1500 and 2300 UT
on January 17, 1986 in the D configuration. In this case, a region of bright plage
and relatively-weak magnetic fields (no sunspots) was observed; its position was
SI0 W62 at 1300 UT on this day.
,June 4, 1984
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Figure I. VLA synthesis maps of left circularly polarized (solid contours) and
right circularly polarized (dashed contours) radiation at 2 cm wavelength.
Here each box refers to the same area on the surface of the Sun, and the
fiducial marks on the axes are separated by 10 arc-seconds. The northern
source (top) varied over time scales of 30 minutes and moved laterally
across the solar surface in the northwest direction a velocity of
NI km s -I . The southernmost source varied over a time scale of about 60
minutes, and moved laterally towards the southwest at a velocity of
_2 km s -I . Here the contours mark levels of equal brightness with an
outermost contour of 6.1 x 104 and a contour interval of 3.1 x 104 K.
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As illustrated in Figure I, the 2 cm maps on June 4 showed two compact
(O - 5"), highly circularly polarized (Pc = 80 to 90%) sources that vary on time
scales of 30 to 60 minutes. The left circularly polarized _ource (solid contours)
varied in maximum brightness temperature from TB = 2.0 x i0- K to T B < 0.5 x i0 v K.
Here each box refers to the same area of the Sun, and the arrows illustrate
systematic motion to the northwest with a total motion of about 15" in three
hours. The left circularly polarized source was therefore moving laterally across
the surface of the Sun with a velocity of V - 1 km s -I. The right circularly
polarized source (dashed contours) apparently moved towards the southwest at about
twice this speed, but the motion is confused by the presence of more than one
source.
Comparisons with Mt. Wilson magnetograms indicate that the two compact,
variable, moving sources were located in regions of apprently-weak photospheric
magnetic field (H < 80 G), and that they did not overlie sunspots. The high
polarization of these sources is therefore somewhat enigmatic, for the polarization
of thermal radiation requires strong magnetic fields of H - 2,000 G. We will
return to this paradox in the discussion.
January 17, 1986
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Figure 2. VLA synthesis map of the total intensity of the radiation at 2 cm
wavelength. Here each box refers to the same area on the surface of the
Sun, and the fiducial marks on the axes are separated by 60 arc-seconds.
The southern source (bottom) increased slowly in brightness over a seven
hour period while moving laterally across the solar surface in the
southeast direction at a velocity of _ I km s-I . The northern source
(top) varied over a time scale of 180 minutes, but showed no detectable
lateral motion. Here the contours mark levels of equal brightness with
an outermost contour of 5.2 x 104 K and a contour interval of 1.8 x 104 K.
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Our confirming observations on January 17, 1986 revealed compact 2 cm sources
with angular sizes @ _ 25" and maximum brightness temperatures of T B = 2.0 x 105 K
These sources were observed in plage regions with apparently-weak photospheric
magnetic field and no sunspots, but in this case the compact sources had no
detectable circular polarization (Pc 4 15%).
As illustrated in Figure 2, the compact unpolarized sources either varied
substantially in intensity over time scales of hours (top sources) or slowly
increased in brightness over a seven hour period (bottom source). Here each box
refers to the same area on the surface of the Sun, and the arrows indicate a
lateral motion at a velocity of V _ 1 km s-I . Curiously, the relatively-unvarying
source exhibited this motion, but the variable one showed no detectable motion.
DISCUSSION
We have discovered previously-unobserved sources at 2 cm wavelength in regions
of apparently-weak photospheric magnetic field. The brightness temperatures of
T B ~ l0 K are characteristic of the transition region. The angular sizes are
8 ~ 5" to 25", and they vary in intensity over time-scales of 30 minutes to more
than 180 minutes. We have observed at least two of these compact, variable 2-cm
sources within the 3' field of view every time we have observed the Sun;
extrapolating to the 30' - wide Sun, we would expect hundreds of them on the
visible surface of the quiet Sun. The compact, variable sources can either be
highly circularly polarized (Pc = 90%) or they can exhibit no detectable circular
polarization (Pc 4 15%).
The enigmatic presence of highly polarized sources in regions of apparently-
weak photospheric magnetic field may be explained by any one of three hypothesis.
First, the photospheric field may have strengths of up to 2,000 G in compact
regions that are not readily detected by the photospheric magnetograms.
Alternatively, the magnetic field in the transition region or the low corona may
be amplified by currents to a strength above that in the underlying photosphere.
If either of these hypothesis is true, then the high circular polarization of the
2 cm sources can be attributed to either thermal gyroradiation or the propagation
of thermal bremsstrahlung in the presence of a magnetic field of strength H _ 2,000
G. A third hypothesis, developed by Willson and Lang(1985), is that the compact
2 cm sources are due to nonthermal gyrosynchrotron radiation of mildly relativistic
electrons in relatively weak magnetic fields of strength H _ 50 G.
But what accounts for the variability and lateral motion of both the polarized
and the unpolarized sources? The source variability might be due to a variable
magnetic field that comes and goes within the transition region and low solar
corona. Alternatively, the variations could be interpreted in terms of thermal
electron density variations related to heating changes or to non-thermal electron
density variations resulting from a variable acceleration mechanism. The lateral
motion can be attributed to an upward expansion of dipolar loops; the 2-cm
observations detect the apparent lateral motion of the loop legs.
Finally, we would like to point out certain resemblances between the compact,
variable 2-cm sources and other phenomena reported in this proceeding. These
sources are resolved (they are not points) with angular sizes comparable to those
of small erupting filaments [Martin (1986 - this proceedings)] and the 20 cm
observations of so-called coronal bright points [Habbal (1986 - this proceedings)].
The time scale of the variations and the lateral motions of the 2-cm sources are
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comparable to those of the small erupting filaments. The brightness temperatures
of the 2-cm sources are the same as those of the 20-cm ones. Comparisons with
features seem at the He I, I 10830 transition are very misleading, for there are so
many of these features that the statistical significance of a correlation has to be
very low.
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INTRODUCTION
Using daily full-disk magnetograms and He I 10830 spectroheliograms
to study the count and surface distribution of ephemeral regions over
the solar cycle, Harvey (1985) concluded that the small dark structures
seen in 10830, thought to correspond to X-Ray bright points (Harvey
et al., 1975), were more often associated with magnetic bipoles that
appeared to result from an encounter of already existing opposite
polarity magnetic flux than with emerging small magnetic bipoles
(ephemeral regions). Such encounters would be more likely to occur in
areas of mixed polarity. The fractional area of the Sun covered by
mixed polarity fields varies anti-correlated with the solar cycle leading
to a possible explanation for the 180 ° out of phase solar cycle varia-
tion of X-ray bright points. To establish the validity of this sugges-
tion, a detailed study of time-sequence magnetic field, He I ),10830, Ha,
C IV and Si II observations of selected areas of the quiet sun was ini-
tiated about 2 years ago. The preliminary results of this study are
presented in this summary. A more detailed report will be published
elsewhere at a later date.
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OBSERVATIONS
Eight observatories and instruments obtained a wide range of data
during six observing efforts in 1983, 1984 and 1985, as follows: (1)
National Solar Observatory: He I 10830 spectroheliograms (K. Harvey),
(2) Big Bear Solar Observatory: longitudinal magnetograms and Ha
center-line filtergrams (F. Tang), (3) Ottawa River Solar Observatory:
Ho_ filtergrams through line (V. Gaizauskas), (4) Marshall Space Flight
Center: longitudinal and transverse magnetograms (M. Hagyard), (5)
Solar Maximum Mission, UVSP: C IV and Si II line profiles and He II
spectroheliograms (A. Poland), (6) Solar Maximum Mission: FCS, O
viii spectroheliograms (J. Saba, K. Strong), (7) Very Large Array
(VLA): 20 and 6 cm X spectroheliograms (S. Habbal), (8) Swarthmore
College: Ca II line profiles (R. Holt). Spatial resolution of these data
was 1-3 arc-sec for the He I 10830, Ha, and magnetic field data, and 10
arc-see for the SMM bWSP and FCS data and the VLA observations.
Temporal resolution was typically 3-5 minutes for the He I 10830, VLA
cm ), and Ha data and 5-7 minutes for the magnetograms and SMM
data. Selected areas of the quiet sun and coronal holes were observed
for periods of 4-10 hours each day during (1) 10-12 October 1983, (2)
28 November 1984, (3) 9 December 1984, (4) 25-28 May 1985, and (5)
25-27 June 1985, and (6) 8-9 September 1985.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
While the analysis and comparison of these data is still going on, there
are several preliminary results and conclusions.
1. The network visible in He I 10830 displays a low level intensity
variation over a spatial scale of the order of arc-seconds and a time
scale of minutes. These intensity variations are somewhat oscillatory
in appearance and decrease toward the limb, almost completely disap-
pearing at longitudes >45-50 ° This suggests that the observed varia-
tions may be due in part to motions of network spicules and fibrils.
2. He I 'dark points' have a characteristic size of 10-30 arc sec and
intensity variations that show a variety of time scales from minutes to
several hours. Their observed behavior and size are similar to that
seen in EUV (Habbal and Withbroe, 1981) and X-ray bright points
(Nolte et al., 1979; Sheeley and Golub, 1979). Two types of localized
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darkening in He I lc35:_:) z_re defined as dark points: (1) a rapid, almost
flare-like, darkening. These events have a duration of about 10-30
minutes and often appear to be associated with ejecta,and (2) a longer
lived darkening lasting hours, but which can show large amplitude
intensity variations (50-120%) on a time scale of minutes.
Approximately 32% of the 10830 enhancements are associated with
ejecta, a macrospicule, small-scale filament erup_ion, or a propagating
disturbance of some type. The propagating distu_-bances are some-
times seen as a dark, front-like arch-shaped cloud in 10830 moving
with horizontal velocities ranging from 16-140 kms -1 over distances
from 20,000-70,000 km. (In a few cases, possible effects of these distur-
bances are detected out to distances of 200,000 km.) Also seen in the
10830 spectroheliograms are small (3-6 arc sec) bright structures that
persist for one or two frames (_3 rain). These are interpreted as a
predominately vertical velocity structure. They occur at a rate of 2.6-
3.9/hr/1010 km 2. Comparisons with filtergrams taken at several posi-
tions through the H(_ line indicate no corresponding velocity structure
associated for two such 10830 "velocity" points. Complex dynamics,
however, are seen in an Ha structure corresponding to a He I dark
point overlying the site of disappearing magnetic flux.
3. Almost all of the 10830 dark points are spatially associated with
magnetic bipoles. For 8 days of the 11 day data sample, a comparison
has been made between the occurrence of He I dark points with the
observed evolution of the underlying photospheric magnetic field.
During the 8 days of observation, 477 He I dark points (both rapid and
long-lived) occurred. 15% of these were co-spatial with ephemeral
regions that have emerged during the observing period; 39% occurred
at sites of disappearing flux that resulted from the encounter of exist-
ing, unrelated opposite polarity flux. The onset of the darkening seen
in He I began when the approaching opposite polarity network ele-
ments are within 3-5 arc-see or adjacent. In Ha, connecting fibrils or a
small filament are seen to form between the approaching opposite
polarity features. For 46% of the dark points no change was seen in
the associated magnetic fields. Only 10% of the ejecta events
occurred with ephemeral regions; 35% with encounters of opposite
polarity magnetic flux.
In the reverse correlation considering magnetic field changes with He I
dark points, about one-third of 307 identified ephemeral regions (31%)
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were associatedwith a dark poi,_; two-thirds (_9%) were not. 57% of
the 363 disappearing magnetic flux sites were associated with He I
dark points, and 43% had no dark structure. 21% of the ephemeral
regions were associated with ejecta events; 36% opposite pol,_rity mag-
netic flux encounters were associated with ejecta.
We conclude that He I dark points and ejecta events are more likely
(by a factor of 2-4) to be associated with encounters of existing oppo-
site polarity flux than with the emergence of magnetic bipoles. Con-
versely, encounters of magnetic flux of opposite polarity are almost
two times more like to result in an associated dark point in He I than
ephemeral regions. Not all ephemeral regions and occurrences of
encounters of unrelated opposite polarity magnetic network are corre-
lated with He I dark points.
4. There is a good, though non one-to-one, correspondence between
the locations of He I X10830 dark points and the bright structures
observed in C IV. Most of the He I dark points have a bright C IV
counterpart at some time during their lifetime. Though not all C Iv
bright points correspond to dark tte I dark structures. A comparison
of the intensity variations and velocity field between C IV and He I in
the 10830 dark points is now being conducted and will be discussed in
more detail in a later paper.
5. A good association has also been found between the positions of He
I dark points and the bright points observed in 20 cmk images with
the VLA. For many of the He I and 20 cm structures, similar intensity
variations are seen, both in the long and short time scales. Seven (7)
of the 11 bright 20 cm points studied so far are located at sites of
disappearing magnetic flux resulting from the encounters of existing
opposite polarity magnetic flux; in two (2) 20 cm bright points, mag-
netic flux is both emerging and disappearing, and in the remaining two
(2), there is no obvious change seen in the magnetic field. The results
of this comparison are being presented separately in this workshop
proceedings by S. Habbal and K. Harvey.
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Introduction
The potential importance of the smallest emerging flux regions on the Sun has been discussed in numerous
publications since the early 70's when the large number of such regions f'trst became evident (Harvey, Harvey
and Martin 1975; Golub et al. 1974; Golub et al. 1977; K. Harvey 1985). The association between the objects
seen in ground-based data, such as high resolution magnetograms or Ha and soft x-ray data has produced results
which are often contradictory: the overlap in the two data sets is great enough as to leave no doubt that the
same objects are in general seen by both techniques. However, there are significant numbers of cases in which a
region is seen by one method but not by the other, and these discrepancies have never been fully explored.
Problems of this sort take on greater significance when we consider the role that small emerging flux
regions assume in comparison to the larger active regions. A decade of work on this subject may be summed up
as follows: x-ray studies indicate that bright points (XBP) represent the short-lifetime portion of a distribution
which is continuous with active regions. The large number of XBP makes them the largest contributor to the
total magnetic flux emergence from the Solar interior; moreover, XBP vary out of phase with the larger active
regions, in such a way as to nearly conserve the total quantity of magnetic flux throughout the cycle. Similar
studies done using magnetogram data offer very different results - ephemeral regions (ER) vary in phase with
the cycle and are suggested to be primarily surface phenomena. XBP seem to be associated with chance
encounters between opposite polarity network flux, arising from mixed polarity areas of diffusing fields from
previously emerged active regions.
These studies are contradictory and the potential implications are too great to be ignored. In the hope of
resolving the present impasse we have assembled as much simultaneous soft x-ray and magnetogram data as
possible in order to test directly the above suggestions. These data have been obtained over the past decade dur-
ing rocket flights of a soft x-ray telescope, with (weather permitting) same-day ground based observations.
The Data
Data from four flights of the AS&E x-ray rocket payload were used, along with the available magneto-
gram and He 10830_, observations. Dates and times are listed in Table 1. We also list the number of x-ray and
magnetic features seen in each dataset; these will be explained in the next section. In the present study we have
used only the x-ray and magnetic field data - the He observations will be included in the next stage of this
work.
The x-ray features were selected by examination of enlarged transparencies, as described in our earlier
papers (e.g. Golub et al. 1977). The magnetogram analysis entailed a somewhat more elaborate procedure than
has been used in the past, with bipoles divided into several categories; ephemeral regions (i.e. emerging flux),
chance encounters of opposite polarity field, and longer-lived bipoles visible on at least two days. such identifi-
cation was performed on the first magnetogram of the day and, if additional observations were available, subse-
quent magnetograms were compared with the first one in order to identify developing structures, encounters, and
disappearing flux.
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Table1.Datesof SimultaneousX-rayandMagnetogramData
Date Typeof Data Time(s)[UT] Feature Number
13Feb.1981 X-ray 1916 XBP 5
Magn. 1507 Encounter 19
10830_, 1638 ER 22
Bipole 11
16Nov.1979 X-ray 1703 XBP 14
Magn. 1543,1743,1828, Encounter 11
1917,2007,2100. ER 25
10830k 1647 Bipole 10
16Sept.1976 X-ray 1803 XBP 90
Magn. 1533 Encounter 31
10830k 1841 ER 33
Bipole 10
27June1974 X-ray 1948 XBP 58
Magn. 1508,1854 Encounter 30
10830L 1605,1657,1740 ER 17
1804. Bipole 6
Results
In viewof thecontradictoryclaimswhichhaveappearedin recentyears,weanticipatedthatthismoreela-
borateseparationof magneticfeaturesintoemergingand"reconnecting"regionswouldclarify thesituation.
However,wefind asthemainresultof thepresentstudy,thattheseparationmakesverylittledifference.Our
resultsaresummarizedinTable_, whichshowsthenumberof eachtypeof featurefoundin thex-rayandmag-
netogramimages,thelatterseparatedintothethreeclassesmentionedabove.
Thecomparisonwithx-raydatawasdonebyfirst identifyingthex-raybrightpoints,thencorrelatingthe
XBP'swiththethreeclassesof magnetogramfeatureswhichhadbeenpreviouslyidentifiedindependentof the
x-raydata.Themajoresultof thecomparisonis thatthethreesubgroups"encounters","ephemeralregions"
and"bipoles"provideanorderinghavingincreasingprobabilityof beingseeninx-rays.Thatis,thereconnecting
orchancencountersarelesslikelyto coincidewithanXBPthanaretheephemeralregions,whicharein turn
lesslikely to overlapthanaretheoldbipoles.Thechance(averagedoverthefourobservationdays)of seeing
anx-rayfeaturewhereamagneticfeattirehasbeenidentifiedis:
encounters:21%
ephemeralregions:29%
bipoles:50%
Notethatthesepercentagesr presentidentificationsmadefromthemagnetogramsto thex-raydata.Wehave
not attemptedi entificationsin theotherdirection.However,thenumberof x-rayfeatureseenin 1976is
greaterthanthenumberof magneticfeatures,in 1974it is abouthesameandin 1979and1981it is signifi-
cantlylower.
We concludethattheseparationof magneticfeaturesintochancencountersandemergingflux makes
somedifferencein theoverlapwithx-raybrightpoints,althoughtheeffectis notoverwhelming.Thereis a
slighttendencyfor a smallerfractionof the"encounters"to bevisiblein thecorona.Thedifferencein solar
cycledependenceb tweenXBPandERis not explainable in terms of the results of this study.
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Abstract
We conducted a study of a little known class of eruptive events on the quiet sun. 61
small-scale eruptive filamentary structures were identified in a systematic survey of 32 days
of Ha time-lapse films of the quiet sun acquired at Big Bear Solar Observatory. When fully
developed, these structures have an average length of 15 arc seconds before eruption. They
appear to be the small-scale analog of large-scale eruptive filaments observed against the disk.
At the observed rate of 1.9 small-scale eruptive features per field of view per average 7.0
hour day, we estimate the rate of occurrence of these events on the sun to be greater than
600 per 24 hour day. The average duration of the eruptive phase was 26 minutes while the
average lifetime from formation through eruption was 70 minutes. A majority of the small-
scale filamentary structures were spatially related to cancelling magnetic features in line-of-
sight photospheric magnetograms. Similar to large-scale filaments, the small-scale filamentary
structures sometimes divided opposite polarity cancelling fragments but often had one or both
ends terminating at a cancellation site. Their high numbers appear to reflect the much greater
number and mixture of small-scale than large-scale aggregates of opposite polarity magnetic
flux on the quiet sun. From their characteristics, evolution and relationship to photospheric
magnetic flux, we conclude that the structures described in this study are small-scale eruptive
filaments and are a subset of all filaments.
1. INTRODUCTION
While surveying Ha time lapse films of the quiet sun recorded at the Big Bear Solar
Observatory, we have occasionally noted a small fibril or filament-like structure which would
expand into an arch, break open at its top, and disappear. These phenomena appear similar
to the eruptive phase of large-scale filaments photographed against the solar disk or large-scale
prominences photographed at the limb. An example is illustrated in Figure 1. The event is
the darkest feature in the middle of the frames from 19 56 20 until 20 08 44. It already is
recognizable as a small loop in the first frame at 19 48 33. The loop breaks open at its top
between 20 01 30 and 20 04 44. After that time, the ends of the loop slowly disappear; the
event is over by the last from at 20 18 31. In most small-scale eruptive events, the loop is not
viewed as much from the side as in Figure 1. More typically, the events exhibit a small degree
of lateral displacement before disappearing. Observations in the blue wing of Ha confirm the
lateral motion to be the plane of sky component of outward erupting mass.
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Fig. 1. Arrows on the upper image of each consecutive column of Ha! images point to 
the development and eruption of a small filamentary loop. In addition to exhibiting a pattern 
of motion common to many large-scale erupting prominences, the event also increases in 
absorption as it expands similar to pre-emptive phase of large-scale filaments seen in projection 
against the solar disk. The loop breaks open at its top (between 20 01 30 and 20 04 44) where 
the Doppler shift is typically greatest. By 20 18 31, the legs of the loop have also disappeared. 
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After about 10 of these small-scale eruptive events had been noted, we decided to make a
systematic survey of a selection of recent time-lapse films to study the properties of the small-
scale eruptive events and to estimate their number on the quiet sun during solar minimum.
In this paper we present the initial results of this analytical survey.
2. THE OBSERVATIONS
We initially chose to limit our systematic survey to Ha films to a recent interval since 29
August 1985 when many quiet sun observations were made. We further limited the survey
to conditions when: (1) concurrent long-integration videomagnetograms with increased sensi-
tivity were recorded with a CCD television camera. (2) at least 1 hour of observations were
acquired on a single area of the quiet sun in the center of the Ha line, (3) the rate of filtergram
acquisition was 2 or more frames per minute, and (4) the image quality for the majority of
the day was visually estimated to be 2 or higher on a scale of 4. Between 29 August and 1
November 1985, observations made on 30 days met these criteria. We added to the survey,
2 and 3 August 1985, days which met the latter three criteria above and coincided with the
Spacelab II flight.
The quiet sun observations on most of the days surveyed were biased towards observations
near the center of the solar disk. It was a purposeful bias to obtain maximum signal in the
videomagnetograms of the line-of-sight component of magnetic flux. The observations reported
here were all acquired before this study was conceived. The field of view during the interval
of this study was approximately 300 x 240 arc seconds.
3. RESULTS
3.1 Number of Events
During our survey, 63 conspicuous eruptive events were found in the 32 days of observa-
tions selected for this study. 61 of the 63 erupting filaments were considered to be small-scale;
most of these are events that would not be easily recognized in full disk Ha images. Usually
the features initially resembled either filaments or fibrils in which the length of the feature
is much longer than its width although occasionally an event, such as the one in figure 1,
will have a loop shape when it first appears. Because our first objective is to clearly and
accurately illustrate and describe these events as a class, we have restricted our analyses to
only those events which revealed clear evidence of lateral displacement and expansion in*o an
arch before its disappearance. This restriction eliminates any possible confusion with spicules,
small surges and other events which show only mass motion along the length of the feature.
However, this restriction also means that events which erupted primarily in our line-of-sight
are excluded in this study. Hence, the numbers we report are a lower limit to the actual
number of small-scale eruptive events that occur on the sun. Our counts of eruptive events
could be low by a factor of 2 or more.
The average number of small-scale eruptive filamentary structures was 1.9 events per 7.0
hour average observing day per average field of view of 300 X 240 arc seconds. Except for the
polar regions, which were not sampled above about 65 degrees, this number can be used to
roughly estimate the number of events occurring per day of the sun. Even with the exclusion
of the polar regions, we find that more than 600 small-scale eruptive events occur on the sun
per 24 hour day.
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3.2 Sizeof the Events
For eacheruptive event we measuredthe linear distance in the plane of the sky between
the end points of eachfeature. The measurementwasmade at the beginning of the lateral
displacementand usually representsthe maximum dimension of the feature at the top of the
chromosphere.No correction wasmade for foreshortening. The distance between the endsof
eachfeature rangedbetween5 and 54 arc secondswith the averageat 15arc seconds.
3.3 Duration of the Events
30of the 61small-scaleeruptive filamentary structures wereobservedfrom their formation
through their complete disappearance.The range of lifetimes of theseeventswas 15 and 201
minutes. The averagelifetime was70 minutes.
The eruptive phase,for the purposesof this study, is definedasbeginning with our visual
detection of the start of the lateral displacementand outward expansionof the small filaments
and continuing until the structure completely disappeared. In a few cases,the lateral motion
and expansion into a loop was already taking place while the filament was still developing.
More often, however,the structure exhibited an earlier active phasethat was longer than the
eruptive phase. For 50 of the 61 events, the shortest observederuptive phasewas 6 minutes
and the longestwas 77minutes with the averageeruptive phaselasting 26 minutes.
3.4 Evolution of the Phenomenon
The small-scalefilamentary structures spontaneouslyappear against the background of
chromosphericfibrils without apparent associationwith pre-existing or underlying structures.
Most are a singlecurvilinear structure similar in size to the surrounding chromosphericfibits.
Within minutes to tens of minutes after formation, they usually becomedistinguishable from
other chromosphericstructures by their motion, changesin shape, and increasing degreeof
absorption. They gradually evolve from this active phase to the eruptive phase. Like large
filaments, the eruptive phaseseemsto be an irreversible process.The expansioninto an arch
or loop continuesuntil the disappearanceof the whole phenomenonas illustrated in Figures
1.
3.5 Associationwith Flares
75 percent of the small-scaleeruptive structures were associatedwith very small flares.
The flaresoccurduring the eruptive phasesimilar to flares associatedwith large-scaleerupting
filaments. The event in Figure 1 is not flare-associated.In Figure 2, the associatedsmall flare
is seenin the last Ha image at 220505 near the baseof the right leg of the event.
3.6 Counterparts at Other Wavelengths
K. Harvey (1986) has identified dark features that correspond to the small-scaleerup-
tive filaments in 10,830/_ spectroheliograms. In most cases, the 10,830/_ absorption is seen
during the active and eruptive phases but does not necessarily correspond to the entire life-
time an event. We would expect these small-scale eruptive events to be visible in any other
chromospheric line that reveals filaments.
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Fig. 2. The position of this small-scale eruptive filament relative to the line-of-sight 
component of the surrounding photospheric magnetic flux is marked the curved arrow in the 
top image of the column of magnetograms on the right. The filament lies between separated 
fragments of opposite polarity magnetic flux while the right end of the filament terminates 
at the junction between cancelling fragments of adjacent magnetic flux of opposite polarity. 
The decrease in the magnetic flux is seen from the reduction in area and contours. Negative 
fragments of flux are black and positive are white except within the contours where the polarity 
is the same as around the periphery. 
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We suggest the possibility that 'jets' observed in the ultraviolet (Brueckner 1984) are a
coronal manifestations of the small-scale eruptive filaments. Both kinds of events are similar
in scale, eruptive in nature, often identifiable as having a loop shape, and have high rates
of occurrence. The 'jets' are identified in spectra which emphasizes their line-of-sight speeds
whereas our sample of filtergrams of the small-scale eruptives emphasizes their motion in the
plane of the sky. This hypothesized association could be tested by acquiring Ha or 10,830
spectra concurrently with filtergrams of an adequate statistical sample of the small-scale
eruptives at the same wavelengths or more directly by acquiring simultaneous observations of
UV spectra and Ha filtergrams, preferably at various wavelengths around line center.
Other possible associations between the small-scale eruptives, their associated flares, and
various other small-scale coronal features such as coronal 'bright points', ' bright point' flares,
'dark points' in 10,830 _ spectroheliograms and compact radio sources are discussed by Webb
(1986).
3.7 Association with Photospheric Magnetic Flux
We have begun a study of the correspondence of the positions of the small-scale filaments
to photspheric magnetic flux seen in videomagnetograms of the line-of-sight component. Of
the first 20 events examined for which there were corresponding magnetograms, 15 appeared to
be spatially associated with cancelling magnetic features and for the other 5 no specific pattern
has yet been recognized. Those associated with cancelling magnetic features are comprised of
two variations. In 6 examples, the filament was coincident with the division between opposite
polarites of the cancelling features and in 9 examples, one or both ends of the small filament
terminated near the division between opposite polarities of the cancelling features.
An example of one of the small-scale eruptive events with one end terminating at can-
celling magnetic fragments is shown in Figure 2. The magnetograms are the third column of
images following the two columns of Ha images to the left. An arrow on the first magnetogram
denotes the path of the small filament; the head of the arrow points to the two adjacent op-
posite polarity cancelling fragments. Negative flux is black and positive flux is white for all
areas outside of the contours. The area within the contours always has the same polarity as
around the periphery of the contours. The contours enclose areas of higher magnetic flux in
which the number of concentric contours, alternating from black to white or white to black,
represents the number of time that the saturation level has been exceeded. The cancelling
flux is recognized from the decrease in area and contours at the right of the arrow in contrast
to other fragments of magnetic flux of similar size. The localized cancellation of magnetic flux
begins before the initial appearance of the small filament.
4. DISCUSSION
The small-scale features described in this paper exhibit properties similar to large-scale
filaments and prominences. Their formation, evolution, and eruptive character and association
with flares during eruption are all similar to large-scale filaments. Their frequent relationship
with cancelling fragments of magnetic flux is an association that has also just begun to be
recognized as commonplace for large-scale filaments (Martin, 1986, these proceedings). The
most obvious difference between these small-scale eruptive events and large-scale eruptive fila-
ments is their much higher rate of occurrence. At present, we do not consider this to represent
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a fundamental physical difference. In their pre-eruptive state, both the small-scale structures
and large-scale filaments are associated with polarity inversion zones in magnetograms of only
the line-of-sight component of magnetic flux. Because of the greater number and mixture
of opposite polarity, small-scale magnetic features on the sun (Giovanelli 1982), there is also
a correspondingly greater abundance of small-scale polarity inversion zones where small fil-
aments have the opportunity to develop. We conclude that the structures described in this
study are small-scale eruptive filaments. We recognize the small-scale eruptive filaments to
be a subset of all filaments.
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INTRODUCTION
In this paper we address the question: Is the velocity field of the
solar chromosphere at the location of bright points (BP) different
from that of the chromosphere in other regions of the sun? We have
used dark points in HeI0830A spectroheliograms as ground-based proxy
indicators of BP both in coronal holes and non-hole regions of the
Sun, and we have obtained spectra of such points in the vicinity of
the CaII K 3933A line. As a measure of differential chromospheric
velocity, we have used the shift of the K line center relative to a
nearby photospheric FeI line. We presume the K line center to be
formed high in the chromosphere. We find that in helium dark points
in general, the distribution of K line shifts is skewed towards the
blue; in helium dark points which lie within coronal holes, the
blueward skewing is more pronounced. Our results are of some
interest in the context of spacecraft detections of outflows from
BPs, and in the context of correlations of high speed solar wind
streams from coronal holes.
On August 3, 1985 we observed five He-10830A dark points. Taken all
together, the spectra of the five points that day show an average
blue shift of 0.5 ±.3km/s with respect to the spectra from random
points on the Sun. Four of the five points showed blue shifts of
approximately 1 km/s, and the fifth point (observed late in the day
and less reliable than the others) showed a red shift of
approximately 1 km/s. The CaII K spectra on August 3 show a pattern
of blue shifts that is consistent with the overall pattern observed
in helium dark points observed on 25 days over a 14-month period
(Holt and Mullan, 1986). The overall pattern for the fourteen months
shows a small blue shift between 0.i and 1.2 km/s for average spectra
from He I0830A dark points which are not within coronal holes. There
is also greater dispersion of the wavelength shifts than for spectra
from random points. The points on Aug 3 were not within coronal
holes. For dark points within coronal holes a fraction of the
spectra, one-tenth, show a more pronounced blueshift--about 3.7 km/s.
DATA ACQUISITION: TARGET IDENTIFICATION
To identify coronal holes and BP, we use spectroheliograms taken in
the light of HeI I0830A at the National Solar Observatory Vacuum
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Telescope on Kitt Peak (Livingston et al, 1976). The He I0830A image
is relayed via telephone multiplexer (Colorado Video Expander 275) to
the Swarthmore/Bartol Observatory, where the image is recorded
digitally and also displayed on a video monitor. The resolution of
the digital image is approximately 8 arcseconds per pixel.
On the He I0830A images, small dark points frequently are observed.
Some lie within the coronal holes but their distribution is not
obviously biased towards or away from coronal holes. During the
Skylab mission, it was found that there was a close correlation
between the HeI0830A dark points and BP (Harvey et al, 1974; Harvey
and Sheeley, 1977). If Zirin's (1975) explanation of radiative
pumping of the triplet level of HeI of weak He10830 absorption in
coronal holes is correct, it would provide a natural explanation for
enhanced absorption in HeI0830A in the chromosphere underneath a BP.
However, even without knowing the details of the physical process, we
adopt the empirical correlation (albeit imperfect) and assume that
HeI0830A dark points are proxy indicators of BP. We use the He10830
images to identify not only BPs, but also to identify the coronal
holes on any particular day.
The spectroheliograms are recorded once per day at Kitt Peak National
Observatory, conditions permitting. Each spectroheliogram requires
45 minutes to complete. We receive the image within minutes after
its completion. We identify the target points, calculate
coordinates, and begin recording spectra usually within 30 minutes.
The mean lifetimes of BPs are on the order of hours (Golub et al,
1977). The dark points on the HeI 10830 spectroheliograms have
comparable lifetimes. On August 3, 1985 clouds delayed our
observations for nearly three hours after we received the
spectroheliogram. Spectra were recorded between 19:44 and 23:10 UT.
For each spectroheliogram, we find the center of the solar disk by
triangulation from points on the circumference. We then locate our
target points and determine their positions with respect to the
center. Calculating from the solar tilt angles for each day, we then
account for solar rotation at the latitude of each point during the
time elapsed since that portion of the spectroheliogram was recorded.
After scaling the image coordinates to match our telescope image
guider, we position each point of interest on the entrance pinhole of
our spectrometer. Our procedure for positioning the targets is
uncertain by an amount which may be as large as about ' i0 arcsec.
Most of the He 10830 dark points are of order 10-30 arcsec in size.
We do not know whether or not the associated features in CaII K light
would have the same size.
DATA ACQUISITION: CaK SPECTRA
The telescope is a 61-cm Cassegrain reflector mounted in a fixed
equatorial position in a laboratory on top of a 50-foot building on
the campus of Swarthmore College in Pennsylvania. The telescope is
fed by a 91-cm polar heliostat mounted on the roof. This system
provides a full solar image with a scale of 16 arcsec/mm, and the
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stepping motors permit guiding movements as small as 0.i arcsec in
right ascension and 1 arcsec in declination.
The telescope feeds a high resolution spectrum scanner (Wyller and
Fay, 1972). For our observations, the spectrometer is used in the
Czerny-Turner configuration, and the echelle grating is rotated by a
stepping motor so as to sweep the spectrum past an exit slit, where
it is detected by a cooled photomultiplier tube (EMI 9789A). The
spectrometer entrance pinhole (0.I mm) is chosen to allow a spatial
resolution of 1.6 arcsec on the solar surface. However, local seeing
conditions usually degrade the resolution to worse than 2 arcsec.
The exit slit size (0.007 mm) is chosen so as to allow spectral line
positions to be determined to approximately 0.02 A.
The spectrum is sampled by a PAR-SSR photon counter driven by a
computer which also drives the grating motor. The spectrum is
sampled at typically i00 points with an integration time of either
0.I or 0.2 seconds per point, depending on light levels. The
spectral scan covers about 2A in the vicinity of CaK (3933A). The
FeI line at 3932.64A serves as a photospheric reference line, with
respect to which we measure the position of the central absorption
(K3) of the CaK line. In addition to spectra of BP candidates, we
also record spectra in the same wavelength region of random points on
the solar disk. These "random disk points" provide the references to
which we compare the wavelength separations of the FeI and CaK lines
of BP candidates. The random disk points are generally chosen to be
away from regions of strong magnetic activity (as determined from
daily magnetograms, also received from Kitt Peak). Preceding and
following the recording of the spectra of each target point, we
record a number of spectra, usually 6 or more, at random points on
the solar disk.
DISCUSSION
From each spectrum we calculate the difference in wavelength between
the CaII K minimum and FeI reference line. This wavelength
separation is compared to the average of the separations in five
random-point spectra taken most recently before and the next five
random-point spectra taken after the target point spectrum. If the
separation is smaller than this 10-point average, we say that the K
minimum has been shifted to the blue with respect to the spectrum of
a random point. Conversely, we take a larger separation to be
evidence of red shift.
We recorded 47 spectra of BP on August 3, 1985 (Table I.). The
histogram of the wavelength shifts shows a small average wavelength
shift of 0.5 ± 0.3 km/s and also an asymmetry toward the blue. Four
of the five points have spectra showing blue shifts of approximately
Ikm/s, which is between 1 and 3 standard deviations for the four
points. (A different o is calculated for the reference random point
spectra for each BP spectrum.) The fifth point shows a red shift of
about ikm/s which is greater than 20 from the mean of zero. This
fifth point was taken late in the
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Table 1.
CaK Spectra of He 10830A Solar Dark Points Aug 3, 1985 Swarthmore
Dark Point Location Time (UT) Shift
A N5.3E14.7
B N18.1E20.2
C N10.4E14.2
D N14.1W21
E $5.2Wl1.1
19:44-19:56
22:44-23:10
20:11-20:19
20:34-20:44
20:57-21:14
21:31-21:54
Ii spectra
spectra
spectra
spectra
10 spectra)11 spectra)
-.8km/sec+.3km/sec
-l+lkm/sec
-1 km/sec+ 1km/sec
-1.0-+.8km/sec
+l+.4km/sec
o
(=6
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N
N
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Fig. la. Wavelength shift of spectra of BP in coronal holes, relative to
spectra of random points
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Fig. lb. Wave length shift of spectra of BP not in coronal holes relative
to spectra of random points. Superimposed is the histogram of the
wavelengths from BP not in coronal holes observed Aug. 3, 1985
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day, more than five and a half hours after the NSO I0830A
spectroheliograms had been made, and it is less likely than the other
points to have been a dark point.
In Fig.la we show a two-gaussian curve fitted to the histogram of the
wavelength shifts of the K minima of spectra taken of BP in coronal
holes during the full 14-month observing program. In Fig. ib we show
a two gaussian fit to the histogram of wavelength shifts for BP not
in coronal holes, and along with the smooth curve, we also show a
histogram of K minima shifts for 47 spectra taken on August 3, 1985.
The skewness in the distributions is small. We are operating close
to the limit of resolution of our system. However, it is
noteworthy that the overall effect is a blueshift, especially in the
BP's in coronal holes. For BP's not in coronal holes, like the
samples of August 3, the blueshifts are less distinct. For BP's in
coronal holes the amplitude of the blueshift is several kilometers
per second. One should note that if material of chromospheric density
moves outward at this velocity, it could supply the mass flux of the
solar wind if this chromospheric flow were concentrated in a few
dozen sources, each of diameter of a few arcsec.
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INTRODUCTION
As observations of the quiet Sun have improved in spatial and
temporal resolution, it has become increasingly apparent that the "quiet"
solar atmosphere is in fact quite dynamic. The existence of at least one
class of solar activity occurring outside major active regions has been
well-known for some time; the localized sites of intense heating called
coronal bright points or X-ray bright points (XBP) were first seen in 1969
(Vaiana et al. 1970).
The XBP correspond to small magnetic bipoles (Krieger et al., 1971;
Harvey et al., 1975a; Golub et al., 1977), but not all bipoles have
associated XBP. Golub et al. find no obvious coronal heating signature
for half of their designated bipoles. A less rigorous definition of the
amount of flux required to constitute a bipole would have resulted in an
even larger fraction of non-XBP bipoles. Yet we might expect that the
heating by loop activations observed at XBP-associated bipoles (Sheeley
and Golub, 1979) is present at these other bipoles as well: Golub et al.
(1976b) find that bipoles having lower flux are associated with XBP having
shorter lifetimes, and Golub et al. (1976a) find that the number of XBP
with lifetimes in a given range increases toward shorter lifetimes, down
to the 2h lower lifetime cutoff for XBP included in their study. These
shorter-lived bipoles might not all yield coronal brightenings of suffic-
ient magnitude or longevity to appear on the relatively infrequent (one
per hour) X-ray photographs examined by Golub et al. (1977). However,
such activity could manifest itself in the transition region, perhaps as
the turbulent events and jets recently observed with HRTS (e.g. Brueckner
and Bartoe, 1983). Another class of jet-like events, the H-alpha and EUV
macrospicules, has been identified with flares at XBP (Moore et. al.,
1977), and impulsive heating at XBP is apparent in the transition region
observations discussed by Habbal and Withbroe (1981).
This sort of activity should be observable with the Ultraviolet
Spectrograph and Polarimeter (UVSP) on the Solar Maximum Mission (SMM).
We have examined UVSP observations of C IV intensity in the quiet Sun and
*NAS/NRC Resident Research Associate
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compared them to magnetograms and He I 10830 _ spectroheliograms from
Kitt Peak National Observatory (KPNO). The He I data have been shown to
be a useful proxy for high-resolution soft X-ray data for purposes of
locating coronal bright points (Harvey et al., 1975b). We find evidence
that impulsive heating processes are common at small bipoles, and many of
these are bipoles other than those having associated XBP.
THE OBSERVATIONS
The observations were made between 3 and 9 April 1985. Spatially
rastered UVSP intensity measurements were obtained at 11 wavelength
positions in the 1548 A line of C IV. The wavelength positions were
separated by 150 m_. Slit set 4 was used, combining a 3" x 3" entrance
slit with a 300 m_ exit slit. 120" x 120" rasters (40 x 40 pixels) were
taken in a variety of quiet Sun regions including disk center, the
equatorial limb, and the poles. Each raster took 2 m to complete, so
successive rasters at the same position in the line were made 22 m
apart. Two of the 11-position raster sets were typically obtained during
a satellite orbit.
We see many fluctuations in C IV emission at sites throughout the
network and in cell interiors, and so must set some arbitrary threshold
for what we will call a "bright" point or event. The following criteria
correspond fairly well to those intensity levels which are visually
striking on linear gray-scaled images whose maxima are adjusted to yield
dark cell interiors: for line center rasters, pixels which are at the 50
level; for the two rasters adjacent to line center, 60; for rasters
farther in the wings, 70.
Some sites are bright throughout the typical 44m observing period and
in all parts of the C IV line. Other bright points appear and disappear
fairly rapidly, sometimes being notable in only I or 2 successive rasters.
These are usually seen in the wings of the line, rather than at line
center. Confinement of a bright event to so few of these rasters may be
the result of either limited observable wavelength range or short life-
time. That is, these may be fairly long-lived sites of jet-like flows, or
they may be events of arbitrary line profile whose intensities are above
our assigned threshold values for less than 4 m. Previous observations of
many short-lived brightenings in active regions (Porter et al., 1984)
argue for lifetimes less than 4 m for most of the events defined by these
thresholds. The jets observed by HRTS also have short lifetimes,
typically 80 s or less. Since long-lived bright jets therefore seem
unlikely, we shall refer to events occurring in only I or 2 of our C IV
rasters as short-lived.
We superposed the C IV rasters on the magnetograms and He I
spectroheliograms to within about 6" using solar coordinates derived from
the Fine Pointing Sun Sensor onboard SMM. Within that limited range, we
varied the colocation in order to find the best correspondence of C IV
network to solar magnetic network or He I dark regions over the entire
field of view.
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Figure 1 .  ( a )  A 3e I 10830 A spectrohel iogram taken 1 h a f t e r  1JVSP 
obse rva t ions  in tzie 1548 A l i n e  of C Iv. 
are i n d i c a t e d  by complete squares ;  t r a n s i e n t  events  by corners .  The long- 
l i v e d  s i tes  are i n  the  d a r k e s t  H e  I a reas ,  corresponding t o  XBP. Most 
s i tes  of t r a n s i e n t  events  a r e  apparent ly  heated too  s p o r a d i c a l l y  t o  
d i s p l a y  a H e  I ( o r  co rona l )  s igna ture .  ( b )  Areas of magnetic b i p o l e s  
under ly ing  t h e  C IV sites a r e  superimposed on t h e  H e  I spectrohel iogram. 
All b u t  one of t h e  C IV sites over ly  b ipo le s .  Note the  c o r r e l a t i o n  of 
S i p o l e  area with C IV br igh tness  dura t ion  and H e  I darkness .  
Long-lived C IV b r i g h t  p i x e l s  
F igure  l a  shows a KPNO H e  I 10830 A spectrohel ioqram, obta ined  one 
hour a f t e r  completion of two f u l l  scans through the  C Iv l i n e  by t h e  UVSP 
on 7 A p r i l  1985. Complete squares  i n d i c a t e  the l o c a t i o n s  of four  long- 
l i v e d  b r i g h t  C I V  sites. Pers i s tence  of h e a t i n g  a t  t hese  s i tes  is  w e l l  
above our  " longevi ty"  c r i t e r i o n  ( i n t e n s i t i e s  above th re sho ld  i n  3 o u t  of 
t h e  22  rasters comprising the  double l i n e  s c a n s ) ,  s i n c e  even the  weakest 
of them q u a l i f i e s  a s  "b r igh t "  i n  5 r a s t e r s .  Re la t ive  i n t e n s i t i e s  do vary 
cons ide rab ly  i n  t i m e  a t  t hese  s i tes ,  i n  some cases f a l l i n g  below th re sho ld  
and then  r i s i n g  aga in ,  so t h e  q u a l i f y i n g  r a s t e r s  are no t  n e c e s s a r i l y  
consecut ive .  The v a r i a t i o n s  may be mul t ip l e  events  i n  a s i n q l e  loop o r  
t h e  s e q u e n t i a l  a c t i v a t i o n  of mult iple  loops wi th in  any given 3" x 3" 
p i x e l .  P i x e l s  which a r e  the sites of sho r t - l i ved  even t s  a r e  denoted by 
c o r n e r s  a lone.  The s p a t i a l  a s s o c i a t i o n s  here  a r e  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e  of those 
for  a l l  'the C IV raster se t s  w e  have examined. All fou r  of the  long- l ived  
L" IV b r i g h t  p o i n t s  a r e  i n  very dark H e  I areas. These dark  H e  I k e r n a l s  
a lmost  c e r t a i n l y  r ep resen t  XBP (Harvey e t  a l . ,  197533). By c o n t r a s t ,  
l o c a t i o n s  of the shor t - l ived  C IV br ighten ings  are g e n e r a l l y  unremarkable 
i n  H e  I, with  most showing no darkening a t  all. The s i t e  near  raster 
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center and the one below and to the left of the upper left long-lived site
are exceptions, showing some moderate darkening.
The best fit of the C IV raster to the magnetogram places the
brightest C IV features over the neutral lines of small magnetic bipoles.
We find that the long-lived C IV sites correspond to the stronger bipoles
(i.e., bipoles having more area and flux). The short-lived C IV bright
points also overly bipoles, though the flux and area of these is much less
than for the long-lived sites. The areas covered by the bipoles associa-
ted with all of these sites are drawn on the helium spectroheliogram in
Figure lb. The correlation of bipole area with C IV brightness duration
and He I darkness is easily seen. The magnetic field underlying the long-
lived site at the upper left is not a simple bipole; the positive patch
enclosed within the dashed neutral line is surrounded by many small
concentrations of negative field. Some of these are apparently halves of
small bipoles in their own right--two of these associated with short-lived
events are shown.
Only those bipoles associated with C IV bright sites are drawn here;
there are others present on the magnetogram, so we cannot say whether all
bipoles are sites of events such as these. In particular, there is one
strong bipole about 15" - 20" below the long-lived site at the upper left
area which we might also have expected to have an associated long-lived C
IV bright point, but the C IV intensity at the site never rises above our
threshold values. It does correspond to moderately bright network which
exhibits several lesser brightenings (most notable in rasters near line
center in both scans), and to a dark He I area. There may have been
greater C IV events here (as well as at lesser bipoles) which escaped
detection because of the sparse temporal sampling of the data.
For one short-lived site, the one at center right, we are unable to
discern an underlying neutral line. This site lies on the edge of a
positive unipolar patch, however, so it is possible that a small,
unresolved region of negative polarity is present here.
DISCUSSION
We find strong fluctuations in C IV intensity at sites of magnetic
bipoles throughout the network. The longer-lived C IV bright points
overly the largest bipoles and correspond to He I dark points and thus
presumably XBP; the shorter-lived sites are associated with bipoles lying
near the limit of the magnetogram's sensitivity and usually have no long-
lived coronal signature. Many smaller short-lived brightenings, perhaps
associated with bipoles too small to detect, occur throughout the network.
Time histories of intensity at the various sites shows that the heating is
quite unsteady even at the long-lived sites; the impression is that some
portion of the strong C IV emission at these sites is maintained by a
series of small flare-like events similar to those which occur less
frequently at the short-lived sites. This is in agreement with the
interpretation of NRL EUV spectroheliograms by Sheeley and Golub (1979),
who find that an XBP consists of a collection of small loops which
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sequentially and independently brighten. Thus we conclude that the
stochastic process whereby convective shuffling of loop footpoints leads
to many topologically dissipative events in active regions and the larger
bipoles treated here (see Porter et al., 1984 and references therein)
continues to operate in regions of fewer, weaker flux loops, but the
resulting events above threshold are less frequent.
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INTRODUCTION
It has recently been shown that for low-lylng loops with a maximum height of
5000 km there exists a "cool" solution to the static energy and force balance
equations (Antiochos and Noci, 1986; Hood and Priest, 1979). In contrast to
the well-known hot solution, with temperatures in the range of 106 K, the cool
solution reaches a maximum temperature of only a few tens of thousands of
degrees. Either of these solutions is possible for a given amount of energy
deposited in the loop.
The existence of cool solutions has important implications for the
interpretation of UV and X-ray observations, not only of the sun, but of all
late-type stars that exhibit transition regions and coronae. The apparently
universal rise in emission measure for decreasing temperature below 105 K might
be explained by an unresolved mixture of both hot and cool loops, for example.
In addition, certain kinds of solar features, such as fibrils and active region
filaments, may be accurately described as cool loops. Other possible
applications abound.
An important property of all static loops is their thermal stability. Even if
a solution to the governing equations exists, it may not be physically
realizable if it is unstable to small amplitude perturbations. Antiochos et
al___t.(1985), among others, have performed detailed linear analyses of the
stability of coronal loops. They find that for low-lying loops which admit
both a hot and a cool solution, the hot solution is thermally unstable while
the cool solution is thermally stable. This suggests that low-lying hot loops
do not occur in abundance. Higher arching hot loops appear to be thermally
stable, on the other hand, so their ubiquitous appearance on the sun is easy to
understand.
One implication of the linear results is that the solar atmosphere should have
a two component structure. For a dipole-like magnetic configuration, one
envisions a set of small, cool loops nested inside an arcade of larger, hot
loops, as indicated in Figure i. The boundary between these two regions may be
quite sharp, in which case there is a thin, secondary transition region several
thousand kilometers above the photosphere. Another implication is that the
compact X-ray bright points (bipolar regions) discussed elsewhere in these
proceedings should be short lived, even for steady energy input.
Any linear stability analysis is, of course, only valid in the limit of small
amplitude disturbances. It does not determine what happens to these
disturbances when they grow into the non-llnear, physically observable regime.
If they continue to grow, then the system is truly unstable; however, if the
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Figure I. A hypothetical magnetic arcade consisting of cool inner loops
surrounded by hot outer loops. Coronal temperatures and densities are given
for a heating rate that is proportional to the square of the magnetic field
strength. Notice that the cool loops have a maximum height on the order of the
gravitational scale height at 105 K, or roughly 5000 km.
disturbances quickly saturate, then the system is for all practical purposes
stable. We have therefore set out to study the non-linear evolution of loops
that are subjected to a variety of small but finite perturbations. Only
low-lying loops are considered, since the linear analysis suggests that higher
loops are stable.
THE MODEL
We perform our analysis numerically using a one-dimensional hydrodynamic model
developed at the Naval Research Laboratory. As described by Marlska et al.
(1982), the computer code solves the time-dependent equations for mass,
momentum, and energy transport. The radiation law of Raymond modified by a T3
dependence below i0_ K is employed, and uniform volumetric heating is assumed.
The bottom of the loop atmosphere contains two scale-helghts of chromosphere at
104 K, so the rigid wall boundary conditions should not be critical.
Our primary interest at this point is in active region filaments, hence we
consider a geometry appropriate to those structures. The loop is a total of
6x104 km long and is quite flat. Its maximum height is approximately 103 km
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Figure 2. The temperature structure of the hot and cool solutions to the
initial static loop. 0nly half of the symmetric loop is shown. The
temperature differences at the end of each perturbation simulation are
imperceptible on the scale of this plot.
above the chromosphere, so llnear theory predicts it to be unstable. The loop
has a very gradual dip in the center to form a gravitational well where dense
prominence material could collect. Although a linear stability analysis has
not been performed on loops with such a geometry, we expect that, if anything,
the central dip will have a destabilizing influence.
The upper curve in Figure 2 shows the temperature profile of the hot solution
in this geometry. 0nly half the loop is shown_ as we assume at the outset that
it is symmetric. The peak temperature is 2.6 x 10 6 K and occurs at the loop
midpoint. The pressure at the top of the chromosphere is 2.6 dynes cm -2.
The lower curve in the figure is the corresponding cool solution profile for
the same energy input. It peaks near the loop apex (where the dip begins) at a
value of only 4.7 x 10 4 K. The pressure of this solution is 0.2 dynes cm -2,
roughly an order of magnitude smaller than in the hot solution.
PERTURBATION SIMULATION
We have subjected both of these static solutions to moderate sized
perturbations and allowed them to evolve for several thousand seconds (several
cooling times and many sound travel times over the coronal portion of the
loop). The first perturbation we considered was a I0 % change in the energy
input rate--a decrease of I0 % for the hot solution, and an increase of I0 %
for the cool solution. As expected_ the temperatures begin to fall and rise,
respectlvely_ in response to the heating change. Fairly quickly, however, the
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evolution slows and the atmosphere appears to settle into a new equilibrium
state. This new state is very similar to the original one for both the hot and
the cool cases. At the end of the calculations the temperature has changed by
only a few percent at all locations. Therefore, the solutions appear to be
stable to small perturbations in the heating.
A second perturbation we considered was an instantaneous slnusoidal velocity
disturbance of 2 1/2 wavelengths across the half-loop. So as to remain well
below the sound speed, the amplitude was chosen to be I0 km s -I for the hot
solution, but only 2 km s -I for the cool solution. As before, the perturbation
quickly saturates, and the final state of the loop is essentially identical to
the original state. The hot and cool solutions are thus stable to this type of
perturbation, as well.
DISCUSSION
These results suggest that both hot and cool loops of the geometry considered
here are thermally stable against small amplitude perturbations of all kinds.
Presumably low-lying loops of other geometries are also Stable, but this
remains to be shown. Just what causes the linearly unstable modes identified
by Antlochos et al. (1985) to saturate is not clear. We are currently
investigating this question.
If correct, our stability conclusion has important ramifications for the nature
of low-lylng coronal loops. It implies that the current state of a loop is
strongly dependent upon the loop history. For example, a hot loop cannot
spontaneously evolve into a cool one without some sort of a major event (e.g.,
a dramatic decrease in the heating rate, or an injection of copious amounts of
cool material). In particular, active region filaments cannot spontaneously
condense out of the hot corona, as has been suggested in the past. For further
discussion of this point, see the contribution of Poland, Mariska, and Klimchuk
in these proceedings.
Another implication of stability is that not all low-lying loops must be cool.
The picture of Figure I may still be correct, but it need not be, as suggested
earlier.
And finally, we end with a word of caution. The numerical results presented
here must be considered only suggestive. A concern of ours is that the loop we
modelled may not have been properly resolved; the grid size of I0 km in the
transition region is only marginal. We are currently working on new
simulations with a much improved resolution. In addition, we are exploring
alternate geometries, such as the more traditional semi-circular loop. These
results will be discussed in a future publication.
Portions of this work were supported by the NASA Solar Terrestrial Theory
Program and by the Office of Naval Research. JAK is an NRC-NRL Cooperative
Research Associate.
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ABSTRACT
We consider the observational evidence that the electron density irregularity
factor <N2>/<N> 2 is much greater than unity in the inner corona, in particular,
evidence derived from the photometric comparison of K-corona emission pB with the
EUV emission from coronal ions. We develop a simple mathematical model for the
irregularity having a minimum number of parameters. We use this model to explore
some implications of the observations and to show that well-known resolved
structures such as polar plumes and coronal loops as presently understood cannot
alone explain the irregularity.
INTRODUCTION
C. W. Allen (1963) introduced the term "coronal irregularity factor" defined
as x = <N2>/<N> 2 to describe the inhomogenelty of the solar corona. Here N (cm -3)
is the electron density. He compiled a table of estimates of x versus radial
height based primarily on observed large scale structures such as streamers and
condensations (Allen 1963, 1973). In this compilation x = I.I at Ro, 1.6 at 1.5
Ro, 2.5 at 2 Ro, increasing outward. Later, Allen (1975) substantially increased
his estimate of x in the inner corona to x ~ 4 at 1 R o increasing to ~30 at 1.5
Ro. These revised estimates were based on a statistical study of the daily A284
FeXV intensity contour maps of the Sun obtained by the Goddard EUV spectrohelio-
graph on the 0SO-7 spacecraft. From a study of synoptic observations of the red
and green forbidden lines and of the K-corona, Leroy and Trellis (1974) found the
density irregularity to vary with the solar cycle. The coronal irregularity has
been evoked in the interpretation of observed A5303 polarization (Arnaud 1982) and
of radio bursts (see Bougeret and Steinberg 1977).
In this paper we consider the observational constraints set on the coronal
irregularity in the inner corona by direct cospatial and cotemporal photometric
comparison of the intensity of EUV emission lines from coronal ions with K-coronal
brightness pB (the polarization times the brightness). The local emission of
coronal resonance emission lines depends primarily on the electron density
squared, the chemical abundance, and the electron kinetic temperature, while the
K-coronal emission due to Thompson scattering by free electrons depends directly
on the electron density and on the local radiation field. Hence, combined
EUV/K-coronal observations set a constraint on the irregularity that includes the
contribution of both resolved and unresolved structures. We discuss photometric
comparisons of the EUV and K-coronas and develop a simple model of coronal density
irregularity based on structures embeddedin the background corona. Weuse this
as a basis for exploring the constraints set by observation on the irregularity
and then consider whether the well-studied structures of the inner corona can
account for it.
OBSERVATIONALLIMITS ON THE IRREGULARITY
The first direct comparison of K-coronal brightness with the intensity of EUV
emission lines was made by Withbroe (1970, 1971, 1972), who used EUV data from the
Harvard spectrometer on the 0SO-4 spacecraft and nearly cotemporal pB measurements
made with the High Altitude Observatory's (HAO) Mark I K-Coronameter on Mauna Loa.
Both sets of measurements were made at a fixed height of 2 arcmin (1.125 Ro) at
all position angles around the limb. Withbroe found a strong correlation between
pB and the EUV emission llne intensities. He used the measurements of pB to put
the EUV derived relative coronal abundances on an absolute scale relative to
hydrogen and found them in reasonable agreement with the photospheric derived
values. However, this derivation implicitly assumed that the coronal irregularity
factor was unity.
More recently, a cotemporal and cospatial photometric comparison of the
intensity of A625 MgX and pB has been carried out based on radial scans of the
inner corona between 1.05 and 1.25 R o (Orrall, Rottman, Fisher, and Munro 1986a,
b). The A625 MgX intensities were obtained on rocket flights of the LASP EUV
Coronal Spectrometer (Rottman, Orrall and Kllmchuk 1982; Rottman 1986), and the pB
measurements were made with the HAO Mark III K-Coronameter on Mauna Loa (Fisher,
Lee, MacQueen and Poland 1981).
These new measurements show the same high correlation between A625 intensity
and pB found by Withbroe (1972). The A625 intensities measured with the LASP EUV
Spectrometer are in good average agreement with the Harvard measurements on OS0-4,
OS0-6 and Skylab. However, a recent intercomparison of the HAO K-coronameters and
eclipse cameras shows that the pB values provided by the Mark I K-coronameter
(including those used by Withbroe) are too bright by about a factor of 4 (Fisher
and Sime 1984; Fisher and Munro 1986). When the pB values used by Withbroe are
corrected by this factor, they are in essential agreement with our more recent
study.
Let E (ergs cm -3 s-I sr -I) be the local coronal emission of A625 MgX. With
the assumptions of gravitational hydrostatic equilibrium and large-scale spherical
symmetry, the A625 and pB measurements can be inverted to recover <E> and <N>,
respectively, as functions of height in the inner corona. Here we express E and N
as average values, since the inner corona is to some unknown extent nonuniform or
structured on scales short compared to the length of the observing column. For
convenience we write the well-known and commonly used expression for the emission
of a colllslonally excited coronal resonance llne (see Dere and Mason 1981) as
E = AN2H(T). Here A is the coronal abundance of Mg relative to hydrogen. For
Mg the coronal abundance is thought to be close to the photospheric value,
A N 4 x 10-5 (see Meyer 1985). H(T) contains all of the constant and temperature
dependent terms. For A625 MgX it has a maximum between T = 106.0 and 106"1K
(see Figure i). We can then find from <E> and <N> derived from observation the
quantity <E>/<N> 2 = <AH(T)N2>/<N> 2, assuming the photospheric abundance for Mg
and using the upper limit to H(T) yields a lower limit to the irregularity
x = <N2>/<N> 2.
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In a coronal hole near the south pole observed on 1983 July 25 this lower
limit to x was found to be ~I0 (Orrall et al. 1986a). Since the temperature
implied by the observed scale height was ~106.0 K, the actual value of x was
evidently close to this lower limit. Above an active region observed on 1980 July
15 the lower limit to x was found to be _6, but since the observed scale height
implied T ~ 106.3 K, the actual value of x implied is ~30 (see Fig. I). (The pB
and EUV scale heights yielded the same temperature. This was also true in the
coronal hole.) Similar large values of x are implied by Withbroe's data after
correction as described above. Since Wlthbroe's data samples all position angles
around the limb, this suggests that the inner corona has this large irregularity
at all latitudes.
A MODEL FOR THE IRREGULARITY
Consider a two-component density model of the inner corona in which there are
structures with electron density NS filling a fraction _ of the coronal volume.
These are embedded in a background or ambient corona of density N C. Then <N>
= NSU + NC(I - _) and <N2> = NS2U + N2(I - u). If we define 6 = Ns/N C, then the
coronal irregularity factor is given by x(6;u) = [62_ + (I - u)][6u + (i - u)]-2.
For a given value of 6, x(_,u) has a maximum Xma x = (6 + I)2/4_, which occurs at
= u*, where (21U*x=-(6)++I)-I" Thus, a given value of x implies a lower limit to
such that 6 > [(2x - 1) 2 - i]1/2 , or if x >> i, then _ > 4x. Since x
approaches u-i for large _, then u < x-I (see Fig. 2).
The actual values of NC and NS are related to the)observedu mean density <N>by Nc/<N> = [6 + (I - u)]-I and Ns/<N> = 6[_u + (i - ]-I, respectively. For the
special case where _ has the minimum value for a given value of x (that Is where
= u*) these ratios become Nc/<N> = (i + _)/2_ or NI/2 for 6 >> I, and Ns/<N>
= 6(1 + _)/26 or ~_/2 for _ >> I. Thus even when _ is large, the ambient density
N C need not be less than 1/2 the mean observed value.
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CONTRIBUTIONS OF KNOWN CORONAL STRUCTURES
Using this model, we consider whether well-known coronal structures can
account for the observed irregularity. The value of x N 10 inferred in the
coronal hole observed in 1983 implies _ > 40 and = < 0.I. The minimum value
= 40 occurs at =* = 0.024. The best known structures in the inner polar corona
are polar plumes (or rays) studied on whlte-llght eclipse images. Salto (1965)
found the average ratio of electron density in the plumes to that in the ambient
corona (i.e., the quantity we have called _) to increase from 3 to 5 between I.I
and 1.5 Ro, respectively, and he compares this with previous published values
ranging from 3 to 9. The temperature implied by the observed scale height was
found to be 1.2 x 106 K and 1.0 x 106 K in the plumes and in the ambient corona,
respectively.
Ahmad and Wlthbroe (1977) analyzed three well-deflned plumes on k625 MgX and
11032 OVI images from the HCO/Skylab experiment. They found the plume density to
be about three times greater than typical coronal hole models and T _ 1.1 x 106 K.
Although plumes are too cool to be easily seen in soft X-rays, Ahmad and Webb
(1978) studied plumes with bright points at their base on images from the
S-054/Skylab experiment. Their pressure measurements in the plumes imply a
density of about 108 cm -3 at I.I Ro, roughly a factor of 2 less than that found by
Salto (1965). Newklrk and Harvey (1968) studied plumes from white light eclipse
observations made at three eclipses near sunspot minimum. They also found a core
density in the plumes of about 108 cm -3. They chose not to express plume densi-
ties in terms of the background density because of the observational difficulty
in establishing the true density of the polar background corona (see Ney et al.
1961).
Thus most studies of plumes find values of _ between 3 and 7 in the low
corona. Unless these studies are incorrect (e.g., because of the difficulties
of inferring the true density of the background polar corona as discussed by
Newkirk and Harvey 1968), polar plumes cannot explain an irregularity as
large as x _ i0 in the polar corona.
The value of x _ 30 inferred in the active region in 1980 July (near the
edge of a nonflaring region) implies _ > 120 and = < 0.033. The minimum value
= 120 occurs at =* = 0.0083. Coronal loops are the most obvious and most
studied structures that might produce this irregularity. The scaling law
for quaslstatlc loops of Rosner et al. (1978), namely Tm = 1.4 x 103(pL) I/3
can be used to estimate the density. We take for the maximum temperature
T m = 2 x 106 K, and for the total length L of the loops, 0.3 Ro. The resulting
pressure p then implies an electron density _2.5 x 108 cm -3. This is about the
density of polar plumes at this same height (see Salto 1965) and only slightly
greater than the mean coronal density at this height. This suggests that
quaslstatlc coronal loops do not produce the observed irregularity at these
heights in the inner corona.
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
The coronal density irregularity inferred from comparison of the EUV and
K-coronas is large at all latitudes and cannot easily be explained by the most
obvious resolved structures of the inner corona as they are presently understood.
One possibility is that it results from the small resolved and incipiently
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resolved structures visible on high resolution coronal images in white light (see
Newkirk 1967) and in the EUV (Brueckner and Bartoe 1974). On the other hand, it
might arise in much smaller structures, possibly in instabilities or in density
fluctuations associated with coronal heating.
Finally, it is necessary to point out that the value of the irregularity
inferred from an EUV/pB comparison is sensitive to systematic errors in the
absolute photometry--especially to errors in pB since it enters as the square
into the determination of x. Additional observations are obviously needed.
The density irregularity is clearly an important and basic physical parameter
of coronal physics that can be quite directly estimated from observation.
We wish to thank Dr. A. N. McClymont for valuable discussion. This research
was supported by NASA in part under grants NSG-5178 and NGL 12-001-011 and by a
travel grant to one of us (FQO) to attend the Coronal and Prominence Plasmas
Workshop.
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PHLEGETHON FLOW - A PROPOSED ORIGIN FOR SPICULES AND CORONAL HEATING
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INTRODUCTION
We draw upon existing work to put together a model of the mass, energy and
magnetic field transport into the corona. This transport originates, in our
model, from a deep-seated flow issuing out of concentrated field structures.
The fluid is ejected into the solar atmosphere with the help of magnetic
forces on fibril field structures. We refer to the subsurface flow as a
"phlegethon", named after the river of fire that flowed in Hades in Greek
mythology. A new term to describe the gas is suggested because the flow
appears to carry significantly greater amounts of energy in its non-potential
magnetic fields than in its kinetic energy. As fire is a process which
unleashes the stored (chemical) energy to create heat, the term is used here
generically to describe heating through the unleashing of a magnetic form of
stored energy. As with other models, the wave and current energy flux leads
to the dramatic heating of the solar atmosphere. We shall concentrate on the
flow below the photosphere (the phlegethon flow), which allows the energy to
pass into, and be dissipated within, the solar atmosphere. We do not treat
the details of the physical processes (wave breaking, heat conduction, etc.)
above the photosphere, nor on the coronal field geometry, which usually forms
loops in the solar atmosphere.
Network field structures are already considered good candidates for supplying
coronal mass as they carry plasma Jets, known as spicules (e.g._ Beckers,
1973), having densities from 3 x 1010 to 3 x 1011 particles cm -3 (compared to
~10 _ particles cm -_ in the surrounding corona), with diameters of 500 to 1200
km_ extending in height 10,000 to 20,000 km, with temperatures from I to 2 x
107 K. They contain material with upward supersonic flow velocities of 20 to
30 km s-" with neither sign of material falling nor the upward velocity abated
by gravity, make them ideal for supplying coronal material (Withbroe and
Noyes, 1977). Thus we consider these structures as sources of material and
energy for the solar atmosphere. A number of reviews have been written on the
nature of spicules, with Beckers (1972) providing a comprehensive review of
their observational and theoretical understanding.
THE ORIGIN OF SPICULES
We consider spicules to represent highly evacuated flux tubes from which gases
pour supersonically into the solar atmosphere. Observationally, the high
degree of evacuation of fluxtubes may manifest itself in the large nearly
uniform field strength of 1400-2000 Gauss (Beckers and Schroter, 1968),
comparable to the photospheric gas pressure, observed in nearly all
photospheric magnetic features. This leaves little room for significant gas
pressure on these field structures. Parker (1984) discusses theoretical
reasons how in a superadiabatic environment, free energy is utilized to
concentrate the magnetic field into localized bundles of large field strength
(fibrils), consistent with evacuated fluxtubes.
The differing behavior of magnetic buoyancy from gaseous buoyancy may play a
major role in the evacuation of fluxtubes, since buoyancy is a critical force
for the fluid dynamics within the convection zone. Buoyancy is required for
this material to overturn since there is insufficient thermal energy (4 x
10-10 ergs per hydrogen ion) without buoyancy to allow the bulk of the
material to rise from the convection zone base to the photosphere against the
gravitational potential (-2 x 10-9 ergs per hydrogen ion). The magnetic
buoyancy force differs from the thermal buoyancy force, because the latter is
proportional to the weight of the displaced material and is therefore
comparable to the actual weight of the material within a specific volume. The
magnetic buoyancy force, however, originates from the non-potential field
configuration, which the surrounding fluid pressures have contorted the
magnetic field into. This bears little relation to the weight of material on
the magnetic field, but rather is related to the external fluid pressures,
modified by the Maxwell stress tensor. Weenvision a fibril fluxtube
extending downto the base of the convection zone, decreasing in radius as it
is examined at greater depths. At the lowest altitudes the magnetic field
will no longer contract indefinitely, so that at somealtitude the magnetic
field lines will be nearly parallel. At these altitudes the magnetic buoyancy
force will be muchless than the gravitational or thermal buoyancy force. In
the unmagnetized convection zone fluid, the buoyancy force balances the
gravity force since the equations of stellar structure relate the
gravitational force to the pressure gradient. Thus the gas density within a
deep seated fluxtube decreases with altitude faster than the surrounding gas,
where the thermally buoyant forces operate, and the fluxtube can achieve a
relatively low density during its passage to the solar surface. Examining
conditions higher in the convection zone, neaT the photosphere, for example,
the magnetic stresses are near 10-2 dynes cm-_ for 300 km wide fibrils of
field strength 2000 Gauss, with a 300 km _cale height. This is comparable to
th_gravitational _orce of 10-2 dynes cm-J for photospheric densities of 2 x
10 "1 particles cm -_.
To summarize our view, for typical deep convection zone densities and fields,
gravitational or buoyancy forces exceed magnetic forces for field aligned
fluid flow. For shallow conditions or highly evacuated fluxtubes, the Maxwell
stresses can exceed the gravitational force. This also can occur at any
height, given a sufficiently low density on the fluxtube, because the Lorentz
force is governed by the field geometry, not by the amount of material on the
fluxtube. Thus, near the solar surface the vertical Lorentz force per unit
mass is comparable to, or can exceed the gravitational or buoyant force. This
can allow the high flow velocities observed in spicules to occur as a "solar
wind" type solution to the Bernoulli equations including the Lorentz force.
ATMOSPHERIC HEATING AND ACCELERATION
We shall examine a treatment following the work of Bailyn et a1.(1985). They
have considered the solution topologies for polytropic winds associated with
momentum deposition and find the general solution can have multiple critical
points. Nevertheless, an integral of the motion can be obtained from the
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magnetic Bernoulli equation as:
2 in(_)=E+_ D(r')dr'- @G (I)KEp _ ½v2+c° _ o
where E is the constant of integration (which without the magnetic stress term
would be the total energy per particle), D (r)_[z/p = Lz/Nm is the rate of
non-thermal momentum addition per unit mass; c e yP/p, the square of the
sound speed; KE_, the kinetic energy per parti_le; ¢_, the gravitational
• r , ,potentlal; and _here E_=_ D (r) dr may be calculated for a known
m n " " _. r .ag etlc fleld and denslty structure, including the wave field.
_ow_examining the terms of equation (1), for the spicule flow we have
v_ ~ 2 x-1012 c_ 2 sZ 2, and cL_ _ 1012 cm2 s -2, both small compared
¢_ _ 1015 cmL s-L, and _B _ 1014 cm2 s-2 for 10 Gauss twisted fieldsith
containing 1011 particles cm -3 integrated over a I000 km height. Thus for
spicule material a small distance above the photosphere, the terms on the left
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of equation (I) may be small, and the terms on the right, between 10 and
1015 cm 2 s -2. Figure I shows these terms in the solar atmosphere for a simple
field geometry.
The Maxwell stress, Lz includes not only the static component which cannot
provide heating, but also contributions from waves (in particular, their
decay). If we consider a small volume of space containing an arbitrary
collection of Alfven waves, one solution to the dynamical equations, as Parker
showed, is for the plasma to travel along the field lines at the Alfven
speed. In this case the waves (in this reference frame) can remain
stationary. Thus we can consider a damped set of waves travelling into a
region of space, to add energy and momentum to the plasma within. A solution
in which the plasma flow velocity equals the Alfven velocity, we refer to as
the "equipartition solution". For sinusoidal waves, the energy transport is
divided equally between mechanical and electromagnetic terms. Above the
photosphere, the magnetic contribution (per unit mass) to the vertical
momentum equation, EB, monotonically rises, until it exceeds all other
physical contributors (eg. e_). The flow gradually accedes to the demands of
this relentless magnetic for_e, until the flow rate approaches the local
Alfven velocity. This occurs at the "equipartition solution", when the wave
energy and particle energy are comparable. At this point, the coronal plasma
can no longer acquire energy or momentum from the waves (the curve KE
approaches an asymptotic value) in the same manner that a sailboat "r_nning
with the wind" cannot surpass the wind speed.
Coronal heating problems are now considered. Kuperus, Ionson, and Spicer
(1981) _ugg_st that the quiet corona requires a heat source of a_out 3 x _05
erg cm -_ s-" and the quiet _romosph_re, a heat source of 4 x 10_ erg cm -_ s-I
for global values of 2 x 10_ erg s-" and 2.4 x 1029 erg s-I, respectively.
The Maxwell stress may be transported at a flow rate of S = VA (BoBI/4_).
Taking spicule number densities at 1011 cm -3, field strengths of
B° _ B _ 10 G, e h ve V of order 100 km s -I, yielding an energy flux of
_ lOBerg cm -_ s-_, providing for a global value of 2 x 102_ er_ s-I,
when integrated over phlegethon structures with a total area of 2 x 10_
cm-. This value is sufficient for coronal heating, but 10 times too low for
chromospheric heating. These flow energies appear also sufficient, when
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Figure I. Shown are pressures, energies and densities in the convection zone
and solar atmosphere. The subscript cz refers to normal convection zone
fluid, and pf to "phlegethon flow" - material flow embedded on field
structures. The magnetic pressure exceeds gas pressure above the
photosphere. The kinetic energy per particle KE D related to the temperature
and flow speed squared, the magnetic contributioh to the flow energy, EB, the
constant, E, of the motion, and gravitational potential, $, on fluxtubes are
also provided in the convection zone and solar atmosphere. The Alfven
velocity, VA, allows the base energy quality to reach the solar atmosphere.
To allow for the rapidly changing conditions near the photosphere, doubly
logarithmic abscissa scales are chosen which provide magnification within the
region.
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thermalized, to elevate spicule material to coronal temperatures. As the
waves "break", they contain an energy flux of S and a mass flux of NV_.
Dividing the former by the latter provides for 5 x 10-10 ergs particl_ -I, or
~2xiO K thermal energy per particle.
DISCUSSION
We have examined the following scenario for solar atmospheric heating. Fluid
on rising fluxtubes deep within the convection zone obtains insufficient
buoyancy to rise en masse to the photosphere. In this fashion, rising
fluxtubes within the Sun's convection zone can become highly evacuated. Near
the photosphere, the magnetic buoyancy force becomes large, ejecting material
upwards in accordance with the magnetic Bernoulli equation. This leads to an
outpouring of supersonic gases into the solar atmosphere. These gases contain
insufficient kinetic energy to heat the corona or escape the gravitational
pull of the Sun. In our view they are "wicked" into the solar atmosphere,
where an energization of the material by concurrent wave field stresses
occurs.
Examining these gases as they ascend on fluxtubes to greater altitudes, their
density decreases, owing to gravity and the widening field channel that these
gases flow along. _n typical field geometries, when the fluid velocity
exceeds a few km s-', hydromagnetic waves dominate the vertical momentum
equation, relative to gravity (Lz>_g). This allows for the velocity to
increase rather than decrease with altitude, consistent with the observed
behavior of spicules rising supersonically into the solar atmosphere, with
their motion unabated by gravity. Although the gases contain insufficient
kinetic energy to supply coronal heating, they carry concurrent Maxwell stress
and wave energy in their non-potential field configuration. With the
explosive release of this energy, the gases erupt into the solar atmosphere to
form a hot corona and a dynamically expanding wind. We find that these
structures can provide the magnetic field, mass flow, and energy budget
necessary to maintain the conventional solar atmosphere. Within the framework
of this model, energy may dissipate at a temperature comparable to the
temperature where the waves originated, allowing for an "equipartition
solution" of atmospheric flow, departing the Sun at velocities approaching the
maximum Alfven speed.
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INTRODUCTION
Solar and stellar X-ray emission is the observed waste product of the
interplay between magnetic fields and the motion of stellar plasma.
The prevalent scenario these days is that stellar magnetic fields are
generated and maintained by convective motions and differential rotation in
the stellar interior (see Zeldovlch et al., 1983 for a review on dynamo
theory). Any stellar magnetic field will tend to concentrate in flux tubes and
break out to the stellar surface because of its buoyancy (see Parker, 1979),
and thus a magnetic llnk is established between the stellar interior,
photosphere, and the outer layers, the so called corona. While in the
convection zone and photosphere the magnetic field only has a minor influence
on the plasma motions and energy flow, it completely dominates the dynamics
and the energetlcs of the stellar corona.
For example, Parker (these proceedings) emphasizes the enormous
differences in temperature, emission measure, and density between solar
coronal holes and active regions. The basic difference between them, causing
these discrepancies, is that in the former the magnetic field lines are open
and flnd their way into the interstellar space, while in the latter the field
lines are closed, i.e. reentrant into the photosphere.
Clearly then, the radiation signatures from stellar coronae, and probably
also from chromospheres, as well as the wealth of phenomena they represent,
llke steady X-ray emission from loops and X-ray bright points, flares and
winds, must find their explanation in the growth, evolution, and final
dissipation of coronal magnetic fields. In particular, the constant hlgh
temperature of stellar coronae, both in open and closed coronal regions for
the solar case, requires continuous non-thermal heating, which is the result
of the dissipation of free magnetic energy that enters the corona in the form
of currents or MHD waves. Theoretical understanding of the process of coronal
heating is of the utmost importance, since the high temperature is what
defines the corona in the first place. Most of the research described in this
chapter deals with aspects of the several rivalling theories for coronal
heating. The rest of the papers deals with processes of energy conversion
related to flares.
GENERATION M TRANSPORT OF MR_ INTO M CORONA
Before describing and contrasting the presently prominent theories of
coronal heating, I will go several steps back and outline a scenario for the
generation and transport of the energy that eventually gets dissipated in
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stellar coronae. The theoretical description of the last part of this process,
the conversion of energy in the corona, is the subject of the coronal heating
theories.
As was mentioned above, magnetic fields are believed to be generated and
maintained in the convection zone by the dynamo process. From the convection
zone the field is buoyed upwards to form the photospheric and coronal field.
The magnetic field that enters into the corona, is likely to carry currents
from the onset, that can dissipate and contribute to the coronal heating.
However, without much justification, these currents are generally ignored in
coronal heating theories and it is assumed, often implicitly, that the field
that enters the corona is potential (i.e. current free). It is then further
surmised that part of the enormous amount of kinetic energy present in the
plasma flows in the photosphere is converted into either MHD waves or field
aligned currents by the interaction of these flows with the fields. This
energy in the form of waves or currents propagates upwards along the field and
enters the corona, where at least part of it is dissipated and results in
coronal heating.
Both in the corona and the photosphere the time scale for the dissipation
of magnetic fields is very long, so the field is essentially "frozen in", i.e.
the plasma and the field move together. However, in the corona the magnetic
forces completely dominate the thermal pressure gradient and therefore the
coronal plasma has to follow the coronal field in its motion, while in the
photosphere and below the situation is completely the opposite and the
movement of the magnetic field lines is dominated by the plasma motions. Field
aligned currents are then generated in the photosphere by slow motions of the
footpoints of the coronal field lines, while the faster sloshing motions of
the field lines generate the MHD waves that propagate upwards into the corona
along the field lines. This leads to the generalized concept of the
photospheric layers below the corona as the "driver" that generates the free
energy that propagates into the corona (see lonson, 1986, for a review). The
"driver" represents the spectrum of photospheric motions over all tlmescales
and all length scales. MHD waves and field aligned currents are simply the
response of the coronal magnetic field to respectively the hlgh-frequency and
low-frequency part of the photospheric power spectrum.
A closed coronal structure, for example a loop, will evolve through a
series of magnetostatic equilibria when its footpolnts are moved on a
tlmescale which is long compared to the time an Alfven wave needs to travel
along the structure. When the footpoints move on a timescale shorter than the
Alfven crossing time the field in the loop will not have the time to settle in
a new equilibrium and the response will be a wave motion in the loop. Open
coronal structures, such as coronal holes, always have a wave response to the
photospheric driver, since their length, and hence their crossing time, is
infinite.
Any coronal heating theory must explain how the corona responds to the
energy input by the driver, and in particular, how the free energy is
eventually dissipated. The essential input parameter for such a theory is the
form of the photospheric energy spectrum (both its frequency and wave vector
dependence) and this has to be established through careful observations of the
motions of the photospheric magnetic field. Such observations have been made
from Spacelab 2 (July 1985) and even better quality observations are expected
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from the High Resolution Solar Observatory, the follow up of SOT. At this
momentwe do not know enough about this spectrum to rule out certain heating
theories. However, it is reasonable to expect that most of the power will be
within the i00-i000 seconds range. Within this range one finds the convective
turn-over time, 800 seconds, the photospheric 5 minute oscillations and the
chromospheric 3 minute oscillations. According to numerical estimates for
length scales and Alfven speeds given in Parker's contribution to these
proceedings, such a power spectrum will generate a wave-llke response in large
coronal structures and field aligned currents in small structures. For
example, on one hand, large coronal loops have Alfven crossing times in excess
of 200 seconds, while on the other hand X-ray bright points have a typical
response time of 20 seconds. Therefore, a comprehensive theory of coronal
heating should address the problem of the dissipation of both waves and
currents.
T_E BASIC PROBLF_I OF (_)RONAL HEATING
So far I have discussed a scenario for the generation of free energy and
the transport of it into the solar corona. Coronal heating theories take this
process usually for granted, i.e. use it as an input parameter, and try to
explain how and in what rate the energy that enters the corona is dissipated.
This is by no means an easy task, and all theories for coronal heating run
into the same basic problem in trying to explain the heating rates that are
derived from observations of coronal X-ray emission. The problem is that given
the classical coefficients for resistivity and viscosity (Spitzer, 1962), and
reasonable estimates for current density and wave amplitude (see Parker's
contribution to these proceedings for numerical values) the theoretical
heating rates are orders of magnitude less than those required to balance the
energy losses through conduction and coronal X-ray emission.
Any coronal heating theory has to explain how the dissipation is enhanced
over the classical estimate, and different theories come up with different,
often very ingenious and elegant ways of achieving this. The irreversible
conversion of magnetic energy into thermal energy is found from the induction
equation,
= x x 8) - (i)
at
By taking the inner product of this expression with the magnetic field one
finds the decay of magnetic energy into thermal energy from the last term. The
second term describes the conversion between magnetic and flow kinetic energy
and this process is reversible. In the derivation of Eq. (I) the spatial
derivative of the resistive coefficient n has been neglected. It is clear that
in order to enhance the resistive dissipation for a given magnitude of the
field, either the coefficient of resitivlty has to increase, or the spatial
derivative of the field has to become large.
The irreversible conversion from flow kinetic energy into thermal energy
is found in an analogous way from the Navier Stokes equation
d_
-Up + _ x _ + pv{_2_ + 1{(_._)} (2).Pdt -
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Here _ is the kinematic viscosity coefficient (Spitzer, 1962). After taking
the inner product with the velocity, the second term on the right hand side
describes the work done against or by the Lorentz force, while the third term
describes the irreversible decay of flow kinetic energy into thermal energy.
This form of energy decay is relevant for the damping of MHD waves that
consist of both particle motions and currents and thus are subject to both
resistive and viscous damping. It is clear that in order to increase the
viscous damping rate, either the coefficient of viscosity has to become much
larger than its classical value, or the velocity amplitude of the MHD-waves
has to be much larger than what the observations suggest, or the velocity
shear has to become very large.
None of the theories described hereafter explores the possibility of an
increase of many orders of magnitude of either viscosity or resistivity. The
current heating theories of Parker (1979, 1986) and Van BallegoolJen (1986 and
these proceedings) are based upon the development of very large field
gradients, or equivalently, very large current densities. The resonance wave
heating theory by lo_om (1982, 1985) relies on the development of large wave
amplitudes in the resonant coronal loops. An extension and revision of this
theory by Davila (these proceedings) is based on the development of large wave
amplitudes in a very thin resonant layer. An alternative form of dissipation
in resonantly heated coronal loops is investigated by Heyvaerts and Priest
(1983). They describe the development of enormous velocity shears all over a
loop due to a slow cross field variation of the Alfven speed. Finally _llweg
(1984, 1986) hypothesizes a cascade of wave energy from (resonant) long
wavelengths to short wavelengths, which implies the build up of large velocity
gradients.
The question explored in those theories is then: what physical mechanism
causes the build-up of strong gradients in the magnetic field or velocity
field, or what causes the large wave amplitudes? The different theories give
different answers and I will contrast those answers in the following. This
comparison will at the same time serve as an introduction to the majority of
the papers in this chapter.
THEORIES OF (DRONAL HEATING
The most radical solution to the problem is given by Parker (1972, 1979,
1983, 1986, and these proceedings). Parker argues that a static coronal
magnetic field that is smooth and force free everywhere, and satisfies the
boundary conditions at the photosphere, simply cannot exist. The governing
equations overdetermine the problem and therefore some sort of symmetry has to
exist in force free fields. This symmetry is in general incompatible with
arbitrary boundary conditions and the "frozen in" condition of the magnetic
field and hence no regular and smooth solutions exist. Parker points out that
instead the mathematical solutions to the problem will exhibit discontinui-
ties, where the field gradients are infinitely large. In physical reality this
means that current sheets will develop, where enough dissipation may take
place to heat the corona. Hence the development of large field gradients is an
intri_i¢ property of coronal magnetic fields, and there is no need to force
the origin of current sheets by discontinuous motions of field lines in the
photosphere. Specifically it is Parker's assertion that continuous footpoint
motions of an originally ¢ontinuo_ force free coronal field will create
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di_contlnultles in the coronal magnetic field. This stands in contrast with
the solutions for force free coronal fields with continuous boundary
conditions: there is no doubt that these solutions will be continuous. The
difference between the two situations is that in the former the history of the
footpoint motions is an essential part of the problem. Knowledge of the
photospheric power spectrum is still necessary to determine the amount of
energy that is transported into the corona, but once the energy is there it
will surely be dissipated. This process is called topological heating.
Three papers in this chapter deal with the problem of the existence of
smooth force free fields in the solar corona. Antlochos presents evidence that
in general force free coronal magnetic fields are not overdetermined by the
constraints that the boundary conditions impose, and therefore that the
formation of current sheets is not an intrinsic property of the coronal
magnetic field (see also Antlochos, 1986). He finds that all the information
of the wrapping of coronal field lines is contained in the boundary conditions
to the field and hence there is no additional constraint on the field by the
history of the footpoint motions. The problem then reduces to one that is very
similar to a Dirichlet problem and the Dirichlet problem is known to have
regular smooth solutions. Zweibel (1987) has recently derived similar results.
Berger in his contribution reaches exactly the opposite conclusion: he
finds that thin current layers separating flux tubes will form in general. His
argument is based on the nature of the magnetic field at the photospheric
boundary. It is well known that in the photosphere the magnetic field is
concentrated in flux tubes, with very little intertube flux. Arbitrary motions
of these flux tubes in the photosphere necessarily create current sheets in
the corona. Antiochos and Berger seem to agree that the photospheric footpolnt
motions in Berger's examples are discontinuous, and the formation of a current
sheet is kno_ to be trivial in that case. The real problem is to explain the
formation of coronal current sheets by a continuous photospheric velocity
field. However, this does not invalidate Berger's results: he shows quite
convincingly that even a simple braiding pattern of three flux tubes is
inconsistent with a smooth force free coronal field.
The last paper on the coronal magnetic field is by Martens. His basic
approach is to try to determine the restrictions that the equations for force
free fields impose on the geometry of these fields. For that purpose he
derives the magnetohydrostatic equations in general non-orthogonal coordinate
systems. The idea is then to find out what conditions the MHS equations impose
on the metric tensor. This work is in a rather preliminary stage, but the
first results do not seem to indicate the necessity of some sort of symmetry
in force free fields, contrary to Parker's result (1986).
An alternative theory of coronal heating by Van BallegoolJen is the
subject of the next paper (see also Van Ballegooljen, 1986). Van Ballegooljen
(1985) recently pointed out an error in a proof of Parker (1972) of the
necessity of an ignorable coordinate magnetohydrostatlc (MHS) fields and
further presented an algorithm for actually calculating fully three
dimensional MHS fields subject to arbitrary boundary conditions. Consequently
Van Ballegooijen takes the point of view that the formation of current sheets
is not an intrinsic property of the coronal magnetic field, but that instead
the field evolves through series of smooth equilibria in response to footpoint
motions. In his contribution to this chapter Van Ballegooijen assumes that the
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photospheric footpoint motions are random in nature and that as a result of
this the separation between any two neighbouring fluid particles increases
exponentially with time and consequently steeper and steeper gradients will
develop in the magnetic field. As the field gradients grow larger, finally
dissipation will grow to a large enough rate to balance energy input and a
stationary state will develop. An interesting result of this analysis is that
the timescale for establishing the stationary state is remarkebly short, of
the order of the "braiding time".
The heating rate predicted by the theory of Van Ballegooijen is a factor
40 short of the required heating rate for the solar corona and this result is
mainly based on the observed value of the effective diffusion constant for
photospheric motions. However, there may be small scale photospheric motions
that so far have escaped detection and these could result in a much larger
value for the effective diffusion constant and alleviate the discrepancy
between theory and observations. Clearly then, high resolution observations
are needed to determine the photospheric power spectrum.
It has been pointed out above that if most of the power in the
photospheric spectrum is concentrated in motions with periods between i00 and
I000 seconds, large coronal magnetic structures are probably heated by the
dissipation of _ waves, while the small scale structures are heated by field
aligned currents. Wave heating therefore must play a role in the solar corona,
and, since most of the coronal X-ray emission comes from large loops, it may
well be the dominant source of coronal heating.
Davila in his contribution calculates the heating rate that results from
the mechanism of resonance absorption of Alfven waves, that was proposed by
lonson (1978, 1982) as the heating mechanism for coronal loops. The physical
basis of this mechanism is that Alfven- or fast MIID waves get trapped in a
coronal loop after entering it from the photosphere. Once in the corona, they
keep on reflecting back and forth between the two footpoints of the loop,
where there is a very sudden density increase by two orders of magnitude.
Those waves that have a period equal to the Alfven crossing time of the loop
(or an integer fraction of it) are in phase with the incoming waves of the
same period as they bounce of the loop footpoints and therefore they become
reinforced. Thus the amplitude of the resonant waves in these loops builds up
until dissipation limits further growth. In this situation the dissipation of
energy equals the energy input at the footpolnts and consequently the heating
rate is independent of the damping coefficients. What dogs depend on these
coefficients is the amplitude that the resonant waves attain in the stationary
situation: the lower the damping rate, the higher the stationary amplitude.
Observations of non-thermal llne broadening in UV restrict this amplitude to
10-20 km/sec, but other observations in X-ray lines (Acton et al., 1981)
indicate amplitudes around i00 km/sec.
Davila assumes in his paper that a coronal loop is excited by an Alfven
wave with a given frequency. The Alfven speed varies slowly over the loop and
in a narrow layer the frequency of the incoming wave exactly matches the local
resonance frequency. The incoming waves over the whole loop are resonantly
absorbed in this layer and dissipate there. Essential in this process is the
coupling between waves on neighbouring field lines because of the
compressibility of the plasma. Davila calculates that the wave amplitude
needed to supply the required coronal heating is 2-6 km/sec, well below the
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limit set by the observations.
This wave heating theory is in many ways an attractive alternative to the
current heating theories discussed above. It explains why a coronal loop, once
it is formed, is preferentially heated. The increased density in the loop,
compared to the surrounding corona, makes the Alfven velocity in it smaller
than that of the surrounding corona, and therefore its Alfven crossing time
larger. This means that the loop responds to a different part of the
photospheric power spectrum than its surroundings and that part of the
spectrum may contain more power. The theory, being concerned with the
stationary heating of loops, does not explain why a loop should form. However,
the current heating theories explain neither the formation nor the persistence
of coronal structures at all, so in this aspect the wave heating theory is
ahead. Clearly, any future comprehensive coronal heating theory should not
only reproduce the required heating rate, but also its spatial distribution in
loops, X-ray bright points, etc.
Two alternative forms of resonance wave heating of the stellar corona,
with regard to the detailed dissipation process, have been proposed by
Heyvaerts and Priest (1983) and by Hollweg (1984, 1986). There are no papers
in these proceedings dealing with those theories, but I will discuss them
briefly here for comparison. Heyvaerts and Priest consider a coronal loop with
a slowly varying Alfven velocity across it and assume the plasma is
incompressible. The coronal waves that build up in it consequently have
slightly different frequencies and will gradually grow out of phase across the
the field lines. Thus an increasingly large velocity shear develops in the
loop until at a certain point dissipation limits further growth. This model
has the advantage that the wave amplitude required to achieve the necessary
coronal heating are not as large as that in lonson's (1982) original work.
Indeed they can remain within the constraints imposed by the observations.
However, the time it takes to set up a stationary state in this model is very
long compared with the lifetime of individual coronal structures.
A similar theory has been developed by Hollweg (1984, 1986). He describes
a cascade of wave energy to smaller and smaller wavelengths until dissipation
taps the wave energy at the smallest wavelength. The cascade is driven by the
discontinuities in the wave velocities that are present along the boundary
layers of the parts of the coronal field that are attached to different
photospheric fibrils. Again the necessary heating is obtained by the
development of strong shears in the velocity field.
The last contribution to this chapter on the subject of steady coronal
heating is by _o_dhur£. His basic result is that no net magnetic hellclty is
transferred into the corona by completely random footpolnt motions, since
these are as likely to introduce positive as negative hellcity on a small
scale. This result is relevant with regard to recent work of Heyvaerts and
Priest (1984), in which it was pointed out that on a short time scale only as
much energy can be dissipated in the corona as is consistent with hellcity
conservation. According to the paper by Choudhuri then, the conservation of
magnetic hellcity introduces no effective constraint on energy dissipation.
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NONSTATIONARY RELEASE OF M_'I_TIC EI_RGY
The emphasis of this introduction so far has been on the steady
conversion of magnetic energy into thermal energy, that is responsible for the
continuous X-ray emission from stellar coronae. This is justified because this
process is responsible for the mere existence of stellar coronae and at the
same time only poorly understood. Apart from this phenomenon, however, stellar
coronae exhibit the splendid spectacle of stellar __lares, a very sudden
conversion of an enormous amount of energy (up to i03 erg for solar flares)
into radiation and mass ejections. It is generally assumed that the flare
energy is built up and stored in the corona prior to the eruption, but the
process is only partially understood.
The last five papers in this chapter are all related to the storage and
sudden release of coronal magnetic energy. They form by no means a complete
review of solar flare theory, as the papers on steady coronal heating do, and
in this introduction I will neither make an attempt to review flare theory.
Hood and Velli, in their back to back contributions, investigate the
stability of magnetic arcades in the corona to respectively ideal and
resistive instabilities. Cylindrically symmetrical arcades of loops are widely
used as a description of the field of a coronal filament prior to its
eruption. The eruption of a filament is the origin of a two ribbon flare. A
viable scenario for the physical cause of the filament eruption is that a
threshold for the onset of an _ instability is surpassed at the onset of the
eruption. Checking the stability of coronal magnetic structures is a
complicated procedure that involves the solution of series of ordinary
differential equations, or the solution of partial differential equations, and
generally it can only be done numerically. In his contribution Hood finds an
approximate analytical criterion that is sufficient for the origin of
localised instabilities. Nonlinear coupling of the unstable modes can lead to
an explosive instability as those in filament eruptions. Hoods criterium is
very convenient for a quick check of models for the magnetic field.
Velll in his paper includes the effect of resistivity in the same problem
and finds that in some regions where the ideal MHD approximation predicts
stability, slowly growing resistive instabilities may be present, which lead
to energy release in I0 to I00 Alfven crossing times. This result may be
relevant with regard to preflare heating. One could imagine that that as a
coronal arcade evolves, it first becomes resistively unstable, and only later
on surpasses the threshold for ideal instability. Consequently energy will be
released in modest amounts before the whole structure erupts, just as is
observed in two-ribbon flares.
Finally, it has been noted by Hood and Velli that the instabilities they
describe automatically generate the sort of length scales needed for a steady
heating mechanism. Indeed, as soon as the magnetic field departs from
potential, resistive ballooning modes are exited and the saturation of these
modes should lead to enhanced transport properties. The consequences for
coronal heating have yet to be worked out.
In the contribution of Einaudi a similar problem regarding the stability
of of a model coronal field structure is addressed. He considers the influence
a flow and viscosity have on the stability of a given magnetic field
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configuration. It turns out that viscosity is in general more important than
resistivity for the dissipation of energy, and since flows are regularly
observed in the corona, especially in relation with filaments and promimences,
this should be taken into account in any model for energy conversion.
The generation of an electric field during the decay phase of a two-
ribbon flare is the subject of the paper by _pp and Poletto. The electric
field is generated along an X-type neutral llne. A scenario for the eruption
of filaments and the evolution of two-rlbbon flares, including the generation
of an electric field, is presented by Kuln and Martens elsewhere in these
proceedings. Kopp and Poletto concentrate on the derivation of the electric
field strength from the observed ribbon velocity during the flare and the
observed normal component of the magnetic field. The electric field they find
is strong enough to accelerate electrons to the very high energies that are
needed to explain the hard X-ray emission of flares. From their model and that
of Kuin and Martens it appears that the current sheet set up at the X-type
neutral line is the dominant location for the flare energy release.
Finally Stelmolfsom describes a numerical experiment that has relevance
for the problem of compact flares and that I further expect to be related with
the formation of filaments. The experiment consists of a time dependent two
dimensional MHD simulation of the response of a cylindrically symmetric flux
tube to rotational motions of its photospheric footpoints. Thermal pressure
gradients are neglected and the plasma is assumed to be incompressible. The
dynamics then uncouple from the energetics and the problem becomes tractable.
Steinolfson finds that the loop initially evolves through a series of
force _ree equilibria, as one would intuitively e_pect. However, when the
_ield in an appreciable portion of the loop has undergone 6ne rotation, a
dynamical evolution sets in and the Lorentz force is now balanced by the flow
dynamics. A rapid change in the field configuration then occurs, at the end of
which some field lines make several rotations around the axis of the cylinder.
Steinolfson notes that during the build-up stage enough energy is stored in
the loop to account for the energy released in a compact flare. I further note
that the rapid transition of the field in the loop from a situation with 6ne
rotation of the field around the axis to one with several rotations is a good
model for the origin of filaments and prominences. In this case the field in
and around the filament is the first approximation modelled by this
cylindrically symmetric loop, with the axis of the loop identical to that of
the filament.
CONCLUSIONS
A comprehensive quantitative theory of stellar coronal heating cannot be
expected before we are able to fully understand solar coronal X-ray emission.
The two major elements of the latter will be a theory of solar flares and one
of steady coronal heating. There is a considerable number of theoretical
possibilities for steady coronal heating, and most of them are outlined in
this chapter. The main task for the near future is to tighten the
observational constraints on coronal heating theories, so that at least a
number of possibilities can be ruled out. The observations of Spacelab 2 and
HRS0 (the successor of SOT) can be used to get a better hold on the temporal
and spatial dependence of the _hotos_heric Dower soeetrum, while h_gb
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sensitivity coronal instruments, like POF, may determine the magnitude of
coronal wave motions.
On the theoretical side the problem of the spatial distribution of the
heating in the solar corona - the preferential heating of loop structures and
X-ray bright points - needs to be adressed. No coronal heating theory can
claim any generality without solving this problem. Further the problem of the
mere existence of force free coronal magnetic fields needs deeper analysis.
Heating by topological dissipation of magnetic fields is difficult to rule out
on observational grounds, even after a detailed photospheric power spectrum
has become available, but then also, this theory can only be confirmed by
ruling out all others.
Theoretical analysis, however, should be able to establish unambiguously
the conditions _or the existence of smooth force free magnetic fields, and
hence the validity of the topological heating theory. Furthermore, the
question regarding the conditions for topological dissipation transcends the
problem of coronal heating. It is also of eminent importance for laboratory
plasmas, especially in Tokamaks, and for many astrophysical magnetic fields,
llke the earth's magnetotail and galactic magnetic fields. Finally, in the
view of the author, the problem has a great esthetical appeal: here we have a
clear and well formulated theoretical question, and yet the final solution has
eluded the astrophysical community for over 20 years.
Flare theory, the other building block for a theory of stellar X-ray
emission, is even further from completion. A fairly general scenario for
filament eruptions, leading to two ribbon flares (e.g. Kuin and Martens, these
proceedings) has now become commonplace in the solar physics community, but we
are far removed from predicting X-ray emission in flares from preflare
observations of magnetic fields and velocity fields in the photosphere. The
same spacecraft (HRSO and POF) that will determine photospheric and coronal
motions in more detail for steady heating theory, as well as other satellites
like MAX'91, will yield valuable information with regard to flare theory.
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TOPOLOGICAL CONSTRAINTS AND THE EXISTENCE OF FORCE-FREE FIELDS
S. K. Anttochos
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INTRODUCTION
A fundamental problem in plasma theory is the question of the existence
of MHD equilibria. Given some initial configuration of the field and
plasma, and given that the system can evolve only via ideal HHD, one
asks whether the system can reach a static equilibrium state. This
question obviously has great relevance to fusion devices; hence, it has
received considerable attention for closed magnetic configurations (e.g.
Moffatt 1985). There is reason to believe that the question of
equilibria may also be very important to the study of the solar corona.
Parker (198Sa,b), in particular, has argued that the underlying cause
for coronal heating is the lack of well-behaved ,mgnetic equilibria. As
a result of photospheric motions the coronal magnetic field must be
distorted into a complex three-dimensional pattern. Parker argues that
such a complex field topology can have no well-behaved equilibria in
general. He further argues that the effect of this lack of well-behaved
equilibria is ro lead to the formation of current sheets. Since the
corona is not perfectly ideal, the current sheets will dissipate
rapidly, thereby heating the corona.
These arguments have some support from the recent _ork on equilibria in
closed field geometries. Moffatt (1985) has shown that for topologically
complex geometries, the magnetic field will evolve towards equilibrium
configurations that, in general, have discontinui:ies, specifically
current sheets. This occurs even for an evolution _hat is completely
ideal, in which case the field for all finite times must be
well-behaved. Moffatt's point is that the equilib:ium state will be
achieved only at infinite time so that discontinuities can, and usually
will be created. Since this evolution is basically the one hypothesised
by Parker in his coronal heating model, Moffatt's results are clearly
strong support for the central points of this model. However, there is a
critical difference between the types of topology considered by Moffatt
and the corona. The coronal field lines are not closed; from the
viewpoint of coronal equilibria the lines can be considered to term/nate
at the photospheric boundary. Therefore, one has to include the boundary
conditions imposed by the photospheric motions on the possible evolution
of the field. So far this has not been done, consequently Moffatt's
results by themselves do not definitively settle the question of whether
the solar coronal field has well-behaved equilibria in general.
Recently, Parker (1986) has presented a new proof for non-equilibrium
based on topological arguments. This proof is limited to force-free
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fields; however, this is not a significant restriction since force-free
fields are believed to be a good approximation to the coronal field.
They have been widely used in the past (e.g.Sturrock and Woodbury 1967;
Barnes and Sturrock 1972; Sakural 1979; Aly 1984; Yang, Sturrock and
Antiochos 1986). Parker first argues that the coronal force-free field
can generally be expressed in terms of two scalar functions. Although
this is not true for arbitrarily complex field, it should be valid for
the case where the field begins in some simple state and then evolves by
ideal, finite motions. We make the same restriction in this work and
consider only fields that can be described by two well-behaved Euler
potentials (e.g. Stern 1966). Next, Parker points out that if the
positions of the fleld-llne footpoints at the photospheric boundary is
fixed, then the pattern of wrappings and windings of the field lines in
the corona imposes constraints on the possible evolution, and hence on
the possible equilibria of the field. These constraints are due to the
topology of the coronal field, which in turn is due to the history of
the photospheric footpoint motions. In order for the field to be in
equilibrium the two potentials must satisfy the two independent
force-free equations as well as all the topological constraints.
However, Parker argues that since the pattern of coronal wrappings and
windings is arbitrary, one of the potentials is essentially fixed
throughout by the topological constraints. This leaves only one free
function to satisfy the two force equations; hence, the problem is
overdetermined and no well-behaved solutions exist in the general case.
It is evident from these arguments and also from Moffatt's work that the
issue of topological constraints is of crucial importance for the
problem of the existence of equilibria. In this paper we will show that,
countrary to Parker's claim, the topological constraints do not
overdetermlne the force-free problem. The source of the discrepancy
between his results and ours is that we find that the topological
constraints do not fix the value of one of the potentials in the corona.
We show below that all the constraints are incorporated in the positions
of the footpoints at the photospheric boundary, %_ich fixes only the
boundary values of the potentials. Since the force-free problem is
naturally a Dirichlet-type boundary value problem, there is no reason to
expect it to be overdeterm/ned on the basis of these constraints.
Our result that the footpoint positions include all the topological
constraints may appear counter-intuitlve. If one considers the field as
a collection of strings, then for a particular set of positions of the
strings' footpoints, the strings should be able to wrap around each
other in an infinite number of distinct patterns. Hence, the topology of
the strings is clearly not determ/ned solely by their footpolnt
positions. However, there is a key difference between the magnetic lines
and a collection of strings. The field lines that we are considering
must have a smooth and continuous distribution throughout the corona and
on the boundary. Furthermore, all field lines must be connected to the
photosphere. It is these requirements, that the field be smooth and
well-connected throughout, that forces a one-to-one relationship between
the footpoint positions and the coronal wrapping pattern.
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CORONAL WRAPPING PATTERN
In this section we will show how the wrapping of any two field lines
about each other can be determined from the footpoint positions, which
is commonly referred to as the "connectivity". The discussion in this
short contribution will necessarily be somewhat heuristic; a more
rigorous and thorouEh demonstration of this result is given in Antiochos
(1986).
First let us reemphasize that we are considering only those fields that
can be written in terms of two well-behaved Eulerpotentials,
This form is very convenient for expressing the connectivity. Note that
and _ are constant along each field line and, hence, label each line.
The footpoint positions is given simply by the value of < and_ at the
photospheric boundary.
I
I
t
Figure 1. Illustration of curves used to determine the wrapping of field
llne C a about C I . Coronal field lines are indicated by solid lines,
curves lying on the photospheric boundary (here shown as a plane) are
indicated by broken lines. The area aI enclosed by field line C I and the
boundary curve C b is shaded.
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Now consider any two field lines such as those illustrated in Figure I.
The coronal field lines are labelled as C I and C A . It seems intuitively
obvious from the Figure that field line C_wraps once around C I . We can
make this wrapping concept rigorous by connecting the two footpoints of
C I on the photospheric boundary by a straight line, labelled C& , and
.ab
then considering the area a n enclosed by the closed curve consisting of
C, and C 6 . We define the value of the wrapping of C l about C, to be
given by sum of the number of times that C_ intersects area a,, with
each intersection assigned a value of +i or -i depending on the
direction of the intersection. The wrapping of Cz about C I has a value
of -I for the lines in the Figure i.
Given the values of the potentials _ and _ throughout the corona, we
can calculate the exact positions of the field lines and consequently
the wrapping. However, the field llne positions obviously contain a
great deal more information than is required to determine the wrapping.
We will now show that the values of _ and _ solely on the photospheric
boundary are sufficient to fix the wrapping. The two different field
lines C A and C, have a different value for at least one of the Euler
potentials; assume that it is _ so that _, _ _ . Consider the
surface _ = 4a . If the connectivity is well-behaved everywhere in the
corona and on the photosphere, we expect the Euler potentials to define
a set of simple, well-behaved surfaces in this domain. The intersections
of these surfaces with the photospheric boundary define the contours of
constant _ or constant p on the photosphere. In order to have a
well-defined connectivity each contour of constant _ must intersect
each _ contour at exactly two points on the photosphere; consequently,
we expect that each contour consists of a single closed curve. For
example, the boundary contour for _ = _z is shown in Figure 1 as the
closed curve C_ . Note that it can be considered to consist of two
parts, each of which connects the two foopoints of field line C_ . Now
the key point is that field line C A lies completely on the surface
= _ , while field llne C I nowhere intersects this surface. This
implies that with no change in the wrapping, we are free to deform C x
down along the constant 6< surface until it Just coincides with one of
the parts of curve C, . Since both C_ and C_ lie on the photospheric
boundary the number of times that this deformed curve crosses area a,
must equal the number of times that either part of C_ crosses C& . But
this number depends only on the straight line Cb that connects the
footpoints of C I and the contour of constant _ on the boundary;
therefore the wrapping can be determined solely by the values of _ and
on the boundary.
We conclude that for a given set of footpoint positions the wrapping
pattern in the corona is completely fixed. Contrary to the assumption
implicit in Parker's arguments, one is not free to arbitrarily prescribe
a wrapping pattern. Note that the wrapping pattern does not include all
the possible topological features of the field (e.g. Berger 1986)_
however, by extending the arguments above it can be shown (Antiochos
1986) that all the topological features created by the footpoint motions
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of well-behaved fields can be determined from the connectivity. Hence,
the topological constraints are included in the boundary conditions on
the Euler potentials and impose no additional restrictions on possible
equilibria. Although this does not prove that equilibria always exist,
it does show that the force-free problem is not overdetermined and that
the existence of equilibria is still an open question.
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THE TOPOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION OF CORONAL MAGNETIC FIELDS
Mitchell A. Berger
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INTRODUCTION
Determining the structure and behavior ofsolarcoronal magnetic fieldshas been a centralproblem in
solarphysics. Unfortunately,even modelling the equilibriumstatesof the fieldhas proven to be difficultin
general,because the equations describingmagnetic equilibriare nonlinear,and the boundary conditionscan
be of great complexity. One fruitfulapproach has involvedstudying idealizedgeometries which admit exact
analyticsolutions,or which can be convenientlymodelled numerically (fora review, see Low 1986). Such
geometries,because of theirrelativesimplicity,work best when applied to large-scaleor globalstructures.
However, closed magnetic regions may contain significantstructure on smaller scales,because convective
motions in the photosphere can wrap the coronal fieldlinesabout each other in a complicated manner.
Dissipationof thisstructuremay provide the sourceof coronal heating in activeregions (e.g.,Parker 1972,
1983; Sturrock and Uchida 1981; van Ballegooijen1986).Because of thispossiblerole in coronalheating,it
isimportant to understand the behavior of fieldswith complex wrapping patterns.Even though such fields
may be too complicated to be described exactly,topologicalconsiderationsprovide usefulinformation on
the fieldbehavior.
At the photosphere, the field is believed to be strongly localized into discrete flux tubes. As these flux
tubes extend into the tenuous corona, they expand to fill available space. The chaotic photospheric motions
braid the tubes about each other, and twist up field lines within the tubes. This induces corona] structure
on a lengthscale corresponding to the typical distance d between the photospheric footpoints of the tubes
(say d -_ 103 km for a plage region). Because of this, coronal fields can be conveniently modelled as a
collection of simple tubes braided about each other. The rate at which photospheric motions braid coronal
flux tubes has been investigated by Berger (1986b). Of course, field lines emanating from a positive footpoint
do not generally form a single tube connecting to a single negative footpoint. First, even if initially the field
consists of unbroken flux tubes, reconnection can break the tubes and redistribute their flux. Secondly, at
the photosphere, some small amount of flux presumably exists between the localised tubes. (Prasier and
Stenflo (1972) estimate ._ 5% of the flux in active regions may lie outside the tubes.) Third, photospheric
tubes have a finite lifetime, and may occasionally disperse and reform.
We suggest, however, that on the intermediatescale d the physics may be qualitativelystudied by
consideringa collectionofsimple coherent fluxtubes. Whether or not coherent fluxtubes exist,photospheric
motions can stillprovide topologicalstructureon thescaleof 103 kin,which may be crucialforheating. For
example, in the top halfof figure1,largebundles offluxare twistedand braided. At the middle ofthe figure
these bundles lose theiridentityand new bundles form. Nevertheless,the twistingand braiding in the top
half cannot be removed by ideal (nonresistive)motions, because these motions preserve the fieldtopology.
At lengthscales of 103 km, the ordinary resistive timescale is large (_. 1012 S for T -- 10e K), so rapid
reconnection is needed to dissipate such structure (Parker 1972, 1983). After providing a rigorous definition
of field topology, we discuss how the topology of a finite collection of flux tubes may be classified. Finally,
we discuss the relevance of field topology to the question of the existence of smooth magnetostatic equilibria
(definedto be equilibriawithout singularelectricurrentsheets).
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FIGURE I
DEFINITION OF FIELD TOPOLOGY
Suppose we prepare the coronal field in some arbitrary initial state. Let the resistivity be zero, but
include fluid viscosity. If the field is released from its initial state, it will thrash about until eventually
relaxing to an equilibrium. Because the photosphere is relatively dense and slow_ the footpoints should
move little during this process (/3. hlphotoophere is unchanged). This scenario has been employed recently to
construct nonlinear force-free equilibria {Yang, Sturrock, and Antiochos 1986).
Because of the zero resistivity,fieldlinescan not pass through each other during the motions. Thus,
the initialwrapping pattern of the fieldlinesseverelyrestrictsthe possiblewrapping patterns of the final
equilibrium state.Of course,the initialand finalwrapping patterns may look quite different,but in some
deeper topologicalsense they must be equivalent. These considerationsmotivate the followingdefinition:
two coronal field configurations are topoloqically equivalent if one can be deformed into the other by purely
ideal motions vanishin 9 at the photosphere (Berger, 1986a}. The field topology of a particular configuration
refers to the equivalence class of topologically equivalent fields. Alternatively, the field topology may be
considered as the set of all ideal MHD invariants of the field. With this definition_ the field topology can
only change if 1) the footpoints move, or 2) reconnection occurs. For example, the two braiding patterns in
figure 2 are topologically equivalent.
(b)
FIGURE 2
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THE TOPOLOGY OF BRAIDED FLUX TUBES
Firstconsider a singlefluxtube. We assume that the mapping of fieldlinesfrom positiveto negative
endpoints iscontinuous. This mapping determines thetopology,except forone source ofambiguity: the tube
could be rotated by 21rwithout changing the mapping. Let 7" be the net angle through which a fieldline
rotatesabout the centralaxisof the tube (dividedby 2_r).The ambiguity can be removed by specifyingT
for a fieldlineon the outer boundary ofthe tube. The twistofother linesabout the axiscan be obtained by
continuity.Alternatively,one could specifythe magnetic helicityH (Moffatt 1969; Berger and Field 1984),
which measures the tube's mean twist.For a uniformly twisted tube of twist T and flux_, H = T_ 2. In
general,H/_2changes by -4-1ifthe tube isrotatedby 2_r.
For two tubes,we suppose that the mapping ofpositiveto negativefootpointsispiecewisecontinuous,i.e.
continuous within each tube, but not necessarilycontinuousacrosstheirboundary. Ambiguity arisesbecause
we can wrap one tube about the other through an angle 2n_rwithout changing the mapping. Specifyingthe
helicityofeach tube individually,as well as the totalhelicity,willremove thisdimculty. The totalhelicityis
(Berger 1986a). Here L12 measures the anglethrough which the tubes rotate about each other as they travel
from positiveto negativefootpoints(averaged overthe fluxof the tubes). In generalL12 = r + _, where
r _<½ isa function ofthe footpointpositions,and n changes by ±1 ifthe tubes rotate about each other by
an additional2_r.The quantity L12 isrelatedto the Gauss linkageintegral,in that itdefinesa linkagefor
curves with endpoints on a boundary surface.Two examples are shown in figure3.
For three or more flux tubes, the order of braidingbecomes important. For example, in figure2 the
linkageL between any two curves iszero,and yetthe curves cannot be straightenedout. We assume that
the cross-sectionof each tube issimple enough to allowus to labela centralfieldlinethe 'axis'ofthe tube.
The braiding pattern of the axes can be describedby findinga particularlysimple configurationwith the
correcttopology. Any braid can be placed ina uniqueform calleda combed braid (Artin,1950),where only
one curve moves at a time (as infigure2b). However, the configurationwhich minimises the totallength of
the curves could be more relevantfor modelling braidedfields,because thisconfigurationmay approximate
the pattern of the minimum magnetic energy state.
LI2 =Ae/27r LI2 = (v+p)/2T
FIGURE 3
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IMPLICATIONS FOR THE EXISTENCE OF SMOOTH EQUILIBRIA
Parker (1986) has shown that smooth equilibriumconfigurations(without currentsheets}can only take
very specialforms. Because of this,he conjecturesthat very few fieldtopologiesallow smooth equilibrium
solutions. Thus, as the coronal fieldtopology evolves due to footpoint motions and reconnection,new
smooth equilibriawould generallybe unavailable,leadingto the formation ofcurrentsheetsand reconnection.
Examples of particulartopologieswhich lack smooth solutionsexist. For example, Low (1982} describes
a two-dimensional quadrupole potentialfieldwith linetying on one boundary. Ifthisfieldisdistortedby
continuous boundary motions, the only equilibriumsolutionsavailableconsistentwith the evolvingfootpoint
distributionare potentialfieldswith the wrong fieldlineconnectivity.The fieldcontains a neutralpointwhich
isthought to collapseto a currentsheet afterthe footpointdisplacement (e.g.Sweet 1969}.
Parker's assertion can be expressed in the following form: Of all possible field topologies, only a very
small fraction possess smooth equilibrium configurations. This assertion has not been rigorously proven. One
difficulty is that there exist infinitely many configurations corresponding to a given field topology (recall figure
2); if one configuration does not satisfy the conditions for smooth equilibrium, there conceivably might be
another that does. However, topologically equivalent configurations share common features, such as the
linkage numbers L between any two field lines. Such generic features might help determine the structure
of possible equilibrium configurations. Here we will show that for the topology of figure 2, all possible
configurations either have current sheets, or at least current layers which can be made arbitrarily thin.
Questions concerning the existenceof equilibriaare usually posed assuming that both the footpoint
distributionand the boundary motions are continuous (van Ballegooijen1985; Parker 1986; Zweibel and
Li 1986); without continuitythe formation of current sheets istrivial.Also, for simplicitythe fieldsare
assumed to stretchbetween two parallelplanes. An initiallyuniform verticalfieldissubjectto boundary
motions which generatethe topologicalstructure.A resultofvan Ballegooijen(1985) should be mentioned
in thiscontext. Suppose we specifythe transversecomponents of the fieldat one of the boundary planes.
Van Ballegooijenfound an ordering scheme which (withinitsdomain of validity}can be used to obtain a
smooth equilibriumconfigurationforthe entirevolume. What isnot clear,however, iswhether arbitraryfield
topologiespossessequilibriumconfigurationsthat have smooth transversefieldsat the boundaries. Thus the
generalexistenceofsmooth equilibriafor arbitraryfieldtopologiesremains unsettled.
Because of the strong localization of photospheric flux, let us model the coronal field by a collection
of braided tubes, with a relatively small amount of 'intertube' flux providing continuity. In principle, the
intertube flux can be made arbitrarily small. In practice, the intertube flux depends on the amount of
background flux at the photosphere, the presence of sharp gradients in the photospheric velocity field,
dissipative effects at the canopy level, etc. We will give an example where, in all possible configurations, the
intertube flux carries substantial currents.
2
(a) (c)
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FIGURE 4
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Consider an initiallyuniform verticalfield.Subjectthe positivefootpointsto flowpatterns such asshown
in figure4. Neighboring fieldlinesnear a cellboundary divergefrom each other exponentially in time, so
the mapping of positiveto negative footpointswill have steep but finitegradients at the cellboundaries.
(Ithank S. Antiochos for a discussionon this point}.Ifthe flow pattern does not change too rapidly,the
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field forms approximately independent flux tubes above each cell. In figure 4a, three twisted flux tubes will
be produced above the velocity cells shown, with alternating senses of twist (e.g. tube 1 will have positive
helicity, 2 negative helicity, and 3 positive helicity). In figure 4b cells 1 and 2 have been combined. This
flow pattern can be used to braid flux tubes 1 and 2 about each other. Figure 4c braids tubes 2 and 3. The
topology of figure 2a can be produced by a sequence of six flow patterns alternating between 4b, and 4c.
Note that in figure2 there are always pairsoftubes which, at differentplacesin the figure,rotateboth
counterclockwise(+) and clockwise (-) about each other.As Parker (1986)points out,thissituationcreates
grave difficultiesfor force-freefields(J = aB). Inparticular,the condition ]_•Va = 0 impliesthat the
sign ofthe current (which determines the sense ofwinding) does not change along a fieldline.We emphasise
that allpossibleconfigurationsfor thistopology sharethisdifficulty:to obtain any other configuration,we
must add additionalbraids ofthe tubes about each other.However, because the linkingnumber L between
any two tubes isa topologicalinvariant,equal numbers of positiveand negative twistsmust be added. In
conclusion,the tubes themselves cannot carry the currentsnecessary to generate the correctfieldtopology;
these currentsmust insteadbe carriedby the thin intertubeflux.Unfortunately,we cannot say whether the
intertubefluxcan itsegsatisfythe conditionsfor smooth (orstable!)equilibrium.
In conclusion, the fields in active regions to some approximation may resemble a collection of highly
braided flux tubes, with only a small amount of flux in between. The topology of the braided tubes can be
precisely described. If the example of figure 2 has any generality, then thin current layers, if not singular
current sheets must inevitably form between the tubes. The braiding structure cannot be dissipated except
by reconnection across these current layers. It is important to know for certain whether the layers have zero
or finite thickness, because the width of the current layers can affect the dissipation timescale.
I thank B.C. Low, And van Ballegooijen,SpiroAntiochos, Gene Parker and Ellen Zweibel for clarifying
discussions.The National Center forAtmospheric Research issupported by the National ScienceFoundation.
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INTRODUCTION
This paper addresses the question what geometrical restrictions are
imposed on static magnetic fields by the MagnetoHydro-Static (MHS) equations.
This question is of obvious importance for the problem of coronal heating,
since it has been argued by Parker (1972, 1979 and 1986; see references
therein) that the MHS-equations in general overdetermine the magnetic field
structure and that consequently the field needs to have some sort of symmetry
to satisfy all the constraints imposed on it by the equations. The field in
the solar corona is determined by the MHS equations and the boundary
conditions at the corona/photosphere interface. The latter are the normal
component of the magnetic field at the boundary (to ensure the continuity of
the magnetic field) and the connectivity of the field lines, defined as the
positions of all field llne footpolnts at the boundary (because the field
lines are frozen in, Sturrock and Woodbury, 1967). These boundary conditions
are completely arbitrary, because they are determined by the magnetic fields
and the fluid motions in the photosphere and convection zone, that cannot be
altered by the relatively weak forces from the coronal magnetic field. The
general mathematical problem is therefore to determine the solutions of the
MHS-equations in the corona subject to an arbitrary normal component of the
magnetic field at the boundary and arbitrary connectivity.
It is very unlikely that these boundary conditions would conspire to
satisfy any symmetry requirement that the MHS equations might impose. And even
if they would at a given moment, only minor footpoint displacements - as a
result of the photospheric velocity field - would destroy the symmetry. Hence
the coronal magnetic field cannot be in static equilibrium at any time, and,
according to Parker (1983), the force free condition will break down at some
locations in the corona, where current sheets will form. In these sheets the
dissipation of magnetic field is much larger than that calculated with
classical resistivity and the resulting heating rate may be large enough to
explain the observed non-thermal heating of the corona. This process is called
topological heating.
Recently, however, Parker's hypothesis has been challenged by Van
Ballegooijen (1985) and Antiochos (1986); see also their contributions in this
chapter. Van Ballegooijen points out an error in Parker's (1972) original
demonstration of the need for an ignorable coordinate and furthermore, by
improving upon Parker's analysis, gives an algorithm for calculating solutions
to the MHS equations, subject to arbitrary boundary conditions. Antiochos
argues that the problem is generally well posed by showing that when the
magnetic field is expressed in Euler potentials, the topology of the field in
the corona is completely determined by the values of the potential at the
boundary. Consequently there is no need for the formation of current sheets in
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Lthese analyses.
Clearly the question whether there is the requirement of some sort of
symmetry in the solutions of the MHS equations deserves further attention.
This symmetry has to be of a subtler form than that of an ignorable coordinate
as once proposed (Parker, 1972), since recently explicit analytical examples
have been given of fully 3-D magnetostatic equilibria (Low, 1985). The latter
solutions still show some form of symmetry, however.
The problem is the more intriguing because it has recently been shown
quite convincingly by Tsinganos et al. (1984) and Moffat (1985) - in very
different ways - that magnetostatic equilibria in Tokamak type structures do
lead to topological dissipation, when they do not exhibit symmetry. However,
in Tokamaks the boundary conditions are quite different: here the requirement
is that the normal component of the field vanishes everywhere at the surface
of the containment vessel and hence the field is self contained (see Martens,
1985, for a comparison). The field lines in a Tokamak are either infinite in
length, or close in themselves, quite the contrary of the structure of closed
coronal fields, where the field lines are anchored at both ends. If there is a
difference between closed coronal magnetic fields and Tokamak-type fields with
regard to their intrinsic symmetry, this difference must be caused by the
nature of the boundary conditions. The difference then is probably related to
the fact that the corona/photosphere interface takes up the stresses from the
coronal field, while the containment vessel of a Tokamak obviously doesn't.
In this paper I will take up the issue of the geometrical constraints on
magnetostatic equilibria from a somewhat different point of view. I will write
the MHS equations in a general coordinate system - not necessarily orthogonal
- and then choose the coordinates in such a way that the pressure gradients
and current density vector are along coordinate lines, which makes their
expressions very simple. I will then try to determine what constraints the MHS
equations impose on the geometry of the solutions, that is expressed in the
metric tensor. The first results do indicate some restrictions to the possible
geometries of the solutions, but these do not seem to represent some sort of
symmetry. The analysis of this paper cannot be regarded as completed, and more
definite results will be published in the literature.
THE NHS EQUATIONS IN ARBITRARY COORDINATE SYSTEMS
The basic equations governing magnetostatic equilibria are well known
(i),
_._ = 0 (2).
There are no general solutions known to this deceivingly simple looking set of
equations. The system is nonlinear because of the Lorentz-force term in Eq.
(I): the sum of two solutions in general does not represent a third solution.
All particular analytical solutions that are known to date have some sort of
symmetry (Low, 1985).
An alternative notation of Eqs. (I) and (2) in an arbitrary orthogonal
coordinate system is found after introduction of the metric tensor
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h12 0 0 ]gij = I0 h22 00 h3 2
(3),
where the h i represent the length of the unit vectors. The components of the
magnetic field are identi_%ed with the three independent components of an
antisymmetric 3-D tensor B 3,
B3 _ BI , B2
B 12 - B 23 =-- B 31 =-- (4).
hlh 2 h_3 hlh3
The identification of the components of the magnetic field with those of an
antisymmetric tensor, instead of with the components of a contravariant
vector, will lead to a particulary simple formulation of the equations.
Moreover, it accounts properly for the fact that the magnetic field is a
pseudo-vector, instead of a real vector: by inspection of the expression for
the Lorentz-force one finds that the magnetic field must remain the same under
a mirror transformation of the the coordinates (x ÷ -x, etc.), since the
Lorentz force and the current both will change sign.
The contravariant components of the current density vector are given by
+ A
ji _ (J'xi)
hi (5),
while the covariant components of the pressure gradient are given in the same
way.
The basic equations in this notation are
P¶k = jiBkl (6),
ji BiJ¶¶J _g(/_BiJ= = )lJ (7),
{Bij¶k} = 0 (8).
Here ¶¶i denotes covariant differentiation and .. ordinary differentiation
with respect to the variable denoted by the index.l%..} means a summation over
all permutations of the indices of the tensor within the brackets. For the
antisymmetric magnetic tensor it reduces to
B12¶3 + B23¶I + B31¶2 = 0 (9)•
FLUX SURFACE COORDINATES
Now I generalize the MHS equations (6) to (8) and suppose their validity
in non-orthogonal coordinate systems. The expressions remain the same of
course, only the metric tensor has off-dlagonal elements. This allows one to
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choose a coordinate system that makes the equations particulary simple. First
I choose the pressure gradient parallel to the first unit vector and hence
P * P(xI) (10).
The isobaric surfaces are now by definition surfaces of constant xI. Further
I choose x2 and x3 perpendicular to Xl, but not necessarily perpendicular to
each other. This means that the metric tensor has the form
!ii 0 0 ]gi_ = g22 g23J
g23 g33
(II),
and has therefore 4 independent components. From the force balance equations
(7) and Eq. (Ii) it can now easily be shown that
jl:O
B23 = -B 32 = 0
B23 = -B32 = 0 (12).
The equation expressing the divergencelessness of the magnetic field, Eq. (8),
reduces to
B12¶3 + B3112 : 0 (13),
with the solution,
BI2 : A¶2
BI3 = A¶3 (14),
and A(Xl,X2,X 3) an arbitrary function. Now that the three components of the
magnetic field have been reduced to dne unknown function only dne component of
the force-balance equations remains to be satisfied,
P¶I = j2A¶2 + j3A¶3 (15),
while the demand jl = 0 leads to a second constraint on the solutions
(reminiscent of Low's (1980) compatibility relation).
So far the non-orthogonality of the coordinates has not been used. I make
a small digression from my main argument now to iexplore somewhat further the
compatability constraint in orthogonal systems, j = 0.
(_B12)12 + (_B13)13 : 0 (16).
In an orthogonal coordinate system I can now reduce the force balance equation
and the compatability constraint to:
(17),
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and,
hlh2h3P¶l = A¶2[hlh 2 _I +
(18).
By trial and error one may find that it is extraordinarily difficult to obtain
functions A that satisfy both constraints Eqs. (17) and (18). To give a short
and very simple example I shall investigate the case where the isobaric
surfaces are cylinders. We have (Xl,X2,X 3) = (r,_,z), hl=h3=l, h2=r, and
therefore Eqs. (17) and (18) reduce to
AI@1@ + rZAlz¶z = 0 (19).
rPlr = A, afA1__l
• v[ r J¶r + A1zIA¶zr)¶r
The only solution of Eq.(19) that is consistent with P = P(r) is
(2o).
A(r,@,z) = f(r)z + g(r)@ (21),
and Eq. (20) takes the well known form
P¶r =I/_B# 2 + BzZ)¶r + B_ 2/r
after the identification
(22),
g(r) = B r , f(r) = -B (23).
z
The solutions of Eq. (22) are well known (L_st and Schl_ter, 1954). I conclude
that the requirement of cylindrical isobares introduces the necessity of
cylindrical symmetry of the magnetic field. However, the general question one
would llke to answer remains: what are the restrictions imposed on the
function A by Eqs. (17) and (18) in any coordinate system?
NON-ORTHOGONAL C00RDINAI"E$
I will proceed with the main line of my argument now and specify further
the choice of the coordinate system. I choose the direction of the second unit
vector along the current density vector, i.e.
i
j = (0,j 2,0) (24).
It can be shown that with this choice of the second unit vector the coordinate
system cannot be orthogonal anymore. In Fig. I a cylindrical surface is drawn
that contains a set of field lines and a set of current density vectors. The
first unit vector is by definition perpendicular to this surface, while the
other two must lie within the surface. In the figure a current line is drawn
which has the second unit vector everywhere parallel to it. In an orthogonal
coordinate system the third unit vector must be everywhere perpendicular to
the second one, but if one follows the third coordinate from point (Xl,X2,X 3)
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one finds that it intersects again the current line at the point
(xl,x2,x3+Ax3). However, one may also follow the current llne from the point
(x ,x ,x ) and then the second intersection is reached at (x ,x +Ax ,x ). This
2 3 + I 2 2 3po}nt is physically the same as (xl,Xg,X _ Axe) and hence it must have the same
coordinates; if not, the eoordinat_ s_stem b_eomes double (and multi-) valued.
This requirement can be met by having x 2 and x 3 as cyclic coordinates: x 9 +
Ax 2 E x2, and x + Ax 3 E x 3 (just as in spherical coordinates). However, now
one runs into t_e contradfction that two physically different points (the
first and the second intersection) have identical coordinates; a situation
which is also undesirable. I conclude that it is impossible to choose a
consistent isobaric orthogonal coordinate system if _//x 2.
VALID CHOICE FOR X 3 -'-"
f
J
STARTING POINT _- X_
-,--.- SECOND INTERSECTION
"'"_CURRENT DENSITY VECTOR
Figure i. A demonstration of the inconsistency of an orthogonal coordinate
system with one unit vector parallel to the pressure gradient and
another with the current density vector.
A valid choice for the third coordinate is indicated in Fig. I. It is
clear that as one follows the third unit vector, the line will close in itself
and there is no inconsistency. With this choice the third vector is not
perpendicular anymore to the second and hence the term g23=g32 in the metric
tensor must be nonzero.
Eqs. (14), (15) and (16) were derived for the metric Eq. (II). B_ the
spec[al choice for the second coordinate one finds in addition, because j =0,
(#g B31) II = 0 (25).
Eqs. (16) and (25) are satisfied when
(_gB 21) = f(xl,x3) + m¶3(x2,x 3) (26),
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and
(_gB 31) = _mlz(x2,x3) (27),
with f and m arbitrary functions. The force balance equation (15) now reduces
to
JgP¶l = A¶2f¶l (28).
The contravariant components of the field tensor may be eliminated with
A¶2 = gllg22 BI2 + gllg23B 13 (29),
A¶3 = gllg32 BI2 + gllg33B 13 (30),
and one is left with three equations, (26), (27) and (28), for the function A.
For a given geometry g..,
is clearly overdetermin_ and arbitrary functions f, m and P, the function Aand consequently some restrictions must apply to the
possible choices of the geometry. In this stage of the research it is not
clear yet what these restrictions are, although it seems that the restrictions
do not necessarily impose an ignorable coordinate.
More work along the lines of this paper is needed to shed light on the
geometries that are consistent with MHS-equilibrla. In particular the
restrictions that the boundary conditions impose on the possible solutions
will be investigated.
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INTRODUCTION
Coronal heating theories can be classified as either wave-heating or current-heating theories.
According to the wave-heating model, convective motions below the solar surface generate
MHD waves, which then propagate outward and dissipate their energy in the corona. Ob-
servations of line widths in the solar chromosphere seem to rule out the possibility that the
corona is heated by acoustic- or slow mode MHD waves (Athay and White 1978), leaving
Alfv_n- and fast mode waves waves as possible candidates of energy transport. According to
the current-heating model, the sub-surface convective motions cause random displacements of
the photospheric magnetic footpoints, leading to twisting and braiding of the coronal magnetic
field. The field-aligned electric currents associated with these twists are subject to resistive
dissipation. The current-heating model applies only to "closed" magnetic structures such as
coronal loops, whereas the wave model applies to both open structures (coronal holes) and
closed structures (active regions). Another difference between the two models is the time scale
r of the photospheric motions: in wave-heating models, r is smaller than or equal to the res-
onance time 2L/vA of the loop, whereas in current-heating models r >> 2L/vA (L is the loop
length, vA is the Alfv_n speed).
The details of the mechanisms responsible for wave- and current dissipation are presently
not well understood. The problem is that dissipative processes such as plasma resistivity
and viscosity are unimportant on the large spatial scales of observable coronal structures:
dissipation can occur only if there are strong gradients in the magnetic- and/or velocity field,
with length scales of 1 km or less in the corona. A crucial problem in any theory of coronal
heating is, therefore, to explain how such small-scale structures are generated. In the context
of the wave-heating theory, phase-mixing of Alfv_n waves, due to density inhomogeneities in
the solar corona, provides a way to produce small-scale structures (Heyvaerts and Priest 1983,
Sakurai and Granik 1984, Steinolfson 1985).
In the current-heating theory, which is the subject of the present paper, the magnetic energy
associated with the braided magnetic field must be similarly transferred to smaller scales. The
process by which this "cascade" of magnetic energy occurs is not well understood. Parker
(1972, 19"/9, 1983, 1986) suggests that the process is due to an intrinsic nonequilibrium of
magnetic fields: the equations of magnetostatic equilibrium seem to allow solutions only for
certain restrictive cases, in which the vertical component of the vorticity in the photosphere is
essentially a constant of motion (Parker 1986). Since the motions on the Sun do in general not
have this nice property, the magnetic field cannot simply adjust to the slow, random motions
applied at the photosphere, but is forced to evolve on the Alfv_n time scale LIRA. Parker
assumes this dynamical relaxation leads to the formation of discontinuities (current sheets),
where magnetic reconnection will occur until the topological constraints are satisfied. Hence,
according to the nonequilibrium model the formation of small-scale structures is due to a
relaxation process that takes place on the Alfv_n time scale.
Recently, I proposed a somewhat different picture of the cascade process (van Ballegooijen 1985,
1986, hereafter papers I and II). According to this model there are no special restrictions on the
velocity fields that may be applied at the photospheric boundary: the magnetic field in a coronal
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loop can evolve slowly through a series of equilibrium states, without the necessity for magnetic
reconnection. Hence, in our opinion the dynamical relaxation process proposed by Parker does
not occur. The necessary condition for equilibrium found by Parker (1972)was shown to result
from an incorrect ordering of terms in Parker's perturbation scheme (cf. appendix of paper
I). Therefore, a firm mathematical basis for Parker's concept of nonequilibrium seems to be
lacking.
In the absence of nonequilibrium, the magnetic field evolves through a series of equilibrium
states. Hence the formation of small-scale structures such as current sheets cannot be due
to the relaxation process by which magnetic equilibria are reached; if current sheet formation
occurs in closed coronal structures, it must be a result of the quasi-static evolution process. We
expect, therefore, that the time scale for current sheet formation is related to the time scale r
of the photospheric motions. To test this hypothesis, we need to understand the properties of
braided magnetic fields as they evolve quasi-statically in response to random motions applied
at the photospheric boundary. This is a rather difficult 3-dimensional problem, and a general
procedure for computing statistical quantities such as the magnetic power spectrum are not
known. However, one can gain some insight into the nature of the cascade process from a
simplified 2-dimensional problem, in which only a single plane transverse to the mean magnetic
field is considered (cf. paper II). In the following this model is briefly discussed.
STATISTICAL MODEL
Consider an initially uniform field B0 = B0 _, extending between two flat boundary plates
located at z = 0 and z = L. We assume that the field is perturbed by a random, incompressible
motion in the boundary plates, characterized by a correlation length l and a correlation time
r (we assume l _:: L). Then the velocity field in the interior of the volume is given by:
v = [vz(z,y,z,t),vy(z,y,z,t),O], (1)
and the magnetic field is approximately given by:
B = Bo[bz(z,y,z,t),b_(x,y,z,t),l], (2)
where bt and bv denote the transverse field components (bx,by _ 1). Assuming ideal MHD,
the induction equation can be written as:
dbz dvz
- = (3a)
dt dz
dby dv_ (3b)
dt - dz = %'
where d/dz is the spatial derivative along fieldlines, and d/dt is the co-moving time derivative.
The basic idea of the model is to consider an arbitrary plane z = zo in the interior of the volume
(0 < zo < L), and to consider the velocity v(z,y, z0, t)and the velocity gradient a_(z,y, zo,t)
at this plane as the independent statistical variables. Integration of equation (3a) then yields
the transverse field bz:
T
b_(R,T) = /a_(r(t),t) dt, (4)
0
where r(t) = [z(t),y(t),zo] is the path in the zo-plane that ends at position tt on time T. The
correlation between the b_-values at two different points R1 and R2 in the zo-plane is:
Cb(AR, T) =--< b_(R1,T)bz(R2,T) >
TT
f f < a=(rx(t') (ra(t") > dr'= ,t')ax ,t") dt". (5)
0 o
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By making suitable assumptions about the statistical properties of az, one can evaluate the
right hand side of equation (5), which yields the magnetic correlation function Cb(AR, T).
We omit here the details of the derivation, which is given in paper II. The magnetic power
spectrum Pb(k, T) as function of transverse wavenumber k is obtained by taking the Fourier
transform of Cb with respect to AR.
! I I I I I I I I I I
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The results of the calculation are displayed in the above figure, which shows the magnetic
power spectrum Iper unit log k) as function of dimensionless wavenumber kl. The different
curves correspona co times T/tb = 0.4, 0.8, 1.2, 1.6, 2.0, and 2.4, where tb is the _braiding _
time defined by:
12
tb ---- , (6)tt2T
and where £, r and u are the correlation length, correlation time and r.m.s, velocity of the
photospheric motions, respectively. Note that magnetic energy, injected into the system at
wavenumber k -._ £-1, is rapidly transferred to larger k: the maximum wavenumber in the
spectrum increases exponentially with time, implying a rapid cascade of magnetic energy to-
wards smaller length scales. This cascade takes place on the time scale tb, which is determined
entirely by the statistical properties of the photospheric motions. Note, that tb is somewhat
larger that the correlation time r, since the fluid displacements over one correlation time are
generally smaller than the correlation length (ur < £).
The exponential increases of the maximum wavenumber derives from the fact that, in an
incompressible random flow, the separation between closely neighboring fluid particles rl(t)
and rl(t) increases exponentially with time; the e-folding time is of order tb. Hence, the
correlation function < az(rl(t),t)az(r2(t),t) > appearing on the right hand side of equation
(5) vanishes for time differences (T - t) larger than tb ln(l/AR), when the separation of the
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particles becomes larger than the correlation length. As a result the correlation function
Cb(AR,T) has a logaritmic dependence on AR, with a sharp peak at AR - O. The Fourier
transform of Cb therefore has significant power at high wavenumbers.
The electric current density, j, = (c/4_r)[aB_/az - OBz/ay], involves the derivatives of the
transverse field, and therefore the power spectrum of current-density fluctuations is given by
Py(k,Y) -- k2Pb(k,T). It can be shown that the integral of Pj(k,Y) over wavenumber, which
is equal to < j2(T) >- j2ms, increases exponentially with time:
c Bo exp [2V/_b] . (7)jrms(T) ~ 4_r L
This should be contrasted with the "free" magnetic energy, which increases only quadratically
with time:
< B_(T) > B_) 2u4r_T 2 (8)
8_r 87r £2L2
Since the cascade of energy towards smaller scales proceeds exponentially in time, magnetic
diffusion and reconnection will become important after a time t I which depends logaritmically
on the magnetic Reynolds number:
In Rm
tl _ tb 6V/_--_ • (9)
Here Rm is defined as:
_2
Rm- (1o)
_tb'
where r/ is the magnetic diffusivity based on the classical (Ohmic) resistivity. For the sun,
Rm _ 101°, so that tl _ 1.Stb. This implies that only a small number of braids can be
introduced into the system before reconnection becomes important.
I suggest that for t _ tl a statistically stationary state develops, in which there is a continuous
transfer of magnetic energy from the scale l where the energy is put in, to the scale £R_ 1/2
where the energy is dissipated. The dissipation rate Ex in this stationary regime can be
estimated as the time derivative of expression (8), evaluated at the time t l when reconnection
processes first become important; this yields:
E_ _ B°2 2u2r lnRm (11)
8r 3L2v/2-_ '
i.e., the heating rate depends logaritmically of the Reynolds number. Note that EH is propor-
tional to the product u2r, which is directly related to the effective diffusion constant of the
photospheric motions:
D = lu2rv/_. (12)
Observations of the spreading of active regions over time scales of months indicate that D
is in the range of 150- 425 km2/s (DeVore et al. 1985). With B0 = 100 G and L = 10 s
kin, parameters typical for large active regions, we find EH "-" 5 x 10 -s erg/cm3/s, which
corresponds to an energy flux of 2.5 x 10 s erg/cm2/s at each footpoint. This energy flux is
a factor 40 smaller than the observed radiative- and conductive losses in active regions (cf.
Withbroe and Noyes 1977). There are a number of possible reasons for this discrepancy:
1) Our assumption that EH equals the energy input rate at t = tl probably under-estimates the
heating rate, since the input rate may continue to increase for some time after reconnection
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first becomes important. To see whether this is the case, it is necessary to include magnetic
diffusion in the above analysis.
2) There may be small-scale photospheric motions with D > 1000 km2/s which have so far
escaped detection.
3) It is possible that random photospheric motions are not the primary cause of coronal heating
in active regions; periodic motion associated with Alfv_n waves may be a more important
source of energy.
In summary, we suggest that the quasi-staticevolution of coronal magnetic structures ischar-
acterizedby a cascade of magnetic energy to smaller length scales.This cascade process takes
place on a time scale tb determined entirelyby the photospheric motions. The Ohmic heating
rate EH in the statisticallystationary state was estimated using observational data on the dif-
fusivityof photospheric motions; E_ turned out to be too small by a factor 40 when compared
with observed coronal energy losses.However, given the fact that our theoreticalestimate is
based on a rather uncertain extrapolation to the diffusiveregime, current heating cannot be
ruled out as a viable mechanism of coronal heating.
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INTRODUCTION
It has been suggested that resonance absorption of low frequency
magnetohydrodynamic waves could be responsible for heating the solar corona
(lonson, 1982; Hollweg, 1984). In this paper an improved method for
calculating the resonance absorption heating rate is discussed and the results
are compared with observations in the solar corona. To accomplish this, the
wave equation for a mildly dissipative, compressible plasma is derived from
the linearized magnetohydrodynamic equations for a plasma with transverse
Alfven speed gradients. For parameters representative of the solar corona, it
is found that a two scale description of the wave motion is appropriate. The
large scale motion, which can be approximated as nearly ideal, Pms a scale
which is on the order of the width of the loop. The small scale wave,
however, has a transverse scale much smaller than the width of the loop,
0.3-250 km, and is highly dissipative. These two wave motions are coupled in
a narrow resonance region in the loop where the global wave frequency equals
the local Alfven wave frequency. Formally this coupling comes about from
using the method of matched asymptotic expansions to match the inner and outer
(small and large scale) solutions. The resultant heating rate can be
calculated from either of these solutions. A formula derived using the outer
(ideal) solution is presented, and shown to be consistent with observations of
heating and line broadening in the solar corona.
DERIVATION OF _ BASIC BQUATIONS
The linearized momentum and induction equations can be written as
av vp 1
at Po 4_P0
(B0.v) + (B.v) B° J +
q
j_2v2
2
B v + 7 v(v.v) (1)
8B
('V'V) - ('V'V) B -/" C_2V2B
-- = (Bo.v)v - B° o
at
(2)
where _2 = c2/4_a, _2 = Nl/po and 72 = Nll/po. The functional forms for the
viscosity coefficients, _, and the electrical conductivity, a, are given in
Braginskii (1965). By neglecting derivatives of the dissipation coefficients
themselves, it is implicitly assumed in the equations above that dissipation
processes are important only in a narrow layer, and that over this layer terms
which are proportional to derivatives of the dissipation coefficients can be
neglected. This is easily verified a posteriori. It is further assumed that
all variations in B o and _ are transverse to the field so that v A = VA(X)
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only. The plasma is assumed to have _ << i so that the transverse gradients
of B 0 can be neglected and the total pressure p can be approximated as p =
B0B z/4_. Take the time derivative of the momentum equation and use the
induction equation to eliminate all derivatives of B. Since dissipation is
assumed to be small, one can neglect terms which are proportional to products
of the dissipation coefficients. Assume that the loop is driven at z = 0 and
that at z = L there is a perfectly reflecting boundary (see Hollweg, 1984 for
more discussion on this point). Fourier transform the equation using
oo
v±(x,y,z,¢) = -- X Cos (kzn z) -- e V±n(X,y,w )
L n=O 27r
(3)
This form automatically satisfies the boundary condition at z = L as long as
kzn = (2n + i)_ / (2L) with n = 0, I, 2 .... Define the following
dimensionless parameters VA z (X) = VA 2 (X)/VAo , R = VA0/%0_2, Prll = _2/_2, and
Pr± = 72/_ 2 , where VA0 is some typical value of the Alfven speed within the
loop, R is the magnetic Reynolds rmmber and Pr_L and Prll the magnetic Prandlt
numbers associated with shear and compressional viscosity. With these
definitions, all lengths measured in units of d the transverse scale of the
loop, and K2(X) = (_/VA2 (x) - _2 ), the equation for the velocity can be
written in the dimensionless form
. i {iv±(v.v±) + _ v± 2 -
R VA (x) #0
P0Win + Pr±_TZV±n + Prll_7i(V.v) (4)
The terms on the left hand side of this equation are the terms obtained from
ideal MHD. Solutions of the ideal equation for various forms of the Alfven
speed profile have been discussed by several authors in the context of solar
coronal heating (lonson, 1982; Rae and Roberts 1982) and in the context of
solar wind _celeration in coronal holes by Davila (1985). These
investigations have demonstrated that this equation describes the propagation
of M_HD surface waves and guided wave modes in an inhomogeneous plasma.
The terms on the right are all due to dissipation and are therefore non-ideal
MHD terms. In the solar corona these terms are "small" in most locations
since they are all multiplied by the inverse of the magnetic Reynolds number R
which is on the order of 1012 for typical solar parameters. The exception to
this ordering is at the location x = x A where g2(XA) = 0. At this location
the first term on the left can only be balanced by the dissipative terms on
the right even though they are small. Sufficiently far from xA, in the outer
region, the ideal MHD solution is a reasonable approximation to the actual
solution. However, near _ , in the inner region, the character of the
solution changes (the equation changes from second to fourth order) and the
assumption of ideal MHD is not valid. This is a classic example of a singular
perturbation (Nayfeh, 1981). In the following paragraphs singular
perturbation theory and the method of matched asymptotic expansions will be
used to obtain a solution which is valid both outside and inside the resonance
layer. To do this one must first reduce the coupled equations for the vector
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components of the velocity to a single equation for one velocity component,
say vX.
To illustrate the basic idea of the resonance absorption layer and to
demonstrate the matched asymptotic solution method, let us assume that the
dominant dissipation mechanism _ shear viscosity. This assumption cannot be
completely justified at this point so it must be regarded simply as an ansatz.
An investigation which incorporates ohmic, compressive viscous and shear
viscous dissipation self consistently in a numerical solution is currently
underway. The results of this investigation will be published when they
become available. Under these assumptions the wave equation can be written
2 = _72
VJ_(V'VJ_ n) + _ Vln i_ vj_n (5)
where _ = (i + Pr±)/ (R VAZ ) . An equation for Vxn correct to first order in
can be obtained for the apppropriate ordering i >> k72 >> mz z >> _z
2
d _ dv i c d 4 v
xn 2 xn
dx k z dx x n k 2 dx 4
Y Y
(6)
The outer solution is obtained by expanding the velocity, Vxn , as a power
series in the small parameter E. The lowest order term must then satisfy
2 (0)d _ dv
2 Co)
xn + _v = 0
dx k 2 dx xn
Y
(7)
Detailed solutions of this equation have been obtained before (Rae and
Roberts, 1982; and Lee and Roberts, 1986). For our purposes it is only
necessary to obtain the solution near the resonance layer, i.e. where x _ xA
with x A defined by the resonance condition m2(xA) = 0. In this region, the
first term dominates and the solution can be approximated as
(o) (8)V = A in (x - x )
xn A
where A is the wave amplitude determined by matching boundary conditions at
the driver.
The inner solution can be obtained by considering the scale stretching
transformation given by _ = (x - XA)/a , where a is the small scale parameter
to be determined in the problem. For the case presented here a 3 = _/l where
= -kz2 d(in p)/dx. Using the shear viscosity and resistivity coefficients
given in Braginskii one can estimate a = 0.3 km. This is below the resolution
of current instruments. Using the largest viscosity coefficient in Braginskii
one can estimate am ax=250 km. If this second estimate is more nearly correct,
these sheets could be observed with instruments with resolution on the order
of 0.i arc second. Using the transformation described above, the inner
equation can be written
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d [ d2 ] dVxn-- -- 7_f -- = -J-k 2a2
d_ d[ 2 d[ Y [Vxn
(9)
Assume a power law expansion of Vxn with a 2 as the expansion parameter, then
the solution of the zeroth order equation is
oo 3
v (_) = C C dp exp (- - ) (i0)
xn 1 2 fn
o
In the limit as _ _ _ it can be shown that
Vxn(f ) _ -iC2 in (x - XA ) (ii)
This shows that by proper choice of the constants, namely C 2 = iA, the inner
and outer solutions match as is physically required.
Although in the steady state the details of the velocity profile within the
resonance layer do depend on the dissipation mechanism (eqn i0), the heating
rate does not. The result presented below is obtained by considering the
outer solution and integrating the Poynting flux over the entire surface of
the resonace layer (Chen and Hasagawa, 1974). An equivalent result could be
obtained from the inner solution by integrating the volumetric heating rate of
Braginskii (1965) over the volume of the resonance layer. The result is
B 2 1 d (2) * I] x
H = A o [_ ) [A[2 im { in (x _ x + i_) J[ 2 (12)
s 8_d k 2 dx A x
y i
where x I and x z denote the positions of the two surfaces of the resonance
layer and A s is the surface area of the resonance layer. If we consider the
limit of this equation as (_-_) _ 0 and use causality to choose the proper
analytic continuation (McPherson and Pridmore-Brown, 1966; Kapraff and
Tataronis, 1977; Mok and Einaudi, 1985; Einaudi and Mok, 1985; Bertin et al,
1986) the resulting heating rate is
2 2
B k
H= A o z 2
s 8 _d k 2 = IAI (13)
Y
To determine whether this heating rate is consistent with observational
constraints, let us simply equate it to the observed radiation rate in soft
x-rays to obtain an expression for the RMS velocity amplitude required to
explain the observed emission. Using typical values of the parameters, B0=100
G, d=5xl0Scm, A(T)=I0 -2z (Rosner et al. 1978), P=300 sec, ky=2k z and fneZdl =
i02s-29 (Webb et al. 1986) one obtains an estimate of Vrm s = 2-6 km/sec using
the following expression.
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2 _d In 1/2z dl
V = [ A(T) --_- Je ]rms (14 )
2 2
(Bo2/8 9) (kz /ky )
This is comparable to the observed value of 10-20 km/sec regularly seen from
observations of non-thermal line broadening in the corona.
CONCLUSIONS
The primary conclusion to be drawn from these calculations is that to the
level of the approximation adopted here, the observations of the heating rate
and non-thermal line broadening in the solar corona are consistent with
heating by the resonance absorption mechanism. This basic agreement is
gratifying but several problems remain. The plane symmetry assumed here is
highly idealized. It has been shown in the plasma physics literature that for
the tokamak problem introducing cylindrical symmetry has presented no new
physics. Nevertheless, when considering the heating rate to an accuracy of
say factors of 2-5 the geometry factors must be properly accounted for.
Second, observations of the turbulent power spectrum at the base of the corona
are badly needed as input for the theory. These observations should be
carried out in ions which are present at or above the transition region
temperatures. It seems that EUV observations would be the most appropriate.
Finally, other sources of dissipation must be considered. For although the
heating rate is independent of the _ssipation mechanism for any reasonable
value of the coefficients, the amplitude of the velocity inside the resonance
layer, and the width of the layer, both depend on the magnitude of the
dissipation coefficient. High resolution instruments such as POF may be able
to observe velocities within the narrow resonace regions in the reasonably
near future. Therefore it is worthwhile to consider theoretically the
observational consequences of various dissipation mechanisms now. In the
work presented here, shear viscosity was assumed to be the dominant
dissipation mechanism. This is not necessarily the case for solar
conditions.
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Introduction
An attractive scenario for the heating of coronal active regions has been developed in a
series of papers by Parker (1983 and the references therein). The main idea is that the slow foot-
point motions in the photosphere distort the overlying coronal field structures in a random
fashion, and since there may not be equilibrium configurations without current sheets available for
the coronal magnetic fields for arbitrary footpoint motions, we have a non-equilibrium situation
giving rise to current sheet formation_ and energy dissipation. However, it seems virtually impos-
sible to study the detailed dynamics of this non-equilibrium process with the present techniques of
MHD. The only way of estimating the heating due to magnetic dissipation seems to be to invoke
more global considerations which avoid the problem of describing the detailed dynamics. Parker
(1983) suggested that one can calculate the heating by estimating the work done by the footpoints
on the coronal magnetic fields. Sturrock and Uchida (1981) estimated the energy in the twists
produced by the footpoint motions and assumed that the whole of that energy is available for dis-
sipation. However, recently Heyvaerts and Priest (1984; see also Browning and Priest 1986)
pointed out that because of the constraint imposed by the magnetic helicity conservation, all the
energy that is fed into the corona by footpoint motions may not be available for dissipation. It
has been rigorously demonstrated by Berger (1984) that the time-scale for magnetic helicity decay
in coronal magnetic structures is indeed orders of magnitude larger than any relevant time-scale
for coronal heating. Heyvaerts and Priest (1984) are certainly correct in pointing out that when
footpoints put some energy in the corona, only that much of it can dissipate which is consistent
with helicity conservation. However, we want to show that when one extends the Heyvaerts-
Priest model to a statistics of completely random footpoint motions and takes sufficiently long
time averages, the conservation of hclicity introduces no effective constraint on energy dissipation,
and all the energy in the twists is, in principle, available for dissipation, as proposed by Sturrock
and Uchida (1981).
Taylor's Hypothesis and Magnetic Dissipation
The magnetic helicity fox" a magnetic configuration, which is the volume integral
K -_ fA'_.B dV, is a measure of the linkage of flux lines and can be easily shown to be
in_._ep__ndent of gauge if the magnetic configuration is bounded by a closed surface on which
B .fi = 0 everywhere. For a perfectly conducting plasma bounded by such a surface, Woltjer
(1958) showed that the magnetic helicity is a constant of motion. But what happens if the
plasma is not perfectly conducting and has a small but finite resistivity ? Taylor (1974) advanced
the provocative hypothesis that the total magnetic helicity of an isolated volume of plasma can
still be considered to be approximately conserved over the time scale of energy decay. In other
* The National Center for Atmospheric Research is sponsored by the National Science Foundation.
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words, when a plasma relaxes to the final static equilibrium state through non-equilibrium dynam-
ical processes, we can think of those processes as a way of minimizing energy while keeping heli-
city (and any other conserved quantity) constant. For a plasma with negligible gas pressure com-
pared to magnetic pressure, if one minimizes the energy with the helicity conservation as a con-
straint, then one obtains the force-free equation
v x B = (1)
where p is the Lagrange multiplier ill the variational procedure. Taylor's hypothesis was remark-
ably successful in describing the final field configurations in the well-known "reversed pinch"
experiments involving laboratory plasma relaxation (Taylor 1974).
Most, astroi)hysical systems are not bounded by B .rl = 0 surfaces. So, in order to apply
the above ideas to astrophysical plasmas, one has to generalize to bounding surfaces with field
lines threading through them. For such open systems, Berger and Field (1984) showed that it is
still possible to define a relative magnetic helicity with respect to a ground state potential
configuration and make sure that all the physically relevant quantities turn out to be gauge-
invariant. In such an open system, there can also be a helicity flow across the bounding surface.
For a plane surface like the photosphere with footpoint motions lying in the plane, the rate of
flow is given by
(helicity flow) = - of (A-_p._)(B-_.dT), (2)
where A--*p is the divergence-free vector potential for a potential field with the appropriate flux
boundary conditions (for details see Berger 1984). One can generalize Woltjer's theorem (and
probably Taylor's hypothesis) for such systems if one keeps track of the changes in the value of
helicity within the volume as a result of flows across the boundary.
With this rather terse background, let us briefly summarize the main ideas presented by
Heyvaerts and Priest (1984). Let us consider a magnetic region in the corona, which is initially in
the Taylor state with helicity Ki and corresponding minimized energy W i . The individual flux
tubes in this region can conceivably interact with each other through neutral point reconnections
at the boundaries, but, if the region is sufficiently separated from other magnetic regions, the
whole region can be thought of as a candidate for the application of Taylor's hypothesis. As a
result of footpoint motions, there will be a flow of both helicity and energy into that coronal mag-
netic region, with the energy flow across the boundary given by
1 _ ---_ ---4-
(energy flow) = _- f (B .v )(B .ds ). (3)
Let A/( and AIV be the additional amounts of helicity and energy put into the coronal region in
some interval of time. Then the final magnetic configuration should have a helicity Ki + AK,
and suppose the energy of the corresponding Taylor-relaxed state is Wi + A W/ . We do not
expect a priori A W and A W! to be equal, and the difference A Wdi** -_- A W - A W I is dissi-
pated away. In other words, the whole of the energy A W put in the corona by the footpoint
motions is not available for dissipation, but only a fraction A Wdis0 of it. One remarkable result
of the detailed calculations was that when one considered the plasma to relax instantaneously to
the Taylor state in response to footpoint motions, one found AWdi,, _ 0. Only when the finite
relaxation time (which should be small compared to deformation time scales for the model to
work) is taken into account, A Wdi,_ comes out to be non-zero.
Another interesting application of Taylor's hypothesis in astrophysics was made in the study
of extragalactic jets, which provided all explanation of the non-axisymmetric oscillations observed
in some jets and the associated magnetic structures inferred from synchrotron radiation (KSnigl
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andChoudhuri1985).In thisproblemalso,it wasfoundout that magneticenergyisavailablefor
dissipationonlywhenthefinite timefor relaxationto Taylorstateis takenintoaccount(Turner
1986;ChoudhuriandKSnigl1986).
It hasrecentlybeenpointedout that quitegenerallynomagneticenergycanbeavailable
for dissipation,if a magneticsystemalwaysrelaxesto the Taylor state instantaneouslyin
responseto changesat theboundary(BrowningandPriest1986;Berger1985).Thisresulthelps
us to understandthe conclusionsarrivedat both by Heyvaertsand Priest (1984)and by
ChoudhuriandKgnigl (1986).A physicalexplanationof thisresultis alsonot difficult to give.
Sincethemagneticfieldin theTaylorstateiswell-behavedandwithoutneutralpoints,wedonot
expectdissipationto takeplaceif the systemalwaysremainsin the Taylor statebecauseof
instantaneousrelaxation.However,whentherelaxationtimeis finite(butsmallcomparedto the
deformationtime),if westartdeforminga magneticsystemawayfroma Taylorstate,initially it
will tendto departfromthe Taylorstateuntil currentsheetsform,andafterwardsdissipation
maypreventfurtherdeparturesfromTaylorstate.Taylor'shypothesisis aparticularlypowerful
toolin derivingthemagneticonfigurationof thefinalrelaxedstatein termsof conservedquanti-
tiesandboundaryconditions.However,whenweapplythishypothesisto studytheenergydissi-
pationproblem,wefind that dissipationarisesonlydueto departuresfromtheTaylorstate,and
consequentlyany final expressionfor energydissipationnecessarilyinvolvessomearbitrary
parameterdescribingthe measureof departurefromtheTaylorstate(or equivalentlydescribing
therelaxationtimescale).It is foundthat therelaxationtimehasto beafewtensof Alfvgntime
in orderto givethe right sort of dissipation(BrowningandPriest1986;ChoudhuriandKSnigl
1986).
It is interestingto notethat Parker(1983)arrivedat a similarconclusionfromcompletely
differentconsiderations.Hepointedout that thefootpointsareableto dosufficientworkon the
coronalmagneticstructuresonly if weallowstressesto buildup for sometime. In orderto get
theright valueof theheatingrate,therelaxationtimefor thesestresseshasto beof theorderof
a day(i.e.about100Alfvgntransittimesfor acoronaloop,dependingon thevalueschosenfor
differentquantities).Parker(1983)alsoestimatedthat this relaxationtime correspondsto a
recommctionratewhichis thegeometricmeanbetweentheSweet-ParkerandthePetschekrates.
Extensionof Heyvaerts-PriestModel for aStatisticsof CompletelyRandomFootpolnt
Motions
Ill a magneticregionin tile corona, two processes go on side by side. One is the process of
the growth of complexities in the field structures as a result of footpoint motions. The other pro-
cess is dissipation, which attempts to burn away the increasing complexities. Except for a runa-
way situation where complexities build up more quickly than they can be dissipated away, we
expect these two processes eventually to reach some sort of balance. In other words, we expect a
"steady state" in the statistical sense such that the complexity of magnetic structures would sta-
tistically be nmintained at the same level, provided the timescale of evolution of the coronal
structure as a whole is much larger than all the time scales involved. In such a "steady state",
whatever energy the footpoints are putting in the corona has to be dissipated away in order to
preserve the balance. If helicity conservation prevents a part of this energy from being dissipated,
then wc have to figure out what eventually happens to this undissipated energy.
We can resolve this puzzle by extending the Heyvaerts-Priest model to a statistics of com-
pletely random footpoint motions. In order to understand the basic physics of the process, let us
start with a magnetic region which is initially in the potential configuration, and then let the foot-
point motions distort it. Following Berger and Field (1984), we measure the magnetic helicity
relative to potential fields with the same flux boundary conditions. So, by definition, the initial
helicity of our system is zero. Let us now consider a flux tube in the region that is being twisted.
Neglecting curvature (which is not expected to change the basic physics), we imagine a cylindri-
cally symmetric flux tube to be anchored between two parallel planes (initially without twist
because its field is potential) and to be twisted by a rotationally symmetric velocity field at the
bottom plane. Since the magnetic field can be upward or downward, and the velocity field can be
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clockwiseor anti-clockwise,wecauhavefourcasesasshownin Fig. 1. Initially (B .v ) for all
fourof themis zerosothat weseefrom(3) that thereis noenergyflowat first. However,the
twist dueto footpoint,motiongivesriseto a ¢-compone_qtofh__%ema/gneticfield,andwhenthat
componentis takenintoaccount,it is easyto seethat (B .v ) (B .ds ) ispositivefor all thefour
cases,i.e.energyis put,into thec_.oronain everycase.Nowlet uslookat thehelicityflow.The
divergence-freev ctorpotentialA e for the initial field is ill the C-direction, one way for the
upward field and the other way for the downward field. The foot,point mo__ions we are considering
do_+not_fhan_qe _e flux boundary condition and hence do not change A e- We thus find that
(.4 e .v ) (B .ds ) is of one sign for the cases (a) and (c), and is of the opposite sign for the cases
(b) and (d). In other words, when we sum over the four cases, there is no net helicigy flow though
there is net energy flow_=, If we us__ethe ga__tge chosen by Heyvaerts and Priest (1984) and just use
the fact thatA _-A whenB --.-B , then also we end up with the same conclusion.
\. \ \....
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Figure 1
It is straightforward to generalize these conclusions for the case of flux tubes braiding
around each other. So long a,s the foot, point motions are as likely to twist the tubes one way as
the other way, the average statistical result will be the addition of energy to the coronal struc-
tures without addition of magnetic helicity. The footpoint motions will merely add positive hell-
city in some regions and negative helicity in others. There are bound to be stat, istical fluctuations
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ill tile valueof helieity. Itowever,if onestartsfroma zero-helicitystateandtakessufficiently
longtime averages,tile averagevalueof helicitywouldremainzero.A Taylor statewith zero
magnetichelicityis, byvirtueof ourdefinitionofhelieity,a potentialfieldin whichall the twist
hasbeendibsipatedaway.WethusconcludethatTaylor'shypothesisimposesnoconstrainton
energydissipationfor completelyrandomfootpointmotions.Wehavealsoseenthat a magnetic
systemhasto departfromtheTaylorstateto someextentif dissipationis to takeplace.Conse-
quent.ly,weexpectthat the footpointmotionsandthe dissipationtogetherwouldmaintaina
coronalmagneticregionat a steadylevelof complexitysufficientlyremovedh'om a potential
configuration such that whatever energy goes into the work done by the footpoints ultimately
comes out in the dissipation of the twists.
It is perhaps interesting to ask at this point if footpoint motions in the sun are really com-
pletely random so that coronal magnetic structures always have statistically zero helieity. One
occasionally sees structures in the corona which seem to contain magnetic fields twisted in one
way. IIowever, this can arise only if these magnetic structures erupt through the photosphere
with the twist already present, or else if there is a systematic component in footpoint motions. It
is conceivable that solar rotation may have some subtle effect on the convection cells so that they
preferably bend to put helieity of one sign in the corona, or there may be shearing motions in the
photosphcrc due to dynamical reasons we are still ignorant of. Apart from such minor effects, we
expect the footpoints to put mainly energy in the corona with very little net helieity.
Conclusion
Taylor's hypothesis has provided us a model for the relaxed magnetic configurations of not
only laboratory plasmas, but al_o of astrophysical plasmas (Kgnigl and Choudhuri 1985). How-
c'ver, energy dissipation is possible only for systems which depart from a strict Taylor state, and
hence one has to introduce a parameter describing that departure, when one uses Taylor's
hypothesis to estilnate the dissipation (Heyvaerts and Priest 1984; Choudhuri and Kgnigl 1986).
._1 application of Taylor's hypothesis to the problem of coronal Iwa.ting provides us with new
insight into this difficult problem. When particular sorts of foot, point motions put energy and hel-
icily in t.he corona, the conservation of helicity puts a constraint on how ranch of the energy can
be dissipated, t[owcver, on co.:sidc,-ing a random distribution of footpoint motions, this con-
straint gets washed away, and Taylor's hypot_hesis is probably not going to play any significant
role ill the actual calculation of relevant physical quantities in the coronal heating problem.
I wi_h to thank Mitch Berger, Arieh Kgnigl and B.C. Low for several enlightening conversa-
tions.
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The stability of Coronal and Prominence Magnetic Fields
by A W Hood, Applied Mathematics Department
St Andrews University, St Andrews, Scotland
INTRODUCT ION
The magnetic fields in Prominences and Active Regions (Coronal Arcades ) may be
susceptible to a variety of instabilities. Ideal MHD instabilities are the
fastest growing and criteria for checking stability are complicated by the line
tying effect of the dense photosphere. In general, the line tying introduces a
coupling of modes and obtaining stability cirteria for a given prominence or
arcade field involves either solving partial differential equations (Hood and
Priest 1981, Hood 1983, Cargill et a] 1986) or coupled O.D.E's (Einaudi & Van
Hoven 1983) (from a truncated Fourier series). This can be a very time consuming
exercise. What is needed is a simpler test applicable to any field.
LOCALISED MODES
Progress can be made by studying localised instabilities or Ballooning modes
(Conner et al 1979; Dewar and Glasser 1983). By using a _B approach, (Dewar and
Glasser 1983), the idea is to study instabilities localised about a given
magnetic flux, with a fast variation perpendicular to the equilibrium field and a
slow variation along the field lines. This filters out the stable Alfven and
magnetoacoustic waves. Thus, all displacements to coronal arcades are of the
form
i(s(r,0,z)/e + -,t)
_(r,o,z,t) = _(r,o)e (i)
where e, the instability length scale, ,, R o the equilibrium length scale and
S(r,e,z), _ and the amplitudes _(r,e) are all 0(i) quantities. (For coronal
loops see Hood 1986a). The slow variation along the field occurs only when
k.p. ffi vs.s = o. (2)
For cylindrically symmetric fields, with the photosphere situated at 8 = ±_/2, a
solution to Eq (2) is
S = S(r) + z - qe, (3)
where q ffi rBz/S e. Substituting (I) and (3) into the linearised equations of
motion (Hood 1986a) gives
B
ds ds
(4)
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where, for cylindrical arcades, Bd/ds = Bed/rde, K s = _B_rB z, dp/d_ =
-(dp/dr)/Be, k a = IVSl a. Strictly speaking the solutions to Eqs (4) and (5) with
the line tying boundary conditions define a dispersion relation for k z =
kZ(r;_Z). The radial integration must satisfy a Bohr Sommerfeld condition (Dewar
and Glasser 1983, Hood 1986a) and this defines the physical growth rate. However,
if the least stable mode is of interest, the procedure is simpler. Now set S'(r)
i 0 and solve Eqns (%) and (5) to obtain _Z(r). The mlnlmum value of _Z(r)
defines the physical value of _z for the least stable mode. If _z • O, then
there is an instability but, if _z _ O, the localised modes are stable.
For example, Hood (1986a) considered the field
B e = So(r/b)/(I + rZ/b z) B z = B o /(I + rZ/b z)
.p = BZo(Z - _z)/z(x + rZ/b z)
and solved equations (4) and (5) to obtain _Z(r) as shown in Fig. i.
0.15
\,oo\
0.05
-0.0', A = 0.00 _
-0.1(
-0.15
-0.2O
I r/b
1.1
Fig. I. The eigenvalue _z of equations (4) and (5) is shown as a function of
the radial coordinate for various values of A. The physical value of _z, for
the least stable mode, is given by the minimum value. _z is measured in units
of v_ = B_/._ z and y = 1.
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Equations (4) and (5) can be converted into quadratic form by multiplying by
and _, respectively and integrating. Then the sign of _z can be determined by
trial functions. Thus, it can be shown, (Hood 1986a), that the field is def/nltely
unatable if
yppB_
rZ( 7_P + Hz )
o (6)
(see Spicer 1976 for a heuristic derivation with y = 0). Equation (6) has been
derived using the rigid boundary conditions, _ = 0 on the photosphere but y = O
simulates the flow through boundary conditions of _z = 0 and _,, _ 0 (Einaudi and
Van Hoven 1983). The first term is the shear stabilisation, the second term is
the driving term due to adverse pressure gradients. The last two terms provide
line tying stabilisation due to Alfven waves and compressional slow waves.
A CHECK ON LINE TYING CONDITIONS
Using the ballooning approximation, the photospheric line tying conditions can be
investigated (Hood 1986b). Equations (%) and (5) were solved including a density
variation along the field lines and, when the density difference between the
photosphere and corona was increased to realistic values, the value of _z rapidly
approached the value predicted by the rigid boundary conditions. In addition,
the values of ( and _ at the photosphere tend to zero. This suggests that the
rigid boundary conditions are the correct boundary conditions (at least for
localised modes).
THE EFFECT OF GRAVITY
The effect of gravity has been included by, for example, Zweibel 1981, Melville
et al 1986a. Melville et al considered the linear equilibria of Zweibel and
Hundhausen (1982) and showed that as soon as a magnetic island appeared the field
became unstable. Interestingly enough, each field line (except the O point
itself) was unstable before it formed an island. The analysis has been extended
to other fields (Melville et al 1986b), and preliminary results suggest that, as
the effect of gravity is increased, the fields become more susceptible to the
Rayleigh-Taylor instability. However, a simple test, similar to Equation (6),
has yet to be developed.
CONCLUSIONS
The significance of the localised instabilities is not yet fully understood. The
nonlinear coupling of these u_des may give rise to an explosive instability, with
the modes coupling to longer wavelengths, (Mondt and Weiland, 1985). On the
other hand, if the modes saturate early, then the main effect of the instability
maybe an enhancement of transport coefficients. Nonetheless, Equation (6)
provides a simple test for the stability of cylindrical magnetic fields.
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Resistive Ballooning Modes in Line-Tied Coronal Arcades
by Marco Velli, Applied Mathematics Department
The University, St Andrews, Scotland
INTRODUCTION
Observations suggest that large scale instabilities in the solar corona, such as
solar flares, act to release energy contained in complex magnetic structures,
relaxing the fields to a simpler topology. This is possible only if resistive
effects play an important role during the flaring process. When considering
perturbations of a static equilibrium in a highly conducting magnetized plasma
resistivity is usually negligible, as can be seen by examining the linearized
induction equation
(i)
unless perturbations are constant along a field line (V x (y_ x Bo ) = O) or the
length scale for diffusion becomes small. The pr(_nence oF the sun's extremely
dense photosphere, which anchors magnetic footpoints so that coronal disturbances
must vanish there, would seem to exclude the first possibility (Hood 1984) except
for very special equilibria (Mok and Van Hoven 1982). On the other hand modes
which have a short wavelength perpendicular to the magnetic field and for which
the second case occurs, called resistive ballooning modes, are known to be
unstable in a wide range of conditions relevant to fusion plasmas (see, e.g. Drake
and Antonsen 1985). We find that the same is true for arcades in the solar
corona.
MODE EQUATIONS
The equations describing the linear evolution of resistive ballooning modes are
obtained by using a modified WKB expansion in the short perpendicular wavelength
e, while variations of the perturbations along the field are described by a
slowly varying amplitude, on which the line tying boundary conditions are
imposed. In this way the resistive MHD equations are reduced (to lowest order in
_), to a fourth order system of ordinary differential equations for the
amplitudes along the field lines:
d_ + r i 4 / Kz K = 0
dO B_
(2)
....... _---_i_ rD: 0
d_ B_ [[jS _ _ _r + _ d_nrJ B Rmy BB 8
(3)
d__ + ryZ_p U B K Bz _ = 0 (4)
de p B e K z B_ dRnr
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K Z _
de
The arcade is symmetric'around 0 = 0 and extends infinitely in the z-direction.
The photosphere is located at 0 = -,/2 and 0 = _/2, where the line tying
conditions are _ = 0, _ = 0. _, _, K, _ are the perturbed scalar potential,
pressure, parallel vector potential and flow velocity respectively. K z is the
squared norm or the perpendicular wave number, and is a quadratic function of O.
R m is the magnetic Reynolds number for the length scale _. Equations (2)-(5)
depend parametrically on r, and the resulting growth rate y also is a function y
= y(r). The radial structure of the mode is therefore not established to lowest
order. Details of this problem maybe found in Hood, 1986. However, the maximum
of the function y(r), when it is positive, is the actual physical growth rate of
the mode (Connor, Hastie and Taylor 1978). The driving term for the instability
is the radial pressure gradient, when it is negative, while magnetic shear and
compressibility tend to have a stabilising effect. Our results will be
illustrated for the equilibrium
B 0 = Bore-r/z
B z = kBo(_ + (2 + 2r - rz)e-r) % (6)
_p = (i - AZ)BZo/2 (o + (2 + 2r - rZ)e -r)
which depends on the parameters h, a. The same results hold in general because
the local analysis depends on the values of fields and pressure on each surface
independently.
RESULTS
In general, given an equilibrium, there are certain ranges of magnetic surfaces
for which the system (2)-(15) predicts instability even without dissipation (Hood
1986 ). As expected we find that in this case resistivity has little influence on
the growth rates that are found. On the other hand, in regions where the
equilibrium is stable to ideal modes, we find that resistivity introduces a
purely growing mode with eigenvalue y depending linearly on the inverse magnetic
Reynolds number _z. As ideal marginal stability is approached, or alternatively
if the perpendicular wavelength is decreased, one finds that the power dependence
decreases gradually to y x _/3, as shown in Fig. l, where curves for different
values of the equilibrium parameters are shown. The main conclusion is that
within the resistive MHD approximation cylindrically synanetric arcades with
pressure falling with radius are unstable to resistive localised modes; the
growth rates, close to ideal marginal stability, are large, typically in the
range 10-Z_A • 7 • 10-Z_A so that it would appear that energy could be released
during i0-i00 Alfven times. The wavelength of the modes is expected to be
limited by the ion gyroradius, when stabilising drift effects must be taken into
account. On the other hand the suggestion has been made (Weiland and Mondt 1985)
that the nonlinear development of these localised modes could lead to an
explosive instability. In any case the nonlinear evolution of resistive
ballooning modes should be studied to assess their overall relevance to the
violent and rapidly evolving phenomena observed on the sun.
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Fig. I. Growth rate y (normalised to the Alfven £requency) as a function
o_ _x for different values o_ equilibzium parameters: a-A = 0.14, a = 0.25,
r = 1.5, b-A = 0.2, a = 0.15, r = 1.76, c-A = 0.21, _ = 0.20, r = 1.65. In
all cases, the equilibrium is ideally stable at every radius.
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EFFECTS OF FLOWS ON VISCOUS AND RESISTIVE MHD STABILITY
Giorgio Einaudi
Scuola Normale Superiore, 56100 Pisa (Italy)
In many solar applications the viscosity appears to be more important
than resistivity and the observations show clearly that in some cases
the fluid velocity is comparable to the local Alfv_n velocity.
Equilibrium flows and viscosity can considerably change the propert-
1-5
ies of resistive instabilities.
In this paper it is shown that both the growth rate of the instabili-
ty and the spatial profile of the mode strongly depend on few relev-
ant parameters, namely the ratio r between the magnetic (a B) and the
velocity (a v) scale lenghts, the ratio V between the fluid (Vo)
and the Alfv_n (vA) velocities and the ratio M between the Lund-
quist (S) and the Reynolds (R) numbers.
In order to discuss these instabilities in solar conditions, let us
consider an idealized configuration in which the plasma is flowing in
the z-direction along the magnetic field B ° with a velocity v o-
Both B and v vary in the x-direction. In order to take into
o o
account the shear of the magnetic field possibly induced by photo-
spheric motions, we will consider B ° _ tgh x/aB, so that resisti-
vity carl be important in a layer around x = 0.
As far as the velocity is concerned we will discuss two different
velocity profiles, with different hydrodynamic stability properties.
• _ tgh x/a +iEa. a): v ° v stable against Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability
Eq. b) : v O _ sech x/a v unstable against Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability.
Assuming the perturbations to behave as % exp [i(kz+w t)], the
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linear stability analysis of the above configurations shows that the
4,5
relevant parameters are
, a v T T
B o R
_ = ka B.
- V A TA 'r av , V = -- , S = , R = TA
The resistive time T R and the viscous time
2 2
4z a B o Qa B
T -- T -
R 2 _ _
C !
T._ are
defined as:
c is the speed of light, o the electrical conductivity.
n. T.
3 l 1
nl - 10 2
W .T,
Cl 1
is the perpendicular viscous coefficient, using the same notations as
Braginskii (1965). It can be shown that _i' which is the smallest
of the coefficients appearing in the stress tensor, is the only one
6
important in this calculation.
The results can be summarized as follows:
i) The frequency _ = _R + iy
_ _ kv(o).
R
of the mode is complex and
2) There exists a transition from a behaviour similar to the static
tearing mode to a behaviour similar to a Kelvin-Helmholtz mode.
This transition occurs when _ r V _V I/3= ; here s is a measure
of the relative importance of the velocity gradients with respect
to the magnetic gradients When s > V I/3• , we find a stabiliza-
tion for Equilibrium a and a rapid increase of the growth rate
for Equilibrium b. This difference is due to the different
stability properties against K.-H. modes of the two configura-
tions.
3) It is well known that the viscosity stabilizes the static tearing
mode. In presence of flows this is still true only when E << 1
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or S/R < I. Otherwise we have to distinguish between Equili-
brium a) and b).
Equilibrium a) with _ _ V I/3 and S/R > i:
The growth rate of the mode increases with the viscosity and
presents a maximum value for R _ 20 which is independent of the
resistivity. For R > 20 the viscosity again stabilizes the
mode.
Equilibrium b) with c > V I/3..
The viscosity is important and represents a stabilization factor
only when R_ I.
4) In all cases there is a non-zero x-component of the magnetic
field perturbation at x = 0 and therefore all these modes are
reconnecting modes. The level of reconnection is a function of
the growth rate of the mode, being bigger for slowly growing
instabilities.
5) When c > V I/3
, in all cases the perturbations are not localiz-
ed close to the resistive layer as in the static tearing mode,
and therefore the typical scale length of the mode is a B and
not the width 6 of the resistive layer as in the static case.
It is clear that the effects of the instability on the equilibrium
configuration can be studied only through a non-linear analysis.
Depending on the values of the relevant parameters the non-linear
8
evolution of the instability can be very different. These exist
situations (Eq. (b), _ > V IZ3, _ _i) in which the instability can
trigger a turbolent cascade with a consequent important dissipation
of both the equilibrium magnetic and kinetic energies. In these
cases the instability is similar to a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability
with growth time few per cent of the Alfv_n time and a small level of
reconnection. There are other situations (Eq.(a), c _V I/3, _ < 0.1)
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in which the instability does not produce a strong turbulence and a
little amount of energy is involved, but it is easy to accelerate
particles through the associated parallel (to B) electric field. In
these cases the instability is similar to a resistive instability
with growth time Slower than in the previous case but with important
effects due to the viscosity.
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LARGE-SCALE ELECTRIC FIELDS RESULTING FROM
MAGNETIC RECONNECTION IN THE CORONA
R.A. Kopp
Los Alamos National Laboratory
G. Poletto
Osservatorio Astrofisico di Arcetri
INTRODUCTION
Magnetic reconnection is an inevitable consequence of non-ideal MHD processes in
the highly conducting coronal plasma. It occurs whenever the solar magnetic field
has been stressed or topologically rearranged to the point where one or more im-
bedded sheet currents appear. Reconnection can take place on a wide variety of
scales - ranging from small unresolved magnetic elements possibly related to the
quasi-steady process of coronal heating (van Ballegooijen, 1985), to active region
complexes that spawn major transient events, such as eruptive prominences, surges,
and flares. Regardless of scale, however, or of the particular details of the re-
connection process considered, the magnitude E l of the electric field in the
vicinity of the neutral point (or "X"-line) is directly proportional to the merging
rate, i.e. the rate at which plasma motions transport magnetic flux into the diffu-
sion region where merging occurs:
1
E l - v B (I)c 1 1
(Petschek, 1963; Vasyliunas, 1975), where subscript i refers to quantities in the
plasma inflow region near the neutral line.
At the present time the observational detection of strong d.c. E-fields at coronal
heights has yet to be made but nevertheless holds promise (Foukal et al., 1983,
1984). This may ultimately provide the most direct means for probing the details
of reconnection processes occurring there. In the following we have chosen to
concentrate on a theoretical determination of the expected magnitude of E l , du-
ring the decay phase of two-ribbon flares. The major characteristics of these
largest and most energetic of solar events are commonly interpreted in terms of
reconnection occurring over an extended time interval above the chromospheric flare
site, and we regard it as quite likely that coronal electric fields will first be
detected here (e.g., in the associated post-flare loop system).
ELECTRIC FIELD CALCULATED BY THE METHOD OF FORBES AND PRIEST
According to the reconnection picture of two-ribbon flares (Hirayama, 1974, Kopp
and Pneuman, 1976), the leading edges of the bright H_ ribbons define at any in-
stant the location in the chromosphere of the magnetic separatrices that meet at
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the coronal neutral line. Forbes and Priest (1984) used this fact to derive the
interesting result that, in a cartesian system with one ignorable coordinate (i.e.,
2-D reconnection), the electric field at the neutral point can be expressed entire-
ly in terms of chromospheric quantities, namely,
1 (2)
= -- V B
El c R n
where V R is the measured ribbon velocity and B n is the normal component of the
photospheric magnetic field at the ribbon leading edge. Note that the value of E l
calculated from this expression is independent of the detailed shape of the merging
coronal field lines; in particular, E l does not depend on the actual height of
the neutral point itself.
We have applied the method of Forbes and Priest to the large two-ribbon flare of
29 July, 1973, for which both detailed H_ observations and magnetic data are avai-
lable. For this flare the ribbons were long, nearly straight, and parallel to
each other, and a 2-D model for the coronal field geometry may be adequate. The
lower curve in Figure I shows the temporal profile El(t) calculated from Equation
(2), using the ribbon leading-edge velocity as determined by Moore et al. (1980)
and the photospheric magnetic data published by Michalitsanos and Kupferman (1974).
One sees from this calculation that, as reconnection sets in at the beginning of
the decay phase, the electric field grows rapidly to reach a maximum value of about
2 V/cm within just a few minutes. Thereafter E l declines monotonically with ti-
me, as one would expect for any relaxation process: as more and more of the magne-
tic flux disrupted by the flare reconnects, the merging rate itself decreases.
MAXIMUM RECONNECTION RATE
The upper curve in Figure I illustrates crudely the behavior which the electric
field would have, were reconnection occurring at every instant at the maximum
possible rate allowed by compressible reconnection theory (Soward and Priest, 1982),
i.e., were the merging being highly forced by the inflow boundary conditions. This
maximum merging rate corresponds to
(max) i B a MA(max) , (3)E l = --c l i
where ai_ Bi/(4_Q) I/2 is the Alfv_n speed in the inflow region and MA(max) is an
upper limit to the Alfv_nic Mach number of the inflow provided by the theory. The
reader is referred to Poletto and Kopp (1986) for specific details of this calcu-
lation. The important point to note is that, in addition to the general shape of
the monotonic decline being similar for both curves, the maximum reconnection rate
is more than an order of magnitude larger than the empirically determined rate.
Thus, whereas in many physical situations (e.g. during the impulsive phase of geo-
magnetic storms or solar flares) reconnection is generally regarded as being stron-
gly driven (Vasyliunas, 1975), such does not seem to be the case throughout the
flare decay phase; here the merging proceeds at a much more leisurely pace dicta-
ted by dynamical relaxation of the external flow field.
RE_0NNECT_ON IN ACTUAL FLARE GEOMETRIES
Strictly speaking, the method of Forbes and Priest (1984) for calculating the elec-
tric field at the neutral line can be used only in certain 3-D geometries for which
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Time history of the electric field at the neutral line for the 29 July,
1973 flare, calculated by the method of Forbes and Priest (lower curve)
and by the assumption of strongly driven reconnection (upper curve).
one coordinate is ignorable. Whereas the soft X-ray images from Skylab (Moore et
al., 1980) suggest that this condition might have been approximately satisfied for
the 29 July, 1973 flare, the vast majority of flares occur in regions of complex
magnetic structure. We should inquire, then, as to "what practical use can be made
of the method in general.
Perhaps the most striking observational feature of the loop prominence systems as-
sociated with large flares, not taken into account in 2-D reconnection scenarios,
is the tendency for individual loops to "lean away" from each other. Especially
apparent when on occasion we view a loop system edgewise at the solar limb, this
is generally attributed to an "edge effect" of the coronal magnetic field caused
by the finite size of the active region (Forbes, 1985; Rust and Roy, 1971). A
direct result of this "fanning out" of the loops is that the magnetic field
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strength B i in the inflow region will be smaller than it would be, were the loops
situated in parallel planes.
A rough estimate of this effect on the reconnection rates presented above can be ma-
de as follows. Let L denote the length in the chromosphere threaded by field
lines undergoing reconnection at higher levels (i.e. the length of the H_ flare rib-
bons) and let Lx be the corresponding length of the X-line in the corona (i.e.,
the distance spanned by the tops of newly formed loops). Then, relative to the 2-D
scenario described earlier, B i will be smaller by the factor L/L x. For a given
inflow velocity v i , E I (and thus the local rate of flux merging) will be smaller
by the same amount. However, the maximum reconnection rate, as measured by El(max)
2
in Equation (3), is proportional to B i and so decreases more rapidly than does
E l as determined by the Forbes-Priest method. Given the uncertainties in the
amount of spreading of the loops seen in the disk flare of 29 July, 1973, it is not
possible to say precisely how much of the vertical displacement between the two
curves of Figure 1 can be explained thusly. However, we do not consider it likely
to bring them into perfect agreement in this way, as one would require L/L x < 0.I
- a really large spreading factor for which there is no observational support.
In view of the paucity of empirical data on the 3-D loop geometry above any particu-
lar flare site, it is tempting to use the topological property on which the Forbes
and Priest method was formulated in idealized 2-D geometries, to investigate the
magnetic structure of more complex active regions. This may provide useful applica-
tions on at least two fronts. First, on the active region scale itself, we can
replace Equation (2) by an integral relation for the total rate of flux merging,
which gives the net potential difference _i along the coronal neutral line as a
function of the instantaneous motion of either flare ribbon:
L x L
E I(_ ) dR - ! f V R(_) B n(_) d_ (4)
: X X -- C
J J
O O
where the first path integral is taken along the coronal X-line and the second is
along the ribbon. _i may be of practical importance for explaining the continuous
acceleration of particles during the flare decay phase.
Second, even lacking detailed knowledge of the coronal field structure, on a fine
spatial scale it should be possible to map fieldline connections between the two
flare ribbons. This is because at any point £ of a ribbon the quantity
i/c VR(1) Bn(1) represents the local rate at which the magnetic separatrix is
sweeping open flux into the growing arcade of closed loops. A newly formed closed
field line should have the same value for this quantity at each of its footpoints.
The fieldline connections thereby established might under ideal circumstances be
compared with observed post-flare loop orientations, providing an additional test
of the reconnection hypothesis. We are presently attempting to apply this method
to the two-ribbon flare of 20 June, 1980.
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DYNAMIC EVOLUTION OF CORONAL MAGNETIC FIELDS
Richard S. Steinolfson
Institute for Fusion Studies
University of Texas at Austin
Austin, Texas 78712
ABSTRACT
The response of coronal magnetic fields to photospheric motion is investigated using a time-
dependent, two-dimensional MHD simulation. Starting with an initially uniform field, a circular section
of the loop base is slowly rotated to represent the photospheric motion. The field lines at the base move
with this flow in a manner consistent with the generated electric fields. The subsequent evolution of the
field and flow can be characterized as passing through several distinct configurations. In the earliest
phase the kinetic energy is negligible, and the current and field are parallel throughout most of the
cylinder. This is followed by a period in which the field rotation increases, the axial field at and near the
axis increases, and the axial field decreases in two cylindrical regions away from the axis. When the field
in an appreciable portion of the cylinder has undergone one complete rotation, a rapid change in field
configuration occurs with a large portion of the field making several rotations at large radii and a
corresponding large reduction in the axial field.
INTRODUCTION
Based on the assumption that the energy source for some of the explosive behavior observed in
the solar corona (e.g., flares, eruptive prominences) is the in-situ magnetic field, there has been
considerable interest over the years to develop theories and, more recently, numerical models to describe
the generation of this nonpotenfial magnetic energy. The present study will be concerned with the coronal
loop, in which compact flares may occur, as opposed to coronal arcades, in which eruptive prominences
and the more energetic two-ribbon flares may originate.
In the case of loops, one theory advocates their emergence from the convective zone as highly
concentrated helically twisted flux ropes (Piddington, 1975). The problem here is to explain how the
loop remains stable for relatively long time periods before suddenly going unstable. In this study, we
adopt the opposing view that sheared, twisted fields in coronal loops form as a result of convective or
photospheric motion at the base of initially potential coronal magnetic configurations.
Numerous studies of magnetic energy build-up in coronal fields have been based on the premise
that the field evolution must satisfy the requirement of a vanishing Lorentz force (e.g., Sturrock and
Woodbury, 1967; Zweibel and Boozer, 1985). The reasoning here being that unrealistically large thermal
pressures would be required to balance the Lorentz force in the relatively low beta corona: a not
unreasonable argument providing the dynamics are neglected. However, when the coronal motion is
included in a low beta (ratio of thermal to magnetic pressures) plasma, a simple order-of-magnitude
analysis estimates the following relation between the changes in velocity and magnetic field (Sv,SB), the
instantaneous values (v,B) and the local Alfven velocity (Va) when J x B _: 0:
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Hence, as would be expected, the unbalanced Lorentz force can be balanced by the flow dynamics,
although the question remains as to how large these flows must be. We now explore the interaction
between the field and flow. For the simulation presented herein, the Lorentz force in the latter stages of
evolution is far from vanishing, and the nonpotential magnetic energy is considerably larger than the
kinetic energy.
MODEL AND COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE
A coronal loop is approximated by a cylinder with an initially uniform magnetic field. For this
exploratory study gravity is neglected, the evolution is axisymmetric, and the corona is treated as
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incompressible with a low enough beta that thermal pressure gradients are negligible.
uncouple from the energetics, and the equations that must be solved are the following:
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The dynamics now
These equations are solved numerically using the semi-implicit method of Harned and Kerner
(1985). This differencing scheme offers the advantage of permitting time steps larger than those imposed
by the fast modes (the explicit CFL condition). In addition, it is relatively simple to code, and the
computing time for each time step is comparable to that for explicit methods. An extension of this method
by Harned and Schnack (1986), which removes the shear Alfven constraint and thereby remains stable
for even larger time steps, is currently being investigated.
The boundary conditions at the loop center are trivial in this axisymmetric simulation. The
maximum radius of the computational cylinder is large enough (twice the radius within which the base is
rotated) that the physicial variables at this boundary are not modified significantly: zero-order
extrapolation is sufficient. At the loop mid-point a form of symmetry conditions, consistent with each
end of the loop being rotated by the same amount in opposite directions, is used. The only velocity at the
base is the rotation (azimuthal) velocity, which increases linearly out to three-fourths the maximum
rotation radius and then decreases linearly to zero. The azimuthal magnetic field at the base is updated at
each time step using the ideal induction equation, and zero-order extrapolation provides the radial field.
The axial field is maintained constant at its initial uniform value at the base in order that the flux into the
loop remain constant. One check on the numerical solution is to compute the flux through the loop mid-
point. For the simulation in the following section, this flux remained within a few percent of the flux into
the loop.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
The physical conditions for the simulation discussed here are: density = 109 cm -3, initial magnetic
field = 10.54g, temperature= 1.6 x 106 K, Lundquist number = 104, maximum rotation radius (a, the
value used to normalize distance) = 109 cm, total loop length = 2 x 109 cm. The initial beta and Alfven
velocity then become 0.1 and 727 km s -1. The maximum rotation velocity is 10 km s q, which is 1.4% of
the initial Alfven velocity.
The evolution of the magnetic and kinetic energies is shown in Fig. 1. The plotted value is the
nonpotential magnetic energy or that in excess of the initial value of 5.5 x 1028 ergs. As illustrated in the
figure, the current and field are approximately parallel in the early stages when the kinetic energy is
negligible relative to the excess magnetic energy. This is true throughout the cylinder with the exception
of thin layers at the cylinder base and center. Although the current and field are parallel (i.e., J = c_B),
the quantity c_ varies considerably in space (for t = 19.4 min., -6 < c_ < 1.5).
After approximately twenty minutes, the kinetic energy rises rapidly followed by a period of
slower growth when both energies grow exponentially at about the same rate. After this latter stage both
energies increase dramatically. The magnetic configuration differs in the above three phases (negligible
kinetic energy, uniform growth, rapid rise), and each of these is discussed below.
The approximate exponential growth of the magnetic energy (up to the last phase) occurs at a rate
of 0.036 in terms of the initial Alfven time. (For comparison, this is about equal to the maximum growth
of the tearing mode at a Lundquist number of 103.) The present growth rate is independent of the
Lundquist number.
Some of the field lines, typical of the field evolution in the first phase (negligible kinetic energy),
are shown in Fig. 2. Distances in this and subsequent figures are normalized to the maximum rotation
radius at the base, and the circle indicates the location of the maximum rotation. The azimuthal
component has been zeroed out for this presentation to illustrate how these results compare with the
analytic solution of Zweibel and Boozer (1985; Fig. 1). Both solutions indicate a bending of the field line
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toward the axis (which is largest near the base) inside the maximum twist location, and a slight outward
bending beyond the twisted region. Between the base and the loop mid-point, the field lines are rotated
by a maximum of about 70* for the solution in Fig. 2. The increase in the axial field strength near the
cylinder axis (and the consequent inward bending of the field lines) coincides with an azimuthal current in
the positive azimuthal direction that peaks at a radius of about 0.2.
The primary current system established in the first phase prevails during the subsequent
evolution. This system consists of (a) an axial current concentrated near the axis flowing toward the
base, (b) a radial current inside the maximum rotation radius near the base and directed away from the
axis, and (c) the azimuthal current referred to above. In the later stage additional currents develop near
the radius of maximum twist and beyond.
During the second phase when the magnetic and kinetic energies grow at similar rates, the field
twist and shear continually increase. The field lines near the transition between the second and third
phase are shown in several views in Fig. 3. Notice that two field lines now undergo approximately one
complete rotation between the base and loop mid-point. One starts at the base at the location of maximum
rotation and the other is at the edge of the rotated region. It is interesting that the lines between these two
only rotate about half as much. This behavior is mainly due to the fact that the lines with the large twist
pass through regions where the axial field strength has been reduced to about 10% of its initial value,
while between these regions the axial field increases by about 10%. Azimuthal currents in the negative
(positive) azimuthal direction just inside (outside) the maximum rotation and the primary currents near the
axis are consistent with the modified axial field. An axial current centered at maximum rotation flowing
away from the base contributes to the large rotation at large radii.
A dramatic change in the field configuration occurs in the short interval (N 18 sec) between the
times in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. Notice that this reconfiguration only occurs for the field lines originating at
the location of maximum twist and beyond. The inner four field lines remain virtually unaffected. The
axial field strength is now reduced substantially (down to 1% of the initial value) in a large region (0.75 <
r < 1.5 and 0.2 < z < 1). This axial field reduction permits some field lines to rotate several times before
reaching the loop mid-point, as seen in Fig. 4 (a), (b). (Numerical problems are responsible for not
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Figures 3,4. Field lines near the end of the uniform growth (37 minutes) and in the
rapid growth (37.2 minutes) phase. The same field lines are shown in all
views at both times. The field lines as they would appear when seen from
the cylinder base are drawn in the top figures (a), and the view from the
side is shown in the center figures (b). The bottom figures (c) correspond
to the projection in Figure 2. The field line with the circle at the base is at
the location of maximum rotation.
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extending the two field lines to the mid-point in Fig. 4(b), (c)).
The axial field does not appear to have reversed direction in this simulation, although it does
become very small. (Note that the fields may have temporarily reversed at times that were not selected for
display.) In other simulations where the rotation velocity is a larger fraction of the initial Alfven velocity
(a higher density was used with the same rotation velocity), the axial field does reverse, and magnetic
islands are formed for relatively short time periods. The qualitative evolution of this latter computation,
however, is the same as for the solution discussed here.
Another reconfiguration occurs 0.2 minutes after the time used for the results in Fig. 4. In this
case all of the field lines shown in Figs. 2-4 collaspe toward the axis with comparatively small rotation
(less than 270 degrees) and with the same general shape as the inner four lines in Fig. 3(c) and Fig. 4(c).
This stage is not discussed further since it is questionable whether such behavior would ever be obtained
if the solution had the extra degree of freedom available in a three-dimensional simulation.
CONCLUSION
This study has shown that photospheric motion can produce enough free magnetic energy in an
initially potential magnetic loop to explain the energy source of the compact flare. However, in contrast
to assumptions that are frequently made, the energy build-up does not evolve through a series of
equilibrium states, the current and field do not remain parallel during the process, and when the current
and field are parallel the proportionality between them (o0 varies in space.
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